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ID: MoAP-1, 2016-04-11 09:30 - 10:15, Aula Magna
Strongly correlated electron systems

Hybrid Oxide Heterostructures

Ivan Schuller1 , Ali Basaran1 , Jose de la Venta3 , Juan-Gabriel Ramirez5 , Thomas Saerbeck2 ,
Ilya Valmianski1 , Siming Wang4 , Xavier Batlle6  

1) Center for Advanced Nanoscience, Physics Department 0319, UCSD, La Jolla. Ca. 92093 2)
Institut Laue----Langevin, 71 avenue des Martyrs, 38000 Grenoble, France 3) Department of 
Physics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA 4) Materials Science Division, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA 5) Department of 
Physics, Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá 111711, Colombia 6) Departament de Física 
Fonamental and Institut de Nanociència i Nanotecnologia Universitat de Barcelona, 08028 
Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain

* Ivan Schuller, ischuller@ucsd.edu

Hybrid materials allow the engineering of new material properties by creative uses of proximity 
effects. When two dissimilar materials are in close physical proximity the properties of each one 
may be radically modified or occasionally a completely new material emerges. In the area of 
magnetism, controlling the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic thin films without magnetic 
fields is an on- going challenge with multiple technological implications for low- energy 
consumption memory and logic devices. Interesting possibilities include ferromagnets in 
proximity to dissimilar materials such as antiferromagnets or oxides that undergo metal-insulator 
transitions. The proximity of ferromagnets to antiferromagnets has given rise to the extensively 
studied Exchange Bias. Our recent investigations in this field have addressed crucial issues 
regarding the importance of the antiferromagnetic [1] and ferromagnetic bulk for the Exchange 
Bias and the unusual short time dynamics [2].   In a series of recent studies, we have 
investigated the magnetic properties of different hybrids of ferromagnets (Ni, Co and Fe) and 
oxides which undergo metal-insulator and structural phase transitions. Both the static as well as 
dynamical properties of the ferromagnets are drastically affected. Static properties such as the 
coercivity, anisotropy and magnetization [3-5] and dynamical properties [6] such as the 
microwave response are clearly modified by the proximity effect and give raise to interesting 
perhaps useful properties. Work supported by US-AFOSR and US-DOE
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[1] Exchange Bias: The Antiferromagnetic Bulk Matters, Ali C. Basaran, T. Saerbeck, J. de la 
Venta, H. Huckfeldt, A. Ehresmann, and Ivan K. Schuller, Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 072403 (2014)
[2] Novel Laser-Induced Dynamics in Exchange-Biased Systems, A. Porat, S. Bar-Ad, and I.K. 
Schuller, Euro. Phys. Lett. 87, 67001 (2009).
[3] Control of Magnetism Across Metal to Insulator Transitions, J. de la Venta, Siming Wang, 
J.G. Ramirez, and Ivan K. Schuller, App. Phys. Lett. 102, 122404 (2013).
[4] Spin Valve Effect Across the Metal-Insulator transition in V2O3, Mikhail Erekhinsky, J. de la 
Venta, and Ivan K. Schuller, J. Appl. Phys. 114, 143901 (2013)
[5] Coercivity Enhancement in V2O3/Ni Bilayers Driven by Nanoscale Phase Coexistence, J. de 
la Venta, Siming Wang, T. Saerbeck, J.G. Ramirez, I. Valmianski, and Ivan K. Schuller, Appl. 
Phys. Lett. 104, 062410 (2014).
[6] Collective Mode Splitting in Coupled Ferromagnet/Oxide Heterostructures,Juan Gabriel 
Ramírez, J. de la Venta, Siming Wang, Thomas Saerbeck, Ali C. Basaran, X. Batlle, and Ivan K. 
Schuller, To be published
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ID: MoAO-1, 2016-04-11 10:15: - 10:35, Aula Magna
Multiferroic and magnetoelectric systems

  

Imaging polar gradients in multiferroic SrMnO3 thin films

César Magén1, Roger Guzman1, Laura Maurel2, Eric Langenberg3 , Pedro Antonio Algarabel3 ,
José Ángel Pardo2  

1) Laboratorio de Microscopías Avanzadas (LMA), Instituto de Nanociencia de Aragón (INA), 
Universidad de Zaragoza, 50018 Zaragoza, Spain 2) Instituto de Nanociencia de Aragón (INA), 
Universidad de Zaragoza, 50018 Zaragoza, Spain 3) Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de 
Aragón (INA), Universidad de Zaragoza-CSIC, 50009 Zaragoza, Spain 

* Cesar Magen, cmagend@unizar.es

Engineering strain in oxides is a promising route for the quest of thin film materials with 
coexisting ferroic orders, multiferroics, with efficient magnetoelectric coupling at room 
temperature. Precise control of the strain gradient would enable custom tailoring of the 
multiferroic properties, but presently remains challenging.  Promising intrinsic multiferroics are 
some manganites with the cubic ABO3 perovskite structure. For instance, previous works have 
shown that the antiferromagnetic paraelectric SrMnO3 (SMO) could become ferroelectric upon 
artificial expansion of the unit cell by epitaxial strain [1]. In this case, the induced lattice 
distortion is expected to induce ferroelectricity by the off-centering of the magnetic cation Mn4+. 

In this work we explore the existence of polar gradients induced by epitaxial strain in 10-nm-
thick SMO thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition on LSAT (100) substrates, whose polar 
nature was predicted theoretically, and recently observed experimentally [1,2]. Aberration-
corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) experiments have been carried 
out to determine the strain fields and the local atomic displacements within the unit cell from 
Annular Bright Field (ABF) images with atomic resolution. As a result, we map the polar rotation 
of the ferroelectric polarization at atomic resolution, both far from and near the domain walls and 
find flexoelectricity resulting from vertical strain gradients (see Fig.1). The origin of this particular 
strain state is a gradual distribution of oxygen vacancies across the film thickness, according to 
electron energy loss spectroscopy. Herein we present a chemistry-mediated route to induce 
polar rotations in oxygen-deficient multiferroic films, resulting in flexoelectric polar rotations and 
with potentially enhanced piezoelectricity.
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ID: MoAO-2, 2016-04-11 10:35 -10:55, Aula Magna
Multiferroic and magnetoelectric systems

Magnetic phase diagram and ordered ground state in GdMn2O5 multiferroic studied by x-
ray and neutron scattering.

Alessandro Bombardi1 , Laurent Chapon 2 , Carlo Vecchini1 , Pascal Manuel3 , Paolo Radaelli4 ,
Nara Lee5 , Sang-Wook Cheong5  

1) Diamond Light Source Ltd, Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Didcot, Oxfordshire,
OX11 0DE, UK 2) Institut Laue-Langevin, BP 156X, 38042, Grenoble, France 3) ISIS Facility, 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory - STFC, OX11 0QX, Chilton, Didcot UK 4) Department of 
Physics, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3PU, UK 5) Rutgers Center for 
Emergent Materials and Department of Physics \& Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, 
New Jersey 08854, USA 

* Alessandro Bombardi, Alessandro.Bombardi@diamond.ac.uk

We recently reported giant tunability of ferroelectric polarization (ΔP=5000  μC/m2) in the 
multiferroic GdMn2O5 with external magnetic fields[1]. The zero field magnetic model 
determined from x-ray magnetic scattering indicates that the Gd-Mn symmetric exchange 
striction plays a major role in the tunable ferroelectricity of GdMn2O5, differently from other 
members of the same family. 
The role of the Gd ion is crucial in controlling the magnetic and electric properties of the system. 
In this presentation we will show the fundamental role of the Gd sublattice in controlling the 
reversal of the electric polarization under a magnetic field of 4 T applied along the a direction. 
Using neutron single crystal diffraction in an applied magnetic field up to 6 T we reconstructed 
the evolution of the magnetic ground state and establish the role of the different magnetic 
species as function of the applied field. The magnetic field competes with the coupling between 
the Mn and Gd  sublattices and changes the 
relative behaviour of the two magnetic sublattices, explaining the dramatic change in the electric 
properties.    
Further result of this study is the determination of the evolution of the incommensurate magnetic 
structure combining x-ray resonant diffraction and neutron single crystal studies [2].

[1] N. Lee et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 137203 (2013)
[2] A. Bombardi et al in preparation
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ID: MoCO-1, 2016-04-11 10:15 - 10:35, Joaquin Costa
Strongly correlated electron systems

  

Dependence of the electron spin scattering in the BiAg2 surface alloy on step density 
and its chemical composition.

Jorge Lobo-Checa1 , Guillaume Vasseur2 , Ignacio Piquero-Zulaica2 , Miguel A Valbuena3 ,
Frederik Schiller2 , Stefano Schirone3 , J. Enrique Ortega4 , Aitor Mugarza3

1) Instituto de Ciencias de Materiales de Aragon, Zaragoza, Spain 2) Centro de Fisica de 
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The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) can dramatically influence electron scattering on the surface of 
crystalline compounds. A most striking consequence is the quenching of backscattering, which 
arises from the entanglement between the spin and crystal momentum in the surface states of 
topological insulators and other two-dimensional systems [1]. The absence of backscattering 
makes an electric current less sensitive to defects and facilitates the generation of spin currents, 
which is attractive for applications in spintronics [2].

Previous investigations of the BiAg2 surface alloy [3] showed evidence of electron 
backscattering for both the occupied and unoccupied surface bands but with a considerable 
transmission [4]. It has been reported that the electron scattering is strongly dependent on the 
chemical composition of the step edges [5], where spin-flip backward scattering can lead to 
intraband transitions between states of opposite spin projection. The spin-flip scattering 
amplitude depends on the chemical composition of the steps, leading to total confinement for 
pure Bi step edges (A-steps), and considerable leakage for mixed Bi-Ag step edges (B-steps). 
Additionally, the different localization of the occupied and unoccupied surface bands at Ag and 
Bi sites leads to a spatial shift of the scattering potential barrier at pure Bi step edges (see 
Figure).

We confirm that such remarkable differences of the electron interaction with the different step 
types exists when using non-local surface techniques. This study was carried out by ARPES in 
a synchrotron using two differently oriented curved crystals by scanning the photon beam along 
the crystal curvature. Curved crystals provide tunable step densities [6,7] and, in this case, with 
two step orientations ([1-10] and [11-2]), thereby the different behaviour between A- and B-
steps can be unravelled [5]. Our data shows strong differences in energy and momentum 
variation of the surface electrons between the two crystals that agree with the previous STM 
data, but it is striking that the effective step barriers that the electrons feel are so different for the 
same surface alloy.
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Several representatives of the family of rare-earth (R) bearing half-Heusler phases RTBi (T = 
Pd, Pt) have been predicted theoretically to be topological insulators [1]. A few of them have 
been established to exhibit superconductivity at low temperatures that possibly has an 
unconventional character because of the MgAgAs-type crystal structure that lacks an inversion 
symmetry [2]. Furthermore, some RTBi compounds order magnetically with the magnetic 
moments arranged in a manner expected for antiferromagnetic topological insulators (AFTI) [3]. 
The unique combination of non-trivial topology, superconductivity and long-range magnetism 
makes these materials highly interesting for comprehensive studies.

Here, we briefly review our experimental results obtained to date for single-crystalline LuPdBi, 
LuPtBi, YPtBi, and HoPdBi. All these compounds exhibit band inversion effect [4,5] and 
possess superconducting ground states [6,7]. In addition, the latter bismuthide orders 
antiferromagnetically [7]. Owing to characteristic features in their electronic transport (weak 
antilocalization effect, large and nonsaturating magnetoresistance, Shubnikov – de Haas 
oscillations with charge carriers of small effective masses and Berry phases close to ½), we 
argue that the studied materials host Dirac-fermion surface states, which are directly involved in 
Cooper pairing.

[1] H. Lin et al., Nature Mat. 9, 546 (2010).
[2] Y. Nakajima, et al. Sci. Adv. 1, e1500242 (2015).
[3] R. S. K. Mong et al., Phys. Rev. B 81, 245209 (2010).
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Owing to their high surface areas, tunable pore dimensions, and adjustable surface 
functionality, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) can offer advantages for a variety of gas 
storage and gas separation applications.  In an effort to help curb greenhouse gas emissions 
from power plants, we are developing new MOFs for use as solid adsorbents in post- and pre-
combustion CO2 capture, and for the separation of O2 from air, as required for oxy-fuel 
combustion.  In particular, MOFs with open metal cation sites or alkylamine-functionalized 
surfaces are demonstrated to provide high selectivities and working capacities for the 
adsorption of CO2 over N2 under dry flue gas conditions.  Breakthrough measurements further 
show compounds of the latter type to be effective in the presence of water, while calorimetry 
data reveal a low regeneration energy compared to aqueous amine solutions.  MOFs with open 
metal cation sites, such as Mg2(dobdc) (dobdc4– = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), are 
highly effective in the removal of CO2 under conditions relevant to H2 production, including in 
the presence of CH4 impurities.  Redox-active Fe2+ sites in the isostructural compound 
Fe2(dobdc) allow the selective adsorption of O2 over N2 via an electron transfer 
mechanism.  The same material is demonstrated to be effective at 45 °C for the fractionation of 
mixtures of C1 and C2 hydrocarbons, and for the high-purity separation of ethylene/ethane, 
propylene/propane, and CO/H2 mixtures.  Finally, it will be shown that certain structural features 
possible within MOFs, but not in zeolites, can enable the fractionation of hexane isomers 
according to the degree of branching or octane number.
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Nowadays, the laboratory synthesis of an artificial oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) has been 
the objective of many synthetic chemists. Particular attention has been given to mixed 
manganese-calcium compounds aimed to shed light on the tetranuclear arrangement of the 
manganese centers in the OEC. In this paper we present the magneto-structural 
characterization of the synthesised complex described by formula 
[Mn2Ca2(hmp)6(H2O)4(CH3CN)2](ClO4)3 (1). Cluster 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space 
group C2/c with the cation lying on an inversion centre. The manganese and calcium ions of the 
[Mn2Ca2] core are six and seven coordinate, respectively. The distance Mn….Mn is 3.297 Å, 
and Mn….Ca is 3.490 Å. The complex was characterised by heat capacity and dc/ac 
magnetometry. Static thermo-magnetic results reflect a unique Mn(III) valence state, and high 
orthorombic crystal field parameters (D/kB=-6.2K, E/kB=-2.2K); at low temperature the system 
behaves as ferromagnetically coupled (J/kB=1.1K) Mn dimers with a S=4 ground state. Ac 
magnetization in addition reveals the slow relaxation characteristics of a Single Molecule 
Magnet (SMM) below 4K. At zero magnetic field, an Orbach-type magnetic relaxation process is 
observed at high frequencies (τf ~ 10-5 s), while a second low-frequency process (τs ~ 0.2 s) is 
induced by the application of an external d.c. magnetic field. The slow process is attribuited to a 
direct process with enhanced relaxation times due to phonon bottleneck effect.
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Metal Organic Frameworks (MOF’s) or coordination polymers are hybrid materials which were 
widely studied over the two last decades for their great potential in the field of magnetism, 
luminescence, gas or drug storage/release and energy production. In order to obtain well 
crystallized materials, the latter are most of the time obtained by hydrothermal route from an 
inorganic salt and an organic building block bearing at least one reactive function which act as a 
linker between the organic and the inorganic subnetworks.
On our side, we have investigated the hydrothermal synthesis of such hybrid materials using 
rigid polyfunctional derivatives possessing at least one phosphonic acid group and one 
carboxylic acid function grafted on a rigid scaffold (aromatic or heteroaromatic ring) and 
different transition metal precursors.
To reach applications, one of the fundamental questions deals with the structure of the hybrid 
materials. In order to understand and control the dimensionality of the final materials (1D, 2D or 
3D network) several parameters have been assessed in this work: geometry of the organic 
precursors (bent or linear), number and type of reactive functions, nature of the inorganic 
precursor and influence of the experimental conditions (solvent, concentration, pH, 
temperature).
Accordingly, this strategy has permitted to underline the crucial importance of the pH of the 
reaction media on the control of the dimensionality during the synthesis of the materials from a 
phosphonobenzoic acid and transition metals cations like Co2+, Mn2+, Zn2+, Cu2+ or Ag+. Indeed, 
at low pH only the phosphonic acid is bonded to the inorganic network while at higher pH both 
functional groups are linked to the inorganic network producing columnar (1D), homochiral 
helical (1D), lamellar (2D), or 3D architectures. When no water molecules are present in these 
structures, these materials exhibit a remarkable structural and thermal stability (up to 400°C) as 
observed for silver and europium based hybrids. Beside their high thermal stabilities these 
materials exhibit bactericidal or luminescent properties. Several examples will be presented to 
illustrate the possibilities to design a hybrid material, with a selected dimensionality and a 
selected property, by choosing some pertinent parameters at the synthesis step.
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Two new metal-organic frameworks {[Mn5(cpdps)4(HCOO)2(H2O)2(DMF)4]}n (1) and {Mn3(μ-
H2O)2(Hcpdps)2(cpdps)2(DMF)2](DMF)2(H2O)12}n (2) have been synthesized by conventional 
and solvothermal methods and structurally characterized by X-ray single crystal diffraction. X-
ray diffraction study of (1) has shown that the main structural unit is a pentanuclear [Mn5]
neutral cluster, supported by the coordination of ten carboxylate groups provided by four bis(p-
carboxyphenyl)diphenylsilane (cpdps) and two formiate ligands. In the crystal each 
pentanuclear [Mn5] cluster (Figure 1a) is joined with four adjacent [Mn5] SBUs via eight doubly 
deprotonated silicon-linkers. The crystal of (2) consists in trinuclear [Mn3] secondary building 
units. Each trinuclear [Mn3] cluster is interacting with four adjacent [Mn3] units via eight doubly 
deprotonated silicon-carboxylic acid generating a 3D coordination network (Figure 1b).
  
Figure 1. View of polinuclear [Mn5]-(a) and [Mn3]-(b) clusters in the crystal structure of (1) and 
(2)

Magnetic susceptibility measurements in the 0-300 K range of both cordination networks 
showed the existence of anti-ferromagnetic exchange interactions between the Mn(II) ions. The 
thermogravimetrical data revealed a good thermal stability of both complexes, while the results 
of the water vapour sorption capacity in dynamic regime indicated good moisture stability of the 
manganese(II) coordination networks.
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Several structural modifications of decagonal quasicrystals (DQCs) exist in Al-Co-Ni system 
with a wide compositional ratio of Co/Ni [1]. It is considered that these phases are stabilized by 
chemical ordering between Co and Ni, however the investigation of the chemical ordering has 
never been perfoemed, because it is difficult to distinguish sites of neighbor’s elements Co 
(Z=27) and Ni (Z=28). On the basis of observation by spherical aberration (Cs)-corrected STEM 
and atomic-resolution EDS, we directly visualized atomic-resolution element maps for a PD3c
phase (orthorhombic unit cell with lattice parameters a=5.2 nm, b=0.4 nm and c=3.7 nm) [2], 
which is an important approximant for elucidation of the atomic arrangements in ordered Al-Co-
Ni DQCs [3], in an annealed Al71.5Co16Ni12.5 alloy [4].

From the combination of observed high-angle annular HAADF and ABF-STEM observations, 
an atomic arrangement of the crystalline approximant can be directly derived. Figure 1 shows 
an HAADF-STEM image (a) and EDS maps of Co (b) and Ni (c) elements. The chemical 
ordering of Co and Ni in the arrangement of transition-metal (TM) atoms and mixed sites (MSs) 
of TM and Al atoms can be clearly detected. The 1.2 nm clusters are enclosed by circles in Figs. 
1(a) and 1(d). A separation of the Co- and Ni-rich areas is clearly exhibited in the overlapped 
maps (Fig. 1(d)) with Co and Ni. As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d), the TM atoms in the 1.2 nm 
cluster are Co atoms, on the other hand, MSs located in gaps between the 1.2 nm clusters are 
occupied by Ni atoms. As a result of the present EDS mappings, it can be concluded that the 
chemical ordering of Co and Ni occurs between the 1.2 nm clusters and pentagonal MSs. It is 
reasonable to consider that a change of the area ratio of the Co-rich 1.2 nm clusters to Ni-rich 
pentagonal MSs causes a series of DQCs with different Ni/Co ratios.
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A sample with initial composition Al65Au15Ir20 was prepared by arc-melting and annealed at 
950°C during 72h. Powder X-ray diffraction of this annealed sample exhibited some peaks that 
could not be attributed to any known Al-Au [1] or Al-Ir [2] binary compound. Beside the two 
binaries Al2.7Ir and Al2Au, energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry carried out on a scanning 
electron microscope confirmed the large presence of a ternary phase with an average 
composition of Al60Au20.5Ir19.5. Single crystals were picked up from the crushed sample and 
analyzed with single crystal X-ray diffraction (Mo Kα1 radiation). The structure was successfully 
solved in the space group P-3m1 with lattice parameters a = 4.2584(5) Å and c = 5.1991(7) Å 
(Ni2Al3 structure type [3]). This compound is isostructural to Al3Cu1.5Co0.5 [4]. The three atomic 
positions have been obtained by direct methods that lead to a stoichiometry Al3AuIr, which is in 
full agreement with the composition estimated by EDX. Two of these three positions are Al but 
the third one has a mixed occupancy of half Ir / half Au. A split model of this structure derived 
from electron density calculations has been established in order to explain the unusually strong 
displacement parameters of one position of Al (see figure). DFT structural relaxations are 
consistent with this proposed model. The formation of the Al3AuIr compound can be viewed as 
a isoelectronic substitution of the Pd atoms of the Al3Pd2 compound with adjacent TM elements 
Ir and Au having similar electronegativities. This suggests a Hume-Rothery stabilization 
mechanism for Al3AuIr and results from DOS calculations confirmed this hypothesis. Chemical 
bonding calculations revealed 2-center and multicenter interactions and predict a preferential 
cleavage of the material at planes perpendicular to the c axis.
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MnWO4 and related compounds with Hübnerite structure constitute a model family where to 
study the mutual interaction between spins and polar orders, and to investigate the magnetic 
control of the electric polarization in improper magnetic ferroelectrics.
We have characterized a variety of magnetic and ferroelectric phases induced by the presence 
of Co (x) or the external magnetic field in Mn1-xCoxWO4 multiferroics up to the highly-doped 
range (0≤x≤0.50). Single crystals and powder samples have been investigated by neutron 
diffraction, resonant magnetic    x-ray scattering, symmetry analysis and polarization 
measurements. The competition between magnetic anisotropies (enhanced by the presence of 
Co2+ ions) and frustrated exchange interactions or the external field produces a rich variety of 
competing multiferroic and magnetoelectric phases, in which the electric polarization behaves 
according to the inverse Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya model.
Spin-orbit coupling effects and the presence of Co+2O6 octahedra strongly influence the 
collinear and non-collinear spin orders (modulated, cycloidal, transverse conical 
incommensurate orders, ..) observed varying the Co content or applying magnetic fields.
In the high doping range the magnetic and ferroelectric properties can be rationalized in terms 
of the competition between commensurate collinear (AF4) and incommensurate cycloidal (AF2) 
spin structures. However, a higher complexity is observed in the intermediate doping range, 
where the competition between magnetocrystalline terms is maximum. Using resonant soft x-ray 
magnetic scattering we have revealed that Mn and Co spins do not always order identically, 
although they occupy the same crystallographic position, and can exhibit remarkable deviations 
in their spin arrangement.   
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Iron monocsilicide is a strongly correlated band insulator with unusual magnetic and transport 
properties, which appear at the temperature-induced electronic transition to metallic state. In 
particular, the neutron and synchrotron experiments revealed anomalous softening of the 
phonon spectra of FeSi with increasing temperature [1,2], the origin of which remains a subject 
of discussions. In [2] it is associated with the impact of strongly correlated electrons on the 
lattice subsystem, while in [1] an exactly opposite model is proposed, that the lattice vibrations 
affect the electron subsystem.

In the present study we develop a self-consistent thermodynamic model of the lattice properties 
of FeSi, within the framework of which we study the impact of the anharmonicity of both 
acoustical and optical modes of the crystal lattice vibrations of FeSi. The acoustical phonons 
are described using the Debye model, while the optical modes – within the Einstein 
approximation. Both Debye and Einstein temperatures depend on volume and therefore on 
temperature, which enables to account for the effects of phonon anharmonicity. The starting (at 
T=0 K) values of both characteristic temperatures are estimated on the basis of experimental 
and ab initio phonon densities of states of FeSi [1]. Based on the model we have calculated 
temperature dependencies of a set of thermal and elastic properties.   

The calculated curve for the bulk modulus of FeSi is in excellent agreement with the 
experimental data, i.e. the lattice subsystem governs the temperature dependence of the bulk 
modulus, which is a direct  indication of the presence of phonon anharmonicity. The Gruneisen 
parameter of the acoustical phonons is almost two times larger than for optical and this 
correlates with the results obtained from the phonon spectra [1]. The correct consideration of 
the optical phonons enables to achieve better agreement between the calculated and 
experimental temperature dependencies of the coefficient of thermal expansion of FeSi as 
compared to the “effective Debye modes”, when the whole phonon spectra of a compound is 
described within the Debye model.

Fig. shows the results of self-consistent calculations of the lattice part of the molar heat capacity 
of FeSi in comparison with the experimental data: one can see that the optical phonons begin to 
contribute only at temperatures higher than ~50 K, while at lower temperatures the lattice heat 
capacity is completely due to the acoustic phonons. Comparison of the calculations with the 
experimental data points to the nontrivial electronic contribution to the heat capacity, which 
appears at the electronic insulator to metal transition in FeSi.  
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The urge to bend conventional rules in developing multiferroic materials with strong 
magnetoelectric coupling, has been partially solved by strain engineering. Among these novel 
strain-induced multiferroic materials, SrMnO3 was proposed as an optimal candidate [1] as 
strain promotes the polar distortion and associated off-centring of the magnetic Mn atoms. The 
prediction of the polar instability under strain was successfully verified and shown to be 
concomitant with the emergence of conduction domains [2].

However, the properties of these thin films not only depend on the imposed strain but also on 
the mechanism to accommodate the in-plane lattice parameter, where off-stoichiometry is as 
additional mechanism besides the widely-known modification of the bond lengths or the 
octahedral tilt patterns in stoichiometric perovskites. Here, we show experimental evidence for 
the previously proposed [3] increase of the oxygen vacancy content on increasing tensile 
epitaxial strain. Furthermore, a novel dependence of the oxygen stoichiometry on the thickness 
of the films has been found, allowing to control the amount of these defects by both the applied 
strain and the film thickness. In these films, the Poisson’s ratio has been experimentally 
obtained lower than in other manganites. Density functional theory calculations confirm the low 
Poisson\'s ratio for both stoichiometric SrMnO3 and films containing oxygen vacancies. The 
control of the content of oxygen vacancies in magnetoelectric materials opens new routes to 
induce unexpected properties in strained thin films.
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Clinopyroxenes of general chemical formula NaMe3+Si2O6 are members of big family of 
pyroxenes compounds, which are components of many rocks. They are stable in over a wide 
range of pressures and temperatures, which makes them also interesting as functional 
materials. Recent publications [1,2] show that upon doping with Eu and Eu/Mn they exhibit 
interesting properties for application as phosphors for white-light-emitting diodes. 

High-pressure luminescence studies of NaScSi2O6 powders doped with Eu2+ (5%), Mn2+ (5%), 
and Eu2+ (5%)/Mn2+(15%), prepared by sol-gel method, were performed in diamond anvil cells 
with pressures up to 32 GPa and various temperatures from 5 K up to 500 K. Luminescence 
spectra and luminescence decay kinetics of both Eu2+ and Mn2+ were studied. 

Temperature dependence of luminescence spectra of doubly doped sample at ambient 
pressure exhibit quenching of Eu emission, which occurs at lower temperatures than quenching 
of Mn luminescence. In addition, decay kinetics of Mn luminescence shows signs of existence 
of two Mn centers having different temperature behaviour. Nature of the Mn centers in this 
compound is discussed.

High pressure experiments shows that luminescence bands associated with Eu2+ and Mn2+

exhibit red shifts with increase of pressure, however with various pressure coefficients, equal to 
approximately -6 cm-1/GPa and -15 cm-1/GPa for Eu2+ and Mn2+, respectively. The shifts can be 
well explained by the influence of the increased crystal field strength with increased pressure. 
Pressure-induced increase of difference between the positions of emission of Eu2+ and 
absorption of Mn2+ reduces efficiency of the energy transfer from Eu2+ to Mn2+ ions. However at 
higher pressures above 10 GPa Mn2+ luminescence decays much faster showing strong 
influence of nonradiative transitions. This can be explained by the pressure-induced crossover 
of 4T1 and 2T2 crystal field levels, which effectively quenches the Mn2+ luminescence. Detailed 
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analysis of this effect will be presented along with analysis of the pressure dependence of the 
energy transfer processes between Eu2+ and Mn2+.
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The possibility of controlling the magnetization (polarization) by an electric (magnetic) field in 
materials displaying ferroelectric and magnetic order in the same phase, so-called multiferroic 
materials, has triggered great amount of research in the last few years. However, very few of 
them have been proved to show strong magnetoelectric coupling, mainly due to the different 
mechanisms of ferroelectricity and magnetism in these compounds. Exception can be found, 
though, in perovskite AMnO3 system (A = Ca, Sr, Ba), in which Mn4+ is expected to be able to 
drive both the magnetic order and the required non-centrosymmetric distortion for ferroelectric 
order. Yet ferroelectricity is allowed in this system, solely, when the unit cell volume is large 
enough to promote Mn off-centring [1], which may be achieved by using increasingly larger A 
cation, as partially replacing Sr with Ba [2], or artificially expanding the lattice parameters by 
epitaxial strain engineering [3]. However, increasing the size of the A-cation destabilizes the 
perovskite structure, becoming different non-ferroelectric hexagonal polymorphs the ground 
state phase [4].
In this work, we report on the synthesis of the perovskite phase of (Sr1-xBax)MnO3 solid solution 
for Ba content ranging 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 in thin films [5]. Moreover, we have managed to grow 
epitaxial tensile-strained (Sr1-xBax)MnO3 films, ranging from 0% to 4% strain. In bulk, high 
hydrostatic pressures are used for synthesizing the metastable pseudocubic phase [2]. Here, 
instead, we use an alternative powerful mechanism for films, the so-called epitaxial stabilization 
[6]. Still, we demonstrate that the stability of the perovskite phase over the non-ferroelectric
hexagonal phase is only found in a very delicate balance of growth conditions, which severely 
worsens on increasing Ba content.
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hexagonal phase is only found in a very delicate balance of growth conditions, which severely 
worsens on increasing Ba content.
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Finally, using Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy and electrical measurements based 
on impedance spectroscopy we have assessed the polar character of (Sr1-xBax)MnO3 films as a 
function of Ba-content and epitaxial strain, covering a wide range in this 2D phase diagram.
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Structural complexity and lone pairs can lead towards materials with low thermal conductivities 
(κ) – one of the key requirements for efficient thermoelectrics.[1,2] In polar chalcogenides, 
complex structural motifs, e.g. polyanionic networks, layers or channels can be obtained 
through a charge transfer from the cation to the anionic framework. By including transition 
metals into this framework interesting magnetic properties such as spin frustration can arise and 
sharp features in the electronic density of states can be introduced close to the Fermi level. 
These d-states contributions can be beneficial for the thermoelectric efficiency of PTMCs due to 
potentially high Seebeck coefficients. Hence, the search for new PTMCs promises new 
magnetic materials with low thermal conductivities and high Seebeck coefficients. First 
members of the ACuMSe3 (A = Ba,Sr and M = Zr, Y) family were synthesized and 
characterized. In this new class of layered compounds the cation and transition metal govern 
the symmetry, i.e. replacing Ba with Sr leads to a reduction in symmetry for M = Y. Going from 
trivalent to tetravalent transition metals causes the formation of A vacancies between the 
[CuMSe3]-layers. The two new PTMCs Ba2FeXSe5 (X = Sb, Bi) are examples where interesting 
structural motifs cannot only be obtained by charge transfer between cations and anions, but 
also due to asymmetric coordination environments of Sb/Bi probably caused by their 
corresponding lone pairs. These compounds are antiferromagnets below 50K/78K for X=Sb/Bi 
and exhibit very low thermal conductivities, i.e. 0.9-0.4 Wm-1K-1 between 50 °C and 500 °C.

[1] E. S. Toberer, A. Zevalkink, G. J. Snyder J. Mater. Chem. 2011, 21, 15843.
[2] W. Kim, J. Mater. Chem. C 2015, 3, 10336.
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In this study, TaC powders were added to Ni and Fe powders to constitute 75Ni-25TaC (wt. %) 
and 75Fe-25TaC (wt.%) powder mixtures. The mixtures were mixed in laboratory scale turbula 
blender for homogenization and then the mixtures were mechanically alloyed against time. After 
mechanical alloying, powders were characterized using analytical technics. For this purpose 
apparent density, true densities, particle size and distribution of mechanical powders were 
measured and data obtained compared with the initial values of the Ni, Fe and TaC powders. 
Structural analysis of the powders determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, and the 
microstructure of composite powders were characterized by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) supported analysis. Peak shiftings 
were observed and compared against mechanical alloying time. Strain rates and crystallite 
sizes were calculated by software TOPAS and Williamson-Hall plot analysis.  
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The discovery of a new concept of formation of multi-element alloys (so called high entropy 
alloys, HEA) by melting of several elements with similar contents, although initially perceived 
mainly of technological significance, in recent years they became the subject of intensive basic 
research. This abrupt change of interests from mostly applied to purely scientific can be related 
to a surprisingly simple crystalline structures (bcc, fcc or hcp) observed in HEA. Preliminary 
support to explain this fact was related to extremely high values of the configuration entropy, 
occurring in a system containing N elements of comparable contributions: Scon f~ kBln (N). Since 
the relative structural stability of solid systems is determined by the free energy (F=E-TS) 
depending on competition between the total energy (E) of the system and its entropy term (TS) 
scaled with temperature.

It has already been shown that changing the contribution of only one component of HEA can 
result in the coexistence of two structures (e.g. bcc and fcc). This behavior occurs, for example, 
in the AlxFeCrNiCo HEA system, in which the transition from single fcc structure through the 
coexistence of bcc and fcc to single bcc structure is observed with increasing of Al content. The 
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method with the coherent potential approximation (CPA), 
recently applied to calculate electronic structure, total energy and different contributions to 
entropy in the AlxFeCrNiCo HEA system, showed that the phase preference or phase 
coexistence behavior resulted from changes in the formation energy [1]. It should be however 
noted that for both crystalline structures observed in AlxFeCrNiCo, configuration entropy is the 
same, as far as the stoichiometry of fcc and bcc phases is maintained. If this condition is not 
satisfied, the configuration entropies of these two phases as well as the configuration entropy of 
the whole system have also to be reduced. In this work, the effect of the relative change in Al 
content with respect to other elements on observed phase coexistence/preference has been 
experimentally evidenced, using XRD, neutron diffraction and EDX measurements. Noteworthy, 
the HEA samples were prepared by novel method based on sintering of pure metal powders at 
temperatures much lower than the melting point of the alloy. Thanks to the specificity of such 
sample preparation, it was possible to characterize precisely each phase separately (due to 
sufficiently large single phase areas) in the investigated alloy compositions. Furthermore, 
electronic structure KKR and KKR-CPA calculations for two (fcc and bcc) phases with 
completive concentrations of elements were carried out in parallel. Obtained results well 
corroborate experimental data.

[1] K.Jasiewicz, J.Cieślak, S.Kaprzyk, J.Toboła, Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 648 (2015) 
307-312
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The electronic ground state and magnetism of Ir(5d) states in two series of iridium oxides, 
A2MIrO6 (A=Sr, La; M = Mg, Ca, Sc, Ti, Ni, Fe, Zn, In) and (Ba,Sr)IrO3, is probed by element- 
and orbital-specific L2,3 edge x-ray absorption and magnetic circular dichroism measurements, 
mainly. All the studied compounds present a significant influence of spin-orbit (SO) interaction in 
the electronic ground state regardless of the electronic configuration (d3, d4 or d5). Besides, the 
SO ground state is found to be robust against lattice compression. On the other hand, the 
XMCD spectra of the different A2MIrO6 compounds show that the Ir 5d local magnetic moment 
has different character depending on the electronic state: Ir carries an orbital contribution 
comparable (or even bigger) to the spin contribution for Ir4+ (d5) and Ir5+ (d4) oxides, whereas the 
orbital contribution is quenched for Ir6+ (d3) samples.  As for the total magnetic moment, our 
results in the A2MIrO6 compounds indicate that Ir may carry a significant, intrinsic local 
magnetic moment. For non-magnetic-M samples, the net magnetization is small due to the AFM 
5d-5d coupling and strongly dependent upon the structural details in each double perovskite. 
When the double perovskite includes a magnetic M, we find that the net moment of Ir orders 
parallel to the net magnetic moment of Fe and Ni in Sr2FeIrO6 and Sr2NiIrO6, respectively, 
whereas it aligns antiparallel in La2NiIrO6. Finally, the disparate response of the magnetic 
properties of BaIrO3 to chemical (Sr-doping) and physical pressure illustrates the delicate 
interplay between lattice degrees of freedom, electronic bandwidth and exchange interactions in 
iridates.
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Thermal irreversibility in dc magnetic measurements under magnetic field (H) is readily 
observed in ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic(AFM) materials, and in spin-glasses or 
superconducting systems. In all standard cases the zero-field-cooled curves (ZFC) lie below 
field-cooled (FC) branches (FC>ZFC) up to a typical characteristic temperature corresponding 
to the various physical states. 
An unusual magnetic behavior where the FC branches cross the ZFC curves (ZFC>FC) has 
been recently observed in three unrelated systems: (i) Inhomogeneous commercial and 
fabricated amorphous carbon powders synthesized with sulfur (a-CS) which exhibit pronounced 
peaks in their virgin ZFC curves at TP ~50-80 K.  Around these peaks the FC curves cross the 
ZFC plots  thus at a certain temperature range ZFC>FC [1]. This complex behavior is 
irreproducible and disappears in the second ZFC run [1]. (ii) In a chiral-based magnetic memory 
device where the main components are: α-helix L-polyalanine adsorbed on gold, Al2O3 and Ni 
(30nm) layers [2]. The peculiar ZFC>FC behavior is observed in the hard direction only. (iii) In a 
pathological liver tissues taken from a patient with mantle cell lymphoma.
This peculiar phenomenon cannot be ascribed to extra magnetic phases (such as oxygen or 
magnetite), and is believed to be an intrinsic property of these three unrelated systems. It is 
assumed that in the ZFC process, prior to applying H the magnetic moments in each system (Ni 
or Fe) are randomly distributed. Low H, may allign these moments to flip along its direction in a 
FM manner up to TP. Above TP, an antiparallel exchange (AFM) coupling is more favored and in 
the next FC process the net magnetic moment is lower and crosses the ZFC branch. 
Alternatively, we may speculate that all systems are in the so called - two-state system- 
separated by a certain energy barrier as discussed in Ref. 1. 

[1] I. Felner, Mater. Res.  Express 1, (2014) 016001.
[2] O. Ben Dor, S. Yochelis, S. P. Mathew, R. Naaman and Y. Paltiel, Nature Commun., 4 
(2013) 2256.
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In this work we present a study of magnetic properties and Hall effect measurements on Diluted 
Magnetic Semiconductors (GaMn)Sb thin films obtained by the DC Magnetron Co-sputtering 
method. The synthesis parameters, such as substrate temperature (Ts), deposition time (t) and 
power deposition in the gallium antimonide (PwGaSb) target were varied while the power 
deposition in the Manganese (PwMn) target and the work pressure (WP) were kept constants. 
The values for t were 10, 15 and 20 minutes, while the PwGaSb values were 100, 120 and 140 
W. Moreover, Ts were varied between 373 K and 523 K. WP value was 2.5x10-2 Torr for all 
samples fabricated. All samples were subjected to an annealing process in situ at 623 K 
temperature during 2 hours. The influence of the variation of synthesis parameters on the 
magnetic properties and Hall Effect are discussed. Studies of Magnetization (M) as a function of 
the applied Magnetic Field (H) to different temperatures (50 K, 150 K and 300 K) were also 
performed. The Hall Effect measurements were obtained at temperatures of 150 K and 300 K in 
a Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) AC Transport Option Quantum Design. 
The ferromagnetic phases in the whole set of samples were evidenced through Hysteresis 
curves and the Hall Coefficient as a function of the Applied Magnetic Field (H) were obtained. 
The coercive field values were between 0.030 and 0.044 T for all samples, regardless of the 
temperature at which the hysteresis measurements was performed
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Figure 1. Hysteresis Curves of the (Ga,Mn)Sb compound. The measurement was realized for 
tree temperatures: 50 K, 150 K and 300 K.
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Porous materials are commonly used as catalyst supports in the processes of oxidation, 
hydrogenation and dehydrogenation at high temperature, corrosion in feed processing - 
corrosive environments at endothermic and exothermic reactions. In particular, for this purpose, 
various types of corundum materials with high chemical inertness. Porosity materials due to the 
high porosity and the peculiar structure have specific properties dramatically different from 
those of the corresponding chemical composition of dense materials.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a porous, permeable ceramics based on corundum 
electrofused filter substrates and membranes and porosity is not less than 90 %, as well as high 
mechanical strength and firing temperature should not exceed 1550 ° C.
we used in the experiment the following methods;

(1) Particle size analysis of the starting powders (Mastersizer laser analyzer of the company 
Malvern Instruments);
(2)Determination of linear shrinkage 
(3)Determination of porosity, water absorption and the average density
(4)Determination of  bending flexural and compressive strength;
(5)Determination of the average pore size and pore size distribution in the webs between the 
cells (gas permeable)
(6) Determination of electron microscopy structure;
An ultra-porous cellular material was obtained from electrofused alumina for filter elements. The 
filler was used electroplating alumina, as a reinforcing filler has been used  porcelain, forming at 
roasting .Samples were made by impregnating  ceramic slip casting  with the subsequent drying 
and roasting at 1350°C,1450°C. The Porosity after roasting was 88-94% of the entire frame of 
the compressive strength up to 5 MPa. Identified gas permeability, average pore size of 
jumpers, and the properties obtained highly porous cellular filter element.
There was obtained a highly porous cellular material of alumina carriers for catalysts. The filler 
used to be Alumina GN -1, as reinforcing filler, forming on fire a bundle usedporcelain mark LT- 
1. The samples were prepared by impregnating the ceramic slurry polyurethane foam (PUF), 
followed by drying and calcining at 1350 ° C, 1450 ° C, and 1550 ° C. The porosity after firing 
was 88 - 94 %, the compressive strength of 3.5 MPa.

It was obtained from a porous, permeable material electrofused corundum filter membrane and 
substrates 2-3mm electrofused corundum dispersion and 0.5 mm, it was used as filler. As a 
reinforcing component forming on fire a bunch of used porcelain powder-LT. By uniaxial dry 
pressing from a charge optimum composition and then sintering at temperatures of 1350 - 1450 
ºC filter elements were prepared in the form of discs 20 mm Ø-, with an open porosity of 26% 
and a flexural strength up to 70 MPa. It was determined the filtration properties of materials.
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Uranium intermetallic compounds usually exhibit large magnetocrystalline anisotropy that is 
born in strong spin-orbit coupling in U ions and together with participation of 5f orbitals in 
anisotropic covalent bonding. We have grown a high quality single crystal of U4Ru7Ge6 by 
Czochralski method and measured on it XRD, magnetization, AC susceptibility, specific heat 
and electrical resistivity in various conditions. Magnetization data revealed that this cubic 
compound represents by its very weak anisotropy a rare exception among U intermetallics. It 
orders ferromagnetically below 7.5 K with the easy magnetization axis along the [111] direction. 
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy appears to be exceptionally weak. The anisotropy energies 
for the [110] and [100] directions are of the order of µeV and corresponding anisotropy fields are 
~0.2 T. The spontaneous magnetic moment for [110] and [100] directions, respectively, 
corresponds to the spontaneous moment for easy direction [111] multiplied by the 
corresponding direction cosine. The paramagnetic susceptibility is entirely isotropic and 
modified Curie-Weiss law fit shows effective moment of 1.37 µB/U, that is significantly lower 
than free U3+ (U4+) free ion, 3.62 µB (3.58 µB) values.
  
First-principle calculations reveal the total magnetic moment of 1.00 µB/f.u. which is in very 
good agreement with experimental data (1.0 µB/f.u. at 7 T). The relativistic spin-orbit coupling 
splits the crystallographically equivalent U positions in two types. The U ions at the first site bear 
almost negligible magnetic moment due to the mutual cancelation of the spin and orbital 
components. The U magnetic moment on the second type of site with uncompensated spin and 
orbital moment dominates the total moment
Thermal expansion measurements show a positive length change below TC for [100] direction 
and almost no response for easy axis [111]. At the same time we observed a negative 
longitudinal magnetostriction for [100] direction and only small positive length change for [111]. 
It shows on possible rhombohedral distortion with an increased lattice angle (>90°). This 
scenario is in agreement with our results of low-temperature XRPD experiments down to 2.8 K. 
Proposed rhombohedral structure has two different U sites as was obtained by relativistic first-
principle calculations. A similar distortion is present in other U based cubic intermetallics like 
US, USe and UTe. Ehrenfest relations containing results from heat capacity measurements 
estimate large pressure dependence of ferromagnetic ordering temperature. Measurements of 
resistivity and AC susceptibility under hydrostatic pressure up to the 3 GPa and at temperatures 
down to 40mK reveal suppression of TC to 0 K at a critical pressure around 2 GPa. These 
results qualitatively correspond with resistivity measurements under pressure on polycrystals 
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A new set of TiO2 based nano-materials (un-doped and iron doped) obtained via laser pyrolysis 
are going to be presented in details with a strong emphasize on new and unexpected magnetic 
properties.  

It was revealed the existence of three types of magnetism: i) the so called “d0” magnetism due 
to electron - hole (vacancies and defects) pairs, ii) para-magnetism induced by the presence of 
dispersed iron and iii) magnetism related to iron clusters in frozen or super-paramagnetic state. 
The last two could be distinguished by comparing and analyzing the sets of data provided by 
the magnetic measurements in various applied fields and over a large number of temperatures 
corroborated with the Mossbauer investigations and the structural determinations.  The iron is 
not easily accommodated in the TiO2 structures (the Anatase and Rutile phases co-exist), 
normally remaining on the grain surface and showing various degree of dispersion.

Relevant aspects are related to the preference for anti-parallel arrangements of spins/ magnetic 
moments, the surprising appearance of unidirectional anisotropy with peculiar behavior of bias 
fields (showing, among other characteristics crossing field in their dependences) and coercive 
force. The explanations of above mentioned magnetic features will be provided in a detailed 
manner. Some estimations of the number of magnetic centers and of the blocking temperatures 
are reported, as well.  
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Magnetic and structural properties of (111) FePt alloys obtained from Fe/Pt multilayers 
modified by Ne+ ion beam irradiation, rapid thermal annealing and combination of both 
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In this work we focus on magnetic properties changes that occur during post-growth 
modification of Fe/Pt (111)-oriented MBE grown multilayers: rapid thermal annealing (RTA), 
Ne+ ion beam irradiation and combination of both methods. Due to the high magnetic 
anisotropy up to 7.0×107 erg/cm2 along the <001> direction L10 ordered FePt alloys are 
promising candidates for high density recording media. L10-ordered phase can be achieved with 
high annealing temperatures but this method is unsuitable from the technological point of view. 
Therefore we investigated a possibility of creating L10–ordered FePt alloys formation from Fe/Pt 
multilayers using post growth Ne+ ion beam irradiation and compared it with effects of RTA 
known as effective method of fabrication of FePt alloys. Use of irradiation instead of high-
temperature annealing also gives possibility of magnetic patterning by irradiation through the 
mask instead of high-cost lithographic techniques.

          A series of Al2O3/Pt 100 Å/(Fe 5 Å/Pt 5 Å)×5/Pt 100 Å multilayer samples were prepared 
using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at room temperature. Epitaxial growth of multilayers and 
smoothness of Fe/Pt interfaces were confirmed by in-situ RHEED and LEED and also ex-situ
XRD measurements. Samples of given structure were irradiated with Ne+ ions of various 
energies (10 and 15 keV) and doses (2×1015÷5×1016 and 9×1014÷3×1015 ions/cm2 respectively). 
Most suitable irradiation parameters were a priori calculated using Tridyn software. As-
deposited samples were also heated (RTA) up to the temperature in the range 100-400°C for 90 
minutes. Analogical heat treatment procedure was applied on samples irradiated with 10 keV 
Ne+ ions of 4×1015, 8×1015 and 4×1016 ions/cm2 dose. Magnetic properties of all investigated 
samples (as-deposited, irradiated and annealed) were measured by MOKE (magneto-optical 
Kerr effect) microscope.

As-deposited and modified Fe/Pt multilayers revealed in-plane magnetisation easy axis and soft 
magnetic properties. Both irradiation and RTA caused formation of disordered FePt alloy of 
composition with gradually changing Fe content estimated from XRD patterns. RTA at 300°C 
and irradiation with ion doses of 2×1015÷7×1015 ions/cm2 induced occurrence of magnetisation 
remanence in out-of-plane direction. Ne+ ions of 10 keV energy induced “opening” and “closing” 
of magnetization hysteresis loops with increasing ion dose observed as quasi-oscillating 
behaviour of coercivity and remanence values in out-of-plane direction. Annihilation of magnetic 
structure was observed after irradiation with 5×1016 ions/cm2 ion dose and RTA at 400°C. 
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Remanence values were similar for RTA and irradiation but coercivity and saturation field are 
higher in the case of heat treatment. RTA at 400°C for irradiated samples caused sudden drop 
of saturation magnetization. Remanence and coercivity show a similar dependence on 
annealing temperature for irradiated and non-irradiated samples.
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Refractory metal high-entropy alloys (HEAs) have potential applications as high-temperature 
materials. For that purpose they should show long-term stability at high temperatures without 
significant changes in their material properties. However, according to G = H-TS, entropy-
stabilized phases will become unstable below a critical temperature leading to the formation of 
intermetallics and/or phase separation. This may be welcome or not, in any case it will 
significantly change the properties of the HEA. Therefore, we studied the atomic ordering and 
mechanical properties of refractory HEAs (NbTaHfZr, NbTaHfZrTi, NbMoHfZr, NbMoHfZrTi, 
NbTaMoW, NbTaMoWV) as a function of annealing time and temperature. We applied 
temperatures up to eighty percent of the melting temperature and annealing times up to one 
week. The samples were characterized by X-ray and neutron diffraction, high-resolution 
electron microscopy and atom probe tomography. The resulting ordering phenomena were 
further modeled by molecular dynamics calculations. It was found that one class of samples 
(NbTaMoW) did not show any ordering phenomena as a function of time and temperatures 
>1700˚C, while the other one (NbTaHfZr) exhibited local clustering, finally leading to phase 
separation. Consequently, due to its outstanding strength and significant ductility, which further 
increases by a factor of three for sample dimensions on the micro- and nano-scale, and it 
stability, NbTaMoW appears to be an excellent material for high-temperature applications as 
well as for micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS).
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Spinel oxides AB2O4 with magnetic B ions have attracted considerable interest from the 
viewpoint of geometrically-frustrated magnetism because the B-site ions form sublattice of 
corner-sharing tetrahedra (pyrochlore lattice). Cobalt spinels ACo2O4 (A = Zn and Li) are 
expected to be a new family of geometrically-frustrated spinels with multiple electronic degrees 
of freedom. For ZnCo2O4, the B-site Co3+ (3d6) should have t2g-orbital degeneracy in the high-
spin state. For LiCo2O4, the B-site Co3.5+ (3d5.5) should have orbital and charge degrees of 
freedom. We investigated magnetic properties of poly-crystalline ACo2O4 (A = Zn and Li). For 
ZnCo2O4, the magnetization measurements revealed the absence of magnetic phase transition 
at temperatures down to 4 K despite the observation of Currie-Weiss behavior with the 
antiferromagnetic Weiss temperature θW ~ -90K. For LiCo2O4 the magnetization measurements 
revealed the occurrence of an antiferromagnetic phase transition at ~ 30 K with the observation 
of Currie-Weiss behavior with the antiferromagnetic Weiss temperature θW ~ -100 K. In the 
presentation, we also report magnetic properties of the mixed crystal (Zn1-xLix) Co2 O4. 
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Spinel oxides ZnB2O4 (B = Cr and Fe) are considered to be spin-frustrated magnets, where the 
B-site sublattice of corner sharing regular tetrahedra (pyrochlore lattice) consists of Jahn-Teller-
inactive ions of Cr3+ with spin S = 3/2 or Fe3+ with spin S = 5/2. ZnCr2O4 with Weiss 
temperature QW ~ -390 K exhibits an antiferromagnetic transition at TN ~ 13 K in coincidence 
with the cubic-to-tetragonal structural transition, indicating that the frustration is released via the 
spin-lattice coupling. On the other hand, ZnFe2O4 with QW ~ 120 K exhibits no magnetic phase 
transition at temperatures down to ~ 2 K. We study effects of element substitution on the 
geometrically frustrated magnetism of ZnB2O4 (B = Cr and Fe). For ZnCr2O4, it had already 
been reported that the Zn-site-substituted (Zn1-xCdx)Cr2O4 exhibits anomalous spin-grass 
behavior, which suggests that, for ZnCr2O4, the local lattice distortion suppresses the long-
range antiferromagnetic order. In the present study, we investigated magnetic properties of the 
magnetic B-site substituted Zn(Cr1-xFex)2O4 to study effects of coexisting different types of 
exchange interactions on the geometrically frustrated magnetism of ZnB2O4 (B = Cr and Fe).
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Fe3BO5 is a mixed-valence ludwigite showing a number of exciting electronic and magnetic
properties associated with the presence of low-dimensional structural units and atomic 
instability [1, 2]. There are two types of three-leg spin ladders (3LL) consisting of Fe cations 
occupying four distinct metal sites: 4-2-4 (triad 1) and 3-1-3 (triad 2). At Ts=283 K a structural 
transformation and charge ordering occur in the ladders 4-2-4. Fe3BO5 undergoes three 
magnetic transitions as the temperature is lowered (PM-AFM1-F-AFM2) with the transition 
temperatures TN1=110, TN2=70, TN3=30 K [3]. The anisotropy axis changes from the a to b axis 
in the low-temperature phase. Another homometallic ludwigite Co3BO5 shows much simpler 
picture of magnetic ordering - ferrimagnetic transition at TN=42 K [3]. In the Fe-substituted 
ludwigites (Co:Fe=2:1, 3:1) there is a partial magnetic ordering as in Fe3BO5, in contrast to 
Co3BO5. In this work the magnetic structure of Fe3BO5 is studied using the group-theoretical 
analysis and the model of superexchange interactions applied earlier to the analysis of the 
magnetic structure ludwigites [4]. The group-theoretical analysis has been done for the 
Pbam(55) and Pnma(62) space groups for high- and low temperature phases, respectively. For 
Pnma(62) space group, the magnetic arrangement in the triads 4-2-4 and 3-1-3 relates with 
different irreducible representations (τ5 and τ8). For sites 2 and 4 the magnetic moment was 
found to have two components (x,y,0) and for sites 1 and 3 it has three components (x, y, z). 
The mutual orientation of the magnetic moments along rung 3-1-3 is AF. There are three 
possible mutual orientations of magnetic moments along the rung 4-2-4: ↑↓↑, ↑↑↑, and ↑↑→. The
first two cases were found experimentally from NPD studies [5, 6].

The ludwigite structure has two types of indirect coupling depending on the M-O-M bond angle. 
The ferromagnetic coupling J1=J4=J7=+1.16 K is expected between Fe2+ ions in the sites 1-1, 
2-2 and 3-3. The interaction along the rung 3-1-3 was found to be relative strong AF (J2=-2.64 
K). The AF interaction takes place between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions inside the 4-2-4 triads (J6=-2.29 
K, J10=-3.58 K, J11=-5.3 K). The strong AF interaction between two ladders (J3=J5=J8=J9~-
5.5 K) results in almost full frustration of the magnetic interactions between them. As results, 
two magnetic subsystems are arranged orthogonally.

This work has been financed by the Council for Grants of the President of the RF (SP-
938.2015.5), the RFBR (№16-32-60049 mol_a_dk, №16-32-00206 mol_a) and by “UMNIK” 
program.
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The negative expansion observed at low temperatures in specific crystallographic directions  of 
complex structures with anisotropic interactions is explained by microscopic analysis within the 
tight-binding approximation of lattice dynamics. The results are in good agrrement with 
measurements on multilayer sandwiches of transition-metal dichalcogenides, high-temperature 
superconductors and relevant nanostructures including the carbon-based nanotubes.  
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The investigation focuses on the crystal structure, microstructure, local ferroelectric and 
magnetic properties of the Bi0.9Sr0.1Fe1-xTixO3-δ [x=0.05, 0.1, 0.15; δ=(0.1-x)/2] multiferroics 
prepared by a solid-state reaction method. All the samples have been found to be isostructural 
with the pure BiFeO3 (the material crystallizes in a polar rhombohedral structure belonging to 
the space group R3c). It has been shown that the pattern of changes in the lattice parameters of 
the Bi0.9Sr0.1Fe1-xTixO3-δ samples can be interpreted as consistent with the doping-driven 
elimination of anion vacancies at x≤0.1 and the formation of cation vacancies at x>0.1. The 
readjustment of the defect structure associated with the mechanism of charge compensation in 
the aliovalent-substituted BiFeO3 is accompanied by correlated changes in the morphology, 
ferroelectric/ferroelastic domain structure and magnetic properties of the materials. In particular, 
it has been found that the deviation from the ideal (δ=0) cation-anion stoichiometry in the 
Bi0.9Sr0.1Fe1-xTixO3-δ system leads to a significant decrease in the average size of crystal grain 
and ferroelectric domains and gives rise to an antiferromagnetic-weak ferromagnetic 
transformation. The results indicate that lattice defects should be considered as an essential 
factor affecting the multiferroic behavior of BiFeO3-based perovskites.  

This work was supported by funds from FEDER (Programa Operacional Factores de 
Competitividade COMPETE) and from FCT-Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia under the 
project PEst-C/FIS/UI0036/2014. U.K. is grateful to Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia for 
financial support through the FCT Investigator Programme (project IF/00819/2014). Access to 
TAIL-UC facility funded under QREN-Mais Centro project ICT_2009_02_012_1890 is gratefully 
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Element-selective study of spin-flop transitions in Nd0.5Ho0.5Fe3(BO3)4 single crystal
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Nd0.5Ho0.5Fe3(BO3)4 have complex magnetic structure, phase transitions and magnetic 
anisotropy. Depending on the anisotropy of the rare-earth ions, the exchange interaction 
between the R-Fe ions stabilizes either an “easy-plane” (ab- plane) magnetic anisotropy 
(R = Nd), or an “easy-axis” (c-axis) anisotropy (R = Ho). In addition, HoFe3(BO3)4 has a 
spontaneous spin-reorientation transition from the “easy-plane” to “easy-axis” state at TSR = 4.8 
K [1, 2].

We focus our study on Nd0.5Ho0.5Fe3(BO3)4 single crystal, for which the spin-reorientation and 
antiferromagnetic transitions take place at ~ 10 and 32 K, respectively. The complex 
magnetization behavior with two spin-flop transitions at 1 and 3 T are observed (inset to fig.1.). 
The aim of this study is to clarify what kind of magnetic sublattices (Ho, Nd or Fe) are 
responsible for spin-flop transitions. We have carried out x-ray magnetic circular dichroism 
(XMCD) measurements at the Nd, Ho (L3,2-), and Fe (K-) absorption edges. The temperature 
was 2 K and a magnetic field was ±6 T. The applied magnetic field was along to C3-axis as it is 
reguired for observation the spin-flop transition.

We have found the XMCD signal at all measured edges, that confirm the coexistence of three 
magnetic subsystems of Fe, Ho and Nd ions (fig. 1). At the field of Hsf = 1 T the Ho magnetic 
moment undergoes the spin-reorientation transition and then gradually increase reaching the 
saturation at 5 T. Under the action of the effective field Heff = H + Hex the magnetic moments of 
the iron subsystem gains small cant toward the field direction. The future magnetization process 
is defined by the Ho3+ rare-earth subsystem. As result, the contribution from the iron subsystem 
to magnetization is non-linear and demonstrates the saturation at 5 T. At the low field (H < 1 T) 
the Ho and Nd magnetization curves demonstrate different of the slopes indicating different 
strength of f-d exchange interactions with iron subsystem.
This work has been partially financed by the Council for Grants of the President of the Russian 
Federation (SP-938.2015.5), the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project nos. 16-32-
60049 mol_a_dk, 16-32-00206 mol_a). The work of first author was supported by the program 
of Foundation for promoting the development of small enterprises in scientific and technical 
sphere (“UMNIK” program).
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Fig.1.The element-specific magnetization curves of Ho, Nd, and Fe. Inset: macroscopic 
magnetization curve.
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Search for new multiferroic materials with a large magnetoelectric coupling has recently 
attracted attention to the study of R2CoMnO6 (R=Y or rare earth) double perovskites. 
Theoretical calculations have predicted an E-type magnetic ordering of Co2+ and Mn4+ moments 
for compounds with heavy R atoms [1]. On the other hand, ferroelectric transitions have been 
reported for R=Y, Sm and Lu [2]. Following these lines, we have carried out a comprehensive 
investigation on the magnetoelectric properties of the Er2CoMnO6. This system adopts the 
monoclinic structure of double perovskites with P21/n space group and an almost perfect 
cationic Co2+/Mn4+ ordering (92%). Our neutron diffraction studies show a prevailing 
ferromagnetic ordering of Co2+ and Mn4+ moments below 70 K in its magnetic ground state. No 
superstructure peaks from an E-type magnetic structure have been observed and symmetry 
analysis confirms that magnetic structure can be explained by the irreducible representation 
(Irrep) Γ3 with (Fx, 0, Fz) components. Below 30 K, changes in the intensity of some magnetic 
peaks can be accounted for by an antiferromagnetic coupling of Er3+ moments following the 
same Irrep Γ3. Magnetic measurements reveal ferromagnetic transition at TC= 67 K (inflection 
point) and a large ZFC/FC magnetic irreversibility. Above TC, magnetization obeys a Curie-
Weiss law, in agreement with the paramagnetic contribution of Er3+, Co2+ and Mn4+ cations. 
Magnetic hysteresis loops show spontaneous magnetization below TC, and a metamagnetic 
transition is clearly seen in the loop measured at 2 K for μ0H~2.7 T indicating a spin 
reorientation of Er3+ moments induced by the external magnetic field. Er2CoMnO6 system is 
insulator and has low dielectric loss and dielectric constants at low temperatures. On warming, it 
shows a step increase in the real dielectric permittivity accompanied by peaks in the dielectric 
loss, typical of thermally activated hopping processes. At room temperature, the observed huge 
values of dielectric constant reveal the presence of Maxwell-Wagner depletion layers. 
Pyroelectric measurements show a current flow with the onset at about 120 K and two broad 
peaks at 105 and 70 K, respectively. Measurements under different magnetic fields suggest that 
magnetoelectric coupling is negligible. Our study identified the pyroelectric current as thermally 
stimulated depolarization current ascribed to the reorientation of defect dipoles. Therefore, we 
conclude that no ferroelectric transition occurs in the system studied discarding the occurrence 
of intrinsic magnetoelectric multiferroicity.

[1] S. Picozzi et al., J. Phys.:Condens. Matter 21, 303201 (2009); C. Y. Ma et al., Phys. Chem. 
Chem. Phys. 17, 20961 (2015).
[2] G.Sharma et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 012903 (2013); S. Yañez-Vilar et al. Phys. Rev. B 84,
134427 (2011); L. Wang et al., J. Appl. Phys. 117, 17D914 (2015).
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The development of multiferroic materials with strong magnetoelectric effect has been the 
object of intensive study in recent years due to their potential applications in data storage 
technology. The goal is to increase the coupling between magnetic and polar properties, and 
AMnO3 perovskites (being A = Ca, Sr or Ba) have been proposed as novel candidates with the 
condition that the unit cell volume is artificially expanded [1]. Two different approaches have 
been carried out: epitaxial strain engineering in SrMnO3 thin films [2] and Ba doping in bulk 
SrMnO3 [3].

Here we report on the in-plane strain induced polar properties of SrMnO3 thin films probed by 
optical Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) [4]. Furthermore, the effect of Ba doping in Sr1-

xBaxMnO3 films has been studied. Three different Ba-contents have been chosen (x=0.2, 0.3, 
0.4). The evolution of the unit cell tetragonality has been analysed using high resolution XRD. 
With increasing Ba content, the c/a evolution suggests a possible rotation of the polar axis 
towards the out of plane direction. The correlation between the tetragonality of Sr1-xBaxMnO3
and the polar state of the film will also be shown.

References:
[1] S. Bhattacharjee, E. Bousquet and P. Ghosez, Phys Rev. Lett. 102, 117602 (2009)
[2] J. H. Lee and K. M. Rabe, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 207204 (2010)
[3] H. Sakai et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 137601 (2011)
[4] C. Becher et al. Nature Nanotechnol. 10, 661 (2015)
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Bi2Te3 is one of the most widely studied strong 3D topological insulators (TIs). A TI is a bulk 
semiconductor with spin-resolved, dissipationless metallic channels on its surface(s). Layered 
structure of Bi2Te3 enables many ways of chemical modification, e.g. formation of 
[(Bi2)n(Bi2Te3)m] heterostructures by insertion of additional Bi-layers. However, available 
literature data about phase relations and the number of binaries in this system are not 
conclusive. Physical properties of TIs can be tuned further by substitution/intercalation of 3d-
metals or rare-earth elements. Although theoretical studies predict a variety of exciting 
phenomena like anomalous Hall effects or exceptionally good magnetoelectric properties [1], 
the synthesis of doped TIs is rather difficult. Only few works report well-characterized bulk 
samples for the doped Bi-Te binaries with substitution rates ca. few at.% [2]. On the other hand, 
much higher doping rates were observed in thin films for equivalent structures (e.g. Bi2Se3), 
implying that higher substitution rates are possible [3].

We employed tribochemistry for the synthesis of [(Bi2)n(Bi2Te3)m] at subsolidus temperatures. 
As opposed to the synthesis from melts, our approach avoided the difficulties associated with 
peritectic decomposition of the Bi–Te binaries. The reproducible and easy tribochemical 
approach yielded a variety of Bi–Te powders (40-67 at.% Bi, 60-33 at.% Te) over shorter 
annealing times as compared to conventional ceramic route. Furthermore, single crystals of 
various BixTey compositions were obtained by transport from the gas phase.

Manganese metal was introduced into the pre-reacted Bi–Te “precursors” by enclosing it inside 
a pressed pill; thus direct contact of Mn with the quartz ampoule was avoided and diffusion 
paths were shortened. On this account we observe homogenous distribution of Mn in the 
products (EDX mapping, SEM). Formation of MnTe admixtures was observed above the 
maximal achieved substitution rate of ca. 7 %. The question whether Mn is intercalating or 
substituting was addressed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. The crystals were grown 
by slow cooling of a melt with the composition Bi2Te3Mn0.33 from 850 K down to 550 K and 
tempering for 3 days. Irregular-shaped crystals obtained from melt ingots were mostly twinned. 
After cleaving some of them were suitable for diffraction experiments. The average crystal 
structure mostly resembles the Bi2Te3 motif, but with the decreased c-axis (up to 2 %).This 
work was supported by the ERANET-Chemistry Programme and the DFG-SPP 1666.
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Electronic structure, magnetic and optical properties of Mn doped zinc sulphide (ZnS:Mn) were 
calculated with the FP-LAPW method by using the LSDA and LSDA+U approximations. The 
latter one is shown to be necessary to account for the strong electron correlation in the Mn 3d
shell. With the increase of Mn2+ concentration, the band gap is decreased for the spin-up 
channel and increased for the spin-down channel. Furthermore, to calculate the correct 
exchange couplings d-d and sp-d of Mn-doped ZnS, we have applied the Hubbard parameter 
on Mn-d states. The influence of this Hubbard U parameter on the optical, electronic and 
magnetic properties of ZnS:Mn is investigated. We found that U=6eV gives good results for 
exchange couplings and optical properties close to the experimental ones. The magnetic 
coupling between neighboring Mn impurities in ZnS is found to be antiferromagnetic.

Keywords: FP-LAPW, ZnS:Mn, optic, magnetic, antiferromagnetic
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Density functional calculations of Mn-doped and (MnCr) codoped CdS are presented. We   use 
Hubbard correction with U=6eV to remove the self interaction error (SIE), the main important 
idea is to compare the electronic, the magnetic and optical properties between both whole 
system, whereas, we show the effect of Cr codoping on CdS:Mn, by underestimating the energy 
band gap for both direction of spin. Furthermore, we present the insulating character for each 
system. We calculate the p-d and Jdd exchange coupling, and  we show the antifemagnetic 
phase of compound. On the other hand, we show the additional optical interband transitions, 
which all will be discussed in more detail.which all will be discussed in more detail.
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Zirconium carbide is a material that due to its physical, mechanical, chemical, and 
thermodynamic properties is used in industry and has been studied using experimental 
techniques and various theoretical methods [1]. In the present paper we want to show the 
results of the calculation of the electronic properties of ZrC in the structures sodium chloride 
(NaCl), cesium chloride (CsCl), zinc-blende (ZnS), wurtzite WZ), nickel arsenide (NiAs), 
hexagonal (H) and rhombohedral (R), using first principles. It is known that this material is stable 
in the NaCl phase, with parameters of a = 8.92 Bhor, module of volume Bo = 216 GPa, cohesive 
energies E=-16.043 eV and volumes V=177.14 Bhor3 are given per unit cell. A possible phase 
transition of the NaCl structure to CsCl at a pressure PT ≈ 31.62 GPa is also known and phase 
transition of the ZnS structure to CsCl at a pressure PT ≈ 10.42 GPa. The calculations we have 
carried out are based on density functional theory, as it is implemented in the WIEN97 code [2]. 
The interchange and correlation are treated with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 
following Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 96 [4]. The muffin-tin radii were: RZr = 2.0 Bohr and RC
= 1.6 Bohr for the Zr and C atoms, respectively. The calculations show that ZrC in the NaCl 
phase has a metallic character and the phase wurtzite shows, an indirect gap the ≈ 0.8 eV.
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The strontium substitution induces the appearance of ferromagnetic ordering and the magnetic
moment increase. The magnitude of the magnetic moment associated with the Co-O subsystem 
is estimated as ~ 1.95 μB/f.u. The magnetic ordering temperature for and Gd0.4Sr0.6CoO2.85 is 
135 K.
This work was supported by Russian Science Foundation (Project 16-13-00060).
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In this work we propose to study with ab-initio calculations, the optical and magnetic properties 
of magnesium oxide MgO doped with manganese Mn in its low spin state (S = 1/2), this is state 
very interested in the spintronics field [1] because it has a half metallic effect, if it is avoided a 
large distortion JT. The solution also has a spin polarized optical absorption, with significant 
spin down absorption in the optical region. It is also noted that the Hubbard correction U affects 
the absorption spectrum, where there is an improvement in absorption for minority spins and 
impaired absorption for majority spin.
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Effect of pressure on the fluctuations of the spin density and helical ferromagnetism in 
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Helical spin structure in strong correlated ferromagnetic MnSi is the results of competition of 
anti-symmetric relativistic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction with exchange interaction. We 
performed LDA+U+SO-calculations of the electronic density of states (DOS) for a wide range of 
pressures. It was found that the characteristic of the fine structure of DOS near the Fermi level 
is the presence of a local minimum. This feature of the band structure considered by us in the 
framework of the Hubbard model augmented DM-interaction. It is shown that in the ground state 
of MnSi there are significant a zero-point fluctuation of spin density and thermal spin fluctuations 
occur with increasing temperature. The module of magnetization lying in the plane that is 
perpendicular to the vector of the helix.

We obtain the magnetic states equations.  For magnetically order temperatures the 
enhancement factor of the paramagnetic susceptibility is negative, and the mode-mode coupling 
coefficient is positive. It is shown that the amplitude of the zero-point fluctuations and the root-
mean-square local magnetic moment (mL) decreases sharply with temperatures around of 
T*(<TN). The pressure increase leads to a decrease in mL, T* and TN . At a pressure of 14.45 
kbar the mode-mode coupling coefficient changes sign. As a result, for P>14.45 kbar 
ferromagnetic solutions become unstable. However, the effect of the spin rotation saved at T<
T* due to DM-interaction, but in spatially disordered planes.

Calculation of the exchange-enhanced homogeneous magnetic susceptibility agrees with 
experiment (Fig.).
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Adsorption and diffusion of bismuth on a NaCl – MgO (001) surface
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The study of bismuth has garnered great interest due to the fact that its surfaces, such as Bi 
(111), Bi (110), and Bi (100) open the way for its use in nanotechnology. Because of their quasi- 
two-dimensional surface, metals have peculiar properties of spin, so Bi could be used in both 
spintronics and quantum computing as a spin source or a spin filter [1, 2]. Due to the fact that its 
importance in nanotechnology is rising [1, 2], in this paper we present a detailed study of the 
processes of adsorption and diffusion of an atom of Bi on the (001) MgO surface in the NaCl 
phase. The pseudopotential plane wave method is used within the framework of density 
functional theory (DFT). For the description of the electron-electron interaction, the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) is used as implemented in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof method 
[2]. In order to study the most favorable model for the adsorption of Bi, we consider the special 
sites T, T1, H3, and Br. It was found that the most energetically favorable structure is when the 
bismuth atom is over the oxygen atom (model 1Bi-T1), while least energetically favorable 
structure is when the bismuth atom is over the magnesium atom (model 1B-T). Additionally, the 
results for the diffusion energy of Bi on the (001) MgO surface in the NaCl phase are presented. 
Finally, the density of states with and without atoms of Bi is analyzed.
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57Fe Mössbauer study of double manganites AMn7O12 (A = Sr, Cd, Pb)
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In this work 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy was firstly applied for the study of magnetic and 
structural phase transitions in SrMn7O12, CdMn7O12 and PbMn7O12 manganites. These 
compounds belong to a large class of double perovskites with the general formula AB3C4O12.
Manganese-based AMn7O12 system has attracted a great practical interest due to a wide range 
of functional and electro-magnetic (including multiferroic) properties possessed by members of 
this family. On the other hand, the fundamental interest caused by the presence of heterovalent 
manganese cations Mn3+ and Mn4+ with rapid electronic exchange between them as well as the 
Jahn-Teller character of Mn3+cations.

During current research the optimum methods for HP-HT synthesis of presented perovskites 
(including 57Fe doped samples) were developed. For all obtained compounds structural analysis 
was performed in detail as well as magnetic, electrical and thermodynamic measurements. The 
critical points of magnetic (TN1, TN2) and charge ordering (TСO) phase transitions were found 
based on results of macroscopic studies. For AMn7O12 series (A = Ca, Sr, Cd, Pb) magnetic 
ordering temperature TN1 is almost constant, while TN2 rapidly increases with increasing of the 
size of the A cation. The R-3–to–Im-3 phase transition temperature (TCO) decreases with 
increasing the size of the A cation. The introduction of 57Fe into the structure causes a slight 
decrease of corresponding temperatures.

Mössbauer spectra of doped manganites were measured and analyzed in a wide temperature 
range. At room temperature T300К < TCO spectra can be represented as superposition of two 
paramagnetic components. In order to realize the crystallochemical identification of impurity iron 
atoms in the structure of the double manganites self-consistent calculations of electric field 
gradients (EFG) in terms of ionic model were carried out. It was found that most of 57Fe atoms 
are stabilized in a distorted octahedral sites of Mn3+ cations (component Fe(1) with a larger 
quadrupole splitting at Fig. 1). The second component Fe(2) corresponds to 57Fe atoms 
substituting Mn4+ cations in nonsignificantly distorted oxygen octahedra. In the temperature 
range T > TCO corresponding to the cubic (Im-3) phase of manganite the only component is 
observed in the spectra, which belongs to the 57Fe atoms in the octahedral sublattice where all 
cationic positions are equivalent.
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From Mössbauer spectra measured below and above TСO the narrow temperature ranges ΔTСO 
(where rhombohedral (R-3) and cubic (Im-3) phases of manganite coexist and transform into 
each other) were determined for AMn7O12 (A = Sr, Cd, Pb) manganites. Moreover, from 
Mössbauer spectra measured at low temperatures the critical points at which magnetic 
hyperfine interactions appear (TN1) were also determined, which agrees well with the data of 
macroscopic studies.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 14-03-00768.
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Ternary intermetallic alloys Ce2Rh3+xGe1-x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.33) crystallize with a rhombohedral 
structure of the Mg2Ni3Si-type [derivative of the MgCu2-type Laves phase, space group R-3m
(No. 166), Pearson symbol hR18, Z = 3, 6Ce at 6c, 9Rh at 9d, mixture of 3[(1-x)Ge + xRh] (0 ≤ 
x ≤ 0.33) atoms at 3a]. With varying the stoichiometry, the lattice parameters notably change 
from a = 5.5887(2) Å, c = 11.9557(5) Å (hexagonal setting) for Ce33.3Rh50.0Ge16.7 (x = 0) to a =
5.5127(2) Å, c = 12.2790(5) Å for Ce33.3Rh55.6Ge11.1 (x = 0.33), while the unit cell volume 
remains nearly same. In the entire homogeneity range, the Ce2Rh3+xGe1-x alloys show 
thermodynamic and electrical transport properties characteristic of intermediate-valent systems 
with nonmagnetic 4f0 configuration of the electronic ground state of Ce ions. With changing the 
composition, the energy scale of spin fluctuations diminishes from about 660 K in 
Ce33.3Rh50.0Ge16.7 to about 540 K in Ce33.3Rh55.6Ge11.1. Both alloys exhibit metallic conductivity 
and slightly enhanced electronic contribution to the specific heat of about 25 mJ/(mol K2) per Ce 
atom.

JF and AG are grateful to the Russian Foundation for Basic Research for financial support 
(Grant No. 15-03-06767).
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Kondo semiconductors CeT2Al10 (T=Fe, Ru, and Os) have been studied intensively because 
the compounds with T=Ru and Os show an antiferromagnetic order with unusually high 
transition temperature, in spite of the large nearest Ce-Ce distance (>5.2 Å) and reduced 
ordered moments. These aluminides crystallize with a structure first determined for YbFe2Al10
[1]. As shown in [2] a small amount of Rh substitution markedly changes the magnetic 
properties of CeRu2Al10. We focused our attention on the synthesis and characterization of fully 
substituted compound, as CeRh2Al10 remains unknown to the best of our knowledge.

We have succeeded in synthesizing polycrystalline sample as well as single crystals suitable 
for structure determination of CeRh2Al10 by arc-melting technique and subsequent annealing at 
650°C. CeRh2Al10 crystallizes in the tetragonal system (space group I41/amd (N141), tI136, 
Z=8, with lattice parameters a =8.9284(11) Å , and c = 21.769(3) Å ,V= 181.84(14) Å3, R1 =
0.0229 for 929 unique reflections) and is closely related to the structure of CePd3Al9 [3]. In 
contrast to prototype, CeRh2Al10 has only one fully occupied transition metal crystallographic 
site (Rh,16h). The Ce atoms have CN = 20 coordination defined by Rh and Al atoms. Rh 
occupy the center of pentagonal antiprism comprised of Al atoms, capped with two Ce. The 
shortest Ce–Ce distance (5.310 Å) is well above the Hill limit of 3.40 pm. The Ce–Al bond 
distances range from 3.159 to 3.370 Å, the Ce–Rh distances range from 3.500 to 3.539 Å and 
Rh-Al distances cover the range from 2.596 to 2.953 Å. The structure can be interpreted as a 
stacking of the polyhedral Ce centered cages, each of them have two neighbors with common 
quadrilateral face and eight ones with shared vertex (Fig.XZ-plane). Each quadrilateral and 
each vertex is composed of Al atoms.

Measurements of the low-temperature physical properties of the CeRh2Al10 are now in 
progress.

The work was performed under support of Ministry of Education and Science of Russia, 
Contract N16.552.11.7081 and RFBR (research Grant No. 15-03-04434).
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Transition-metal carbides Sc3TC4(T = Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, Pt) crystallize in the 
Sc3CoC4-type orthorhombic structure (space group, Immm), which consists of T2C4 six-
membered-ring chains running along b-axis. Therefore, for these compounds, it is expected that 
novel phenomena appear in the low-dimensional electronic structure. Indeed, for Sc3CoC4, the 
possible occurrences of charge-density-wave transition at ~ 140 K, Peierls-like structural 
transition at ~ 70 K, and superconducting transition at ~ 4.5 K had been suggested. We 
investigated electric and magnetic properties of poly-crystalline Sc3TC4. And we found that, in 
addition to the above-mentioned successive phase transitions in Sc3CoC4, Sc3RuC4 and 
Sc3OsC4 exhibit some phase transition at ~200 K and ~250 K, respectively. In the present 
study, we also studied element-substitution effects on the phase transitions in Sc3TC4(T = Co, 
Ru, Os) by investigating electric and magnetic properties of poly-crystalline Sc3(Ru1-xOsx)C4 
and Sc3(Co1-xRux)C4 . 
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For the first time the hydrogen interaction with TbNi0.4Co0.6 was studied by means of powder X-
ray diffraction analysis, neutron diffraction analysis and calorimetric method. It was ascertained 
that structure of TbNi0.4Co0.6 during the hydrogenation transforms from MoB-type structure to 
CrB-type structure. The intermetallic compound TbNi0.4Co0.6 was synthesized by arc-melting 
under an argon atmosphere from the pure elements. The phase composition and unit cell 
parameters of the starting alloy and its hydride phase were determined by X-ray powder 
diffraction analysis.

Powder X-ray diffraction analysis indicated that the parent sample TbNi0.4Co0.6 was single-
phase material with a MoB-type structure and TbNi0.4Co0.6H3.8 had CrB-type structure. Refined 
lattice parameters of TbNi0.4Co0.6 and TbNi0.4Co0.6H3.8 are summarized in Table 1.

Table1.Structure parameters of the TbNi0.4Co0.6 compounds and its hydride.  

Composition Structure Lattice parameters, Å Z V, Å3 ΔV/V, %
TbNi0.4Co0.6 MoB a=3.924(2), c=21.086(5) 8 324.7(2) -

TbNi0.4Co0.6H3.8 CrB a=3.7120(4), b=11.477(3), 
c=4.6965(4)

4 198.7(2) 22.4

TbNi0.4Co0.6D3.4 was investigated by neutron diffraction method. The neutron diffraction 
experiment was performed with the DISK diffractometer at Kurchatov Institute. On the basis of 
neutron diffraction patterns refinement the atomic positions of D atoms and interatomic 
distances were determined for the sample. Deuterium atoms occupy three types of interstitial 
sites: 8(f)-tetrahedron sites [R3Ni] (occupancy – 1.0), 4(c)-trigonal bipyramide sites [R3Ni2]
(occupancy – 0.93) and distorted octahedron 4(b)-sites [R4Ni2] (occupancy – 0.88).

The reaction of hydrogen absorption by the intermetallic compound TbNi0.4Co0.6 was studied by 
means of the calorimetric method with use of the differential twin-cell calorimeter Tian-Calve 
type. Dependences of the differential molar enthalpy of absorption versus the hydrogen 
concentration in the metallic matrix together with pressure-composition-isotherms were obtained 
at 50°C. It was determined that in the composition range 0<C <2.0 (C=H/IMC) for 
TbNi0.4Co0.6HX the value of differential molar enthalpy of hydrogen absorption equals -
102.0±2.3kJ mol-1H2. It can be assumed that hydrogen atoms introduce into non-central 
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The reaction of hydrogen absorption by the intermetallic compound TbNi0.4Co0.6 was studied by 
means of the calorimetric method with use of the differential twin-cell calorimeter Tian-Calve 
type. Dependences of the differential molar enthalpy of absorption versus the hydrogen 
concentration in the metallic matrix together with pressure-composition-isotherms were obtained 
at 50°C. It was determined that in the composition range 0<C <2.0 (C=H/IMC) for 
TbNi0.4Co0.6HX the value of differential molar enthalpy of hydrogen absorption equals -
102.0±2.3kJ mol-1

the value of differential molar enthalpy of hydrogen absorption equals 
-1

the value of differential molar enthalpy of hydrogen absorption equals 
H2. It can be assumed that hydrogen atoms introduce into non-central 
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interstices accordance with subsequent increase of the coordination number (CN=4 –8f, CN=5 - 
4c, CN=6 –4b). Such as the occupancy of 8f interstices is approximately equal 1, i.e. 2 
hydrogen atoms occupy 8f interstice then it can be suggested that the occupancy of 8f interstice 
by hydrogen atoms is accompanied by heat realise -102.0±2.3kJ mol-1H2. The heat effect of 
hydrogen interaction with TbNi0.4Co0.6 reduces in absolute magnitude and at C=3.4 ΔHabs.=-
9.2kJ mol-1H2. The integral enthalpy of hydrogenation (ΔHint) of TbNi0.4Co0.6 to the 
TbNi0.4Co0.6H3.4 composition was determined by direct measurement of the enthalpy of 
hydrogenation. It equals ΔHint.= - 99.5kJ mol-1 H2. 
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The name High Entropy Alloys (HEA) appeared ten years ago to describe single phase alloys, 
consisting of at least four metal components,  have attracted large attention because of their 
good physical properties. According to literature, a HEA is to have close to equimolar 
composition, to form mostly fcc and/or bcc phases as well as solid solutions, i.e. the elements 
take random occupations on available lattice sites. Additional intermetallic phases of more 
complex structure have though also been found to exist in a HEA. The understanding of the 
structure and the stability of HEAs is still very incomplete and the mechanism behind the 
composition-property relationship is largely unclear. 

In this paper we report studies of the structure   of the CoCrFeNi-Pdx (x= 0.0, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 
1.5 and y=0.8, 1.0, 1.2) HEA, as cast and after annealing treatments. The structure on the 
atomic level is studied by using several experimental techniques as high-energy as well as 
standard X-ray and neutron diffraction. 

All alloys have been found to, contary to what has been earlier reported in literature, consist of 
at least four different phases, all being of fcc type. The lattice constants for all phases increase 
with Pd content which indicates that Pd atoms have been incorporated in the CoCrFeNi lattice. 
The relative amounts of the different phases are found to depend on Pd concentration. The 
atom probe tomography studies have allowed to identify the four phases, also confirmed by 
microscopy investigations. The four different phases seem to be fully interconnected.

Heat treatments during three hours at different temperatures have significant effect on the alloy 
phase composition.
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The structure of gallium-rich molybdenum intermetallics (MoGa5)nGa (n = 6,8) and (MoGa5)nX
(X = In, Sn) (n = 4,6,8) are structurally closely related. The common feature are MoGa10
polyhedra (“centaur”-polyhedra) which are connected to octameric units with a cube-like 
arrangement. With n = 8 there is a rhombohedral unit cell (V8Ga41 type [1]) with isolated units, 
with n = 6 there are dimers in Mo6Ga31 and a monoclinic structure [2] and with n = 4 there is a 
tetragonal structure with linear chains (Mo4Ga20S type [3]).

Now we have investigated the reactivity of Mo with Ga-rich alloys Ga/Sn, Ga/In, and Ga/Sn/In 
according to the following temperature program:

RT -- (60°C/h)--> 900°C (24h) --(3°C/h)--> 400°C --(100°C/h)--> RT

X-ray measurements show, that with the binary systems rhombohedral structures are formed. In 
agreement to the results of the refinement and EDX measurements the approximate 
compositions are Mo8Ga40Sn and Mo8Ga40In, respectively. With the ternary alloy we observed 
the formation of the tetragonal structure with increased In/Sn content: Mo4Ga16(In,Sn)~4. EDX 
measurements showed a In/Sn ratio of 2:1. At lower temperatures (500°C) tetragonal structures 
are formed in all cases.

The hardness of single crystals of the rhombohedral representatives could be determined at 
477-573 HV for Mo8Ga41. 317-378 HV for Mo8Ga41-xInx and 485-540 HV for Mo8Ga41-xSnx

DTA measurements reveal for all rhombohedral phases a sharp melting point around 833°C on 
heating. The subsequent cooling curve showed two peaks with a first onset temperature at 
814°C and a second one around 770°C. After the heating cycle the XRD patterns showed the 
monoclinic structure. In contrast to this the tetragonal structures showed a broad melting peak 
with an onset around 670°C. The onset of the cooling curve was at 735°C with an unchanged 
XRD pattern of the sample after heating and cooling.
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The R117Co54+xSn112±y intermetallic compounds (R – rare earth element) crystallize with a very 
large cubic unit cell (a = 3.0186 nm, V = 27.505 nm3 for R = Gd), and form with yttrium and most 
of the lanthanide elements (except Eu and Yb). The Co/Sn ratio increases as the size of the R
atoms decreases.[1] The physical behaviors of these compounds remain largely unknown with 
only the basic magnetic and transport properties recently reported for the Pr, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy 
compounds.1,[2],[3],[4] On the other hand, the omnipresent chemical and structural disorder and 
the fact that these systems are on the edge of breaking translational symmetry (as highlighted 
by the fact that the size of their unit cells is commensurate with that of small nanoparticle) leads 
to peculiar physics. This includes cluster spin-glass behavior in Pr117Co54.5Sn115.24 and low 
lattice thermal conductivity in Gd117Co56Sn112,3 both of which are not too surprising and can be 
explained quite readily. The magnetic behavior of Gd117Co54.5Sn115.2, however, is truly 
interesting because while magnetic susceptibility, electrical resistivity, and Mössbauer 
measurements indicate long-range magnetic ordering below 65 K, specific heat shows no 
anomalies down to 2 K. The fact that the lattice parameter (a measure of crystallographic 
periodicity) by far exceeds the range of the RKKY exchange correlations that govern the 
magnetism of rare-earth compounds is, probably, the main factor affecting the nature of the 
observed behaviors.

This work was supported by the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Materials Sciences 
and Engineering of the US Department of Energy under contract number W-7405-ENG-82 with 
Iowa State University.
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The sigma-phase (s) belongs to the well-known family of the so-called Frank-Kasper phases 
which are crystallographically close-packed structures occurring in alloys and containing, at 
least, one transition metal element. Their most characteristic features are a complex 
crystallographic structure and high coordination numbers (CN) of atoms. In the case of s, a 
tetragonal unit cell hosts 30 atoms distributed over five non-equivalent sites with CN ranging 
from 12 to 15. The main technological interest in the s-phases stems from the fact that it may 
precipitate in industrially important stainless steels, causing thereby a significant deterioration of 
their mechanical properties. From scientific point of view, understanding of various microscopic 
properties (e.g. magnetic) of the sigma-phases is complicated by their complex crystallographic 
structure and moreover by possible chemical disorder, which makes analyses really 
challenging. In the family of about 50 known binary s-phases, only four, Fe-containing ones, 
have well-evidenced magnetic properties with a spin glass like magnetic ground state and 
ordering temperatures below 80 K. Magnetic properties of other binary sigma-systems were not 
identified, although one can find some suggestions for magnetic ordering (e.g. in the s-CrCo 
system).

For this study a series of compounds s-Fe52.5-1.4xCr47.5+0.4xCox, 5<x<37.5, was selected. Since 
Co atoms substitute for Fe ones in the whole range of concentration, the prepared alloy 
stoichiometries fully cover possible s-FeCrCo compositions (the sample for x=37.5 represents s-
CrCo). Structural measurements using XRD and neutron diffraction techniques yielded 
occupancy of particular lattice sites. Measurements of magnetization were performed using a 9 
T PPMS-VSM at different temperatures. A systematic decrease of both average magnetic 
moment and ordering temperature with Co concentration was observed. Finally, the vanishing 
of magnetic properties for s-Cr62.5Co37.5 was evidenced.

In order to have a deeper insight into the structural, electronic and magnetic behaviour, ab initio
electronic structure calculations using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method with the coherent 
potential approximation were performed for the s-FeCrCo system. The structural stability of the 
s-phases in multi-component transition metal alloys is discussed in terms of the total energy and 
the formation energy of the system, as well as taking into account various entropy contributions. 
Besides, the effect of local disorder on electronic structure and magnetism in s phases was 
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accounted for by analyzing almost 700 ordered structures with various atomic arrangements. 
Theoretical results, discussed in terms of the probability of various nearest neighbors’ 
configurations, allow to determine lattice sites occupancies and magnetic properties as a 
function of alloy composition. Magnetic ground state properties were analyzed for each 
sublattice as a function of three different models, considering the nearest atomic neighbors of 
various type, its magnetic moment and interatomic distances. This approach allowed obtaining 
excellent agreement between the theoretical and experimental results.
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Single crystal and powder X-ray diffraction experiments for Ce3Ir2Ge2 have confirmed the 
atomic order, previously reported in [1]. The compound crystallizes with La3Ni2Ga2-type of 
structure, space group Pbcm (No. 57), lattice parameters a = 5.7298(1), b = 8.0957(2), c =
13.4741(5) Å (single crystal diffraction experiment), and a = 5.7141(3), b = 8.0762(5), c =
13.4396(7) Å (powder diffraction experiment). The collected intensities of the single crystal 
experiement were subjected to the structure solving procedure using direct methods, and to the 
subsequent structure refinement by full matrix least-squares on F2 (1174 unique reflections, 
R(int) = 0.079, R(σ) = 0.0675, R1 = 0.0487 for 834 reflection with I0 > 2σ(I0), GOF = 0.891). The 
set of the powder diffraction experimental intensities indicated near single phase state of the 
specimen with small amount of secondary unknown phase. The atomic coordinates were 
refined in anisotropic approximation, and the suitable atomic displacement parameters were 
deduced. In the structure each crystallographic site is fully occupied with single sort of atoms. 
The calculated interatomic distances are in the range typical for the intermetallic analogs.

The authors are thankful to the Russian Foundation for Basic Research for financial support 
(Grant No. 15-03-06767).
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The existence of two previously unknown ternaries, CeRh2Ga2 and Ce2.6RhGa10.4, was 
established during investigation of the phase equilibria in the Ce-Rh-Ga system. The alloys 
were prepared by direct reaction of the pure elements by arc-melting under protective argon 
atmosphere and subsequent annealing. Single crystals of both gallides were selected from 
crashed polycrystalline ingots.

The compound CeRh2Ga2 forms with the CaBe2Ge2-type structure [1], which is a ternary 
ordered variant of the BaAl4 type [space group P4/nmm, Pearson symbol tP10, Z = 2, a =
4.3213(15) Å, c = 9.738(3) Å, c/a=2.25, V= 181.84(14) Å3, R1 = 0.0454 for 859 unique 
reflections]. The refined value of the c/a ratio is smaller than 2.3, which implies a possible 
structural instability [2].

The other gallide, i.e. Ce2.6RhGa10.4, crystallizes in an orthorhombic system [space group 
Pmmm, Pearson symbol oP14, Z = 1, a = 4.295(2) Å, b = 4.3126(15) Å, c = 15.545(4) Å, V= 
287.94(18) Å3, R1 = 0.0617 for 712 reflections]. Its structure can be considered as disordered 
variant of Pr3NiGa10-type [2]. The compound is a new member of the R0.5m+pX2m+3m+2p family, 
where R and X are elements with notably different atomic radii (rR > rX), and the indexes m,n,p 
denote the numbers of structural fragments of BaAl4-, PtHg2- and AlB2-type, respectively, 
stacked periodically along the crystallographic c-axis. To the best of our knowledge, 
Ce2.6RhGa10.4 is just a second example of the Pr3NiGa10-type compound.

The work was performed under support of Ministry of Education and Science of Russia, 
Contract N16.552.11.7081 and RFBR (research Grant No. 15-03-04434).
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Ternary stannides CePd3Sn and LaPd3Sn were synthesized by arc melting the elements. Their 
crystal structures determined at room temperature revealed a new structure type: sp. gr. Cmcm,
Z=4, Pearson code oS20, a=4.5160(18) Å, b=15.878(8) Å, c=5.396(3) Å  (R1=0.035 for 365 
reflections with I > 2σ(I) and 30 parameters) for CePd3Sn and a=4.5187(10) Å, b=15.961(5) Å, 
c=5.451(2) Å (R1=0.027 for 199 reflections with I > 2σ(I) and 25 parameters) for LaPd3Sn. The 
new type of structure can be presented as built of two types of slabs stacked along the b-axis – 
CePdSn slab of PbFCl-type and palladium corrugated slab. CePd3Sn and LaPd3Sn undergo 
reversible crystal structure phase transition at 142 K and 260 K, respectively. Single-crystal X-
ray diffraction data at 120 K showed that LT- CePd3Sn crystallizes in the monoclinic structure 
type, with C2/m space group, Z=16, Pearson code mS80 and lattice parameters a=10.8314(7) 
Å, b= 9.0474(5) Å, c=15.8725(12) Å, β=91.325(6)˚ (R1=0.0735 for 1041 reflections with I > 2σ(I)
and 120 parameters). A 2a ×2b superstructure including also a monoclinic distortion develops 
mostly on Sn and Pd atoms deviations in the PbFCl-type slab compared to that in the RT-
modification. The Pd corrugated slab remains nearly unaffected.

For synchrotron powder diffraction patterns, the orthorhombic RT-CePd3Sn (T = 298 K) and 
monoclinic LT-CePd3Sn (T = 120 K) single-crystal structures of both compounds were used as 
model structures in the Rietveld refinements (see Figure).
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Thermoelectric compounds with rattling atoms in networks

Toshiro Takabatake1
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Recovery of electric energy from waste heat has been the goal of the thermoelectric
conversion technology [1]. The materials used in the conversion device are requested to be 
composed of nontoxic and abundant elements. The performance of thermoelectric materials 
depends on a parameter called the dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit ZT. To enhance 
ZT, the thermal conductivity needs to be as low as possible. We report on two types of bulk 
thermoelectric materials; Ba-Ga-Sn based clathrates and Cu-S based minerals with rattling 
modes. Intermetallic clathrates are nano-cage structured material showing low thermal 
conductivity [2]. A dimorphic clathrate Ba8Ga16Sn30 possesses type-I and type-VIII structures. 
The type-I phase transforms to the type-VIII phase on heating above 739 K. The type-I
compound displays a glasslike thermal conductivity with a plateau at 4-12 K, which is ascribed 
to the strong interaction of acoustic phonons with the low-energy off-center rattling mode. In the 
type-VIII compound, in contrast, the Ba guest is vibrating nearly on center of the distorted 
dodecahedron. Nevertheless, the thermal conductivity is as low as 0.7W/Km for T > 300 K. The 
carrier type and its density in single crystals can be tuned by controlling the initial amount of 
flux, Ga or Sn [3]. Further optimization of carrier density by alloying has led to high ZT of 1.0 
and 1.45 for p- and n-type, respectively, at around 500 K. 
  Among Cu-S based minerals, tetrahedrites Cu12-xTrxSb4S13 (Tr: 3d transition elements) are 
recently attracting much interest because of the rather high ZT of 1.0 at around 700 K [4-8]. The 
Cu atom within the S3 triangle is rattling toward the Sb atom at the apical of the SbS3 trigonal 
pyramid [6]. The thermal conductivity exhibits the glasslike behavior as in the type-I
Ba8Ga16Sn30 [7]. This fact indicates that materials with low-energy rattling among multiple 
positions even in noncaged structures have inherently low thermal conductivity thus can be 
good candidates of thermoelectric materials.

This work is partly supported by the International Joint Research Program for Innovative Energy 
Technology funded by METI, Japan.
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The materials used in the conversion device are requested to be composed of nontoxic and 
abundant elements.
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Tetrahedrites for low cost and sustainable thermoelectrics
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Recent cost analyses of new thermoelectrics concluded that the price of most devices is high 
due to the use of expensive elements, which raised the interest for cheap thermoelectric 
materials. However, it was also clearly shown that the production of competitive thermoelectric 
devices critically depends on other factors, like the manufacturing costs, and that the materials 
fabrication simplicity, reproducibility, and use of easy scale-up processes will also play a 
fundamental role.

Tetrahedrites, with generic formula Cu10M2Sb4S13 (M = Cu, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn), are world 
spread sulfosalt minerals that crystallize in the cubic Cu12Sb4S13-type structure. They are 
environment friendly materials mainly formed by non-expensive elements. Recently, mineral-
based and synthetic tetrahedrite materials were considered as promising thermoelectric 
materials, with zT ~ 1 at T ~ 750 K. However, tetrahedrite melts incongruently, the preparation 
of appropriate tetrahedrite samples usually requiring long-term annealing procedures. Here we 
present a set of systematic studies on the use of tetrahedrites as low-cost and sustainable 
thermoelectric materials. The raw material prices evaluation, the feasibility of rapid, scalable, 
cheap tetrahedrite preparation and their long term stability and corrosion resistance under 
working conditions are highlighted.
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A re-investigation of phase relations in the ternary system Ti-Fe-Sb shows that the single phase 
region of the Heusler phase is significantly shifted from the stoichiometry TiFeSb (as reported 
previously in the literature [1]) to the Fe-rich composition TiFe1.33Sb. Fe/Ti substitution infers the 
chemical formula Ti1-xFe1.33+xSb (-0.099≤x≤0.168 at 800°C). Crystal symmetry and site 
preference were established by X-ray powder and single crystal techniques. Thermoelectric 
properties (TE) were studied on samples along four isopleths Ti1-xFe1.33+xSb, TiFe1.33Sb - 
TiCoSb, TiCo0.5Fe0.665Sb - TiCoSb0.75Sn0.25 and TiCo0.75Fe0.33Sb - TiCoSb0.75Sn0.25 in the 
temperature range from 300 K to 850 K by measurements of the electrical resistivity (ρ), 
Seebeck coefficient (S) and thermal conductivity (λ) from which the dimensionless figure of 
merit  (ZT) was calculated. Although p-type Ti1-xFe1.33+xSb shows a semi-conductive behavior 
for Fe-rich compositions (x=0.168), the conductivity type changes to metallic with increasing Ti 
content. The highest ZT=0.3 at 800 K is found for the composition TiFe1.33Sb. The TE 
performance also increases with Fe/Co substitution and reaches ZT=0.42 for TiCo0.5Fe0.665Sb. 
No further increase of the TE performance was obtained for Sb/Sn substitution within the 
sections TiCo0.5Fe0.665Sb - TiCoSb0.75Sn0.25 and TiCo0.75Fe0.33Sb - TiCoSb0.75Sn0.25. However, 
ZT values could be enhanced by about 12 % via optimization of the preparation route (ball-mill 
conditions and heat treatments).  

[1] G. Melnyk, W. Tremel, J. Alloys and Compounds, 349 (2003) 164-171
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy on Cr-doped Bi2Se3 topological insulator thin films
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Magnetic topological insulators (TIs) have been the focus of many recent studies since they 
exhibit exotic quantum and magneto-electric effects, and offer the prospect of applications in 
spintronic devices. A straightforward strategy to introduce magnetism in TIs is to dope them with 
a transition metal (TM). In this work, we describe the local structure, electronic and magnetic 
properties of Cr-doped Bi2Se3 thin films explored with core-level x-ray spectroscopy (XAS) 
techniques. 

Using x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) at the Cr K edge we demonstrate that the Cr 
dopant substitutionally replaces the Bi3+ in Bi2Se3 [1-2]. However, we find that the Cr atoms 
have a divalent electronic state, which can be ascribed to the covalent character of the Cr–Se 
bonds [1-2]. Element-selective, surface-sensitive magnetometry performed by x-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Cr L2,3 edges shows that Cr-doped Bi2Se3 thin films are 
ferromagnetic below TC ≈ 7 K [1,3]. The pristine surface shows a TC similar to that of the bulk, 
meaning that there is no significant increase in the spontaneous magnetization at the surface of 
the TI. Evaporation of a thin layer of Co onto the pristine surface of the in-situ cleaved samples 
changes the ordering temperature near the surface of the TI through proximity effects. We 
observe an increase in TC to 19 K at the interface with the evaporated Co layer [3]. These 
results demonstrate a straightforward procedure to increase the transition temperature of 
magnetically doped TIs.
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Three-dimensional topological insulators (3D TI) represent a new quantum phase of matter 
defined by a bulk insulator with Z2-invariant topology that guarantees metallic surfaces. A 
central feature of TIs is the existence of helical surface states (TSS) topologically protected 
against time reversal invariant perturbations. The experimental realization of novel spin related 
phenomena as the quantum anomalous Hall phase, or the topological magnetoelectric effect, as 
well as the development of spin-dependent devices based on TIs, require the manipulation of 
the TSS by perturbations, which violate time reversal symmetry. Based on ab-inito calculations 
we explore the behaviour of the Dirac TSS at the interface between Bi2Se3 and atom-thin Cr 
films. We show the controlled occurrence of either metallic or gapped topological Dirac states at 
the Cr-Bi2Se3 interface. By increasing the magnetic Cr film thickness a double Dirac-metal to 
gapped transition of the TSS takes place, see Fig.1. Correlated with the gap evolution, there is 
a modification of the TSS spin texture, which undergo a double circular skyrmion to circular 
meron transition. The changes of the TSS at the Dirac point are due to the interplay of the 
topological order and the presence of an exchange field, induced by the Cr film. The opening 
and closing of the gap is caused by the spin reorientation transitions occurring in the Cr films. 
We find that atom-thin layers of Cr attached to the Bi2Se3 surfaces present a magnetic ground 
state with ferromagnetic planes coupled antiferromagnetically. As the thickness of the Cr film 
increases stepwise from one to three atomic layers, the direction of the magnetization changes 
twice from out–of–plane to in–plane and to out–of–plane again. The out–of–plane magnetization 
drives the gap opening and the TSS acquire a circular meron spin texture. Consequently, the Cr 
spin reorientation leads to the metal-insulator transition in the Bi2Se3 surface and to the 
correlated modification of the surface state spin texture. Our results open a path to the interface 
control of the magnetic properties of 3D TI, since they provide a simple, accessible and effective 
mechanism to control and modify the topological states of Bi2Se3

FIG.1. (a) Top view of Bi2Se3 (111) surface. Dashed lines depict the mirror planes M1, M2 and 
M3, and the M and K points of the Brillouin zone are also indicated. (b) to (d) show the relaxed 
geometries for 1 to 3 ML Cr coverages on a Bi2Se3 slab, along with arrows indicating the 
magnetization of the Cr layers for the magnetic ground state. (e) Band structure around the 
center of the Brillouin zone for a pristine 4 QL Bi 2 Se 3 slab. (f) to (g) display the band 
dispersion diagrams for 1 to 3 Cr MLs on a 4 QL Bi2Se3 slab. The projection of the states on the 
interfacemost QL of Bi2Se3 is shown in red, while the projection on the Cr subsystem is shown 
in cyan.
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3-dimensional topological insulators (TIs) are expected to show exceptional electronic transport 
properties governed by spin-polarized massless Dirac fermion states located at the surface of 
an otherwise insulating bulk phase [1]. In prototype Bi-based chalcogenide TIs like Bi2Te3 or 
Bi2Se3, a single spin-helical topological surface state (TSS) is generated by strong spin-orbit 
coupling, which is protected by time-reversal symmetry 2D transport through TSS is predicted to 
be connected with the presence of  weak antilocalization (WAL) and suppression of 
backscattering: the gapless Dirac cone dispersion of the TSS carries a π Berry phase, which 
changes the interference of time-reversed scattering loops from constructive to destructive [2]. 
This effect can be destroyed by applying a magnetic field, which breaks the π Berry phase, 
leading to a cusp-shaped negative magnetoconductivity. This behaviour is successfully 
described by Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka theory for the magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the 
plane and Maekawa-Fukuyama theory for magnetic fields applied parallel and perpendicular to 
the plane [3].

Magnetic impurities violate time-reversal symmetry and thus may largely affect topological 
insulator properties and their transport. The mean field produced by magnetic doping may open 
a uniform gap at the Dirac point, allowing electrons to backscatter. Moreover, local fluctuation 
over the mean field can scatter conducting electrons. Due to gap opening an extra weak 
localization effect (WL) is expected [4], which exhibits a positive magnetoconductance.
Thin films of Bi2Se3 containing Mn dopants were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on 
insulating BaF2 (111) substrate. We experimentally studied transport properties of the Mn-doped 
Bi2Se3 topological insulators with various thickness and Mn concentrations. Bi2Se3-based Hall 
bars for transport measurements were fabricated using lithography techniques. The 
measurements of electrical resistivity, magnetoconductance and Hall resistivity have been 
realized at temperatures down to 0.3 K in magnetic fields up to 14 T in various orientations.
Ferromagnetic order of our films was observed at low temperatures in our previous magnetic 
studies [5]. The Curie temperature increases roughly linearly with increasing atomic 
concentrations of Mn ranging from 4 K up to 6 K and correlates with an inflection point observed 
in the temperature dependence of our electrical resistivity data. We identified several regimes 
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in the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity, which probably originate from the 
competition between WAL and WL as we will discuss in detail.

[1] M. Z. Hasan, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 82,3045 (2010).
[2] G.Bergmann, Phys. Rep. 107, 1 (1984).
[3] R. Dey, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104,223111(2014).
[4] H.-Z. Lu,et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 076801 (2011).
[5] R. Tarasenko, et al., Physica B 481, 262 (2016).
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The discovery of new ternary alloy is a great challenge for the solid state chemists. The Mg-rich 
part of the RE-TM-Mg diagram (RE = Rare-Earth, TM = Transition metal) is reinvestigated and a 
lot of new compounds are highlighted. According to the low weight and cost of magnesium and 
also of the possible improvement of the corrosion resistance due the RE, such compounds 
could be of great interest in term of applications such as : hydrogen storage, structural 
material,…

The focus will be done on 3 new compounds: LaCuMg8[1], Gd13Ni9Mg78[2] and NdNiMg5 [3]. 
LaCuMg8 [1] crystallizes in the La2Mg17 structure type (S.G. P63/mmc) with the lattice 
parameters a = 10.1254(2) and c = 10.0751(2) Å. The Mg atoms form hexagonal tubes along 
the c-axis filled by La and Mg. The Cu atoms are located in these tubes on or around the La and 
Mg positions, inducing disorder.

For Gd13Ni9Mg78[2] the determination of the structural parameters is more complex because of 
the difficulty to obtain a well-crystallized sample. A mixing of amorphous and crystallized part is 
usually observed. From initial XRD analysis, an average cubic structure with lattice parameter a 
= 4.55 Å could be assumed. The subsequent TEM analysis shows a possible modulation along 
both a* and b* axis.

NdNiMg5[3] crystallizes with an unusual structural type (SG : Cmcm, a = 4.4799(2), b = 
9.9827(3), c = 13.7854(10) Å). Its structure is made of infinite layers of Mg atoms which form 
blocks stacked along the c axis. These blocks, with a close-packed array of Mg atoms, are 
separated by infinite NiNd layers and connected through short Mg-Mg bonds. In the NiNd layer 
the Ni and Nd atoms form an ordered graphite-type network.

Hydrogen sorption properties will be presented and also the first mechanical and corrosion 
resistance tests will be presented. Finally, some other properties like magnetic and electrical 
ones will be discussed briefly to open new applications areas.

[1] Couillaud, S; Gaudin, E; Bobet, J.L. Intermetallics (2011) 19, 336.
[2] Couillaud, S.; Gaudin, E.; Weill, F.; Gomez, S.; Stan, C.; Planté, D.; Miraglia, S.; Bobet, J.L.; 
Acta Mater. (2012) 60, 4144
[3] Ourane, B.; Gaudin, E.; Zouari, R.; Couillaud, S; Bobet J.L., Inorg. Chem. (2013) 52, 13289
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Ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) are unique materials thanks to abrupt changes in 
their magnetic properties induced by the martensitic transformation. These changes are 
associated with elevate magnetocaloric responses [1], whereby these alloys have attracted 
much attention due their potential use in magnetic refrigeration. Rapid solidification by melt-
spinning implies several advantages regarding the fabrication of FSMAs, as it simplifies the 
fabrication process avoiding heat treatments. Besides, ribbons present an adequate geometry 
(large surface area with a ribbon thickness of few microns) to ensure a fast heat exchange with 
the heat transfer fluid in a magnetocaloric device, which has enlarged the efforts to determine 
the magnetocaloric properties [2].

We have fabricated Ni50Mn35In15 ribbons by melt-spinning from bulk alloys synthesized by arc 
melting. We have used different cooper wheel linear speeds (10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m/s) to 
analyse the impact of the cooling rate on the structure and magnetic and magnetocaloric 
properties. Ribbons undergo a martensitic transformation (MT) with characteristic temperatures 
moving downward with the increasing speed. At room temperature, samples crystallize in the 
austenite phase with crystal structure varying from L21 to the B2 with increasing wheel speed, 
whereas the cell parameters are nearly independent. From the M(T) curves measured at 10 mT, 
the paramagnetic austenite starts to order ferromagnetically at the austenite Curie temperature, 
which decreases with the linear speed from 320K to 300K, on cooling. However, such phase 
transition is shortly interrupted by an almost non-magnetic martensite formed at the MT. After a 
further cooling, ribbons begin to show some ferromagnetic ordering process below 180K. We 
have studied the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) associated to the MT and the magnetic phase 
transition in the austenite phase by estimating the magnetic entropy change from magnetization 
measurements, and measuring directly the adiabatic temperature change [3]. Ribbons present a 
conventional MCE as a consequence of the ferro-to-paramagnetic transition in the austenite 
phase, and inverse at the MT.
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The influence of the Fe content on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in ribbon-shaped 
polycrystalline samples of the Ni50Mn36-xFexSn14 (x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) Heusler system, has 
been studied [[1],[2]]. For this purpose, the temperature and field dependence of the magnetic 
entropy change (∆S) have been obtained from isofield magnetization curves. For each 
component of this Heusler system with the Fe content x, the results indicate the existence of a 
direct MCE related to a magnetic phase transition, along with a remarkable but narrow inverse 
MCE associated to a magnetostructural transformation. The partial substitution of Mn by Fe 
leads to a change in both transition temperatures. This shift of the positive and negative peaks 
of ∆S as the x value increases can be used to tune the magnetocaloric response of this system 
to an appropriate range in the room temperature environment. In order to improve the MCE, 
ribbons casted from the simultaneous melting of two precursor master alloys with different 
compositions (x = 0 and 1, x = 2 and 3, and x = 4 and 5) have been used to broaden the 
temperature range over which the inverse MCE takes place, and thus giving rise to an 
enhancement of the magnetocaloric response. The comparison between the magnetocaloric 
response of these three samples and the corresponding bi-layered composites (two ribbons of 
the respective components of the Heusler system in contact), has been also studied [[3]]. A 
numerical simulation controlling all x values of the studied alloy series, leading to a mixed ribbon 
that produces the largest improvement of the MCE, is performed.
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Magnetism in binary Fe-based sigma-phase compounds, belonging to the family of the Frank-
Kasper phases, was until recently known in Fe-X (X=Cr, Re, V) compounds. In this contribution 
we will report on freshly discovered magnetism of s-Fe100-xMox (37.5≤x≤44.5) compounds [1,2]. 
Their magnetic properties were studied experimentally by performing DC and AC magnetic 
susceptibility and Mӧssbauer spectroscopic measurements. The magnetism turned out to have 
a re-entrant character with the magnetic ordering temperature, TC, ranging between ~42K and 
~20K for the extreme compositions, and the ground magnetic state features are characteristic of 
canonical spin-glasses. In particular, a relative shift of the spin-freezing temperature 
(determined by the cusp in the AC susceptibility, Tf) per decade of frequency is equal to 0.012-
0.013. This is unexpected in the light of the high concentration of magnetic atoms and possible 
reasons will be presented. Based on the results obtained a magnetic phase diagram has been 
outlined – see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Outline of the magnetic phase diagram for sigma-Fe100-xMox alloys.
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Detailed theoretical investigations on the electronic and magnetic properties of a′′-Fe16N2 doped 
with Ti have been performed. The investigations of the electronic and magnetic properties have 
been done using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker (KKR) band structure, whilst the disorder in the
systems has been accounted for by means of the Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA). The 
electronic correlations have been included using the LSDA+U method. By Ti for Fe substitution, 
the Ti atoms have the tendency to occupy the Fe sites forming the octahedron around the N site 
(4e and 8h sites). In the spin resolved density of states (DOS) the covalent nature of the 
interatomic bands and the N-2p and Fe/Ti-3d hybridization can be observed. The change in the 
local environment by Ti substitution is evidenced in the distribution of local magnetic moments 
and hyperfine magnetic fields calculated for (Fe,Ti)16N2. The total magnetic moment of the a” - 
(Fe0.95Ti0.05)16N2 compound increases by doping, due to the magnetovolume effect. The same 
increase is observed for the Fe magnetic moments on different crystal sites. The increase of the 
total magnetic moment by Ti doping cannot outpace the volume increase and, as consequence, 
the estimated volume magnetization decreases.

As the Ti substitution is used in practice to increase the thermal stability of the a′′-Fe16N2, our 
calculations may offer insights into the change of the magnetic properties by doping, which are 
very important for practical applications.  
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Composite materials based on copper oxide nano- microcrystals in organic and nonorganic 
matrices, have attracted increasing attention thanks to the possibility of tailoring their chemico-
physical properties as a function of morphology, composition and structure of nanoparticles and 
matrix, which have great effects on electrical, adsorption, catalytic and etc. properties of the 
resulting nanocomposites. The reason of this phenomenon is the interaction between the matrix 
and nanoparticles, which leads to changes in local atomic and electronic structure of the both 
components of the resulting composite.

X-ray spectroscopy, namely XPS, XRF and XAS are sensitive to the composition, oxidation 
state, electronic and local (coordination, chemical nature of bonding) structure of the materials 
under investigation. XANES, NEXAFS, XRF and XPS spectra of a number of copper oxide 
nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes, polymers, silicon oxides were registered at the 
station KMS2 and RGL of BESSYII and station BM26A of ESRF of synchrotron radiation 
facilities.

The local and electronic structure, oxidation state and the surface morphology of several types 
of nanocomposite were determined. Using combining experimental and theoretical X-ray 
spectroscopy techniques, we investigated evolution of shape and local atomic structure metal-
organic CuOx fractal crystallites on different stages of growing. It was found that at the 
synthesis temperature below 250 degrees there is complex organic-inorganic component in the 
structure of the films, which evaporates lead to the transition from the fractal structure to the 
Eden "flower" model. At temperatures over 250 degrees the particle size is reduced to the order 
as result of the substance evaporates or burns.  At temperatures above 500ºC, crystals of 
copper oxides CuO are dominated and are converted into fractals with another level of 
organization (fig. 1).

The differences in the local and electronic structure of the CuOx/CNT nanocomposites in 
depending of purity of carbon nanotubes were observed. The study of the chemical state and 
local structure showed that  nanocomposite formation does not lead to changes in the structure 
of the tubes. The formation of chemical bonds between the oxide and the outer surface of CNTs 
is possible via oxygen atoms, joining to the non-acidic sites CNT. The initial oxidation of the 
surface of CNTs prevents the formation of chemical bonds between the nanoparticles and the 
tube. The transition from flower-like copper oxides agglomerates of spherical shape in 
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SiO2CuOx films to regular shaped grains in SiO2(CuOxSnOy) films is observed. According to 
SEM, XPS studies we assume that mixed-oxide crystallites are formed and in SiO2(CuOxSnOy) 
grains consist of copper-containing oxides, covered with SnO:CuO compound.

The research was supported by the Ministry of education and science of the Russian Federation 
under grant agreement № 11.2432.2014/K.
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0-demensonal nanomaterials, quantum dots, have attracted much attention to innovate electron 
manipulation in materials and devices because of their discrete energy levels. Although fine 
electron manipulation has been mainly discussed using quantum dots fabricated by top-down 
approaches, the practical use needs ultra-small dots, less than 2 nm, to maintain the quantized 
energy levels at room temperature. Even if allowing the 10-% size distribution, we have to 
mass-product the ultra-small dot with atomic precision. To achieve the atomically precise 
fabrication, we propose a bottom-up approach, chemical converting metallo- supermolecular 
structures to atomically precise structures with oxide [1]. Strong ionic covalent bond of oxide 
could maintain the atomically precise structures. The supermolecular structures also determine 
the number of metal ion to form oxide with atomic precision (Fig. 1). In this presentation, we first 
introduce the case of TiO2 using the concept to fabricate atomically precise oxide dots from 
supermoelcules to address the size dependence in bandgap and phase transition temperature 
[2, 3]. Second, we show a preliminary result for electron manipulation at room temperature 
using an atomically precise dot [4]. The new synthetic strategy will pave way to create new 
functional materials and devices with atomic precision.

[1] N. Satoh, Chapter 8 in Soft Matter Nanotechnology (Wiley-VCH), 2015, 217. 
[2] N. Satoh, T. Nakashima, K. Kamikura, K. Yamamoto, Nature Nanotech. 2008, 3, 106. 
[3] N. Satoh, T. Nakashima, K. Yamamoto, Sci. Rep. 2013, 3, 1959.
[4] N. Satoh, Chem. Lett. 2014, 43, 629.
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Cobalt-based perovskites are attracting the interest as strongly correlated electron systems due 
to the relevance of the cobalt spin state for their functional properties. The spin state of trivalent 
cobalt is a key feature in half-doped Pr0.50A0.50CoO3 (A: Ca or Sr) perovskites. In these 
compounds the spin-lattice coupling gives rise to non-conventional magnetostructural and 
electronic transitions, the interpretation of which has been controversial.
The properties of Pr0.50Sr0.50CoO3 (PSCO) differ from those in Pr0.50Ca0.50CoO3 (PCCO), where 
a spin-state change has been proved to induce a partial  Pr3+ to Pr4+ valence shift and a exotic 
metal-insulator transition around 80 K [1,2]. Moreover, recent works have confirmed the 
importance of the spin-lattice coupling in Pr0.50Sr0.50CoO3 reporting magnetostructural changes 
at 120K. We have investigated the properties of PSCO (always metallic, and ferromagnetic 
below TC ~ 230 K) across the unexpected magnetostructural transition at TS ~120 K [3-6]. X-ray 
absorption experiments (XAS) at the Pr M4,5 and L3 edges rule out any trace of Pr4+ below TS.
[3]. By means of x-ray circular dichroism (XMCD) at Co L edges, the unusual and coupled 
evolution of the orbital and spin moments demonstrate the relevance of the spin-orbit coupling 
for the stabilization of two distinct ferromagnetic phases in this metallic perovskite [4]. The Co 
spin state model is discussed on the basis of charge transfer multiplet calculations of the 
dichroic spectral shape. In addition, neutron diffraction sheds light on the link between the 
Imma→I4/mcm symmetry change [5] and the original magnetic behavior of PSCO at TS [6].
[1] J.L. García-Muñoz, C. Frontera, A.J. Barón-González, S. Valencia, J. Blasco, R. Feyerherm, 
E. Dudzik, R. Abrudan and F. Radu, Phys. Rev. B 84, 045104 (2011).
[2] J. Herrero-Martín, J. L. García-Muñoz, K. Kvashnina, E. Gallo, G. Subías, J. A. Alonso, and 
A. J. Barón-González, Phys. Rev. B 86, 125106 (2012).
[3] Jessica Padilla-Pantoja, José Luis García-Muñoz, Bernat Bozzo, Zdeněk Jirák and Javier 
Herrero-Martín, Inorganic Chemistry 53, 12297 (2014). Also Inorg. Chem. 54, 6062 (2015).
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The interaction between heat and spin currents has been a very active field of study and highly 
boosted recently since the discovery of the Spin Seebeck effect (SSE). The mechanism and 
control of spin injection, detection and, in general, the optimization of SSE signal is still in 
progress. Fe3O4 epitaxial thin films with different thickness were deposited on a magnesium 
oxide substrate by means of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber. 
Anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) and SSE measurements were performed to careful study the 
characteristic dependence of thermomagnetic signal on the thickness of the magnetite. The 
experimental data is in agreement with reported models [1,2] where the bulk spin current is 
calculated macroscopically with the Boltzmann equation for the magnon flow. Following this 
model the estimation of the magnon diffusion length in magnetite thin films is 17 ± 3 nm at 
300K.

SSE has also been investigated in highly crystalline magnetic multilayer Fe3O4/Pt films. 
Voltage as well as power generated by the SSE were found to be significantly enhanced with 
increasing the number of layers [3]. This voltage enhancement defies the simple understanding 
of the SSE and suggests that spin current flowing between the magnetic layers in the thickness 
direction plays an important role in multilayer SSE systems and the observed voltage 
enhancement.
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Metal-hydrogen systems form an interesting and important class of materials with a wide range 
of technological applications including hydrogen storage [1, 2]. Density functional theory is a 
powerful and valuable tool to study such systems, as it provides a fundamental insight to the 
both thermodynamic and kinetic properties of metal hydrides and is able to give guidelines for 
searching new materials.The lecture gives an overview of recent DFT studies of metal-hydrogen 
systems for hydrogen storage, including MgHx, MgHx with transition metal additives [3-6], 
hydrides of 3d metals and alloys, such as Ti-V-Cr [6], and others.

At present magnesium, due to its outstanding hydrogen capacity up to 7.6 wt.% for MgH2, is 
considered as one of the most attractive materials for hydrogen storage application and is 
already used in practice. However, its rather slow hydrogen absorption and desorption kinetics 
as well as high dissociation temperature, which is above 673 K, essentially limit its application 
for hydrogen storage. Hydrogen sorption kinetics and partly the stability of MgH2 can be 
improved by mixing magnesium with small amount of transition metals or their alloys, such as 
Ti-V-Cr, but the issue of this improvement was understood only recently; not least due to 
modeling, because theoretical studies provide information on metal-hydrogen bonding, which 
finally determines the stability of the hydride, activation energy of hydrogen motion etc.

Here we will focus on calculations of such properties as metal-hydrogen bonding, hydride
stability, hydrogen solubility, hydrogen induced phase transitions, localization and clustering of 
interstitial hydrogen atoms, hydrogen diffusion. Sometimes the obtained results are rather 
sensitive to the level of the applied theory, namely to the choice of exchange correlation 
functional, the taking into account atomic vibrations and so on, and in our lecture we will also 
pay attention to it.
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In Ti–V–Cr alloys with b.c.c. structure, the elements exhibit a wide mutual solubility, thus 
forming a solid solution. The system is one of the most hydrogen absorbing intermetallic for 
which the highest hydrogen storage capacity Hmax reaches up to 3.7 wt.%. However the 
reversible hydrogen storage capacity close to normal conditions is often found rather limited 
depending on the metal composition. In order to better understand the reversibility of sorption 
properties, we have investigated the effect of the vanadium content in (TiCr1.8)1-xVx alloys for x 
0 < x< 1, with and without small amounts of Zr7Ni10 as additive.
First, a batch of the Laves phase TiCr1.8 alloy was prepared from the elements (3N5 purity) 
using the HF melting technique in a water-cooled crucible in argon atmosphere and re-melting 
three times. Then Ti–V–Cr alloys (with and without additive) were synthesized according the co-
melting procedure of determined proportions of TiCr1.8 and V (4N purity), finally 4% Zr7Ni10 was 
added via a third melting procedure. Hand crushed powders (< 200 μm) were hydrogenated at 
room temperature in autoclave under 20 bar H2 gas pressure. Activation procedure cycling 
temperature up to 200oC was needed for samples with a high V-content and no additive. 
Weighting the samples before and after hydrogenation was done estimating the amount of 
absorbed hydrogen. Structure and microstructure analyses were performed by XRD (Cu-Ka), 
SEM and EDX. DSC analyses allowed us determine both kinetics and temperatures of phase 
transformations at hydrogen desorption. Electrochemical extraction method has enabled us 
calculate the hydrogen reversible storage capacity and diffusion coefficient rate versus the 
vanadium content x(V).
In terms of microstructure and hydride properties, the Ti–Cr–V alloys were compared with those 
alloyed with the Zr7Ni10 additive. The structure of ternary alloys was found homogeneous 
independently of x(V). However, due to the rather lower melting temperature of the Zr7Ni10
additive, the final microstructure of (TiCr1.8)1-xVx + 4% Zr7Ni10 forms a matrix of Ti–Cr–V grains, 
the additive elements forming boundaries. Moreover SEM and EDX microanalysis reveals that a 
noticeable part of Ti atoms, migrate from the bcc matrix towards the intergranular matter, 
forming diffuse area in contact with the Zr-Ni based intergranular phase.
For both series with and without Zr7Ni10 addition, the reversible H-storage capacity was found 
far being linear and varying oppositely versus x(V). Hmax the maximum reversible storage 
capacities are for (TiCr1.8)40V60 and (TiCr1.8)60V40+4% Zr7Ni10, respectively. For (TiCr1.8)1-xVx
the metal hydride desorption temperature decreases markedly with x(V), contrarily to what it is 
observed for the 4% Zr7Ni10 doped series.
In the paper we discuss the mechanism of those different and opposite behaviours from 
metallurgical and electrochemical points of view.
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Pt/C and PtM/C nanostructured materials are the best electrocatalysts for hydrogen-air and 
direct methanol fuel cells. The cost of the catalyst layers is up to 40 percent of the entire cost of 
the fuel cell. Therefore, the problem of reducing the concentration of precious platinum, as well 
as increasing the activity and stability of the catalyst is very important. This issue is more 
significant for an oxygen electrode of the fuel cell, wherein the loading of platinum is larger and 
catalyst degradation is more pronounced.
The activity and stability of the platinum catalysts is related to their composition and structural 
organization. Typically, reducing the size of the metal nanoparticles increases the 
electrochemically active surface area of platinum and, consequently, increases their mass-
activity. At the same time, durability of the catalyst is lowered. And vice versa. 
Our research has shown there is a strong inverse correlation (antisymbatic dependence) 
between the stability of a wide range of Pt/C and PtCux/C electrocatalysts and their mass 
activity in the reaction of oxygen electroreduction. It would seem that it is impossible to obtain a 
platinum-carbon electrocatalyst that combines high values of both parameters. Nevertheless, it 
was obtained an electrocatalyst "drop out" of a total correlation, that is, electrocatalyst which 
combined higher activity and stability, as compared with Pt/C samples with same platinum 
content [1]. These electrocatalysts contain a significant proportion of bimetallic nanoparticles 
with "Cu-core - Pt-shell" architecture.
The paper discusses the features of the electrochemical behavior for Cux@Pt/C electrocatalysts 
due to the influence of their structural organization.
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The praseodymium oxide, Pr6O11, is regarded as a potential electrocatalyst for the oxygen 
reduction reaction. First the ionic conductivity and oxygen surface exchange coefficient are 
measured by isotopic exchange and depth profiling with secondary ion mass spectroscopy. At 
600 °C, the value of the oxygen diffusion coefficient is as high as 3.4x10-8 cm2.s-1, and that of 
the surface exchange coefficient is 5.4x10-7 cm.s-1, which supposes excellent electrocatalytic 
properties. The measured electronic conductivity is high enough for using this material as a 
SOFC cathode. Herein, praseodymium nitrate is infiltrated into Gd doped ceria (GDC) backbone 
and fired at 600 °C to form a composite oxygen electrode Pr6O11/GDC. Electrochemical 
measurements in a symmetrical cell configuration show very low polarization resistance, Rp = 
0.028 Ω cm2 at 600 °C, which is among the best values ever reported for SOFC cathodes. 
Then, a single cell made of a commercial Ni-YSZ/YSZ half cell and of the infiltrated cathode is 
able to deliver a maximum power density of 825 mW cm-2 at 600 °C (cf. figure). Finally, ageing 
of this cell for 840 h, at 600°C and 0.5 A cm-2, shows a degradation rate lower than 1%.
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Tin dioxide (SnO2) based materials has great significance for Li-ion batteries (LIBs) and proton 
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) technologies.

Tin dioxide has been regarded as a promising candidate as the anode material for LIBs 
because of its high theoretical specific capacity of 790 mA h g−1 compared with the currently 
used graphite-based anode (370 mA h g−1). Different phase-pure SnO2 with unique 1D, 2D, and 
3D nanostructures and their composites with carbon materials and other metal oxides have 
attracted attention as anode material for LIBs [1]

For the PEMFCs applications SnO2 used as support for Pt nanoparticles and has a positive 
effect on the performance of the PEMFC. Many researchers reported about improving the 
durability as well as the electrochemical oxidation reaction and the carbon monoxide tolerance 
of the Pt/metal oxide catalysts including Pt/SnO2 catalysts [2].

In this work for the preparation of SnO2 powders and Pt/SnO2-C catalysts electrochemical 
dispersion method was used. Two tin electrodes immersed in the aqueous 2M NaCl solution. 
The electrodes were connected to ac source operating at 50 Hz, current density 1 A cm-2. Bulk 
tin electrodes were dispergate to nanosized particles. The suspension was filtrated; powder was 
rinsed with distilled H2O and dried at 80 ºC to constant mass. The diffractogram of freshly 
prepared metal oxide powder was indexed to the typical tetragonal structure of SnO2.
Subsequently, the SnO2 powder was used as active material of negative electrode of LIB.

For the Pt/SnO2-C catalysts preparation two platinum electrodes immersed in the suspension of 
as-prepared SnO2 powders and amorphous carbon Vulcan XC-72 in aqueous 2M NaOH 
solution. The electrodes were connected to ac source as it was described above and in [3] and 
platinum nanoparticles were deposited on SnO2-C support.

The proposed method for synthesis of SnO2 powders and Pt/SnO2-C as a result of 
electrochemical dispersion of metals is technologically simple and environmentally safe 
because it does not involve the use of organic solvents and capping agents.
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The probable mechanisms of the tin and platinum dispersion under ac influence, lithium storage 
properties of synthesized SnO2 powders and electrocatalytic properties of Pt/SnO2-C catalysts 
will be discussed.
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Development of methods for the synthesis of powder oxide materials with desired structural 
characteristics is an important area of materials technology. As important transition-metal oxides 
CuxO have been explored as an electrode material for high-power electrochemical capacitors
due to their abundant resources, environmental compatibility, cost effectiveness and favorable 
pseudocapacitive characteristics. Also good environmental acceptability, low toxicity, and 
unique optical, electrical, and magnetic properties have resulted in the wide application of CuxO
in solar energy, catalysis, gas and biosensors, as a electrode in Li-ion batteries.

Supercapacitors (electrochemical capacitors) combine the advantages of both dielectric 
capacitors and rechargeable batteries, i.e., the delivery of high-power in a short time and the 
ability to store high energy. Considerable effort is devoted to the development and 
characterization of new electrode materials with improved electronic properties. Various 
synthesis methods have been explored for preparation of transition-metal oxides, among these 
an electrochemical method presents some advantages over high temperature processes for its 
simplicity, low cost, low temperature, large scale and easy control parameters.

Herein we report a simple electrochemical route for the controlled synthesis of CuxO (Cu2O and 
CuO) micro/nanocrystals from octahedra to monodisperse colloid core@shell spheres via 
control of the current density without the introduction of any template or surfactant.

CuxO nanomaterials  were prepared directly by means a one-step electrochemical technique 
based on electrochemical oxidation and dispersion of cupper by the alternating current [1].The 
effect of synthesis conditions on the copper electrodes dispersion rate was studied. The 
composition and morphology of the prepared powder materials have been characterized in 
detail by XRD, Raman and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XANES and EXAFS), SEM and 
TEM. The particle morphology of the synthesized Cu2O was mostly octahedral under the lower 
current densities and with the increased current density the spherical core@shell Cu2O@CuO 
particles were obtained.    
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The electrochemical properties of as-prepared materials were elucidated by cyclic 
voltammograms and galvanostatic charge-discharge tests. The photocatalytic performances of 
the CuxO samples were studied too. The results demonstrated that the specific capacitance and 
catalytic activity of the nanostructured CuxO were strongly depended on their composition and 
morphologies.
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The development of electrochemical power engineering in many respects depends on advances 
in the elaboration of active and stable materials for the electrodes of energy storage and 
conversion devices, such as supercapacitors (SC) and fuel cells. The structure and properties 
of such materials depends on the way of preparation. We propose electrochemical method 
which based on dispersion of metal foils under alternating current in alkaline solution [1, 2]. 

The goal of this study is to prepare NiO/C and Pt-NiO/C materials by electrochemical dispersion 
approach and to study their activity as electrodes of SC’s and methanol and ethanol oxidation 
activity for direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFC).

Using ХRD and SEM was found that the synthesized materials contain NiO crystallites D = 2nm 
agglomerated in flaxes about 1-2 µm distributed over the surface of carbon black (CB) Vulcan 
XC-72; Pt cubic shape nanoparticles D = 6nm which are uniformly distributed over the surface 
of NiO and CB.

The electrochemical properties of NiO/C (40% of NiO) tested by galvanostatic charge/discharge 
cycling at different current densities in the potential range of 0–0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl in 1M NaOH. 
The NiO/C exhibits pseudocapacitive behavior with the specific capacity as high as 960 F•g-1.
The superior electrochemical performance is attributed to the hierarchically porous structure of 
the material.

Synthesized Pt-NiO/C materials (25% of Pt and 30% or 60% of NiO) were tested for 
electrooxidation of methanol (MOR) and ethanol (EOR) in acidic solutions. Comparing the 
oxidation currents shown that introduction of the NiO in the catalyst composition doesn’t 
increase the overall rate of oxidation of methanol or ethanol compared to Pt/C. However, the 
presence of NiO results to more earlier oxidation of alcohols. Surface specific activity of Pt-
NiO/C (60% NiO) catalyst increased about 2 and 4 times for MOR and EOR respectively.

The reverse scan peaks of alcohols oxidation on all Pt/NiO-C catalysts were observed at more 
cathodic potential compared with Pt/C catalyst. It can be one of the possible routes that the NiO 
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was able to promote regeneration of Pt active surface with absorptive OHads due to bifunctional 
mechanism.

Thus, we have provided a simple electrochemical route of the synthesis of carbon supported 
NiO and Pt-NiO electrode materials. Considering the excellent performance and facile 
preparation, these materials should have a great potential for application in SC’s and DAFC’s.

Authors thank the Russian Science Foundation (project nr. 14-23-00078) for the financial 
support.
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Comprehensive experimental and theoretical studies on crystallographic, electronic and 
electrical transport properties of the LixCoO2 and NaxCoO2−y battery cathode materials have 
been recently reported [1-3]. Novel approach to explain apparently different characters of the 
discharge/charge curve in LixCoO2 (monotonous curve) and NaxCoO2−y systems (step-like 
curve) has been proposed as based on electronic structure calculations. Density of states of 
these systems was computed by the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method with the coherent 
potential approximation (KKR-CPA) [4,5], which allowed to account for different types of 
chemical disorder. In the case of NaxCoO2−y it was evidenced that the origin of the observed 
step-like character of the discharge/charge curve is due to the specific features of the electronic 
structure, arisen from the presence of the oxygen vacancies and sodium ordering. Unlikely, the 
semiconductor-metal crossover observed in LixCoO2, when decreasing Li content, can be 
coherently explained by the Fermi level shift into the valence states, wihout apparent influence 
of defects on electronic states. The two aforementioned cases are compared to the 
LixVO2 system, where standard LDA calculations have failed, i.e. leading to metallic state, 
unlike semiconducting one observed from electron transport measurements. However, the 
inclusion of extra electronic correlations via U parameter leads to the energy gap opening at the 
Fermi level, indicating that strong electronic correlations are presumably responsible for metal-
semiconductor crossovers in this system [6].
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Studies of site solubility and diffusion of hydrogen play a key role in the overall understanding of 
fundamental properties of metal-hydrogen systems. The hydrogen solubility in metals is a 
crucial parameter for many applications. In disordered alloys, among others, it assigns to 
preferable hydrogen interstitial sites that correspond to the deepest energy well. Quantitative 
description of diffusion requires characteristics which control hydrogen motion process, 
including jump frequency, activation energy (determined as the saddle-point energy between 
adjacent wells), stereometric parameters of possible diffusion channels, etc.

Although ordered M-H systems have been extensively studied both experimentally and 
theoretically, the theoretical description of hydrides of disordered alloys is still challenging. The 
main problem is to simulate a disorder correctly. For completely disordered metallic systems it 
can be done within the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method with Coherent Potential Approximation 
(KKR-CPA), which proved itself very efficacious to study stability and phase transitions in 
hydrides of disordered alloys [1]. However, it provides averaged characteristics only, and not 
the information on the local environment of hydrogen atoms [2]. From this perspective a 
supercell approach seems to be very fruitful but it is much more time consuming.

In this contribution we report on the results of our theoretical study of site solubility and diffusion 
of hydrogen in disordered Ti-V-Cr alloys obtained within the Density Functional Theory 
combined with statistics approach. In our calculations we considered a supercell built from 
2x2x2 fcc unit cells with random distribution of metal atoms over the 4a fcc sites and hydrogen 
atoms distributed over tetrahedral (T) and/or octahedral (O) interstitial sites.

In the studied hydrides with fcc structure the diffusion occurs from one T-site to another trough 
an O-site. For TiV0.8Cr1.2H5.25 the obtained characteristics, such as activation energy and 
diffusion coefficient at room temperature, 0.13 ± 0.03 eV and 1.1 ± 0.2 x 10-11 м2/с, respectively, 
are in fair agreement with available experimental data [3].
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an O-site. For TiV0.8Cr1.2H5.25 the obtained characteristics, such as activation energy and 
diffusion coefficient at room temperature, 0.13 ± 0.03 eV and 1.1 ± 0.2 x 10-11
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are in fair agreement with available experimental data [3].
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First principles calculations of structural and thermal properties of titanium boride (TiB) in 
orthorhombic crystal structure have been performed using the WIEN2K computational 
implementation of the full-potential-linear-augmented-plane-wave (FP-APW). Apart from the 
standard local density approximation (LDA) and GGA (PBE), a more accurate nonempirical 
density functional generalized gradient approximation (GGA), as proposed by Wu and Cohen 
[Phys. Rev. B 73, 235116 (2006)] for the exchange-correlation energy, EXC, has been attempted 
in these calculations. TiB, especially in the whisker form, has attracted attention recently as 
reinforcement in metal matrix composites, wear resistance coatings and has potential as 
monolithic material due to its high hardness and elastic modulus coupled with its electrically 
conducting nature. The Lattice parameters, a, b and c, the bulk modulus are in good agreement 
with other calculations and with experimental data. Furthermore, pressure and temperature 
effects on the volume cell, the bulk modulus, the heat capacity, and the thermal expansion 
coefficient are investigated in the 0-16 GPa pressure range and in the 0-2500 K temperature 
range, to our knowledge, no data are available in literature for comparison.
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Within the vast research of material science and engineering the structural and microstructural 
stabilities of lanthanum carbide materials under high temperature present serious challenges. 
LaC2 has two stable phases: a tetragonal one, α-LaC2, stable below 1060ºC, and a cubic one, 
β-LaC2, stable above that temperature up to the melting temperature, Tm = 2360ºC. The α-
LaC2 is a superconductor below ~1.6 K. Usually LaC2 is prepared by arc melting and sintering, 
which normally gives a material with micrometer grain sizes. However, the study of 
nanostructured superconductors can be interesting due to the possibility of increase the number 
of pinning centers.

Electrospinning is a powerful and easy-to-handle technique that can be used to prepare 
nanostructure materials. This work explores the possibility of the use of electrospinning for the 
preparation of α-LaC2 with sub-micra grain sizes. The α-LaC2 materials were prepared i) via 
electrospinning using a homogeneous mixture of lanthanum acetate and cellulose acetate with 
different C/La ratios dissolved in 1:1 acetylacetone (2,4-pentanodione) and acetic acid, followed 
by ii) the organic precursors decomposition in argon atmosphere at 6000C for 2h, and iii) a final 
heat treatment at 1350ºC – 1800ºC. The the grain sizes and morphologies were characterized 
by the X-ray diffraction, Scanning Electron Microscopy and Brunauer Emmett Teller 
measurements. The superconducting properties will be studied in a future work.
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Vanadium dioxide (VO2) is one of the attractive materials as bolometer-type infrared detector 
material due to its high temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). Even though many 
researches have been conducted to improve the sensitivity of VO2 based bolometer, they were 
focused on VO2 film with doping impurities or using mixed phases of vanadium oxide. It is well 
known that selective growth and dimension reduction of detector materials could lead to 
improved sensitivity thanks to lower thermal mass. Nevertheless, there is no report on the 
fabrication of bolometer using the nanowire structured pure VO2. 

In this study, we have fabricated selective lateral grown VO2 nanowires (NWs) and measured 
the properties to confirm the potential for detector material of bolometer. VO2 NWs were 
synthesized by chemical vapor deposition method on the silicon nitride seed layer which was 
prepared by LPCVD and reactive ion etching for the selective growth of the VO2 NWs. X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy were used to analyze the structure of NW. The main 
peaks in the XRD and Raman spectra are representative of monoclinic structure of VO2. In 
addition, HR-TEM images indicate that the VO2 NW has single-crystallinity. From the I-V
measurements, the TCR of a single VO2 nanowire was measured to be about -3.0 %/K, which is 
comparable to the previously reported values at the VO2 films. We also fabricated an I-shaped 
pattern composed of VO2 NWs network and measured its TCR values. From these results, we 
can propose that VO2 NWs may allow the fabrication of THz detector with high sensitivity.

[1] H. Wang el al., Infrared Physics & Technology 47 (2006) 273
[2] In Soo Kim et al., Crystal Growth & Design (2012)
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Niobates are known as interesting photoactive host materials, and the luminescent properties of 
perovskite and columbite type niobates activated with and without rare earth ions have been 
studied previously. The luminescence properties of metal niobates with columbite structure 
were investigated by Watchel in 1960’s. However, a few investigations exist on the optical 
properties of CdNb2O6 columbite niobates.  

The CdNb2O6 has an ordered columbite structure where the pentavalent cations form pairs by 
face sharing of their coordination octahedral. CdNb2O6 is an essential intermediate phase for 
the synthesis of Cd2Nb2O7 ferroelectric ceramics and it is also a good reference material for 
some dielectric ceramics. The cadmium niobate exhibits a broad and bright blue emission 
peaks at about 460 nm with the excitation by UV radiation at 272 nm at room temperature. The 
molten salt process is a low-temperature process, and gives better chemical homogeneity and 
finer particles together with better control of particle morphology than those produced by the 
mixed oxide route. Boron oxide (B2O3) having the melting point of 460 °C is the most used 
boron compound for the flux. Boron oxide has been also used as a co-dopant with rare earth 
ions such as Eu3+.

In this study, CdNb2O6: (Dy3+,B3+) activated single phase phosphor powders were achieved by 
the molten salt synthesis method and the structural analysis, phase morphology and the 
luminescence behavior of both Dy3+ doped and Dy3+,B3+ co-doped single phase powders 
described and discussed in detailed.
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High purity, compositionally uniform, single phase, small and uniform particle size powders are 
required for high resolution and high luminous efficiency of the optical materials in photonic 
device developments. Moreover, it should be pointed out that the selection of host lattices and
active centers for such an optical material is important.

The columbite niobates MNb2O6 (M = Co, Cd, Ni, Mg, Cu, Zn, and Mn) having orthorhombic 
unit cell and space group Pbcn (60) are known as interesting photoactive host materials due to 
their high refractive index (for CaNb2O6, n = 2.07–2.2) and, chemical stability.

The previous studies have proved that many kinds of rare earth ions can substitute metal ions 
of columbite structure which consists both MO6 (M= Metal) and NbO6 octahedra and do not 
change the typical orthorombic structure and space group of columbite. Moreover, the columbite 
host matrix activated with the rare earth (RE3+: Tb3+, Eu3+, Dy3+, Yb3+, Tm3+, Nd3+, Er3+, Pr3+)
ions makes a promising candidate for red emission phosphor and, laser material in photonic 
applications.

In the columbite structure, such ion substitution requires the calcinations at high temperature to 
achieve the thermal diffusion of rare earth ions to the metal-oxygen or niobium-oxygen sites of 
columbite, leading to the enhanced luminescence of trivalent rare earth ions.

In the present study, it was aimed to produce neodymium (Nd3+) doped strontium niobate 
ceramics by the molten salt technique and investigate into structural and luminescence 
properties in order to explore its potential application in photonic devices. To our knowledge this 
is the first report on structural and spectroscopic characterization of strontium niobate ceramic 
activated with Nd3+ using molten salt synthesis.
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In this work we present a study of morphological, structural and compositional properties of 
volcanic ash obtained from Nevado del Ruiz – Colombia. The volcanic ash samples were 
subjected to hydration and annealing processes at atmospheric pressure to obtain natural 
structures zeolite type for different applications such as the contamination water and air 
pollution control. Hydration process were realized for 48 hours introducing the volcanic ash in 
water and waving mechanically this solution; after of end time, the organic fraction present in 
the samples by the suspension of particles was removed, and ash again subjected at room 
temperature dry. The strong influence of hydration and annealing processes on the formation of 
zeolite phases were observed. Rietveld refinement was performed with the patterns of X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) obtaining the presence of natural zeolites: gismondine, hydrated calcium 
aluminosilicate, litosite, clinoplitolite-Na and phillipsite-K. From measurements of Energy 
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) the elemental composition of the samples was 
determined. From micrographs SEM a morphological change of the ash sample was observed 
with increasing annealing temperature (290K < T < 673K). The surface was dominated by 
presence of agglomerates or granules of around 5 µm size approximately; other regions with 
tubular form or flakes type were observed with less presence on surface, which were associated 
with the formation of Labradorita phase.

Figure 1. Stereoscopic micrograph of hydrated volcanic ash.
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Rare-earth polyselenides in the composition interval LnSe2-LnSe1.5 owing to their structure are 
low-dimensional compounds. They have characteristic layered structures with anionic layers 
consisting of selenium atoms which can realize extended Se-Se bonds in solids and create the 
superstructures. The displacement of selenium atoms in new positions of superstructures is a 
favorable factor for the existence of structural and electronic transitions, whose probability 
increases for the polyselenides with low selenium content. Synthesis of compounds, which are 
poor by selenium, is a difficult problem due to the lack of thermodynamic parameters (pSe=f(Т,
x) 

Earlier we had investigated the GdSe1.875–GdSe1.5 system by static method with quartz 
membrane-gauge manometers [1]. This research has shown that in the investigated range of 
compositions the phase regions consisted of discrete compounds, whose compositions can be 
described by the general formula GdnSe2n-1 (n = 3, 4, 5, 7). Among them only gadolinium 
polyselenide with n = 5 (GdSe1.80) was structurally described in literature, but the existence of 
GdSe 1.85 (n = 7), GdSe 1.75 (n = 4) and GdSe 1.67 (n = 5) were found in our work [1] for the first 
time.

The information obtained was used for thermodynamic modelling in Gd-Se-I system with the 
aim of finding the growth conditions of the crystals with GdSe1.85 and  GdSe1.80 composition. 
Thermodynamic functions (ΔfH298, S°298, C°p,298) found in [1] provided the basis for 
thermodynamic calculations of crystal growth process by I2 vapour transport reactions. The 
calculations of the equilibria are based on minimization of the total Gibbs energy of the studied 
system and carried out by an iterative method of Newton for nonlinear systems. As a result of 
these calculations the most optimal conditions (pSe, T, ratio of atomic concentrations elements) 
were found for the synthesis of required crystals. 

The calculated conditions were reproduced in closed quartz reactors and the single crystals of 
GdSe1.85 and GdSe1.80 were grown. The crystals obtained were investigated by EDS, X-ray 
Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy.
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Many intermetallic compounds containing chalcogens have already been discovered from a 
structural point of view but for most of them no physical properties have been reported. 
Moreover, a literature survey tends to indicate that a large number of unknown phases are 
expected to be discovered with a systematic approach since many of these systems have not
been thoroughly examined. In conclusion, clearly, chalcogenides phases have the potential to 
bring diverse structures and properties, and their further study is of great importance.

For example, the discovery of alkaline metal intercalated FeSe superconductor with Tc~30K [1] 
has highlighted the properties of materials built of edge-sharing FeSe4 tetrahedra, and 
motivated us to look for new transition metals selenide based materials.

In this contribution, the first result of our systematic exploration will show that in certain systems, 
physical properties are promising and that the richness of these systems probably still hides 
some interesting materials. In addition to the known phases, new phases have been isolated. 
We will present here the crystal structures refinements, based on transmission electron 
microscopy and X-ray diffraction data, as long with physical properties.
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Luminescence materials are important for modern technology because of their ability to convert 
electromagnetic radiation into visible light [1]. Recently, the development of rare earth ions 
activated novel luminescent materials have attracted more attention due to their potential 
applications in different optical display systems [2–9]. Sm3+ ion is widely used as activator of 
reddish orange emission due to its 4G5/2→6HJ (J = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, 11/2) transitions [10–15], which 
from a practical viewpoint is most suitable source for lighting and display. Moreover, Sm3+ ions 
act as a spectroscopic probe of local structure around rare-earth ions in condensed matter.

Sr3B2O6: Sm3+ phosphor was synthesized a solution combustion synthesis method followed by 
heating of the precursor combustion ash at 1000 ºC in air. The synthesized materials were 
characterized by using the powder XRD and FTIR. The emission and excitation spectra of the 
materials were measured at room temperature with a spectrofluorometer. The emission 
spectrum of the synthesized phosphor exhibited four sharp emission peaks corresponding 
to 4G5/2→6H5/2 (563-572 nm), 4G5/2→6H7/2 (598-614 nm), 4G5/2→6H9/2 (647-666 nm) 
and 4G5/2→6H11/2 (705-714 nm) transitions of Sm3+. 
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The individual boride phases that exist in Ho–B and Tm–B systems are the following ones: 
MeB2, MeB4, MeB12, and MeB66, where Me = Ho, Tm [1]. The goal of the investigation was to 
study phase transformations in HoB12 and TmB12 single crystals on heating in high vacuum at p 
< 10-4 Pa

The corresponding single crystals were grown by crucible free inductive zone melting method. 
According to X-ray diffraction the crushed crystals represent phase of the UB12 – type structure, 
according to Laue back photos and TEM study the grown crystals are high-quality, the 
dislocation density is less than 106 cm-2, total sum of the impurities is less than 10-3 mass %.

High-temperature annealing of the HoB12 and TmB12 single crystals at about 1800 K and 1750 
K correspondingly in high vacuum resulted in modification of structure and composition of the 
single crystal surfaces in dependence on heating duration 1…10 h. According to the SEM study 
the HoB12 surface had spongy structure after 1 h annealing and coral-like structure after 10 h. 
The TmB12 surface on heating during 1 h had plateau-like structure, after 10 h heating the 
TmB12 surface was characterized semispherical structure formations.

X-ray diffraction patterns from the annealed sample surfaces showed that change of the crystal 
surface composition took place: a layer of the corresponding rare earth tetraboride (HoB4 or 
TmB4) appears at the crystal surfaces but in the bulk the single crystalline structure was 
conserved. In HoB12 case the HoB4 surface layer was ~ 0.5…1.8 μm in thickness after 10 h 
annealing with different HoB4 crystal faces, in TmB12 case the TmB4 layer was ~ 8 μm.

The obtained result on TmB12 phase crystal transformation conflicts with earlier published 
information on its congruent evaporation presented in [2] that may be connected with different 
conditions of experiments in both cases.

The HoB12 and TmB12 phase transformation on heating we can explain by mechanism 
described in details in [3]: MeB12→MeB4 one takes place due to preferred boron evaporation 
from the surface and its partial diffusion from the bulk that allows to prevent further depletion of 
the surface layer by boron with diboride formation (MeB2). Different rates of tetraboride layer 
formation for two these dodecaborides probably are due to different orientation of these crystals 
and evaporation anisotropy of the corresponding crystal planes as in the famous hexaboride 
LaB6 [4].
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The Fe7S8 compound (pyrrhotite) has a layered superstructure of the NiAs type with alternating 
layers of iron and sulfur. The ordering of vacancies in Fe7S8 and in other transition metal (M) 
chalcogenides of the M7X8 type (X – chalcogen) results in the formation of different types of 
superstructures [1]. Since the magnetic moment of iron atoms in Fe7X8 (X = S, Se) are 
arranged ferromagnetically inside each layer, but coupled antiferromagnetically between 
successive layers, the presence of vacancies results in incomplete compensation of magnetic 
moments and leads to ferrimagnetism below 590 K and 450 K in Fe7S8 and Fe7Se8,
respectively [1,2]. The replacement of Fe in Fe7X8 (X = S, Se) by other 3d metal atoms is found 
to substantially affect the crystal structure and properties of the compounds. From the 
magnetization data obtained for Fe7-yMyX8 (M = Ti, Co) it was suggested that the substitution in 
the full cation layer and in the layer with vacancies may be non-random [2]. The aim of the 
present work is to study how the kind of substituting 3d metal atoms affects their distribution in 
cationic layers and properties of Fe7-yMyX8 compounds. The polycrystalline samples Fe7-yMyS8
(M = Ti, V, Co) and Fe7-yMySe8 (M = Ti, Co) were synthesized by solid state reactions. All the 
synthesized compounds Fe7-yTiyX8 and Fe7-yCoyX8 are observed exhibit a layered crystal 
structure of the NiAs-type. In Fe7-yMyX8 compounds having a ferrimagnetic order at y = 0, the 
substitution of either Ti, Co, or V for iron up to y = 4 leads to a monotonous decrease of the 
magnetic ordering temperatures, while the resultant magnetization shows a pronounced non-
monotonous behaviour with a minimum around y = 1.0 – 1.5 in the case of the Ti or V for Fe 
substitutions. According to neutron diffraction measurements the non-monotonous changes in 
the resultant magnetization results from the non-random substitution of Ti or Co for Fe in 
alternating metallic layers. The maximal partitioning degree was observed in Fe7-yTiyS8. Almost 
random distributions of iron and cobalt were detected in the selenide compounds Fe7-yCoySe8.
Less pronounced partitioning of 3d ions in the adjacent cation layers in selenides Fe7-yMySe8 in 
comparison with sulfides Fe7-yMyS8 is suggested to result from the lesser overlap of 3d-orbitals 
because of the larger interatomic distances since selenium has a bigger ionic radius than sulfur. 
The results obtained show that the degree of the cation partition between adjacent layers 
depends on the atomic number of substituting 3d atoms in respect to Fe as well as on the type 
of chalcogen in Fe7-yMyX8 systems. 
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Some transition metal (T) dichalcogenides MxTX2 (X = chalcogen) intercalated with open shell 
3d-metal (M) atoms are observed to exhibit a long-range magnetic order of various kinds at high 
intercalant concentrations (x ≥ 0.25) [1]. The magnetic order in highly intercalated MxTX2
systems depends on the type and concentration of M atoms and on the TX2 matrix. Thus, both 
the Fe0.5TiS2 and Fe0.5TiSe2 compounds show antiferromagnetic (AF) alignment of Fe 
magnetic moments; however, their magnetic structures have different periodicity [2, 3].

In the present work, the Fe intercalated compound FeхTiS2-ySey (x = 0.5, 0.66, 0.75; y = 0 – 2) 
have been synthesized and studied by means of X-ray diffraction, magnetic susceptibility, 
magnetization, electrical resistivity and neutron diffraction measurements in order to reveal the 
effect of the selenium for sulfur substitution on the crystal structure and magnetic orderings. The 
crystal structure of all the FeхTiS2-ySey samples with x ³ 0.5 was identified at room temperature 
as of monoclinic type (I12/m space group). The results of the neutron diffraction study of the 
Fe0.5TiS2-ySey powder samples (y = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2) have shown that all the compounds 
investigated exhibit an AF order below their Neel temperatures. The Fe0.5TiS2-ySey compounds 
with high Se concentrations (y ≥ 1) exhibit the AF structure with the doubled magnetic unit cell. 
The changes of the AF structure with the substitution in Fe0.5TiS2-ySey are found to occur at the 
Se concentrations around y = 0.5.

The growth of the Fe content in FeхTiS2-ySey compounds up to x = 0.66 modifies their magnetic 
state. The Fe0.66TiS2 compound shows the magnetization behavior characteristic for the highly 
anisotropic ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic materials, while the Se for S substitution leads to an 
antiferromagnetic ordering in Fe0.66TiS2-ySey at y > 1. At low temperatures, the sulfur rich 
FeхTiS2-ySey compounds exhibit an unusually large magnetic hysteresis. As in the substituted 
pyrrhotite-type Fe7-yTiyS8 compounds [3], the coercive field in FeхTiS2-ySey is found to reach 
(20 – 50) kOe assumingly because of unquenched orbital momentum of Fe ions and crystal 
field effects. 

The results indicate that the crystal structure and physical properties of FexTi(S,Se)2
compounds together with the intercalant concentration and S-Se substitution are affected by the 
distribution of Fe atoms and vacancies in cation layers.
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Lead tungstate (PbWO4) due to its interesting properties (high density, short decay time, and 
high-irradiation damage resistance) is one of the most interesting tungstates and it has been 
selected as the scintillator used for electromagnetic calorimeter in the compact muon solenoid 
of a large hadron collider at CERN. At room temperature PbWO4 presents scheelite-type 
structure and space group I41/a [1]. RE3+-doped PbWO4 exhibits good photoluminescence and 
it is promising laser host [1].

The electrical properties of Pb1-3xPr2x[]xWO4 solid solution where cationic vacancies denoted as 
[]�, and for 0.0050 ≤ x ≤ 0.2 were investigated. The electrical conductivity σ(T) of Pb1-

xPr2x[]xWO4 have been measured in the intrinsic region with the aid of the DC method in the 
temperature range 300-400 K using a KEITHLEY 6517B Electrometer/High Resistance Meter. 
The thermoelectric power S(T) was measured in the temperature range 300-600 K with the aid 
of a Seebeck Effect Measurement System (MMR Technologies, Inc., USA).

The electrical conductivity of the Arrhenius-type with the activation energy EA = 0.78 eV was 
observed for the sample with x = 0.0455, possibly due to conduction of small polarons, 
generated as electrons together with their associated defective oxygen lattice, playing mainly 
the role of double donors [2]. Outside of the content range, 0.0050 ≤ x ≤ 0.2, other tungstates 
showed insulating properties and have had small values of the electrical conductivity σ ~ 10-10

S/m with its poor temperature dependence. The temperature dependence of thermopower,
S(T), showed n-p transition at 350 K indicating mainly n-type conductivity, less p-type one, 
probably due to predominant contribution of oxygen and cationic vacancies, respectively. The 
changes in sign observed in S(T) can be a result of different values of the activation energy of 
the vacancy acceptor and donor levels, as it was observed in AgY1-x(Gd,Nd)x(WO4)2
and MRE2W2O10 (M = Cd, Co, Mn; RE = Y, Nd, Sm-Er) tungstates as well as Cd1-

3xGd2x[]xMoO4 molybdates [2].
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changes in sign observed in S(T) can be a result of different values of the activation energy of 
the vacancy acceptor and donor levels, as it was observed in AgY1-x(Gd,Nd)x(WO4)2
and MRE2W2O10 (M = Cd, Co, Mn; RE = Y, Nd, Sm-Er) tungstates as well as Cd1-

Gd2x[]xMoO4 molybdates [2].
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Rare-earth elements have a unique electronic configuration of the 4f, and the luminescent 
properties of rare earth are due to the transition of 4f electrons of rare earth between different 
energy levels [1]. Among trivalent rare-earth elements, the Dy3+ ions have been incorporated 
into host lattices in order to obtain two primary color yellow/blue luminescent materials. 
Luminescence spectrum of Dy3+ consists of two relatively intense bands in the visible spectral 
region that correspond to the 4F9/2 → 6H15/2 (blue) and 4F9/2 → 6H13/2 (yellow) transitions, 
respectively [2,3]. 

NaSr4(BO3)3 is an example of alkaline-earth metal borate compound. Although the 
photoluminescence properties of Pb2+, Tb3+, Ce3+ doped NaSr4(BO3)3 has studied in detail [4-6],
the photoluminescence properties of Dy3+ doped NaSr4(BO3)3 materials have not been reported 
up to now. Dy3+ doped NaSr4(BO3)3 materials were prepared by the combustion reaction. The 
synthesized materials were characterized by using the powder X-ray diffraction. The emission 
and excitation spectra of the synthesized phosphors were measured at room temperature with a 
spectrofluorometer. The emission spectrum of NaSr(BO3)3: Dy3+ phosphor shows two bands at 
482 and 575 nm under 351 nm excitation, which originate from the transitions of 4F9/2 → 6H15/2
and 4F9/2 → 6H13/2 of Dy3+, respectively. The excitation spectrum for 575 nm emission consists of 
strong excitation bands at 300–450 nm due to the f–f transitions of Dy3+. Finally, the 
photoluminescence properties of the synthesized phosphors with different Dy3+ doping 
concentrations were analyzed and the optimum concentration Dy3+ ions in NaSr4(BO3)3 was 
found to be 0.0025 mol.
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In resent years, more attentions have concentrated on materials doped with Dy3+ ions due to the 
perspective of developing new laser media for the NIR and visible regions. In our earlier works, 
we have informed about an existence of new scheelite type solid solutions described as 
Cd1-3xRE2x�[]xMoO4, where RE = Pr, Nd, Sm-Yb, and cationic vacancies denoted as []� [1,2]. 
Value of x parameter strongly depends on a radius of rare-earth ion and it can reach the 
maximum value of 0.25 [1,2]. These ceramics have proven to be promising for applications as 
laser and luminescent materials [1,2].

The dielectric spectroscopy of Cd1-3xDy2x�[]xMoO4 solid solution for 0.0098 ≤ x ≤ 0.2 was 
investigated. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy measurements were carried out using pellets, 
polished and sputtered with (~80 nm) Ag electrodes in the frequency range from 5×102 to 1×106

Hz with a Novocontrol Alpha Impedance Analyser and in the temperature range 76–400 K. The 
sample electrode surface and thickness were 5 mm2 and 1.0 mm, respectively. For measuring 
εr = C/C0, where C0 is the capacity of the empty capacitor and tanδ = ε\'\'/ε\', where ε\'\' and ε\'
are imaginary and real part of complex dielectric permittivity, respectively.

These studies showed low relative dielectric permittivity: εr ~ 5.0 for lower content parameter x
and εr ~ 7.0 for higher one, that slightly decreases with increasing frequency and substantially 
does not depend on temperature. Similarly behaves the loss tangent, whose maximum value 
does not exceed 0.25. These results are discussed in the context of the shallow trap levels [3] 
and Maxwell-Wagner model [4]. Thus, in the examined ceramics may form the boundary phases 
and insulating areas "immersed" in almost not-conducting solid material. Most of the (charged) 
traps do reside in the grain boundaries with the depletion layers reaching into the adjacent 
grains.
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Cyclic trinuclear complexes of the gold group are unique molecular materials that contain a 
planar or nearly planar nine-membered metallacycle. Increasing interest has been taken in them 
owing to their chemical and luminescent properties. Their emission spectra depends on the 
arrangement of the molecules in the solid state, which can involve intermolecular metallophilic 
interactions, and these can be easily influenced by external factors such as temperature, ions, 
solvents, and so forth. All these studies have opened new perspectives for the development of 
new stimuli responsive luminescent materials for sensors, organic electronics or biomedicine [1, 
2].

We report herein the synthesis and characterization of novel gold, silver and copper cyclic 
trinuclear pyrazolate complexes able to self-assemble in columnar phases. In particular, gold 
and silver complexes display thermotropic columnar liquid crystal phases at high temperatures 
which have been characterized by POM, DSC and XRD. The luminescent properties have been 
studied by luminescence spectroscopy. Gold and copper compounds show phosphorescence in 
the visible-near IR region at room temperature. It has been observed that luminescent behavior 
is temperature sensitive with unique color changes (thermochromism), and chemically sensitive, 
leading to new stimuli-responsive materials [3-5].
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Transition metal (T) dichalcogenides TX2 (X=S,Se,Te) with a layered structure for a long time 
remain as objects of intensive studies in the field of systems with reduced dimensionality since 
these compounds reveal unique  electronic properties, such as a variety of charge density wave 
(CDW) and superconductivity [1,2]. Within the family of titanium dichalcogenides, the most 
attention was paid to the study of the crystal structure and physical properties of the TiSe2
compound because of the appearance of CDW with cooling below the critical temperature T t ≈ 
200 K. The phase transition to the CDW state was also observed in the isostructural compound 
VSe2 with decreasing temperature below T t ≈ 110 K.

In the present work, the detailed study of the chromium intercalated CrxTX2 compounds 
(T=Ti,V; X=Se, Te) has been performed by means of the x-ray diffraction, magnetic 
susceptibility, electrical resistivity, specific heat, and thermal expansion measurements. At high 
concentrations (x ≥ 0.25), the ordering of Cr ions in CrxTiSe2 and CrxVSe2 compounds results 
in the formation of superstructures, while in the CrxTiTe2 system, the superstructure is observed 
at higher intercalant concentrations (x ³ 0.5). The intercalation of a small amount of Cr atoms is 
observed to suppress the CDW state (xc ~ 0.025 for in CrxTiSe2 and xc ~ 0.1 for CrxVSe2,
respectively). However, at higher intercalant concentrations (x ≥ 0.25), anomalies in the 
resistivity behavior are observed again. It can be seen in Fig.1 which displays temperature 
dependences of the resistivity for CrxVSe2 samples. Such a behavior is indicative of the 
reappearance of the CDW transition in highly intercalated compounds. The measurements of 
the resistivity for the Cr0.25TiSe2 sample have revealed a hysteretic behavior with cooling and 
heating within 100 K - 170 K temperature range, which shows that this CDW-like transition is of 
the first-order type. As it turned out, in Cr0.25TiSe2, the linear thermal expansion coefficient α
exhibits an anomalous behavior in the vicinity of this transition as well. Similar the anomalies of 
physical properties were also observed around 230 K in the telluride compound Cr0.25TiTe2
intercalated with chromium atoms.

The results obtained in the present work allow us to suggest that the suppression and 
inducement of the CDW-like transitions caused by Cr intercalation in the transition metal 
dichalcogenides are mainly governed by changes in the interlayer and intralayer interactions 
and interatomic distances within TX2 sandwiches.
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Abstract. This communication reports on [Ln(NO3)3(4’-(4-bromophenyl)-2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine)] 
complexes being Ln all non-radiactive lanthanide metals, including lanthanum , and the X-ray 
structure of the terpyridine and six of their complexes ( Ln = La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy and Lu ) 
showing a linear correlation between the average distances of M-O and M-N bonds and the 
ionic lanthanide radius. The work also contains the study of luminescence properties of some of 
them, and the Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) for Europium complex.

Introduction
Lanthanide-based compounds have evoked an emergent interest due to peculiar optical 
properties and applications.[1] The luminescence properties of lanthanide complexes show 
large Stokes shifts, high quantum yields, long lifetimes and line-like emission bands in a wide 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, from the visible to the near infrared ranges. Although 
they need an antenna ligand as sensitizer.
In this work we report the synthesis of a series of Ln derivatives [Ln(NO3)3(4’-(4-bromophenyl)-
2,2’:6’,2’’-terpiridine)], the X-ray structures, the luminescence properties and the TAS for the Eu 
complex

Synthesis and properties
Complexes [Ln(NO3)3(4’-(4-bromophenyl)-2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridine)]; Ln = La (1), Ce (2), Pr (3), Nd 
(4), Sm (5), Eu (6), Gd (7), Tb (8), Dy (9), Ho (10), Er (11), Tm (12), Yb (13), Lu (14) where 
synthesized by addition of ethanolic solution of the ligand 4’-(4-bromophenyl)-2,2’:6’,2’’-
terpyridine over a solution of Ln(NO3)3.xH2O in the same solvent in 1:1 ratio, in a  70-95 % 
yield. The complexes are characterizes by IR, NMR and MALDI-tof techniques.
The X-ray diffraction analysis of the complexes 1, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 14 show isomorphs structures 

where the metallic centre coordination index is 10, three from the terpyridine, six Ln-O from the 
nitrate groups and one from a water molecule. The plot of Ln-O (H2O), Ln-O (NO3) and Ln-N
bond distances versus the ionic radius shows a linear relation between them, in accordance 
with the lanthanide contraction.
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Luminescence spectra of complexes that emit in the visible region show the characteristic 
bands of each metal, e.g. the NIR luminescence of complex 4 in the solid state at r.t. shows 
three bands at 890, 1050 and 1340 nm, which can be assigned to 4F3/2→6I9/2, 4F3/2→6I11/2
and 4F3/2→6I13/2 transitions of the Nd(III) ion.
The Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) measures the absorption of a transient state in a 
system and identifies which excited states are formed (in the form of its absorption spectrum 
and its kinetics).[2] The variation in optical density (ΔOD) is obtained depending on the 
wavelength selected with the tungsten lamp. In this work, transient absorption spectrum of Eu 
complex 6 was performed; it shows a maximum absorption band at 600 nm, which corresponds 
to the triplet-triplet absorption (T-T) (Figure 1)  
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We have performed a X-ray absorption spectroscopy study at the Fe and Al K-edge on 
materials consisting of nominal Fe2O3 nanoparticles supported on mesoporous pure siliceous 
silicates, Fe/SBA, and isomorphously substituted aluminosilicates, Fe/Al-SBA. Compounds 
prepared on Al-substituted supports exhibited much improved activities in the microwave-
assisted oxidation of alcohols, with very good selectivities and significantly reduced times of 
reaction, although these properties worsen as the metal loading increases. We have determined 
the absence of electronic effects associated to the Fe-Al interaction as well as determined the 
local structure around Fe in the samples. Our results show that in all cases a hematite-like iron 
oxide is formed and its size depends on the Fe loading. For the compounds showing the best 
catalytic activity the oxide formed extends to a few coordination shells around iron, whereas 
well-ordered hematite-like environments are found for the highest loadings.  
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The compounds belonging to the family Yb8-xYxV2O17, i.e. Yb8V2O17 (x = 0) [1] and Y8V2O17 (x
= 8) [2] were obtained by heating a mixture of oxides Yb2O3 and V2O5 as well as Y2O3 and 
V2O5, respectively, in a molar ratio of 4:1 at temperatures of 1823 and 1573 K. Both 
compounds crystallize in a monoclinic system with the lattice parameters of the unit cell: a =
10.397 Å, b = 8.242 Å, c = 15.891 Å and β = 98.47º for Yb8V2O17 [1] and a = 8.565 Å, b = 8.164 
Å, c = 10.004 Å and β = 89.26º for Y8V2O17 [3]. Yb6Y2V2O17 (x = 2) is a new phase unknown in 
the literature. It was obtained by us [4] by heating a mixture of the three oxides, i.e. Yb2O3,
V2O5 and Y2O3 in a molar ratio (3:1:1) in air, between temperatures 873 – 1823 K. The X-ray 
diffractogram showed that Yb6Y2V2O17 is isostructural with Yb8V2O17. 

The electrical properties of Yb8-xYxV2O17 for x = 0, 2 and 8 were investigated. The electrical 
conductivity s(T) and the I-V characteristics have been measured with the aid of the DC method 
in the temperature range 300 – 400 K using a KEITHLEY 6517B Electrometer/High Resistance 
Meter. The thermoelectric power S(T) was measured in the temperature range 300 – 600 K with 
the aid of a Seebeck Effect Measurement System (MMR Technologies, Inc., USA).

All compounds showed low electrical conductivity typical for insulators with a characteristic 
minimum shifting to higher temperatures from 322, via 360 to 370 K in the sequence x = 0, 2 
and 8. The temperature dependence of thermopower, S(T), showed n-p transition at 410 and 
467 K for x = 0 and 2, respectively, and n-type conductivity for x = 8, indicating mainly n-type 
electrical conductivity probably due to predominant contribution of oxygen vacancies. The most 
interesting observation concerns the non-linear characteristics I-V for all the compounds under 
study, similar to back-to-back Zener diodes but with much greater current and energy handling 
capabilities [5]. From the physics research of varistors follows that the non-linearity I-V
characteristics in this case may be due to the phenomenon of grain-boundary where a barrier to 
majority charge carriers exists in the depletion layers of the adjacent grains [5]. The studied 
varistors can be used as the voltage stabilizers, the electronic power systems and the transient 
surge suppression in electronic circuits.
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Cu2In3VO9 crystallizes in the hexagonal space group P63/mnc [1]. This compound has been 
synthesized [1,2] by heating a mixture of CuO, In2O3 and V2O5 at the molar ratio of 4:3:1, in 
platinum crucibles at 1173 K in oxygen atmosphere for 5 days. The magnetic Cu2+ ions are 
placed in honeycomb lattice structure forming a two dimensional frustrated system [2]. Low 
dimensional quantum spin-systems are attracted because of fascinating ground states such as 
spin liquid, spin glass, spin-gap or gapless excitation. The origin of this interesting behavior 
arises from topological frustration and quantum fluctuations [2].

The electrical properties of Cu2In3VO9 were investigated. The electrical conductivity σ(T) and
the I-V characteristics have been measured with the aid of the DC method in the temperature 
range 300–400 K using a KEITHLEY 6517B Electrometer/High Resistance Meter. The 
thermoelectric power S(T) was measured in the temperature range 300–600 K with the aid of a 
Seebeck Effect Measurement System (MMR Technologies, Inc., USA). Broadband dielectric 
spectroscopy measurements were carried out using pellet, polished and sputtered with (~80 
nm) Ag electrodes in the frequency range from 5×102 to 1×106 Hz with a Novocontrol Alpha 
Impedance Analyser and in the temperature range 76–400 K. For measuring εr = C/C0, where 
C0 is the capacity of the empty capacitor and tanδ = ε\'\'/ε\', where ε\'\' and ε\' are imaginary and 
real part of complex dielectric permittivity, respectively.

The electrical conductivity of the Arrhenius-type characteristic for semiconductors with the 
activation energy EA = 0.67 eV was observed. The temperature dependence of thermopower,
S(T), showed n-p transition at 400 K. The most interesting observation concerns the symmetric 
and non-linear characteristics I-V both at 300 and 400 K, however, in the latter case similar to 
back-to-back Zener diodes but with much greater current and energy handling capabilities [3] 
was found. It is therefore expected a breakthrough voltage typical for varistor in the temperature 
range 300–400 K for the novel ceramic semiconductor under study. From the physics research 
of varistors follows that the non-linearity I-V characteristics in this case may be due to the 
phenomenon of grain-boundary where a barrier to majority charge carriers exists in the 
depletion layers of the adjacent grains [3]. The dielectric measurements showed non-linear and 
strong increase of the relative dielectric permittivity εr with increasing temperature above 150 K 
and its strong decrease with increasing frequency. Tangent loss tanδ weakly depend on 
temperature and frequency below 350 K.
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The propagation of magnetic domain walls (DWs) is a relevant subject both in basic and applied 
science, such as the development of new technology based on DW memory [1] or DW logic [2]. 
It has already been demonstrated that a ratchet effect can be induced in the DW propagation by 
fabricating nanowires with a triangular structure or asymmetric notches [3]. The study was 
further extended to a 2D thin film by fabricating an array of holes with asymmetric shape and 
size in the tens-of-micrometers range [4]. Considering the DWs as elastic lines with zero 
thickness, a phi4 model [5] predicted the crossed-ratchet regime, in which a DW enters the array 
in the forward direction, and reversing the applied field causes the DW to propagate backwards 
through kinks.
In the present work, the study of DW propagation through 2D arrays of asymmetric holes has 
been extended to the limit of hole sizes of the order of the DW width, that is, about 500 nm in 
our case. This closes the gap between previous studies in 1D nanowires and 2D arrays of holes 
in the tens-of-micrometers range.
The propagation of the DWs through the entire array has been characterized by means of 
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy. On one hand, a clear ratchet effect has been 
observed in all the studied geometries. On the other hand, the small size of the holes hinders 
the kink nucleation, and thus no crossed-ratchet effect is observed.
The DW morphology and local pinning at the holes have been investigated by means of X-Ray 
photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM). This has provided a detailed picture of the 
pinning mechanism, which justifies the difficulty of nucleating a kink in the pinned DW.
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Ion-solid bombardment is considered as one of the promising and powerful tools for material 
modifications. Here, we focus on studying the modifications induced in Sn–8.5Sb–5.5Cu (in 
atomic percent) alloy by highly energetic heavy ions. The samples were prepared by melt-
spinning technique and irradiated with 11.1 MeV/u uranium ions. X-ray diffraction analysis 
showed the creation of new structural phase after ion irradiation. The exposure to ions led also 
to increase in Young’s modulus and decrease in hardness, i.e. high strength with ductility, which 
is important for bearing applications. Furthermore, the resistivity was studied as a function of ion 
fluence. The surface morphology of the irradiated surfaces were studied by scanning force 
microscopy. The evolution of the mechanical, electrical and structural modifications as a funcion 
of ion fluence will be discussed in terms of thermal spike model.
microscopy. The evolution of the mechanical, electrical and structural modifications as a funcion 
of ion fluence will be discussed in terms of thermal spike model.
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  We have succeeded in obtaining a new manganese oxide KMg4Mn6O15. Single-crystal X-ray 
structural analysis reveals a cubic unit cell with space group Im-3(#229). The lattice parameter 
is a = 8.3048(6) Å. This compound has a highly-symmetric structure, where Mn atoms form a 
network of truncated octahedral as shown in the figure. The K atoms are located in the centers 
of the truncated-octahedra and Mg atoms are located on the centers of the hexagons of Mn 
atoms. The bond-valence sum of Mn, estimated from the Mn-O bond length, is close to 3.5, 
suggesting that Mn ions are in a Mn3+-Mn4+ mixed-valence state.
  Curie-Weiss analysis of the magnetic susceptibility between 250 and 300 K reveals the Curie 
constant and the Weiss temperature as C ＝2.82 emu/ (mol Mn) ∙ K and Θ ＝189 K, 
respectively. This compound undergoes a ferromagnetic phase transition at 170 K. The 
magnetization curve measured at 5K indicates that the coercive force is extremely small and 
that the saturation magnetization is close to 3.5 μB / Mn.
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Nanocomposite coatings have been extensively studied due to their potential for achieving very 
high hardness, oxidation resistance and lubrication characteristics, in an effort to improve wear 
behavior of tools and components in several applications. Coatings containing nanoscale 
features may be produced by alternatively depositing nanolayers of different materials in a 
laminated structure or by co-depositing immiscible phases. Nanocomposite films produced by 
co-deposition may comprise only nanocrystalline phases (nc-nc) or nanocrystalline and 
amorphous phases (nc-a). The successful production of hard isotropically nanostructured films 
containing crystalline and amorphous phases depends on the appropriate size and distribution 
of these nanoscale phases. On the other hand, the oxidation resistance is a very important 
property for multicomponent and multiphase thin films that are especially designed for a wide 
variety of applications, such as high temperature protective coatings and high speed cutting tool 
protective coatings. The present work investigates the co-deposition of Ti-B-C-N-Si 
nanocomposite films from a composite target of TiB2 and a pure boron doped Si target using 
high power impulse magnetron sputtering in an Ar/N2 gas mixture. The microstructure for the 
films were investigated in various Si contents and were evaluated by X-ray diffractometer 
(XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS), and 
high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM). The oxidation resistance studied 
here was conducted in an effort to understand the temperature dependent structural and 
compositional evolution of Ti-B-C-N-Si films in an oxidizing atmosphere. Dynamic oxidation was 
studied using a Netzsch model STA-409C thermal analyzer with differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in flowing air atmosphere.
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Manganese oxide MnO is a Mott insulator that is ordering antiferromagnetically below about 118 
K. While being studied for a long time, it still attracts considerable interest, which has been 
recently extended to nanostructures MnO. It is known that the magnetic properties of MnO are 
strongly affected by the presence of the Mn3O4 impurity phase, being ferrimagnetic below about 
43 K.

We have performed investigation into nano- and micro-sized manganese oxides using x-ray 
diffraction (XRD), temperature dependences, micro-Raman, and micro-FT-IR spectroscopy. The 
magnetic properties (specific susceptibility) of the oxides in the form of nano- and micro-
powders were measured by employing the Vibration Sample Magnetometer of Lake Shore 
Cryotronic Co. (Model 7404 VSM) with Single Stage Variable Temperature Option (Model 
74035 SSVT) at temperature from 77 K to 140 K in a magnetic field up to 10 kOe. The 
temperature dependence of the specific susceptibility has shown a band that evidences a 
transition of manganese oxide (MnO) from the antiferromagnetic phase into a paramagnetic one 
(Mn3O4). While in some of the samples the XRD method has shown only MnO phase, the 
Raman, and FT-IR methods allowed us to reveal the presence also of Mn3O4 (hausmannite), 
which means that these methods are more precise. The Raman signal in tetragonal 
hausmannite consists of a very sharp peak at about 660 cm−1 and two smaller peaks at about 
318 and 370 cm−1. Similar to single crystal Mn3O4 samples, such spectra were observed for 
nanostructured powders. Whereas in air we obtained hausmannites only, in Ar and H2
atmosphere we also acquired manganesites. The Raman spectra of MnO consist of the lowest 
band at 530cm−1 that can be attributed to the LO mode. The highest frequency band at 
1050cm−1 has a complex origin: it envelops two bands related to theTO + LO (a band wing at 
950cm−1) and 2LO modes. The intermediate band due to the 2TO modes has a weak intensity 
and is masked by a narrowband contribution at 660 cm−1, being due to the Mn3O4 phase. Apart 
from these bands, at low-temperature (below 120K) measurements in the Raman spectra we 
have revealed an additional scattering band, which is probably connected with para-magnetic-
antiferromagnetic transition of MnO. The results obtained were compared with those for the 
single-crystal MnO and Mn3O4 samples, which were epitaxially grown by the method of 
chemical transport reactions from polycrystalline MnO source on MgO (100) substrate.   
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Impact of 3d and 2p substitutions on the magnetocaloric properties
of the orthorhombic Mn(Fe,Co)X pnictides
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To the ternary metal pnictides Mn(Fe0.65Co0.35)P with the orthorhombic TiNiSi type of structure 
(SG Pnma) corresponds a triple critical point in between antiferromagnetic – paramagnetic, 
“ferromagnetic” – paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic – “ferromagnetic” transformation lines. 
On one hand the antiferromagnetic ordering directly related to the MnFeP magnetic type of 
structure, typically a long range incommensurate cycloidal configuration and on the other hand 
the so-called “ferromagnetic”ordering directly related to the MnCoP magnetic type of structure, 
characterized by a large magnetic component on the Mn sites.

Metal and non-metal substitutions have been applied selectively to the three different sites of 
the structure which are for metals of: 1 - pyramidal coordination CN5 of Mn and of tetrahedral 
coordination CN4 of (Fe,Co) and 2 – for P, a complicated tetrakaïdecahedral coordination of 
metals. Markedly different effects have been found occurring both on the cell parameter 
expansion and on the low and high field magnetization behaviors versus the substitution rates 
to the 3 types of sites. In all cases (Ni to Fe and to Co, Cr to Mn and Si and Ge to P 
substitutions) the “ferromagnetic”-paramagnetic transition diminishes markedly close or down 
the room temperature range and the variation of magnetic entropy (even if modest) is observed 
to increase or to decrease depending on the nature and the rate of the substitution element and 
the site.

The modified compounds Mn(Cr) Fe0.35Co0.65(Ni)P(Si,As) have been systematically investigated 
versus the substitution rate of d or p elements for the behaviors of successively the crystal 
structure, the cell expansion versus temperature, the susceptibility and magnetization 
characteristics, the magnetic structure as determined by neutron diffraction, 57Fe Mössbauer 
spectroscopy versus temperature and KKR-CPA determinations of the DOS and the magnetic 
polarization…

The main trends and characteristics of the MnFeP-MnCoP phase diagram can be analyzed in
terms on reinforcement or weakening of the strong or weak ferromagnetic character setting 
either on the 3d pyramidal or tetrahedral metal sites.
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Besides indirect (magnetization M(H) versus T and calorimetric measurement Cp(T) versus H) 
as well as direct measurements of the magnetic entropy and adiabatic temperature were 
performed on the orthorhombic compounds as well as on some MnFeSiP hexagonal polytype 
compounds known for their high magnetocaloric performances. This allows distinguish effects of 
chemical and of electronic origin, of magnetic polarization characteristics from the configuration 
and topology of the structures.
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Negative magnetization in NdFexGa(1-x)O3 studied by XMCD
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Negative magnetization, NM, (or magnetization sign reversal) was observed more than five 
decades ago in spinel ferrites [1], and more recently has been detected in other complex 
ferrimagnets or canted antiferromagnets (AF), including oxides as manganites [2], chromites [3], 
or vanadates [4], etc. [5]. We focus our attention on the member of the orthoferrite series 
NdFexGa(1-x)O3. From previous work [6], it is known that for x=0.8 the compound undergoes a 
para-antiferromagnetic transition at TN=520 K to the GxFz spin configuration and, at zero 
applied field, a spontaneous spin reorientation transition sets on at TSR1=88 K down to TSR2=53 
K. Below this temperature the spin configuration is GzFx. The equilibrium Fe sublattice magnetic 
structure is a canted antiferromagnet. In turn, below TSR2 the uncompensated isotropic 
exchange field generated by the Fe magnetic vacancies acting at the paramagnetic Nd sites 
polarizes the Nd ions.
In this communication we show from magnetization measurements that while the NdFeO3
compound does not show NM, substitutional doping with the non-magnetic Ga at the Fe sites 
gives rise to NM. This phenomenon appears after a field-cooling process followed by in-field 
warming (FCW), with the magnetic applied field Ha=1kOe, smaller than a threshold value 
(Hmax= 3kOe for) (Fig. 1). Besides, element specific magnetometry, provided by XMCD 
spectroscopy, has been used to study the mechanism for Negative Magnetization in 
NdFe0.8Ga0.2O3. The Fe K-edge and the Nd L2-edge XMCD spectra were measured, after a 
FCW process at Ha=300 Oe, in the NM region (point A in Fig. 1) and between the crossing 
temperature Tcross and TSR2. (point B in Fig. 1). The Fe-Kedge XMCD is non-zero and reflects 
the uncompensated Fe sublattice magnetization. It is noteworthy that it remains oriented parallel 
to the applied field above and below Tcross (at both points A and B). In contrast, the Nd-L2 edge 
XMCD signal in point A is oriented opposite to the applied field, while in B it is negligible. The 
NM is caused by the formation of weak-ferromagnetic magnetic domains below TSR2  that 
anchor at the defects in the sample. The absence of these defects in the NdFeO3 compound 
avoids the domain blocking and no NM appears. During the FC process, as temperature lowers, 
domains are blocked and within the domains the Nd moment increases in magnitude but 
remains oriented opposite to the applied field, giving rise to the NM. Thus the mechanism differs 
from that found by XMCD on the NdMnO3.1, which was based on the appearance of 
ferromagnetic clusters within the sample [7].
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The synthesis of nanostructured mesoporous transition-metal-oxide materials with high surface 
area using surfactant self-assembled templates have attracted significant research because the 
ability of controlling the surface area, phase structure, ordering and pore size of these functional 
materials. This work presents the synthesis and characterizations of entirely wide range of 
mono- and multi-components mesoporous transition metals, hydroxides, oxides and 
phosphates materials with improved electro-catalytic activity and adsorption capacity.  A range 
of mesoporous transition elements such as cobalt, nickel, platinum [1] and their hydroxides [2], 
phosphates, titanium tungestophosphate and tungestosilicate having high surface areas and 
ordered pore structures with different architectures and different nanometer-length scales 
(analogous to mesoporous silica) are prepared via the electrochemical and chemical deposition 
using liquid crystal and self-assembly surfactant templates.

The compositions, periodicities, surface areas, pore diameters, and architectures of the 
mesoporous materials are characterized and can be varied in a controllable way through 
changes in the template compositions and the type of surfactant. The electrochemical, catalytic 
activity and adsorption capacity of the resulting mesoporous materials were investigated for 
hydrocarbons electro-oxidation, hydrogen and oxygen evolution and for the removal of heavy 
metal ions from water.  

Figure 1 a) TEM images of mesoporous titanium tungsten oxides, b) LSV at 2 mV s-1 for
mesoporous Ni in (i) 1.0 M KOH + 1.0 M ethanol and (ii) 1.0 M KOH.
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Inelastic neutron scattering investigations of an anisotropic hybridization gap in the 
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The recent discovery of topological Kondo insulating behaviour in strongly correlated electron 
systems has revived the interest in Kondo insulators both experimentally and theoretically. 
Recently the Kondo semiconductors CeT2Al10 (T=Fe, Ru and Os) possessing a c-f hybridization 
gap have received considerable attention because of the unexpected high magnetic ordering 
temperature of CeRu2Al10 (TN=27 K) and CeOs2Al10  (TN=28.5 K) and the Kondo insulating 
behaviour observed in the valence fluctuating compound CeFe2Al10 with a paramagnetic 
ground state down to 50 mK [1-3].  We are investigating this family of compounds using 
inelastic neutron scattering to understand the role of anisotropic c-f hybridization on the spin 
gap formation as well as on their magnetic properties. Our inelastic neutron scattering studies 
on single crystals of CeRu2Al10 and CeOs2Al10 revealed dispersive spin wave excitations below 
TN. Analysis of spin wave reveals the presence of strong anisotropic exchanges, stronger along 
the c-axis than in the ab-plane. These anisotropic exchanges govern the direction of the 
magnetic moment compared to that of the single ion crystal field anisotropy. We have also 
observed dispersive magnetic excitations in the paramagnetic state (below 50 K) of Kondo 
insulator CeFe2Al10, which transform into quasi-elastic scattering on heating to 100 K [3-5]. Our 
study clearly reveals the opening of an anisotropic hybridization gap in CeFe2Al10, with gap 
energy of 10 (±1) meV and a maximum energy of 15 (±1) meV at 5 K. We will discuss the origin 
of the anisotropic hybridization gap in CeFe2Al10 based on a theoretical model of heavy-fermion 
semiconductors first introduced by Ikeda and Miyake [6] and modified by including the magnetic 
excitations by Riseborough [7, 8]. Further the effect of electron- and hole-doping as well as 
chemical pressure effect on the magnetic and transport properties of CeT2All0 compounds will 
be discussed. We will compare the observation of spin and charge gap formation in CeT2Al10
with that observed in Ce-based Skutterudite compounds as well as that of topological Kondo 
insulators.

Collaborators: T. Takabatake, Y. Muro, A. Bhattacharyya, C. Ritter, B. Fåk, L.P. Regnault, D. 
Le, H. Walker, L. Chapon, D.D. Khalyavin, A.M. Strydom, P.S. Riseborough, K. McEwen and A. 
Boothroyd
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Suppression of the double exchange in 4d-5d transition metal compounds
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The 4d and 5d transition metal compounds attracts nowadays considerable attention due to 
their specific properties, such as large covalency, strong spin-orbit coupling, the possibility to 
observe topological effects, etc. Magnetic ordering in these systems often displays strong 
suppression of magnetic moments, becoming (much) less than the nominal ones. One usually 
explains this by single-site effects: possible role of spin-orbit interaction, with orbital contribution 
opposite to the spin one, or by strong hybridization with ligands , e.g. oxygens. We show that 
there exist in such system an intersite mechanism which, in particular, can lead to suppression 
or at least strong reduction of magnetism: the orbital-selective formation of covalent bonds 
(molecular orbitals) between metal ions, leading to "exclusion" of corresponding electrons from 
magnetic subsystem [1]. Especially spectacular are these effects in the situation with noninteger 
electron occupation, in which case this mechanism leads to suppression of the famous double 
exchange – the main mechanism of ferromagnetism in transition metals and compounds, 
including well-known colossal magnetoresistance manganites [2]. We demonstrate this novel 
mechanism by analytical and numerical model calculations, and show by ab-initio calculation 
that it explains magnetic behavior of several materials, including Nb2O2F3 and Ba5AlIr2O11 
[3]. Interplay of covalent bond formation and spin-orbit coupling is also discussed. Our results 
thus demonstrate that the strong intersite interaction, typical for 4d and 5d compounds, may 
invalidate the standard single-site starting point for considering magnetism, and can lead to 
qualitatively different behavior. More specifically, they also show yet one more unexpected 
effect in the rich field of orbital physics.

References:
[1] S.V. Streltsov and D.I. Khomskii Phys. Rev. B 89, 161112(R) (2014)
[2] S.V. Streltsov and D.I. Khomskii unpublished
[3] J. Terzic, J. C. Wang, Feng Ye, W. H. Song, S. J. Yuan, S. Aswartham, L. E. DeLong, S.V. 
Streltsov, D.I. Khomskii, G. Cao Phys. Rev. B 91, 235147 (2015)
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Synthesis and characterization of the extended series of quaternary Zintl phases 
Ca13REMnSb11 (RE = La-Nd, Sm, Gd-Dy)
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Seven new compounds with a general formula Ca14-xRExMnSb11 (RE = La-Nd, Sm, Gd-Dy; x ≈ 
1) have been synthesized by the molten flux method and their structures have been established 
via single-crystal X-diffraction.  The overarching goal of this study was to investigate the effect 
of electron doping, via substitution of RE3+ at Ca2+ sites, on the crystal structure and physical 
properties of Ca14MnSb11, which is a candidate for thermoelectric applications.  All studied 
phases are isostructural, and crystallize in the tetragonal body-centered space group I41/acd
(Ca14AlSb11 structure type, Pearson index tI208).  The structure is best described as made up 
of MnSb4

10- tetrahedra, Ca2+ and RE3+ cations, Sb3- anions, and linear Sb3
7-

polyanions.  Comprehensive structural work confirms high rare-earth metal content with 
Ca2+/RE3+ randomly mixed on all four cation sites, with the caveat that the larger RE atoms (La-
Nd) prefer to occupy the Ca2 site, while the smaller RE atoms (Sm, Gd, Tb, and Dy) preferably 
occupy the Ca1 site.  Nearly phase-pure polycrystalline samples have been synthesized using 
solid-state reactions, and have been used for physical property measurements.  The resistivities 
of the bulk Ca14-xRExMnSb11 (RE = La-Nd, Sm, Gd; x ≈ 1) samples revel semiconducting 
behavior with activation energies up to 0.6 eV, consistent with the notion of electron doping in 
the parent p-type Ca14MnSb11 material.  Magnetic susceptibilities suggest complex magnetic 
ordering at temperatures below ca. 50 K, likely originating from coupling between two or more 
magnetic sub-lattices.
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Chirality and its role in coordination chemistry-the Jekyll and Hyde behavior of metal 
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The concepts of coordination chemistry developed by Alfred Werner at the beginning of the 20th

century were finality substantiated by the realization that a metal centre can invoke chirality by 
providing a central anchor-point to fix achiral ligands into a chiral structure. This is demonstrated 
easily with bidentate ligands which form tris-chelates, adopting either left-or right-handed 
propeller structures. On the other hand, a metal centre can provide an activation point for the 
inversion o the implied chirality of both pro-chiral and chiral ligands and lead to racemization 
processes. Thus metal centres play an important role in terms of influencing the potential 
chirality of a given system.

This lecture will take examples from some of our recent work to illustrate these fascinating, but 
sometimes challenging, points. For example, intriguing chiral separations can be achieved when 
racemates of chiral ligands are used. Furthermore, in addition to structural chirality induced by 
the presence of metal ions, we can consider the implications for the fourth dimension in terms of 
time-reversal symmetry with a particular perspective on magnetic behavior.
the presence of metal ions, we can consider the implications for the fourth dimension in terms of 
time-reversal symmetry with a particular perspective on magnetic behavior.
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Magnetic dynamics of Fe4 molecular clusters in crystals and on graphene
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Graphene, a two-dimensional carbon layer, is expected to contribute to a new revolution in 
electronics. However, the fact that graphene is not magnetic, just as any other carbon 
derivative, hinders its application to spintronics, i.e. to magnetic data storage and processing. A 
way to circumvent this difficulty is by doping graphene with either point-like defects or with 
molecules having a localized spin, such as free-radical systems. The nature of the ensuing 
magnetism and the existence of a coupling to graphene’s Dirac electrons remains, however, a 
subject of controversy. Besides, very little is known about the dynamics of spins in graphene.

In this work, we have studied a new hybrid material formed by anchoring Fe4 molecular 
clusters, with a net spin S = 4, to graphene layers. In crystalline form, these clusters behave as 
single-molecule magnets, i.e. they show magnetic memory effects and slow relaxation at very 
low temperatures [1]. Below 1 K, the dominant relaxation process is mediated by pure spin 
tunneling events. Because of the compact structure of its magnetic core, Fe4 clusters retain 
their electronic and magnetic properties when they are deposited onto solid substrates [2]. 
Therefore, they provide an close to ideal situation to study how the spin dynamics is affected by 
the interaction with graphene.

We have performed ac susceptibility experiments, with frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz up to 
200 kHz, using a high-sensitivity micro-SQUID susceptometer installed in a 3He-4He dilution 
refrigerator that gives access to the close neighbourhood of absolute zero (T > 11 mK) [3]. 
Experiments have been performed on the Fe4@graphene hybrid and on single crystals of Fe4
molecular magnets having different ligands and concentrations. The results [1,4] confirm that 
properties such as the net molecular spin and magnetic anisotropy are preserved in the former 
material. However, the spin dynamics is dramatically affected by the presence of the graphene 
layer. In particular, the tunneling rate, measured at very low temperature, is enhanced by six 
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orders of magnitude. We argue that the effect is due to a very effective shielding of dipole-dipole 
interactions between the molecules and to the crystal field generated by the graphene layer,
which introduces new terms in the molecular spin Hamiltonian that break spin tunneling 
selection rules. As a result, the molecular spins enter a new dynamical regime, in which 
tunneling proceeds coherently. These results show that graphene can provide a useful platform 
for the coherent control of quantum spins with electric fields.
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Coordination polymers of bis(p-carboxyphenyl)diphenylsilane and Zinc(II) ions: 
structural diversity and photoluminescence properties
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Two zinc(II) coordination polymers {[Zn2(dpcs)4(DMF)2]0.8DMF}n (1) and 
{[Zn4(dpcs)(OH)3(C2H5OH)]}n (2) (dpcs=bis(p-carboxyphenyl)diphenylsilane)) were synthesized 
in different solvothermal conditions and structurally characterized. X-ray structural analysis 
showed different structural motifs (Figure 1): dinuclear paddle-wheel nodes bridged by a pair of 
double deprotonated tetradendate bis(p-carboxyphenyl)diphenylsilane anions, where both 
carboxylate groups are coordinated in syn-syn bidentate mode in (1) and a strongly 
consolidated 3D coordination network, where the carboxylic acids act as tetradentate bridged 
linkers in (2). These coordination polymers have shown fluorescence both in solid state and 
solution, good thermal and moisture stability. Figure1. View of the coordination polymer in 
crystal structure of: a-(1); b-(2).
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Magnetic properties of MnFe0.35Co0.65P system substituted by Cr, Ni, Si, Ge studied by X-
ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy 
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The compounds derived from the Mn(Fe,Co)P system crystallize with the orthorhombic structure 
of Co2P-type (SG:Pnma) but the compounds with formula close to MnFeSi0.5Ge0.5 crystallize in 
the hexagonal Fe2P type (SG: P-62m). In this report we have focused on the crystalline and 
magnetic transition features of the MnFe0.35Co0.65P system when substituted by Cr, Ni, Si, 
Ge studied in the function of temperature and hydrostatic pressure by the magnetic 
susceptibility measurements, X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy.   

The interatomic distances were refined for selected compositions. It was found that in the case 
of Ni substitution the most sensitive interatomic distances are those taking place between the 
Mn and (Fe,Co,Ni) sites which play the most important role in the decrease of both the Curie 
temperature (TC) and the amplitude of magnetic moments [1]. Furthermore, selected 
compounds were also studied by ac susceptibility measurements under pressure. It was found 
that TC remains only slightly sensitive to external pressure. 

MnCo0.65Fe0.35P1-xSix  samples (x=0; 0.15; 0.25) were studied by means of Mössbauer 
spectroscopy between 310 and 80 K. The spectra consist of paramagnetic and magnetic 
fraction. From the numerical analysis the distributions of the hyperfine magnetic fields have 
been determined as a function of both temperature and Si content. For x=0.25 an abrupt
reduction of the magnetic fraction was observed at room temperature which is assigned to the 
weakening of the magnetic coupling  between 3d transition metals manifested by lowering of 
TC. The spectra fitted with one distribution of magnetic field corroborates with earlier neutron 
diffraction studies, which point out that iron occupy mainly the tetrahedrally coordinated position. 
However, the residual fraction (5%) in the magnetic field distribution at 20 T may be assigned to 
iron substituting Mn in 3g position.
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Moreover, the impact of Ni substitutions to Co/Fe on the magnetic properties was studied by 
Mössbauer spectroscopy as well. It turns out that the substitutions strongly influence the local 
magnetic properties of iron.  

Also, a detailed Mössbauer analysis devoted to the hexagonal MnFeSi0.5Ge0.5 compound will be 
presented for comparison with the orthorhombic series.

The aforementioned magnetic behaviors in substituted Mn(Fe,Co)(P,Si) will be discussed on the 
basis of KKR-CPA electronic structure calculations, which account for complex chemical and 
magnetic disorder. A good agreement between experimental and calculated hyperfine field 
values was established. Finally, some features of DOS for the orthorhombic and the hexagonal 
series will be compared.

[1]  S. Haj-Khlifa, P. de Rango, D. Fruchart, R.Zach J.Alloys Comp. 652 (2015) 322
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Enhanced Magnetocaloric Effect by the Rare Earth Polarization Due to the Exchange with 
a Transition Metal. Study of GdCrO4.
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The magnetocaloric effect of a paramagnetic salt has been used long time ago as the physical 
mechanism for cooling below 1 K. For weak fields or relatively high temperatures the isothermal 
entropy change ΔST is proportional to the variation of the squared magnetic field. Therefore, a 
strong preexisting field increases ΔST for a given external field variation ΔB. In magnetic 
insulators of rare earth R and transition metal M atoms, the R-R exchange interaction is usually 
much weaker than the R-M exchange and this one is much weaker than the M-M exchange. At 
intermediate temperatures between the complete ordering of R\'s and M\'s, the R-M exchange 
acts as an additional constant external field. The effect was observed time ago in 
antiferromagnetic perovskites.1 Now, we study the ferromagnetic case of GdCrO4 zircon 
polymorph, where an exchange field about 7 T adds on to the external field to produce a large 
magnetocaloric effect |ΔST | > 20 J/kg·K for an increment ΔB from 0 to 9 T, over a wide 
temperature range 5 K < T < 35 K, reaching a maximum of 29 J/kg·K at 22 K. These values are 
very useful regarding to applications for liquefying hydrogen or natural gas as they, at least, 
double the cooling capacity of the materials (GGG, DGAG, ...) used in recent prototypes of 
magnetic refrigerators.2  
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Sonntag, and M. M. Lukina, Phys. Rev. B 55, 11432 (1997).

2. K. Matsumoto, T. Kondo, S. Yoshioka, K. Kamiya, and T. Numazawa, J. Phys. Conf. Series 
150, 12028 (2009).
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New developments in x-ray absorption (XAS) and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) 
applied to transition metal systems will be discussed. A brief introduction is given of x-ray 
spectroscopy, including the multiplet interpretation of XAS and RIXS spectral shapes [1,2]. Soft 
x-ray absorption microscopy can be performed with 10 nm resolution under ambient conditions 
[3].

In 2p3d RIXS one scans through the 2p XAS edge and measures the optical excitation range. 
As an example, the RIXS spectra of cobalt systems will be discussed. The experimental 
resolution of sub-100 meV allows the detailed observation of the electronic and magnetic 
structure. First-principle theoretical modelling was performed for the ground state and multiplet 
analysis for the RIXS experiments. The implications for measurements on coordination 
compounds and nanoparticles is discussed, in particular the comparison with optical 
spectroscopy [4,5].

[1] Core Level Spectroscopy of Solids 
Frank de Groot and Akio Kotani (Taylor & Francis CRC press, 2008)
[2] Download the x-ray spectroscopy simulation software 
at  http://www.anorg.chem.uu.nl/CTM4XAS/
[3] E. de Smit et al. Nature 456, 222 (2008).
[4] M. van Schooneveld et al.  Angew. Chem. 52, 1170 (2012).
[5] H.Y. Huang et al. Spin-orbital excitations in magnetite (submitted), arXiv:1512.07957
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Broadband magnetic behavior of amorphous/nanocrystalline alloy and soft ferrites. 
A comprehensive approach.
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Magnetic cores in power electronics and telecommunication devices are required to display high 
permeability and low losses in a broad range of frequencies [1]. To this end, sintered soft 
ferrites (i.e. Mn-Zn and Ni-Zn spinel ferrites) are universally employed, because of their 
insulating/semi-insulating character.  Excellent broadband behaviors can equally be achieved, 
however, in the metallic nanocrystalline and amorphous ribbons, thanks to their intrinsic soft 
magnetic character and reduced thickness [2].

Assessing loss and permeability of these materials across the many frequency decades 
envisaged for applications is a challenging task, both from the experimental and theoretical 
viewpoint. On the one hand, the magnetic characterization from DC to hundreds of MHz under 
controlled induction level and waveshape requires a host of experimental solutions. On the 
other hand, the current theories of magnetic losses, typically applied on magnetic sheets at 
power frequencies, do not straightforwardly extend to high frequencies and further 
complications arise in treating heterogeneous materials, like sintered ferrites.   

We discuss experimental outcomes of the broadband characterization of soft ferrites and 
amorphous/nanocrystalline ribbons. They include fluxmetric measurements up to 10 MHz and 
transmission line measurements up to 1 GHz, high-speed Kerr observation of the domain wall 
(d.w) dynamics in the amorphous/nanocrystalline alloys, and resistity vs. frequency 
measurements in ferrites. The theoretical approach, appropriately relying on a quasi-linear 
approximation on account of the low induction levels involved with high-frequencies, is based on 
the identification and separation of the specific magnetization mechanisms (d.w. displacements 
vs. rotations) and dissipation channels (eddy currents vs. spin damping).  The experiments 
show that both in ferrites and in the metallic ribbons the d.w. processes suffer early relaxation 
and only rotations survive at the highest frequencies. They are discriminated by calculating the 
rotational contribution to the magnetic loss and subtracting it from the total loss. To this end, the 
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is solved for the real and imaginary permeability 
components, once a suitable distribution for the effective anisotropy fields associated with the 
individual grains is assumed, and the rotational loss is correspondingly calculated. Fig. 1 shows 
that the rotational losses predicted via the LLG equation on a Mn-Zn ferrite account for all of the 
measured losses beyond about 1 MHz. The LLG equation can equally be applied, in 
conjunction with the electromagnetic diffusion equation, to predict the loss vs. frequency 
behavior in the conducting amorphous/nanocrystalline ribbons. Again, rotations dominate the 
high-frequency properties of the high-performance transverse field annealed ribbons.  
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Pressure and subtstitution driven instabilities of non-Fermi liquid Ce3Pd4Si4

Nikolas Robisch1 , Khan Sirhan1 , Ivan Messner1 , Robin Kurinjimala1 , Benedikt Raab1 ,
Friedrich Kneidinger1 , Herwig Michor1 , Julian Sereni2 , Alexander Gribanov3 , Peter Rogl4 ,
Ernst Bauer1 

  

1) Institute of Solid State Physics, Technische Universität Wien, Austria 2) CAB Bariloche, San 
Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina 3) Department of Chemistry, Moscow State University, Moscow, 
Russia 4) Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Vienna, Wien, Austria 

* Ernst Bauer, bauer@ifp.tuwien.ac.at

An experimental investigation of ternary Ce3Pd4Si4 evidenced non-Fermi liquid properties due 
to the proximity of this paramagnetic compound to a quantum critical point. The ground state 
observed for this Ce system appears to be a result of mutual interactions of the crystalline 
electric field, of the Kondo effect and of RKKY interactions. A subtle change of the balance of 
these interactions e.g., by pressure or by substitutions is expected to trigger some instability, 
presumably of magnetic origin. The aim of the present investigation is to reveal the response of 
the system when certain atoms in Ce3Pd4Si4 are exchanged by different other appropriate 
elements. Here we will show, how long range magnetic order in the substituted materials 
develops on a substitution of Ce/La, of Pd/Ni and of Si/Ge from a study of temperature, 
pressure and magnetic field dependent transport properties, of magnetization and of specific 
heat.

Work supported by the Austrian FWF, P22295.
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Contribution of chemical method of differential dissolution in study of nanostructure of 
ultrafine and amorphous materials

Inga Vasilyeva1  
1) Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry SB RAS 

* Inga Vasilyeva, kamarz@niic.nsc.ru

Interest to ultrafine materials with attractive for application properties stimulated the activity 
splash of investigation concerning their real nanostructure and in this case preference was 
given to X-ray structural analysis. However, in the case of highly disperse products some 
identification ambiguity of the diffraction effects arises and then involvement of additional 
methods such as HRTEM, electron diffraction, spectroscopy, becomes essential.

In the report it is shown that stoichiographic method of differential dissolution may be also the 
most advanced tool to look at nanostructure of the materials down to nanometer scale [1,2]. 
This method offers unique abilities to provide accurate information about the number and 
content of nanophases, spatial composition variation with resolution in 10Å/sm2 without any 
requirement to the phase purity of the analyzable products. It distinguishes components being 
on surface but not in integral part of the lattice and determines composition, extent and even 
morphology of the surface layer for each nanophase in the heterophase products that is 
important for the systems where it is difficult to prepare highly dispersed materials with high 
purity. The sum of all these factors helps understand the nature of surface state preventing the 
agglomeration, keeping the fine nature of the particles and explain the distinct properties of 
nanometer-sized product as compared to those of the bulk. The method is able to recognize 
some details of the space structural inhomogeneity, for example, the capsulation of minor 
phases in matrix, poly-dispersive state of powders and acute form of porosity, due to specific 
indications occurring on the time profile of stoichiograms and kinetic curves of dissolution. 
However for reliable structure solution additional methods must be also involved.

Efficiency of the DD method is demonstrated by characterization of some highly dispersed 
systems such as few-layer MoS2 powders prepared by chemical vapor deposition; 
nanoparticles TiO2 synthesized by solution chemistry by hydrolytic reaction of 
TiOSO4×xH2SO4×yH2O; highly sized of nanophases with content ≤0.3 mass. % of binary Li and 
In selenides appearing at lowering temperature as decomposition products of the 
supersaturated solid solution Li3x-1In1+xSe2 during crystallization process.

[1] Malakhov, V.V.; Vasil’eva, I.G. Russ. Chem. Rev. 77 (2008) 351.

[2] Malakhov, V.V. J. Solid State Electrochem. 16 (2012) 2295.
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Progress in R&D of nanostructured superconductors for high current applications*

Xavier Obradors1

1) Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona, ICMAB-CSIC Campus de la UAB, 08193
Bellaterra, Catalonia, Spain 

* Xavier Obradors, xavier.obradors@icmab.es

There is a worldwide huge effort in the R&D of high current superconducting wires for large 
scale power applications and magnets which encompasses many materials science and 
engineering challenges. Coated conductors based on YBa2Cu3O7 is one of the most promising 
alternatives to reach the performance goals and to reduce the cost/performance ratio down to 
the levels required to make a reality these technological expectances. Within Europe, a large 
consortium of academic and industrial partners (EUROTAPES) collaborates to advance in these 
demanding challenges. In this presentation, several topics related to the recent progress in the 
different aspects covered by the project will be presented with particular emphasis on low cost 
solution chemistry approaches. On one hand, I will report on the efforts in increasing the 
robustness of coated conductor architectures and, particularly, on the progress on using Ink Jet 
Printing to produce multilayered structures. On the other hand, different approaches related to 
achieving nanostructured superconductors with enhanced flux pinning and high magnetic field 
performances will be also presented. The correlation between defect structure and vortex 
pinning efficiency in nanocomposite films obtained from complex metallorganic solutions or
preparing colloidal solutions will be discussed. Our work stresses that bottom-up solution 
chemistry approaches have a strong potential to create cost-effectively coated conductors with 
outstanding performances.

* Research funded from EU-FP7 NMP-LA-2012-280432 EUROTAPES project
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Superconducting/metal bilayers for radiation detectors 

Agustín Camón1, Pobes Carlos1, Fábrega Lourdes2, Strichovanec P.1, Javier Sesé3  

1) Departamento de Física de la Materia Condensada. Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de 
Aragón (ICMA). CSIC-Universidad de Zaragoza, 50009 Zaragoza (Spain) 2) Instituto de Ciencia 
de Materiales de Barcelona (ICMAB). CSIC 3) Departamento de Física de la Materia 
Condensada. Instituto de nanociencia de Aragón (INA). Universidad de Zaragoza, 50009 
Zaragoza (Spain) 

* Agustín Camón, acamon@unizar.es

Thin bilayers of superconducting/metal materials allow the development of very sensitive 
thermometers with tunable Tc in the range of 100mK with outstanding spectroscopic capabilities 
for radiation detectors. These Transition Edge Sensors (TES) are in use in a wide range of 
applications and have been proposed for future experiments and missions like ESA’s X-ray 
telescope ATHENA.

Ti/Au and Mo/Au are typical choices of materials for the fabrication of these bilayers. We report 
on the present status and recent results of the development of Mo/Au based sensors in our 
group as part of the ATHENA collaboration.

A new fabrication site with respect to previous efforts has been selected and new protocols, with 
performance and reproducibility in mind, developed. The sensors are sputtered on a Si 
substrate with a SiN membrane. The trilayer approach is followed which implies the sputtering 
of 15nm of Au over the Mo layer for passivation and the completion of the desired Au thickness 
by e-beam deposition, which improved Au conductivity. The sputtering process was optimized 
with respect Ar pressure and applied power. Different approaches were also tested which 
include, DC sputtering, RF sputtering and a novel DC+RF co-sputtering. A lithographic process 
develops the final size and shape of the sensor with Nb wires and contacts for signal reading 
and polarization.

Design was optimized with respect sensor size, membrane size,stability, resolution, noise and 
time response. In parallel, specific studies of the physics of the bilayers have been carried out. 
Detailed analysis of critical currents and fields has been performed. Besides, the dependence of 
Tc on the widths of the bilayers have been obtained and compared with theoretical models. Also 
important in these studies have been the precise measurement of resistivities of materials as a 
function of width. As a result, independent tuning of Tc and Rn for ours sensors can be 
obtained, which can be of interest to optimize the detectors for different applications.
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The development of the TES has been completed with the optimization of the growing process 
of Bismuth absorbents and the integration of them into the sensors in order to produce fully 
operational pixels for X-ray detection.
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The discovery of pressure-induced insulator-metal (superconductor) transition in iron-
based ladder compound, BaFe2S3

Yutaka Ueda1, Touru Yamauchi2 , Yasuyuki Hirata2 , Kenya Ohgushi3  

1) Toyota Physical and Chemical Research Institute, 41-1 Yokomichi, Nagakute, Aichi 480-
1192, Japan 2) Institute for Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, 5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, 
Kashiwa, Chiba, 277-8581, Japan 3) Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science, 
Tohoku University, 6-3 Aramaki Aza-Aoba, Aoba-ku, Sendai, Miyagi, 980-8578, Japan 

* Yutaka Ueda, yueda@toyotariken.jp

The copper-based superconductors caused the first peak of high TC fever. Subsequently, the 
discovery of iron-based superconductors has brought about the second peak of high TC fever, 
leading to extensive study of the interplay between crystal structure, magnetism and 
superconductivity. All the iron-based superconductors share a square lattice composed of Fe 
atoms tetrahedrally coordinated by pnictogen or chalcogen atoms as a common feature, despite 
having different crystal structures. In copper-based materials, the superconducting phase 
emerges not only in common square lattice structures but in some ladder structures. As an 
example, the two-leg ladder material Sr14- xCaxCu24O41 exhibits superconductivity under high 
pressures (above 4 GPa) with a superconducting transition temperature (TC) of 12 K, where the 
pressure plays a role to transfer the charge from the CuO chain to the Cu2O3 ladder sub-
lattices. Likewise, new iron-based superconductors without a square lattice motif have been 
actively sought out in iron-based materials, but not yet discovered. We have 
investigated AFe2X3 (A = Ba, Cs; X = S, Se) with two-leg ladder structure made of FeX4
tetrahedra [1-5]. Very recently we discovered pressure-induced superconductivity in the iron-
based spin-ladder material BaFe2S3, a Mott insulator [4, 5]. On the application of pressure this 
compound exhibits an insulator-metal transition at about 10 GPa, followed by the appearance of 
superconductivity with the optimum TC = 24 K just after entering the metallic phase. The 
insulator-metal transition boundary terminates at a critical point around 10 GPa and 75 K. 
BaFe2S3 is the first inorganic Mott insulator in which pressure, in other words, bandwidth tuning 
can suppress the Mott gap and make the ground state a superconducting phase.

[1] Y. Nambu et al., Phys. Rev. B 85 (2012) 064413.
[2] F. Du et al., Phys. Rev. B 85 (2012) 214436.
[3] H. Takahashi et al., Nature Materials 14 (2015) 1008.
[5] T. Yamauchi, Y. Hirata, Y. Ueda, and K. Ohgushi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 (2015) 246402.
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actively sought out in iron-based materials, but not yet discovered. We have 
investigated AFe2X3X3X  (A = Ba, Cs; X = S, Se) with two-leg ladder structure made of FeXleg ladder structure made of FeXleg ladder structure made of Fe 4X4X
tetrahedra [1-5]. Very recently we discovered pressure-induced superconductivity in the iron-
based spin-ladder material BaFe2S3, a Mott insulator [4, 5]. On the application of pressure this 
compound exhibits an insulator-metal transition at about 10 GPa, followed by the appearance of 
superconductivity with the optimum TCTCT = 24 K just after entering the metallic phase. The 
insulator-metal transition boundary terminates at a critical point around 10 GPa and 75 K. 
BaFe2S3 is the first inorganic Mott insulator in which pressure, in other words, bandwidth tuning 
can suppress the Mott gap and make the ground state a superconducting phase.
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Unconventional superconductivity in topological insulators and its manifestation in spin-
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The recent interest in superconductivity in topological insulators (TIs) is motivated by its 
unconventional character which may serve as a platform for Majorana zero modes. In this talk I 
will demonstrate that the spin-momentum locking in TIs generates a mixed superconducting 
order parameter, with both singlet and triplet pairing channels [1]. I will discuss the 
manifestations of such unconventional pairing in spin-dependent Andreev reflection in 
Josephson junction based on TI materials [2] and their hybrid structures with ferromagnets [3]. 
Our results identify hitherto unexplored routes for spintronics applications of superconducting TI 
materials.
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Some of the RTX (R = rare-earth, T = transition metal, and X = Si, Ge) intermetallics crystallize 
with the tetragonal CeFeSi-type structure or with the CeScSi-type one which is a derivative of 
the former one. In both cases, the structure is made of layers of empty [Ce4] tetrahedra but the 
[FeSi] or [ScSi] layers are different. This layer is made of edge-shared [Si4] tetrahedra filled by 
Fe in the CeFeSi-type and of [Si4] square planes with Sc in the center in the CeScSi-type. It is 
noteworthy that some RTX ternaries such as RTiGe (R = Gd, Tb) present both structural types 
corresponding to the low- and the high-temperature forms, respectively.

It was shown in the past that, in the case of the CeFeSi-type structure, the [Ce4] tetrahedra can 
be filled by hydrogen leading to CeFeSiH-type hydrides adopting the ZrCuSiAs-type structure 
as iron-based pnictides. This induces very interesting modulation of the physical properties [1]. 
More recently, it was shown that it is also possible to stabilize hydrides upon hydrogenation of 
the CeScSi-type intermetallics such as CeScSi, NdScSi, GdScGe or GdTiGe [2-4]. In the case 
of GdScGe, hydrogen absorption measurements clearly indicate that the formed hydride is 
GdScGeH1.0. However, for NdScSi, in-situ neutron powder diffraction (NPD) study during 
deuteration has revealed for the first time in a CeScSi-type compound, the possibility to fill two 
interstitial sites with deuterium atoms. This leads to the formation of the deuteride NdScSiD1.5
adopting then the La2Fe2Se2O3-type structure [4]. The same conclusion was also drawn 
recently for the homologue CeTiGeH1.5 by means of NPD measurements. Thus, it appears that 
two types of hydride can be obtained upon hydrogenation of the CeScSi-type intermetallics.

Hydrogenation of CeScSi-type compounds also yields drastic modulation of the magnetic 
properties of the pristine compounds [2-4]. For example, we evidenced that hydrogenation 
strongly reduces the Curie temperature of NdScSi from TC = 175 K to TC = 4 K in NdScSiH1.5. 

In this presentation, we will report the hydrogen absorption experiments for different CeScSi-
type compounds as well as a detailed study of the hydrides by NPD. The influence of the 
hydrogen insertion on the magnetic properties will be also discussed.
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Significant work has been carried out on the insertion of hydrogen into ternary intermetallic 
systems and its effect on the structural and magnetic changes that occur upon insertion. In the 
case of the CeFeSi-type materials it has been found that, structurally, the insertion of H atoms 
into the rare earth tetrahedra produces an anisotropic expansion of the unit cell parameters with 
a slightly decreasing and c strongly increasing as well as significant changes in the magnetism 
of the compounds. Following the work we have carried out on the hydrogenation of the CeScSi 
structure type systems which has led to the insertion of hydrogen into a second crystallographic 
site for some of these systems [1] very recently. We have also successfully inserted carbon into 
the RScSi compounds with R = Ce and Nd.

The insertion of carbon causes an anisotropic expansion of the unit cell volume through an 
increase in the a parameter and a decrease in the c parameter without changing the symmetry 
of the material. For example, in the case where R = Nd, a increases from 4.2915(1) Å to 
4.41273(3) Å (+2.8%) while c decreases from 15.7110(5) Å to 15.3808(1) Å (-2.1%).   Single 
crystal X-ray diffraction was carried out and showed the presence of the C atoms in the 
[Sc4Nd2] octahedra. This leads to the composition NdScSiC0.5 . Hydrogenation of the related 
structure Ti2Sb, which also contains octahedral sites, causes the same trend in unit cell 
parameters (a increasing and c decreasing) upon the filling of the octahedral sites [2]. This trend 
is also seen upon oxygen insertion into the octahedral 2a sites in the rare earth pnictides R2Pn
[3]. However, in this case the octrahedra go from being distorted to nearly ideal upon insertion, 
while in our systems the octahedra remain somewhat distorted. This trend is also interesting 
when compared with the effect of hydrogen insertion into the rare earth tetrahedra in the 
CeFeSi structure type where a slightly decreases and c strongly increases [4] as the effects of 
insertion are the opposite of those observed for insertion into the octahedral sites.

The insertion of carbon into NdScSi leads to a decrease in the Curie temperature of the parent 
compound (TC = 175 K). Instead of this we see a transition around 60 K in the magnetisation vs. 
temperature curve. We will discuss the magnetic properties in more detail in our presentation.
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The existence of the new family of intermetallic compounds RZnSn (R = rare-earth) was earlier 
reported in our previous work [1]. These equiatomic ternary phases were found to form for R = 
La to Nd, Sm, Gd to Lu, and Y. All of them crystallize in the hexagonal YPtAs structure type 
[hP12, P63/mmc (No. 194)]; this prototype represents a superstructure derivative of the AlB2-
type (obtained by quadrupling the c-axis and puckering the graphite-like layers after ordering 
the Pt and As atoms on the boron sites), where the R ions occupy two symmetry-in-equivalent 
sites, 2a and 2b, in the unit cell [2]. The near neighbour environment of R ions is made up of Zn 
and Sn atoms (Figure 1a).

In the present work the magnetic properties of the RZnSn compounds for R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, 
Sm, Gd, Tb and Dy have been probed using the techniques of magnetization, heat capacity and 
electrical resistivity. Except CeZnSn, all these compounds have been found to order 
antiferromagnetically at low temperatures, with ordering temperatures ranging from 2.5 K for 
SmZnSn to 11 K for GdZnSn (Figure 1b). Two magnetic transitions are found in the Gd, Tb and 
Dy compounds, likely associated to the presence of the two rare-earth sites 2a and 2b and, 
probably, due to the shortening of the R-R distances on going from the light to the heavier R 
(which gives rise to a more pronounced puckering of the structure along the c-axis). In addition, 
the hexagonal arrangement of the R-ions in the a-b plane can give rise to frustrated magnetism 
if the exchange interaction between the rare earth ions is antiferromagnetic. Since the R-R
distance along the c-axis is shorter than in the a-b plane, the exchange along the c-axis may 
dominate the magnetic ordering. The magnetic structure of the Ce, Nd and Tb compounds in 
the ordered state was further studied by neutron scattering and these results will also be 
discussed.
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The evidence of room temperature electric field control on the antiferromagnetic ordering in 
multiferroic bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3 - BFO) [1] increased interest in low energy consumption 
logic and memory devices. However, to exploit such functionality for devices it is essential to 
attain deterministic control of ferromagnetism at the single domain scale. In a recent 
demonstration of room temperature electric field induced magnetization reversal [2], a 
ferromagnet/multiferroic heterostructure has been designed based on the combination of 
magnetoelectric coupling in BFO and exchange coupling between magnetic materials [3]. 
Understanding the underlying BFO domain architecture is a key parameter towards robust and 
reliable magnetization rotations. The most recent evidences of electrical control of magnetism in 
this system will be presented. I will also show that second harmonic generation (SHG), can 
further improve the heterostructures investigation and detect the distribution of ferroelectric 
domains in BFO thin films, non-invasively and unimpeded by transport properties. We use 
epitaxial strain for engineering different types of BFO domain patterns that are characterized by 
SHG, showing a unique relation between the domain distribution and the film symmetry. We 
then manipulate the BFO film by voltage poling and demonstrate the sensitivity of the SHG 
process to this manipulation [4]. The concept applied to BFO is transferable to other multiferroic 
heterostructures thus indicating the general feasibility of SHG as a characterization technique 
for heterostructures in which buried ferroelectricity plays a key role in the emergence of 
magnetoelectric coupling.
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SHG, showing a unique relation between the domain distribution and the film symmetry. We 
then manipulate the BFO film by voltage poling and demonstrate the sensitivity of the SHG 
process to this manipulation [4]. The concept applied to BFO is transferable to other multiferroic 
heterostructures thus indicating the general feasibility of SHG as a characterization technique 
for heterostructures in which buried ferroelectricity plays a key role in the emergence of 

gnetoelectric coupling.
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Magnetic oxide heterostructures have been focus of intense research since plenty of different 
physical effects can show up depending on the quality of the different layers and their 
interfaces. This kind of heterostructures is normally fabricated using Physical Vapor Deposition 
(PVD) methods such as Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). PLD is a suitable deposition technique 
that allows growing sharp and clean interfaces from stoichiometric targets. Here we show a 
Chemical solution method (Polymer Assisted Deposition-PAD) as a competitor to obtain high 
quality interfaces for MTJ heterostructures. In this work we show two examples of materials 
deposited by PAD that can really compete with the quality obtained in similar samples obtained 
by physical methods. On one hand we report magnetic and electronic transport measurements 
across epitaxial bilayers of ferromagnetic insulator LaCoO3 and half-metallic ferromagnet 
La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LCO/LSMO: 3.5 nm/20 nm). The I−V curves at room temperature and 4K 
measured with conducting atomic force microscopy (CAFM) on well-defined patterned areas 
exhibit the typical features of a tunneling process. The curves have been fitted to the Simmons 
model to determine the height (φ) and width (s) of the insulating LCO barrier. The results yield φ
= 0.40 ± 0.05 eV (0.50 ± 0.01 eV) at room temperature (4K) and s = 3 nm, in good agreement 
with the structural analysis [1]. On the other hand, we have compared CoFe2O4 (CFO) thin films 
prepared by PLD and PAD. CFO is an interesting and complicated material whose interest lies 
on the fact that this inverse spinel is an attractive high magnetostrictive insulating material with 
large Curie temperature Tc and proved spin-filter efficiency [2-4]. Depending on the strain 
induced by the substrate and on the deposition conditions, the inversion degree of the spinel 
can be modified [5,6] modifying both magnetic and electric properties of CFO. Therefore, 
reproducibility and control of the inversion degree turns to be an important issue to address. 
Here we demonstrate that CFO samples deposited by PLD are extremely sensitive to any 
change in deposition conditions while CFO obtained by PAD is much more reproducible. These 
results show PAD is a potential alternative method to the physical ones.
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The perovskite oxides 𝐴𝐴1−𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥′𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂3−𝑏𝑏 (A=Pb, Ba, La, Li; A´= Sr, Ca; B = Ti, Ta, Co, Fe, etc.; 0< 
x< 1) have been used in many applications. These include high density DRAMs, non-volatile 
FeRAMs, optical memories and electro-optic modulators, ferroelectric FETs, voltage-tunable 
capacitors (varactors), solid-oxide fuel cells, microwave electronic components that can work 
especially at GHz or even THz frequencies, microdevices with pyroelectric and piezoelectric 
microsensors and actuators, etc

(Ba,Sr)TiO3 is one of the most famous ferroelectrics in all perovskite-structural oxides due to its 
large nonlinear optical coefficients, large dielectric constants, thermal stability, higher catalytic 
properties, etc

For the fabrication of BaxSr1-xTiO3 (BST) powders in contrast to well-known traditional methods, 
we present the results of a low-cost effective method: High-Temperature Self-Propagating 
Synthesis (SHS) method. Due to the high-efficiency, simplicity, safety, ecological cleanliness, 
low energy consumption, low cost, much lower production of pollutants, this synthesis finds 
wide application. The SHS is a relatively novel and simple route for the synthesis of a variety of 
advanced materials, including perovskite oxides. For comparison with SHS method were 
obtained BST powders using another low-cost technique, the method of Citrate-gel synthesis, in 
which, firstly, the starting material is processed to form a dispersible oxide and form a sol in 
contact with water or dilute acid. Removal of the liquid from the sol yields the gel and final 
calcinations produces the desire oxide. 

Prepared by both SHS and Citrate-gel methods perovskite-type complex oxide BST powders 
and pellets have been characterized by means of X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) in different 
temperatures (in both air atmosphere and vacuum) to investigate the influence of diverse 
parameters of synthesis processes as well as the effect of different conditions of annealing 
(Fig.1).

Conclusions. Our investigations have shown that in case of using SHS method we can obtain 
pure BST powders, however with a slight quantity of TiO3 and BaO compounds (on ~28.5° in 
Fig.1. b and c). BST powders obtained by Citrate-gel method doesn’t contain even that slight 
quantity of compounds (Fig.1. a). The XRD investigation (which has been done from 600°C to 
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1200°C, with the step of 25°C) of SHS BST powders shows that at ~950°C we have an increase 
of peaks of above mentioned compounds, then at ~1100°C up to 1200°C that peaks disappear, 
nevertheless at room temperature they appear again, although with a less intensity after the 
annealing at 1200°C in vacuum (~4∙10-5 mbar) (Fig.1. c) 

This work was supported by State Committee of Science MES RA, in a frame of the research 
project № SCS 14AR-2f12. Part of measurements and syntheses were done under the 
European Union Framework Programme Erasmus Mundus BACKIS (2012-2741/001-001-
EMA2) at the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
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Defects are the feature properties of the electronic structure of semiconductors.1 They affect the 
optical, electrical, and magnetic properties of oxides.2 Furthermore, their nature determines the 
performance in applications such as catalysis, sensor, and solar energy conversion.3 Designing 
new approaches to engineer the concentration and spatial distribution of these defects, 
especially without extreme conditions, remains challenging. We propose a novel strategy by 
using an oxygen getter, such as CaH2, which promotes the capture of oxygen and lower the 
reduction temperature at the same time. Relatively low temperatures for reduction were 
selected to maintain the crystal structure of the materials, to result to the gradual release of 
oxygen, and thus to make the reduction more controllable.4

CuCrO2 is a p-type semiconductor with a delafossite structure, which is widely used as 
transparent conduction oxide (TCO), catalysts, and p-type dye sensitized solar cell (p-DSSC).5
Because of the non-stoichiometry, there is a slight amount of CuII in CuCrO2 which served as 
hole sources to supply excess carriers causing the p-type conductivity.6 Herein, the reducing 
agent, CaH2, acts as an oxygen getter to reduce the CuII to CuI. More importantly, the reaction 
kinetics can be easily tuned by changing the temperature. The effect of the reduction 
temperature on the optical and electronic properties of CuCrO2 nanoparticles was investigated.
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Figure 1.  Graphical representation of the properties of CuCrO2 depending on the valence of 
Cu.
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Silicides and related studies have been attracting great interest for years due to their unique 
properties such as high temperature oxidation stability, high temperature strength, thermal and 
electrical properties [1], [2]. Among the silicides, tungsten silicide has promising applications in 
many areas which require high temperature oxidation resistance under severe conditions. On 
the other hand, mechanochemical synthesis is one of the efficient ways to produce metal 
silicide and also their composites [3]–[6]. There are a lot of studies to synthesis metal silicide 
powders by mechanochemical synthesis routes. However, elemental powders were used as 
starting powders in all these studies.

In this study, synthesis of tungsten silicides powders was carried out by mechanochemical 
synthesis using WO3-SiO2-Mg powder blends. Stoichiometric proportion and excess amounts of 
Mg powders were used to indicate the effects of final composition of tungsten silicide powders 
were synthesized. Powder blends were mechanically milled for 1 and 6 h with a BPR of 10:1, 
using a milling rate of 1200 rpm. After milling of WO3-SiO2-Mg blends, selective HCl leaching 
was applied on the products in order to remove undesired MgO and Mg phases. Effects of Mg 
and/ or SiO2 amount and particle size of the powders were investigated. Phase and 
microstructural characterizations of the as-blended, milled and leached powders were 
conducted using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD), particle size analyzer (PSA), gas pycnometer, 
scanning electron microscope (SEM).
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The mechanical properties and electronic structure of recently synthesized PtN2 , proposed as a 
potential candidate for superhard materials, have been investigated by means of density 
functional theory. Although it shows a clear band gap indicating a covalent bonding nature, the 
calculated shear moduli and ideal strengths of both proposed PtN2 polymorphs are much lower 
than those of ReB2 , suggesting that it should be weaker than ReB2 , whose load-invariant 
hardness is less than 30 GPa. The anisotropic strength of the pyrite PtN2 polymorph is 
significantly higher than that of the fluorite polymorph due to a larger covalent contribution. The 
shear instability for both polymorphs occurs in a cleavagelike mode between the weakly bonded 
crystal planes. This behavior is different from transition-metal (TM) diborides where the TM-TM 
or TM-B bonds are the carriers of the shear instability
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Supermartensitic were developed to improve corrosion and toughness of conventional 
martensitic stainless steels. Important chemical composition changes such as the drastic 
reduction of the carbon content (to less than 0.03 wt.%), the addition of Ni and Mo were done to 
create the first generation of SMSS with 11-13%Cr. This family of steels grew up in the last two 
decades, and other grades were developed with the addition of Ti, Nb and Cu. The first 
appication of these steels was in the oil country tubular goods (OCTG) for oil and gas 
production [1].

SMSS pass through a final heat treatment of quenching and tempering, to produce a 
microstructure of tempered martensite and fine reverse austenite precipitated between the 
martensite laths. Interesting combination of mechanical properties can  be achieved 

More recently, steels with higher Cr content are being developed with the aim of increase 
localized corrosion resistance and maintain high mechanical strength. Experimental alloys with 
Cr content up to 17% are being tested for application in agressive environments in the oil and 
gas offshore production.

The increase of Cr content and the addition of other ferritizing elements, such as W and Nb, 
introduce the ferrite phase in the microstructure of the new grades. Depending on the final heat 
treatment performed, the steel may present a microstructure of martensite, ferrite and austenite. 
In this work, the complex microstructure of a new alloy with chemical composition 0.027%C-
16.4%Cr-3.62%Ni-2.42%Mo-0.94%Cu-1.89%W-0.100%Nb was characterized by means of 
microscopy (Fig.1), X-ray diffraction and magnetic measurements. Several samples were 
produced varying the tempering temperature between 300 and 650oC. The austenite volume 
fraction was found to change markedly with the tempering treatment, and its precise 
quantification was achieved by the measurement of saturation magnetization in a Vibrating 
Sample Magnetometer (VSM). Precipitates formed at high tempering temperatures were also 
investigated by microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
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produced varying the tempering temperature between 300 and 650oC. The austenite volume 
fraction was found to change markedly with the tempering treatment, and its precise 
quantification was achieved by the measurement of saturation magnetization in a Vibrating 
Sample Magnetometer (VSM). Precipitates formed at high tempering temperatures were also 
investigated by microscopy and X-ray diffraction.
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The slow relaxation of the magnetization of some molecular compounds at low temperatures, 
which make them to behave as molecular magnets (Single Molecule Magnet – SMM) opensthe 
perspective of possible applications of molecules in data storage and quantum computing and it 
is currently one of the hottest topics in molecular magnetism.

This SMM behaviour was initially observed in polynuclear aggregates of manganese and other 
paramagnetic transition-metal ions, but later on it was also found in mononuclear compounds 
particularly of lanthanides (named Single Ion Magnets- SIM). In all cases, the slow relaxation of 
the magnetization has origin in individual molecules, or even individual ions, rather than in large 
magnetic domains of conventional magnets, which due to their intrinsic magnetic anisotropy are 
able to function as magnets. 

Due to their possible large magnetic moments and magnetocrystalline anisotropy, f-elements 
have been regarded as providing most favorable ions for SMM behaviour. In this respect, 5-f
ions with larger spatial extension of the f orbitals, stronger spin-orbit coupling and intrinsic 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, are even more attractive than 4fones, and the comparison 
between actinides and lanthanides is an important chance to understand key effects controlling 
SIM behaviour.

In this presentation, we will show how using uranium, a relatively accessible actinide, in 
selected examples of compounds it was possible to experimentally probe and illustrate the 
effect of key parameters determining the features and the mechanisms of slow relaxation of 
magnetisation (like, coordination geometry, ligand field strengths, radical nature of ligands, etc. )
The examples to be presented include several U(III) compounds with different coordination 
geometries, namely i) a pair of U(III) complexes with both neutral and radical bipyridine ligand, 
where the magnetic contribution from the radical ligand originates slow relaxation already under 
zero field and enhances the relaxation barrier; ii) a pair of U(III) compounds, with ligands of 
different nature (N and O donors) in tetrahedral coordination geometry illustrating the effect of 
the different donor ability of the two ligands in SIM behavior; and the unprecedented SIM 
behaviour of a U(IV) compound due to the coupling effect to a radical ligand.
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The suitable combination of metal entities with organic molecules, named as ligands, lead to the 
formation of coordination polymers (CPs). These metal-organic systems can originate a large 
variety of architectures with interesting physico-chemical properties.
In this talk I will pay attention to a particular type of linear coordination polymers known as MMX 
chains which consist of the combination of two simple building blocks a dimetal subunit with 
halides. I will describe several experiments that have allowed us to form from small 
nanostructures to single/few molecules on-surface. I will show their electrical characterization 
carried out from nanostructures to a level of single molecule.[1,2] These experiments have 
confirmed their intrinsic metallic character and excellent electrical conductivity.
  
Figure1. Left: Breaking strength of ca. 6 layers [Cu(μ-pym2S2)(μ-Cl)]n determined by AFM. 
Right: (a) Optical image, (b) AFM topographic image with a single layer, and (c) the 
corresponding PL image.

Additionally, we will show that liquid phase exfoliation of laminar CP crystals allow the isolation 
of single layers. The mechanical properties of few-layers free-standing been reported to be the 
weaker Young modulus of a free standing membrane ever reported (Figure 1). Finally I will 
report on the formation and characterization of a crystalline film of a CP based on Cu(I) a 
thioacetamide formed at the water-air interface with a thickness of few nanometers that shows 
high transparency and high electrical conductivity but with resistive switching that is currently 
being evaluated as a potential memristor.
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The development of the industrial processes has gradually increased the releasing of fatal heat 
(heat lost during industrial or domestic human activity). The magnetocaloric effect is a relevant 
way to recover this latter energy, converting it into mechanical or electrical energy. The 
achievement of the magnetocaloric heat conversion technology needs development of heat 
engines as well as optimization of the magnetocaloric materials.

In this context several intermetallics, selected for their notable magnetocaloric effect and wide 
temperature range, have been synthetized and characterized. This study aims to optimize the 
properties of materials and the way to synthetize and shape them. 

Thanks to his flexible Curie temperature in the range of 20 to 150 °C and its significant 
magnetocaloric effect, the Y2Fe17-xCox alloys are good candidates. In this work, we first present 
the composition dependence of the magnetic and magnetocaloric properties in this series.

Then, we present first results on our shaping works. In order to use the Y2Fe17-xCox compounds 
in magnetocaloric heat conversion systems, a work is leading to apply powder metallurgy 
technics to shape it. That involves milling, sintering, and heat treatments.Finally, the emphasis 
has been laid on the thermal properties of the sintered material, considering their fundamental 
influence on the performance of the system. Specific heat and diffusivity have been measured, 
and the evolution over the final density of sintered Y2Fe17-xCox is presented.    

Keywords: Y2Fe17-xCox alloys, magnetocaloric effect, powder metallurgy
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The magnetocaloric (MC) properties of three Heusler alloys with compositions close to 
Ni50Mn35In15 have been analyzed using calorimetry, magnetometry, and direct measurements 
of the adiabatic temperature change ΔTad. Entropy curves S(T) at different fields on heating 
and cooling have been derived from quasi-adiabatic calorimetric measurements. The MC 
parameters, adiabatic temperature change ΔTad and isothermal entropy change ΔST under 
magnetic field changes, have been obtained from the entropy curves, from M(T) measurements 
at different fields using the Maxwell relations, and from direct measurements of ΔTad in two 
different installations using quasi-static and dynamic processes.
The three compounds show a first-order transition with high entropy content from paramagnetic 
martensite to ferromagnetic austenite at different temperatures between 240 K and 300 K, in 
addition to a second-order transition to paramagnetic state at near 314 K for all the compounds. 
The thermal hysteresis and the width of the structural transition have similar values for each 
compound, but differ widely between them in a range between 15 K and 3 K. The compounds 
present a giant magnetocaloric effects with maximum values of ΔST up to 20 J/(kg·K) and ΔTad
up to 5.3 K for a field change of 2 T. Nevertheless, these values decrease sharply on closed 
cyclic loops due to the thermal hysteresis.
The results from magnetization and from quasi-static calorimetric measurements gave similar 
results for ΔTad and ΔST. Nevertheless, conflicting results have been obtained in some case for 
the ΔTad values using different heating velocities and different rates in the field application.1
These results depend on the heating rate used within the martensite phase and not on the rate 
of the field application to transform from martensite to austenite. This effect has been ascribed 
to residual stresses and incomplete reorientations of the martensite variants.
The differences between full transformation cycles and dynamic partial transformation cycles 
are crucial for the usefulness of MC materials with first-order transitions in cooling applications.

1. Tino Gottschall, Konstantin P. Skokov, Ramón Burriel, Oliver Gutfleisch, On the S(T) diagram 
of magnetocaloric materials with first-order transition: kinetic and cyclic effects of Heusler alloys, 
Acta Mater. 107, 1 (2016).
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Pseudobinary Er(Fe0.125Co0.875)2 and Er(Fe0.8Mn0.2)2 compounds obtained using high frequency 
melting have been studied. Structural and magnetic properties were investigated using X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and systematic magnetization measurements performed under both low and 
high magnetic fields. These compounds crystallize in the cubic Laves phase structure, C15 
type, with Fd-3m space group. The Rietveld refinement shows that the substitution of iron by 
cobalt, unlike manganese, leads to a decrease of the lattice parameter (a) and the unit-cell 
volume (V). Magnetization curves indicate a ferrimagnetic ordering induced according to the 
interaction scheme between the 4f magnetic moments of the heavy rare-earth Er and the 3d 
transition elements. The variation of magnetic entropy DSm has been deduced from the 
magnetic isotherm traces using the Maxwell Relation prodcedure. When substituting 87.5% Co 
to Fe and 20% Mn to Fe, the magnetic transition temperature was shifted closer to room 
temperature and the operating temperature range for magnetocaloric effect is increased from 28 
K for ErFe2 to 195 and 245 K for Er(Fe0.125Co0.875)2 and Er(Fe0.8Mn0.2)2, respectively. All the 
samples display relatively large relative cooling power (RCP) values under an applied magnetic 
field of 5 T, which is found of 527 and 517 J.kg-1 for Er(Fe0.125Co0.875)2 and Er(Fe0.8Mn0.2)2,
respectively, making these compounds promising candidates for magnetic refrigeration.
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Abstract. New lanthanides complexes with promising optical properties have been obtained 
using as antenna ligands different 4’-(4-R-phenyl)-2,2’:6’,2’’-terpyridines (R-terpy). Several 
substituents [R= OCH2CH, OCH2CN, OCH2CONH(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3] have been used, each of 
them confers to the complex unique luminescent application. Among them, chemical and 
thermal sensors are spotlight. The chemical sensors are lanthanide compounds coordinated to 
terpyridine with fatty acid chains. Their luminescence changes in the presence of Cu2+, Ag1+,
Au1+. Whereas thermal sensors consist of a mesoporous silica layer where two different 
lanthanide-based coordination compounds have been anchored.

Introduction.
Lanthanides are becoming more and more important thanks to their unique properties such as 
their luminescence, which depends on the lanthanide ion rather than on their coordination 
sphere.[1] That is why they have been widely used in many applications, for example, as light 
emitting devices, optical fibres, lasers, biomedicine and sensing among others.[2] Samarium, 
europium, terbium, dysprosium and thulium show their emission bands in the visible region of 
the spectrum, and therefore we are going to focus on some of them to develop our sensors.

Results and Discussion.
The goal of our work has been the design, preparation and evaluation of the behaviour of some 
modified terpyridine-based complexes as luminescent noble metals (Cu, Ag and Au) and 
temperature sensors.
The chemical sensors have proved to be not only sensitive but also useful for quantitative 
determination in all cases so far. For this application, terbium and europium have been 
coordinated to R-terpy, R= OCH2CH and OCH2CN respectively, with fatty acid chains 
completing the coordination spheres of the rare earths. Both complexes show luminescence in 
solid state and ethanol solutions, which is quenched as the concentration of the analyte 
increases.
In contrast to the chemical sensors, which are discrete molecules, 
the temperature sensors consist of a mesoporous silica layer. Two different lanthanide-based 
coordination compounds have been anchored to it, using the 
R=OCH2CONH(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3 moiety of the R-terpy ligand. The complexes synthesized 
consist of MCM-41 or TEOS as silica layers and the Eu-Tb or Sm-Tb pairs. The luminescence 
emission in solid state can be switched from one lanthanide to another depending on the 
temperature, due to the silica layer (Fig. 1).
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Fig.1 Luminescent emission change with temperature of compound R-terpy (R= 
OCH2CONH(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3) with Eu-Tb anchored to MCM-41 (left) and the analogous TEOS 
compound (right).
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Issues related to the magnetic response of complex systems consisting of different types of Fe 
based nanoparticles (composites, multifunctionalized, ferrofluids) designed to achieve both 
target-specific diagnostics and therapeutics are emphasized together with proposed theoretical 
and experimental solving items. Specific characterization methodologies based on temperature 
and field dependent Mössbauer spectroscopy and SQUID magnetometry are briefly discussed. 
The importance of a comprehensive magnetic characterization of  the nanoparticulate systems 
in respect to phase composition, local and long-range magnetic structure related to intra- and 
inter-particle magnetic interactions and mainly to the magnetic relaxation phenomena is 
underlined. The critical problem of the material dependent characteristic time τ0 in a Neel type 
relaxation is also considered, due to its significant influence on the relaxation time. It is proven 
that a reliable value can be derived with accuracy only by combining dynamic methods of 
significantly different time windows, for example a.c. susceptibility and Mössbauer 
spectroscopy, or by exploiting temporal dependencies of magnetization. Effects of inter-particle 
interactions (matrix mediated or dipolar) are also discussed.

The role of dipolar magnetic interactions on the magnetic relaxation process specific to 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles is considered in more details in case of magnetic fluids of 
different volume fractions. While the dispersion of the vectorized nanoparticles in the tissues 
may present strong local variations, the dependence of the specific absorption rate on the 
volume fraction of nanoparticles is analyzed, both experimentally and theoretically, for a proper 
implementation in the bio-heat transfer equation. New methodologies for the correct evaluation 
of the specific absorption rate (SAR) from real experimental data taking into account also 
environmental loss factors are proposed and the results are discussed as function of some 
relevant temperature-dependent physical parameters such as Neel and Brownian relaxation 
times and vascosity of the dispersive medium. Based on such methodologies applied on 
ferrofluids of high volume fractions, it was proven that the direct effect of the inter-particle 
dipolar interaction is not only to increase the particle anisotropy energy but also to decrease the 
characteristic time constant τ0, with direct influence on the efficiency of the heat transfer during
the hyperthermia treatment.    
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Epitaxial strain is known to be responsible for new properties and functionalities arising in 
materials when grown as thin films on a substrate. However, it is not always possible to attribute 
exclusively to epitaxial strain every feature showed by thin films, and further interfacial effects 
such as crystal-symmetry mismatch must be taken into account. In this work, we prove that the 
ferromagnetic state arising in LaCoO3 (LCO) thin films is not induced only by epitaxial tensile 
strain itself. Instead, lattice symmetry mismatch at the interface turns to be the essential agent 
that controls magnetism in LCO films, as recently suggested by Qiao et al [1]. Perovskite LCO is 
insulating and therefore the possibility of adding ferromagnetism is remarkably appealing, 
considering important applications and scarcity of ferromagnetic insulating oxides.

We have deposited a 4 nm thick LCO film directly on a SrTiO3 (STO) substrate, and also on a 
buffer layer (22 nm) of half metallic La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) over STO, both by Pulsed Laser 
Deposition (PLD). Structural characterization performed by X-ray diffraction techniques as well 
as Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA) in Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) confirms that 
out-of-plane and in-plane LCO lattice parameter deformations are identical in both samples. 
Surprisingly, whereas the ferromagnetic phase of LCO is observed when the film is directly 
grown on STO, it is completely suppressed in the second case (LCO grown on top of LSMO). 
Bulk LSMO and LCO crystallize in the same rhombohedral structure (R-3c, #167) with a-a-a-

tilting geometry of CoO6 octahedra, and different from cubic STO (Pm-3m, #221, a0b0c0). Thus, 
accommodation of LCO lattice to STO symmetry gives rise to a distortion of the rotation pattern 
of the octahedra with respect to bulk LCO.

The observed results confirm that it is the symmetry of the lattice underneath (and not just the 
total strain) that plays the main role in the appearance of ferromagnetism in strained thin films of 
LCO, by changing Co-O distance and thus equilibrium between the different interactions.

References
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Molecular overlayers on ordered substrates have a broad field of application in catalysis, 
sensing, molecular electronics, light-to-energy conversion, etc. In particular, bio-inspired 
oxygen-binding metalated macrocycles, such as iron-phtalocyanines (FePc), are being 
investigated as viable substitutes for precious metals in catalysis of the Oxygen Reduction 
Reaction (ORR) in low-temperature fuel cells. Recent studies of FePc on Ag(110) have shown 
that sub-monolayer (sub-ML) phases are catalitically active; remarkably, in oxygen-dosed 
phases O2 intercalates between the molecules and the surface thereby substantially changing 
the Fe magnetic moment. Reversible switching of the Fe magnetic moment in some low-density 
(LD) FePc phases upon an oxygenation (OD) - annealing (ANN) cycle has been demonstrated 
[1].
In this contribution we report on the structural and magnetic changes along a catalytic cycle of a 
new “quasi-squared” FePc sub-ML phase (R3) evaporated on Ag(110), Fig. a. Structural 
changes were monitored by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Low Energy Electron 
Diffraction (LEED).
X-ray absortion spectroscopy (XAS), x-ray lineal polarized absortion (XLPA) and x-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism (XMCD) experiments at the Fe L2,3 edge were performed on four samples: 
the as-evaporated phase (R3), two differently oxygenated samples (OX1 and OX2) and the 
annealed phase (R3ANN). XLPA and XMCD (Fig. b) analysis evidence the new R3 phase is 
catalitically active, however, oxygenation / deoxydation is less effective than previously 
characterised LD phase: only partial oxygenation is achieved (about 20%, 50% for OX1 and 
OX2, respectively), and the pristine phase is not fully recovered after annealing. Sum rule 
analysis allowed us to determine the effective spin (ms

eff) and orbital (mL) magnetic moments as 
a function of the incidence angle (Fig. c). It is concluded that all characterised phases display 
planar anisotropy, and the values of ms

eff are about one order of magnitude larger than mL. By 
oxydation the isotropic moment undergoes an increase from 7.2x10-2 µB/hole to 1.8x10-

1 µB/hole, which is about a factor of 2 smaller than the increase achieved for LD phase. Our 
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spectroscopic results are in agreement with a combined study of STM and non-contact tuning 
fork AFM microscopies showing that oxydation of FePc on Ag(110) requires a rotation and 
displacement of the FePc molecule, which is more difficult to fulfill in denser phases.
[1] J. Bartolomé et al. J., Phys. Chem. C 119, 12488−12495 (2015).
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A set of polytypoids (analogous to polytypes but with differences in chemical composition [1]) 
provide a useful vehicle for studying the role of non-covalent interactions in establishing the 
packing arrangements in molecular solids.

A group of 1D copolymers based on the same heterometallic {[Cubipy][Co(Orot)2bipy]}n
backbone, seen in the Figure, presents both polar and centric modifications (H2Orot = orotic 
acid, C5H4N2O4; bipy = 2,2\'-bipyridyl, C10H8N2). In each link of the chain, Co and Cu are 
coordinated to one 2,2\'-bipyridyl ligand each, with the orotate groups acting as bridges. Each 
unit of the polymer contains hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor groups as well as aromatic 
groups that can participate in π…π interactions. Further coordination of copper by chloride 
yields a centric crystal structure in space group P(-1), while coordination by an aqua ligand at 
the same site yields a polar crystal with the acentric space group P1. Structural evidence points 
to the formation of non-covalent interactions as the driving force for the appearance of one 
structure or the other. The polar structure, moreover, undergoes a single crystal to single crystal 
transformation to produce a second polar structure with the same copolymer backbone. The 
structural features and non-covalent forces are compared and discussed.
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Rhenium cluster compounds attract large attention due to their applications in catalysis, 
medicine, photonics, preparative chemistry, etc. Trinuclear rhenium chalcohalide clusters with 
Re3-triangles are still very rare [1], hence interesting from the chemical point of view.
The liquid-phase synthesis method allowed preparing Re3Se3S4Br13 by interaction between 
rhenium(VII) oxide and the mixed non-aqueous solvent S2Br2+Se2Br2 at 100°C. A dark grey 
crystalline single-phase powder (90% yield) was obtained, which is stable in air. SEM/EDX, X-
ray fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize the product. XRPD data 
for the solution and refinement of the crystal structure were collected in the transmission mode 
on a STOE Stadi P diffractometer.
Crystallographic data: Br13Re3S4Se3, Z = 4, M = 1962.52 g mol–1, Pearson symbol oP92, own 
structure type, orthorhombic, space group Pnma (no. 62 – d9c5), a = 14.0304(4), b = 17.7909(5), 
c = 10.8594(3) Å, V = 2710.64(12) Å3; 1588 reflections measured, 46 parameters refined, 
reliability factors RI = 0.0483, RF = 0.0269, Rp = 0.0551, Rwp = 0.0724.
The crystal structure can be described as a 3D-packing of isolated trinuclear cluster molecular 
complexes Re3(μ3-S)(μ-S)2(μ-SBr)Br6(SeBr2)3. Three rhenium atoms form a nearly equilateral 
triangle Re3 (Re–Re 2×2.640(6) and 2.625(5) Å), which is capped by a S atom (Re–S
2×2.322(16) and 2.32(2) Å), and has two bridging S atoms (2.297(11) and 2.310(14) Å) and one 
bridging SBr unit (2.307(17) Å). The coordination polyhedra of the rhenium atoms, ignoring the
Re–Re bonds, are distorted octahedra: two Re[S2(SBr)Br2(SeBr2)] octahedra for one 
Re[S3Br2(SeBr2)]. Assuming neutrality for the three SeBr2 ligands, the oxidation state of 
rhenium is +5 (d2): 15 of the 21 valence electrons of the three rhenium atoms are transferred to 
the sulfur and bromine atoms of [Re3S4Br7], while the remaining 6 electrons form three 2c-2e
bonds in the Re3-triangle. The Re–Re distances are slightly longer than the value calculated for 
a Re–Re single bond (2.609 Å), owing to the large size of the surrounding ligands, as observed 
for hexanuclear rhenium chalcohalide clusters [2].
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First-principles calculations for structural and electronic properties of Mg1-xSrxO ternary alloys in 
NaCl structures at various Sr concentrations, using a full relativistic version of the full-potential 
augmented plane-wave (FP-LAPW) method based on density functional theory, within the local 
density approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), have been 
reported. Furthermore, band structure calculations have been investigated by the alternative 
form of GGA proposed by Engel and Vosko (EV-GGA) and modified by Becke-Johnson 
exchange correlation potential (MBJ). Deviation of the lattice constants from Vegard’s law and 
bulk modulus from linear concentration dependence (LCD) were observed for the alloys. The 
microscopic origins of the gap bowing were explained by using the approach of Zunger and co-
workers. In addition, total and partial densities of states and Charge densities were calculated. 
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Superconducting properties of nanoparticles aroused great interest in the light of exploring 
novel finite-size phenomena [1, 2]. Nanoscaling may affect the spectral density around the 
Fermi energy level (EF) as well as electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions that make 
Cooper pairing more or less favourable and thereby change the energy gap, critical temperature 
(Tc) and critical field (Hc2) values [2, 3].
We report on a synthesis strategy and on the studies of the downscaling effects observed for 
superconducting Pd3Bi2S2 and Pd3Bi2Se2 materials with the parkerite structure. The samples 
have been prepared for the first time by a microwave-assisted modified polyol synthesis in the 
form of 50 nm nanoparticles. The method is based on the reduction of Pd2+ and Bi3+ salts in 
ethylene glycol in the presence of S/Se source with the microwave irradiation being used as a 
tool pushing a reaction to a more rapid completion. The choice of reaction parameters allows 
control of particle size distribution.
Superconducting properties of the as-prepared samples have been characterized by electrical 
resistivity measurements. Deviations from the bulk metallic behavior originating from the 
submicron nature of the samples have been registered for both phases. A significant critical 
field enhancement up to 1.4 T that is at least 4 times higher than the bulk value (290 mT, [4]) 
has been revealed for Pd3Bi2Se2. At the same time we observe a slight depression of Tc in the 
sample. A superconducting transition at 0.4 K has been observed for the nanocrystalline 
Pd3Bi2S2 which was previously considered to be non-superconducting. The Hc2 value at zero 
temperature for Pd3Bi2S2 was estimated as high as about 334 mT.
Bulk nanostructured materials have been obtained using a spark plasma sintering (SPS) 
procedure. Hc2 value for the sintered samples has been found to be between the nanoparticles 
and the bulk sample regime (in Figure 1 Hc2(T) plot for the as-prepared and the sintered 
Pd3Bi2Se2 samples is given).
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We have investigated the precise crystal structure and their temperature dependences of 
oxyarsenides (LaO)TAs; T = Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn which consist of the La2O2 blocking layer and the 
T2As2 layer stacking along the c axis of a tetragonal unit cell alternately to evaluate the charge 
density distributions for understanding physical properties from the crystal structure, using high 
energy synchrotron radiation x-ray powder diffraction (SXRD), where (LaO)MnAs and 
(LaO)ZnAs are insulators, and (LaO)FeAs and (LaO)NiAs are antiferromagnetic metals at room 
temperature.
The samples used in this study were polycrystalline prepared through solid-state reaction. The 
SXRD profiles measured using hard x-ray with 25 keV at SPring8 (BL02B2) were analyzed by 
Rietveld / maximum entropy method (MEM) based on the space group P4/nmm. 
The LaO layer (blocking layer) in common has finite charge density between La and O atoms, 
which means covalent bonding. There are no significant differences for all samples. However, 
the conductive layers are characterized by kind of transition metal elements. Firstly, in case of 
metallic samples of (LaO)FeAs and (LaO)NiAs, finite charge densities were found between 
Fe(Ni) and As atoms. In the Fe(Ni)As4 tetrahedron, the Fe(Ni) 3d and As 4p orbitals are well 
hybridized. Electron correlation between Fe(Ni) atoms via As 4p orbitals induces attractive 
feature such as superconducting state. So, the measured charge density is speculated to the 
hybridization orbitals between 3d and 4p orbitals. Against the insulating materials of (LaO)MnAs 
and (LaO)ZnAs, any finite charge densities are not found between Mn(Zn) and As atoms. In our 
preliminary study of the valence band structure of (LaO)MnAs using polarization-dependent 
photoelectron spectroscopy with synchrotron hard x-ray, no significant contribution of s and p
electrons to the valence band is measured. This result indicates that the Mn 3d electrons are 
basically localized and assume the magnetic moments. From this data, the charge density 
distributions are reasonable
For the layered oxypnictide materials as natural superlattice, charge density distribution can 
predict the physical properties.
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We have succeeded in synthesizing a new compound Mg3MnO6Hx by using a hydrothermal 
method. Its space group is Pnnm and the lattice parameters are a = 14.107(2) Å, b =
5.1822(4) Å, and c = 2.9529(3) Å. The crystal structure was determined by using crystal X-ray 
diffraction. Although the positions and the content of hydrogen atoms have not been refined by 
the experiment, we assume the existence of hydrogen atoms referring to other oxyhydroxides. 
From a structural point of view, it is likely that x is close to 2 because the bond–valence sum 
indicates that the Mn valence is close to +4. The crystal structure contains one–dimensional 
chains composed of edge–shared MnO6 octahedra. The crystallographic site of Mn is unique. 
The intrachain Mn–Mn distance is 2.95 Å, while the shortest interchain Mn–Mn distance is 
5.18 Å. Therefore, we can expect one–dimensional behavior in its magnetism.
The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a Curie–Weiss behavior above 180 K. The Curie constant 
is C = 2.4 emu·K⁄mol. If x is 2, the spin quantum number of Mn is S = 3⁄2 and the calculated 
value of the Curie constant is C = 1.9 emu·K⁄mol. The reason of this discrepancy is unknown at 
present. The Weiss temperature is Θ = 32 K, suggesting that the intrachain exchange 
interactions are ferromagnetic. However, no clear ferromagnetic transition is observed. This 
suggests that the one–dimensionality suppresses development of a long–range order.
The cross section of the chains from a isosceles triangular lattice as shown in the figure. If the 
interchain exchange interactions are antiferromagnetic, it will also disturb a long–range 
magnetic order due to the geometric frustration of the triangular lattice.
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A new double tungstate, AgFe(WO4)2, was synthesized by a hydrothermal method. It 
crystallizes in a transparent yellow platelet. The crystal structure of AgFe(WO4)2 is similar to 
wolframite-type FeWO4 which contains zigzag-chains of edge-shared FeO6 octahedra. 
In AgFe(WO4)2, a half of Fe atoms of FeWO4 are replaced by Ag atoms as shown in the figure. 
Figure (a) is the crystal structure of AgFe(WO4)2 and figure (b) is the zigzag-chain of edge-
shared FeO6 octahedra. As a result, the layers of magnetic ions are more separated from each 
other making a distance of about 10 Å. Therefore, we can expect low-dimensional magnetism in 
this compound.

The structural analysis using single-crystal X-ray diffraction indicates that the space group 
is P2/c and the lattice constants are a = 10.142(3) Å, b = 5.740(1) Å, c = 4.9621(9) Å, and β =
90.097(5)°. In this structure, FeO6 octahedra share there edges and form one-dimensional 
zigzag-chains along the c-axis. The rows of these chains form a plane and the planes stack 
along the a-axis. The bond-valence sum and the chemical formula suggest that the Fe ions are 
trivalent.

The Curie constant and the Weiss temperature are estimated to be C = 4.7 emu/mol·K and θ = -
7 K, respectively, from the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. This 
indicates that the exchange interactions between the nearest Fe atoms are 
antiferromagnetic. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a broad peak at 9 K. This suggests 
development of a short-range order characteristic in one-dimensional antiferromagnets, as 
expected from the crystal structure. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits a sharp bend at 5 K, 
below which the susceptibility becomes anisotropic. This indivcates that a long-range order 
occurs below 5 K.  
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The ternary Ce-Rh-Si system comprises a huge number of compounds crystallising in different 
structure types and with a broad spectrum of properties. Particularly interesting is the change of 
the Ce-valence from stable trivalent Ce with completely localized 4f electrons, as e.g. in 
CeRh3Si2 [1], to a strongly intermediate valence state with fully delocalised 4f electrons, as e.g. 
in CeRh3. While the binary Ce-Si and Ce-Rh compounds show a continuous evolution of the 
valence as a function of Rh or Si content, presently available results for ternary compounds do 
not indicate a simple relation between composition and valence. Here we present a study of the 
compound CeRh6Si4. It crystallises in a rather simple hexagonal structure [2], in which the Ce 
sublattice presents some quasi-one-dimensional character which might lead to interesting 
properties.

The presence of four different CeRhxSiy compounds in a very small composition region makes 
the preparation of pure CeRh6Si4 delicate. By starting from a slightly off-stoichiometric 
composition, we were able to prepare rather pure samples as evidenced by energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy, powder X-ray diffraction, and a comparatively high residual resistivity ratio 
of 31. Analysis of magnetic susceptibility and X-ray L III absorption edge measurements indicate 
an intermediate valent state, with a Ce valence ν ≈ 3.2 and a characteristic energy of about 
260K. Thus the f-hybridisation is much stronger in CeRh6Si4 than in the nearby CeRh3Si2. We 
analyse the expected relation between distance to ligands and 4f-hybridisation by comparing a 
number of Ce-Rh-Si compounds.

[1] A.P. Pikul et al., Phys. Rev. B. 81 (2010) 174408
[2] A. Lipatov et al., J. Solid State Chem. 183 (2010) 829
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57Fe probe Mössbauer investigation of RCrO3 (R = Tl, Bi) perovskites.
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Perovskite-type compounds with the general formula R3+B3+O3, where R3+ = Y and La-Lu and 
B3+ = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Ni0.5Mn0.5, have been attracting a lot of attention for decades 
because of their interesting and important physical and chemical properties. In the extended 
family of R3+B3+O3 perovskites we can find more peculiarities and interesting behaviors.
Perovskites with R3+ = Tl have peculiarities because of the strong covalency of the Tl3+-O
bonds. Members with R3+ = Bi show distinct structural and physical properties in comparison 
with R3+ = Y and La-Lu because of the lone electron pair of Bi3+ and the covalency of the Bi3+-O
bonds.
So far ferrites RFeO3 are investigated in detail, the other compounds are studied less, in 
particular chromites ACrO3 (A = Bi3+, Tl3+).
Mössbauer spectra of TlCr0.95

57Fe0.05O3 and BiCr0.95
57Fe0.05O3 recorded at T > TN consisted of 

symmetric quadrupole doublets with the isomer shift corresponding to the high spin Fe3+ ions in 
the octahedral oxygen coordination. Full width at half maximum of TlCr0.95

57Fe0.05O3 gave 
evidence for one crystallographic site for Fe3+ ions. The BiCr0.95

57Fe0.05O3 spectra was 
satisfactory described as two unbroadened quadrupole doublets with approximately similar 
areas which is in agreement with the crystal structure of compounds. To explain the values of 
the quadrupole splitting of the doublets we calculated the EFG tensor using the crystal data for 
undoped TlCrO3 and BiCrO3. 
Mössbauer spectra recorded at T < TN consisted of hyperfine Zeeman structures reflecting 
combined electric and magnetic hyperfine interactions. From the temperature dependence of 
hyperfine parameters the values of Neel temperature TN, hyperfine magnetic saturation field 
Hhf(0), superexchange integral JFe-O-Cr , et al. were obtained.
A comparison of the values of TN and the saturation hyperfine magnetic fields Hhf(0) of 
chromites TlCr0.95

57Fe0.05O3 and BiCr0.95
57Fe0.05O3 on cos2θ, where θ is Cr-O-Cr angle of 

superexchange interactions in RCrO3 (R = Lu, Y-La ) chromites (Figure 1) showed that TN in Bi- 
and Tl-containing chromites dropped out from the linear dependence. Possible explanation of 
such differences is discussed.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 14-03-00768.
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Double perovskites AB3C4O12 is a subclass of ABO3 perovskites family – one of the largest 
among inorganic compounds. An interesting example of such double perovskites is AMn7O12 
manganites, which have always attracted the attention of researchers because of their complex 
magnetic-, orbital- and charge-ordering phase transitions. For multiferroic CaMn7O12 the 
incommensurate structural modulation along the hexagonal c axis was observed in the 
temperature region of orbital ordering below TOO = 250 K [1]. Suchlike superstructure reflections 
indicating the (incommensurate or commensurate) long-period modulation were obtained by 
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction in corresponding temperature range for other double 
manganites - SrMn7O12 and CdMn7O12 which were recently investigated detailed by our 
research group [2].

To obtain additional information about the nature of changes in the local structure of AMn7O12
(A = Ca, Sr, Cd) at the low-temperature structural phase transition, we carried out a detailed 
study of the temperature dependence of Mössbauer spectra of the 57Fe probe atoms in the iron-
doped manganites. In order to explain the noticeable increase of quadrupole splitting in spectra 
below expected TOO calculations of the lattice contributions to the electric field gradient (EFG) 
at 57Fe nuclei were perfomed. The EFG parameters were determined in terms of crystal lattice 
with modulation of atomic positions. In accordance with modulations of quadrupole 
splittings Δ driven by structural modulations we determined quadrupole splittings profiles versus 
propagation vector q and its distributions at T < TOO. Mean values of Δ at different temperatures 
are well above than those, simultaneously calculated and predicted for nonmodulated structure. 
The values of TOO evaluated from Mössbauer spectra are in a good agreement with values 
obtained from DSC measurements.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 14-03-00768.

[1] Sławinski W., Przeniosło R., Sosnowska I., Bieringer M., Margiolaki I., and Suard E. // 
Modulation of atomic positions in CaCuxMn7-xO12 (x ≤ 0.1) // Acta Crystallogr. 2009, B65, 535-
542.
[2] Glazkova Y. S., Terada N., Matsushita Y., Katsuya Y., Tanaka M., Sobolev A. V., Presniakov 
I. A., and Belik A. A. // High-pressure synthesis, crystal structures, and properties of CdMn7O12
and SrMn7O12 perovskites // Inorg. Chem. 2015, 54, 9081-9091.
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Perovskite-type compounds with the general formula RBO3 have been attracting a lot of 
attention for decades because of their interesting and important physical and chemical 
properties.

In BiNiO3 perovskite we can find more peculiarities and interesting behaviors in comparison with 
other RNiO3 perovskites, where R is rare-earth element. The interest to this compound is result 
of its negative coefficient of linear thermal expansion and specific feature of processes of the 
charge ordering.  According to the neutron diffraction and X-ray absorption data, BiNiO3 has 
triclinic structure with the Bi-sublattice disproportionalitied: (Bi3+

0.5Bi5+
0.5)(Ni2+)O3 at room 

temperature.

The increase of temperature suggests to initiate charge reordering 2Ni2+Bi5+ → 2Ni3++Bi3+,
resulting in gradual “melting” of the charge ordering in Bi-sublattice. This process is 
accompanied by a significant decrease of the Ni-O bond length and therefore by reducing of the 
unit cell volume.

In this work probe 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy was applied for the first time to study of the 
local structure of the BiNiO3 perovskite.

Mössbauer spectra recorded at T < TN consist of complex hyperfine Zeeman structure reflecting 
combined electric and magnetic hyperfine interactions. The isomer shift corresponded to the 
high spin Fe3+ ions in the octahedral oxygen coordination, and not to Fe2+ as it could be 
expected.

At the temperature region above magnetic ordering temperature Mössbauer spectra represent 
several doublets, which hyperfine parameters were compared with calculated values in terms of 
ionic contribution to the electric field gradient (EFG) parameters.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 16-33-01028 and 
№ 14-03-00768.
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We have succeeded in synthesizing a new iron oxide KFe3Ge4O12 by a hydrothermal method. It
crystallizes in hexagonal platelets. It has monoclinic C2/m space group with lattice constants a =
5.520 Å, b = 9.556 Å, c = 10.58 Å, β = 100.0°. The crystal structure is isomorphous with mica. In 
this structure, pseudo-hexagonal layers composed of edge-shared FeO6 octahedra are 
separated from each other by GeO4 tetrahedra and K+ ions as show in the 
figure. KFe3Ge4O12 contains triangular lattices of magnetic Fe atoms. While the closest 
distance between Fe atoms within a layer is 3.18 Å, the interlayer Fe-Fe distance is 
10.6 Å. Therefore, we can expect two-dimensional magnetic properties. Furthermore, we can 
also expect a geometric frustration if the nearest-neighbor exchange interactions are 
antiferromagnetic.
Temperature dependence of the magnetization was measured between 300 K and 2 K. A 
spontaneous magnetization appears below about 50 K, where the magnetization measured in a 
field-cooled condition and that in zero-field-cooled condition disagree. The magnetization curve 
measured at 2 K is accompanied by a hysteresis. The magnetization is almost saturated at 7 
T. The magnetization is 2.34 μB/Fe at 7 T. Because it is significantly smaller than 4 or 5 μB/Fe, 
expected in Fe2+ or Fe3+ ferromagnetic system, we can exclude a simple ferromagnetic state in 
which all of spins are parallel.
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Perovskite-like cobaltite ScCoO3 belongs to the so-called strongly correlated systems exhibiting 
a rich physics which associates with electronic processes of charge, spin and orbital ordering. It 
is possible to find almost all known phenomena as for other transition metal oxides with strong 
electronic correlation - superconductivity, giant magnetoresistance, insulator-metal phase 
transition in cobaltites. The use of high-pressure synthesis allows us to stabilize small Sc3+

cations in the non-typical "spacious" oxygen polyhedra (ScOn)m- with high coordination numbers 
(n = 8 - 12) in the structure of ScCoO3 which leads to a fundamentally different character of the 
distortion of perovskite-like structure (compared with isostructural rare-earth elements RCoO3
oxides). However, it was already firmly established that the partial "inversion" of the positions of 
cations with similar size A3+ (= Sc) and M3+ (= Fe, Co) is possible in such perovskites, i.e. 
transition metal cations (M3+) are localized in two fundamentally different (from the viewpoint of 
anionic environment symmetry and the number of magnetic neighbors) positions of AMO3
structure. As for discussed sample the structural analysis showed the (Sc1-xCox)CoO3
composition with x ≈ 0.05.

At 300 K the typical Mössbauer spectrum of iron-doped cobaltite (Sc0.95M0.05)MO3 (M =
Co0.95

57Fe0.05) clearly consists of two (Fe1 and Fe2) doublets, whose isomer shifts (δFe1 < δFe2)
and quadrupole splittings (ΔFe1 < ΔFe2) values indicate the presence of the high-spin (HS) Fe3+

ions which occupy two crystallographic positions with different oxygen surrounding. The 
existence of these doublets could only originate from 57Fe3+ ions in structural positions 
corresponding to the A and B sublattices. The δFe1 (= 0.32(1) mm/s) and ΔFe1 (= 0.42(1) mm/s) 
values for the first Fe1 doublet are in good agreement with the δ = 0.31 – 0.33 mm/s and Δ =
0.38 – 0.50 mm/s values for Fe3+ ions located in the B site of RCo0.98

57Fe0.02O3 (R = Y, Eu and
Lu) perovskites. The Fe2 doublet with the larger isomer shift of δFe2 = 0.45(1) mm/s presumably 
should correspond to 57Fe3+ ions located at the larger A site, and the larger quadrupole splitting 
of ΔFe2 = 1.26(1) mm/s indicates that Fe3+ ions have highly asymmetric coordination at the A
site. It was shown experimentally on the basis of subspectra areas that he distribution of 57Fe3+

ions is not statistical, but 57Fe3+ ions preferably occupy the A site (about 30% instead of the 
expected 5%).
To verify the correctness of the doublet assignment to the A and B positions, we calculated a 
lattice contribution (Vlat) to the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor at 57Fe at the A and B
positions. The various parameters of the EFG related to the specific electronic structure of 
ScCoO3 cobaltite are discussed.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 14-03-00768, № 
16-33-00760, № 16-03-01065.
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Based on first-principles calculations, the electronic and magnetic properties of two-dimensional 
periodic 
Fe-Pc (Abel, M.; et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 1203) and the metal-ligand network Fe-
TCNB formed by the transition-metal atom Fe and the organic ligand TCNB were investigated 
using the DFT+U method. Both structures have a total magnetic moment of about 2 Bohr 
magneton. We found a partial screening phenomena in the case of Fe-TCNB monolayer where 
a high spin state S = 2 at Fe is reduced by unpaired electrons at the ligands. Both metal-organic 
networks present metallic behavior. Our results proof that both 2D materials are promising for 
spintronic applications.  

Keywords:  Phthalocyanine, molecular spinctronics, DFT+U method
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57Fe0.02O2
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We have studied the electrical and magnetic properties of new ferrite Ag2FeO2 and iron doped 
oxide Ag2Ni0.98

57Fe0.02O2. All these oxides demonstrate metallic conductivity and transition to 
antiferromagnetic state at low temperatures. The 57Fe Mössbauer measurements have shown 
that in both structures iron ions are stabilized as Fe3+ which assumes the similarity of the formal 
valence distribution in (Ag2)+[FeO2]-, and (Ag2)+[(Ni,Fe)O2]-. The observed in spectra of 
Ag2Ni0.98

57Fe0.02O2 the line-area asymmetry is entirely associated with the texture effects, i.e.,
preferred orientation of platy crystalline in the plane of sample surface. Single Zeeman pattern 
in the 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of Ag2FeO2, measured at T < TN, reflects the equivalence of 
magnetic positions occupied by Fe3+ ions with the hyperfine field Hhf(10K) » 485 kOe acting on 
the 57Fe nuclei which is directed nearly perpendicular to the c-axis. The structural phase 
transition at TS » 55 K has a weak effect on the local structure and electronic state of the 57Fe 
probe iron atoms in the Ag2Ni0.98

57Fe0.02O2 while the development of the AFM order (T < TN)
induces a continuous distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields Hhf at 57Fe nuclei. This result is 
explained assuming that most of the Fe3+ spins behave as free spins with a weakened 
(frustrated) exchange interactions with its nearest magnetic environment, while small cluster 
spin glass behavior is observed for smaller part of iron probe atoms.

The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 16-33-01028 and 
№ 14-03-00768.
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Structural, optical and magneto-optical properties of nanocomposite Fe – In2O3 thin 
films
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The ferromagnetic Fe-In2O3 nanocomposite thin films have been synthesized by the thermite 
Fe2O3 + In → Fe-In2O3 reaction. We have used different thickness of the Fe thin film (~30 nm, 
~50 nm, ~85 nm) to investigate the influence of the iron thickness on structural, optical and 
magneto-optical properties of nanocomposite Fe – In2O3 thin films.

Structural properties of thin Fe-In2O3 films were measured by high-resolution TEM. The 
electronic structure and magnetic properties of the Fe-In2O3 nanocomposite thin film were 
investigated by Fe L3,2-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray magnetic circular 
dichroism (XMCD) measurements, respectively. The transmittance (400 – 1100 nm) was 
measured at temperatures from 320 to 5 K. Magneto-optical properties were studied by optical 
(350-1250 nm) magnetic circular dichroism (MCD).

Electron microscopy revealed geometric dimensions of Fe particles in nanocomposite films to 
be probably related to the thickness of Fe2O3 films, which were used for thermite Fe2O3 + In → 
Fe-In2O3 reaction. XAS and XMCD revealed that there are transitional oxide layers in Fe – 
In2O3 thin films.

It was found that the transmittance increases when temperature decreases. For wavelength 
600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 nm maximum change of transmittance was ~ 3.2, 4.2, 4.8, 5.1 and 
5.4 %, respectively. From transmittance spectra, spin glass-like behavior was observed near ~ 
36 K and confirmed by magnetization measurements. The Verwey transition was identified at ~ 
127 K by magnetization measurements. Moreover, MCD spectra of Fe – In2O3 thin films are 
similar to spectra of Fe3O4 films or nanoparticles, but there are significant differences.

We conclude that nanocomposite thin films obtained by the thermite reaction have iron oxide 
phases that significantly affect on optical and magneto-optical properties of Fe – In2O3 thin 
films.

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grants # 16-32-
00302 мол_a, # 15-02-00948-A, # 16-03-00069-A), by the Council for Grants of the President of 
the Russian Federation (SP-317.2015.1, SP-938.2015.5), and by the “UMNIK” program.
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Effect of laser treatment on optical transmission of sputtered ZnO:Al film
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Structural, morphological and optical properties of transparent conductive Al-doped zinc oxide 
(ZnO:Al) film on glass substrate prepared by RF sputtering were studied. The sputtered ZnO:Al 
films were then annealed by XeCl laser with different powers of 1.9, 7.5, 16.9 and 30 W. As-
deposited film showed the hexagonal wurtzite structure in the (002) and  (004) planes and
annealed at 1.9 W-film showed the higher intensity of the (002) peak and the film annealed at 
higher power than 1.9 W showed the lower intensity. The as-deposited and annealed at 1.9, 
7.5, 16.9 and 30 W films showed an average optical transmission in visible wavelength range of 
76.8, 80.3, 77.1, 78.3 and 77.7%, respectively. The film annealed at 1.9 and 7.5 W displayed 
continuous grain surface area with fluctuate transmission pattern whereas at 16.9 and 30 W 
showed periodic pattern of surface area with the nearly persistent transmission pattern. All 
results indicate that that transmission pattern of sputtered ZnO:Al film was significantly modified 
by laser annealing by virtue of the modification of surface morphology.
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Ab-initio investigation of structural, electronic and thermal properties of SrxCa1-xSe 
ternary alloys
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Full potential-linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method as implemented in the 
Wien2K code, in Complex density-functional theory (DFT) was applied to study the structural, 
electronic, and thermodynamic properties of SrxCa1-xSeTernary alloys in the cubic structure. 
The exchange-correlation potential for structural properties was calculated by the standard 
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew et al. while for electronic properties, the 
modified Becke-Johnson (MBJ) scheme was also applied. We have evaluated the ground-state 
quantities such as lattice parameter, bulk modulus and its pressure derivative.  Also, we have 
presented the results of the band structure, densities of states and charge densities. These 
results were in favorable agreement with previous theoretical works and the existing 
experimental data.
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Anomalous thermal behaviour of mixed cobaltites-ferrites and cobaltites-chromites
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The interest in the rare earth (R) perovskite cobaltites, ferrites and chromites is stimulated by 
their unique properties, such as high electrical conductivity, significant electrochemical and 
catalytic activity. Complementary, RCoO3 cobaltites possess fascinating fundamental physical 
properties, such as different types of magnetic ordering and temperature induced metal-
insulator transitions, which are associated with transition of Co ions from a low-spin to 
intermediate- and high-spin states. In situ temperature-dependence powder diffraction 
measurements and analysis of thermal expansion is very useful tool for the investigation of 
diverse electronic and magnetic phase transformations occurred in these complex oxide 
systems.

Series of the mixed cobaltites-ferrites RCo1–xFexO3 (x = 0.1–0.9) and cobaltites-chromites 
RCo0.5Cr0.5O3 (R = Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Er, Dy) with the orthorhombic perovskite structure 
(space group Pbnm) have been prepared from stoichiometric amounts of rare earth oxides, 
Co3O4, Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 by solid-state reaction in air at 1473–1573 K. In situ high-resolution 
X-ray synchrotron powder diffraction investigations performed at beamlines BM1A and ID22 of 
ESRF and B2 of HASYLAB/DESY revealed anomalous lattice expansion of both series, which 
is reflected in a sigmoidal dependence of the unit cell dimensions and in abnormal anisotropic 
increase of the thermal expansion coefficients (TEC) with (several) broad maxima in the 
temperature range of 500–1000 K, depending on the composition. The observed anomalies in 
the mixed cobaltites-ferrites and cobaltites-chromites are less pronounced comparing with the 
“pure” cobaltites. The increase of the cell volume in RCo0.5Fe0.5O3 and RCo0.5Cr0.5O3 series is 
~2 times smaller than in corresponding RCoO3 compounds, whereas the critical temperatures 
at the TEC curves are considerably higher. Thorough analysis of the selected bond lengths and 
octahedra tilt angles, as well as the atomic displacement parameters (adp) allows to detect 
extra structural anomalies, which are evidently associated with the electronic and magnetic 
phase transitions occurred in the RCo1–xFexO and RCo1–xCrxO systems at the elevated 
temperatures. In particular, significant bond-length stretching inside Co/FeO6 octahedra in 
SmCo0.7Fe0.3O3 structure at ~450 K and at 720-730 K as well as corresponding extrema at the 
adp’s curves indicate the Jahn-Teller distortion associated with excited spin states of Co3+

species. It is evident that the coupling of the electronic and magnetic transitions with the lattice 
will result in extremely complicated magnetic and electronic phase diagram of the mixed 
cobaltite-ferrite and cobaltite-chromite systems.
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In recent years there has been growing interest in the applications of porphyrins and related 
compounds in medicine1,2. An important application of some of these compounds is in the 
detection of early-stage tumours. Another important application of porphyrins and related 
compounds is in the field of photodynamic therapy (PDT) of cancers3. The enhanced selectivity 
of these compounds for tumour cells is the major problem in detection and PDT of tumour 
tissue. This can be achieved by using selective delivery systems such as monoclonal 
antibodies, liposomes, oil emulsions, low-density lipoproteins and albumins which can be 
physically and chemically combined.

Cationic dyes have been shown to be excellent probes of nucleic acid structure and dynamics 
because their chromophoric properties can be monitored conveniently4. Their interactions with 
synthetic and natural DNAs have been studied using UV-vis and fluorescence spectroscopies. 
Although many synthetic compounds have been developed to explore a variety of DNA/RNA 
structures, few molecules are capable of probing the specific DNA bulge or loop site5. The 
oxidation and coordination properties of transition metal ions were found to be suited to 
selectively recognize and modify DNA bulge or loop sites. Thus, in continuation of our search 
for potential nucleic acid molecular probes, we decided to study the DNA-binding properties of 
phthalocyanines, compounds being used as photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy (PDT) 
[11]. Herein, we report the DNA-binding properties of the water soluble metal free and metallo 
phthalocyanines carrying morpholinoethanol groups.
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Many divalent metal molybdates (AMoO4, A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Cd or Pb) crystallize at ambient 
conditions in the tetragonal scheelite-type structure: space group I41/a, Z = 4 [1]. Single crystals 
of doped with RE3+ ions scheelite-type molybdates are excellent luminescent materials due to a 
very high-stability of light emission, high efficiency, and long lifetime as well as low excitation 
threshold. For these reasons, they have potential applications in electro-optical and 
photoluminescence devices, scintillators, and simulated Raman scattering materials [2]. 
Dysprosium is an attractive ion for scheelite-type host lattice and can play role of a powerful 
emitting center because it offers strong luminescence in the visible range (yellow and blue 
regions).

Single crystal of Cd0.9346Dy0.0436�0.0218MoO4 solid solution (where � denotes the cationic 
vacancies and later labeled as CdMoO4:Dy3+) was successfully grown by the Czochralski 
method in an inductively heated platinum crucible in ambient air atmosphere. The starting 
materials for the crystallization process were the following oxides: Dy2O3 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), 
CdO (99.998%, Alfa Aesar), and MoO3 (99.95%, Alfa Aesar). The single crystal of cadmium and 
dysprosium molybdate was grown on á001ñ oriented seed prepared from a single crystal of 
CdMoO4, at the pulling rate of 3 mm/h and the rotation rate of 10 rpm. X-ray diffraction 
measurement was performed with the use of Agilent SuperNova kappa diffractometer with an 
Atlas CCD detector and MoKα radiation at 298(1) K. The small crystal was mounted on a glass 
capillary. Accurate cell parameters were determined and refined with CrysAlis Proprogram [3] 
from ca. 3000 reflections. Static magnetic susceptibility, χ(T), was measured in the temperature 
range 2–300 K and in the magnetic field H = 1 kOe and recorded both in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) 
and field-cooled (FC) mode. Magnetization isotherms, M(H), were measured at 2, 10, 20, 40, 60 
and at 300 K in the static magnetic field up to 70 kOe. For these measurements a Quantum 
Design System (MPMSXL) was used.

X-ray diffraction measurement at 298(1) K of CdMoO4:Dy3+ showed that the molybdenum ions 
are tetrahedral coordinated and Cd/Dy – dodecahedral coordinated. The lattice parameters of 
the unit cell are: a = b = 5.15564(13) and c = 11.1944(4) Å and the agreement factor R = 1.62 
%. The Dy3+ ions are randomly distributed in the unit cell, substituting the Cd2+ ones.

The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility, c, showed a lack of the Curie-Weiss 
behaviour and a weak response to the magnetic field. The magnetization isotherms, M(H),
showed a paramagnetic-diamagnetic transition at 35 kOe for the isotherm at 20 K. As the 
temperature increased this transition was moving toward smaller magnetic fields.
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temperature increased this transition was moving toward smaller magnetic fields.
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Raman study of size-dependent properties of SrMnO3
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Polycrystalline manganese perovskite SrMnO3, containing intermediately sized Sr2+ ions, is 
known to have cubic, hexagonal and orthorhombic polymorphs. Above 350 K this compound is 
4H-hexagonal (P63/mmc) with alternating face-sharing and corner-sharing MnO6 octahedra 
along the c-axis. This form is stable up to about 1300 K where it transforms into the cubic 
polymorph. However, cooling below 350 K results in a slight distortion of the hexagonal form 
and the structure transforms to orthorhombic C2221, but there is not one well-determined phase 
transition temperature. This perovskite is antiferromagnetic (AF) below ~278 K1 and presents 
thermochromism at ~140 K. To date, no studies have been performed in order to analyze the 
structural and optical properties of SrMnO3 as a function of the shape and size.
Our detailed structural study shows that single crystals SrMnO3 (4×15 μm) behaves like 
polycrystalline sample.2 Neutron powder diffraction data indicate that the compound is 
orthorhombic C2221 at RT. No further phase transition is observed below this temperature but 
as the temperature is decreased, the orthorhombic distortion increases, reaching the maximum 
degree at ~125 K. Also, a crossover between the pseudo-hexagonal cell parameters is 
evidenced at ~275 K. The very slight observed distortion at RT justifies that Raman spectra are 
quite well, though not completely, described in 4H-P63/mmc. As the temperature is decreased 
the Raman spectra show different features with changes at around ~260 K and ~125 K. The 
clear failure of the selection rules, the splitting of some peaks and the appearance of new 
vibration modes related to oxygen connecting the Mn2O9 units are related to the observed 
structural distortion. Combination magnon/phonon modes emerge below the TN ~278 K. The 
almost identical frequencies of these magnon related modes compared to cubic SrMnO3 are 
indicating that magnetic interactions are governed by the AF superexchange coupling occurring 
through Mn-O-Mn bonds that connect the corner-sharing Mn2O9 units.
By contrast, NPD results evidences that nanosized sample (70 nm) crystallizes in 4H- P63/mmc
at RT. Raman features confirm this, but reveal the presence of defective regions between the 
crystalline coherence domains. These defective regions are reflected in the Raman spectra by 
vibration modes related to the oxygen connecting Mn2O9 units. Here the phase transition from 
hexagonal to orthorhombic takes place at ~170 K. Besides, even at 70 K, the orthorhombic 
distortion degree is lessened. We cannot rule out the possibility that a sharper structural 
distortion could take place at lower temperature; however, the small crystalline coherence 
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domains, ~20 nm, may relax the temperature induced strains and facilitate the accommodation 
of a less distorted lattice.2

[1] González-Jiménez, I.N.; Torres-Pardo, A.; Sánchez-Peláez, A.E. et al. Chem. Mater. 2014
[2] González-Jiménez, I.N.; Climent-Pascual, E.; Torres-Pardo, A. et al. Inorg. Chem. 2016
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Chemical bonding specifics of hybrid metal-polymer nanocomposites based on 
polyacrylonitrile and cobalt nanoparticles: X-ray spectroscopy investigation

Galina Yalovega1, Elena Bogoslavskaja1, Tatyana Semenistaya1  

1) Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-Don, 344090, Russia 

* Galina Yalovega, yalovega1968@mail.ru

Hybrid polymer nanomaterials take a special place among advanced materials due to a set of 
physical-chemical properties. Hybrid nanomaterials, including polymers with a polyconjugated 
system, are able to show excellent electric, magnetic and electrochemical properties. In view of 
this, the exploring approaches to synthesis of new hybrid magnetic nanomaterials based on 
polymers with a polyconjugated system and high dispersed magnetic nanoparticles and 
systematic investigation of the structure, morphology and physical-chemical properties of the 
obtained nanomaterials, depending on the synthesis conditions, are important in both 
fundamental and applied aspects. SEM images of the surface of the CoOx/PAN with 4 mass% 
Co has evenly porous structure (fig.1 c), formed by a polyacrylonitrile with pores of diameter in 
wide range. The Co nanoparticles have spherical shape with diameter in the range of 0.1-0.2 
μm, attached to the surface of the matrix. Fig. 1 (d) demonstrate the effect of increasing Co 
concentration (0.75 wt.%) , that results in changing of surface morphology.

X-ray spectroscopy, namely XPS and XAS was used for investigation of the oxidation state, 
electronic and local structure of the Co/PAN nanocomposite with different concentration of 
Co. XANES, NEXAFS and XPS spectra of nanocomposites were registered at the station 
KMS-2 and RGL of BESSYII synchrotron radiation facilities. 

Comparison XANES Co1s spectra of the nanocomposite CoO/PAN with standard compounds 
of metallic cobalt and cobalt oxides shows that the shape and the energy position of the spectral 
features identical to the spectrum of divalent copper oxide (fig.1a). Experimental Co2p XPS 
spectrum and the result of its decomposition to the components shown in Figure 1b. 
Experimental Co2p spectrum consists of two peaks (2p3/2, 2p1/2), arising from the spin - 
doublet splitting 2p level. The decomposition of the components subjected to only low energy 
Co2p3/2 peak. From the low binding energy (779.7 eV) has a weak peak A, which can be 
correlated with divalent oxide cobalt CoO. As can be seen from figure 1b Co2p spectrum in the 
investigated samples Co- nano has the intensity of the satellites, cobalt is in the high spin state.

The research was supported by the Ministry of education and science of the Russian Federation 
under grant agreement № 11.2432.2014/K.
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Elastic properties of perovskites AHfO 3 (A=Ba, Ca, Pb and Sr) from First principles 
calculations

KRARCHA Hadda1 , Bencer badis2 , karfaf saliha2 , ferroudj abdelhak1  

1) Faculty of sciences University of Batna Batna 05000 Algeria 2) PLG laoratory university 08 
mai 1945 Guelma 

* KRARCHA Hadda, krarcha1974@gmail.com

The elastic constants of series of hafnium perovskite oxides are studied by first principles 
approach, where cation A is systematically varied in order to see its effect on elastic, 
mechanical properties and Debye temperature. The calculated elastic constants of AHfO3
(A=Ba, Ca, Pb, and Sr) using the pseudopotentiel method with local density approximation 
(LDA) are in good agreement with the available data in the literature. The discussions of the 
changes of the elastic constants with respect to the cation sizes are given based on the nature 
of the crystal structure. Details and explanations for such dependencies are discussed.
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The phase equilibria of the Ce-Ru-Al system
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The solid-state equalibria in the ternary system Ce-Ru-Al at 550 ˚C were established by means 
powder X-ray diffraction and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy on about 120 alloys 
which were synthesized by arc-melting under argon atmosphere. At 550 ˚C eleven ternary 
intermetallics were observed (Fig.). Their crystallographic parameters will be presented in 
further publication. Two novel intermetallics – Ce2Ru2Al and Ce2RuAl – belong to the new own 
structure types. Its atomic orders were determined by single crystal X-ray technique and 
confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction. The crystal structure of Ce44Ru33Al23 (at. %) is still 
unknown. The ternary compounds CeRu3Al10 and Ce11Ru2Al6 reported before were not 
detected at 550 ˚C in our work.

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Researches (Grant No 15-03-
04434a).

Fig. Isothermal section of the Ce-Ru-Al system at 550 ˚C.

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Researches (Grant No 15 03
04434a).

Fig. Isothermal section of the Ce-Ru-Al system at 550 ˚C.
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A Study in the Ternary System Cr - As - N. - The Crystal Structure of Cr6AsN
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The phase equilibria have been determined at 1100° C. Besides the known phase Cr3AsN [1] 
there is another ternary compound Cr6AsN. Its crystal structure has been determined from 
single crystals. Cr6AsN is monoclinic, space group P21/n with a pseudo- orthorhombic unit cell: 
a = 7.337, b = 4.9187, c = 10.49, and β = 90.04 Å, Z = 4.The crystal structure is characterized 
by chains of corner-sharing Cr6N octahedra running along the a direction, and an almost linear 
arrangement of chromium atoms in the b-direction with short Cr – Cr distances of 2.54 Å These
Cr atoms are in an almost regular icosahedral coordination by other chromium atoms [Fig. 1]. 
The arsenic atoms are accommodated in holes of the chromium partial structure They are in a 
somehow irregular 9-fold coordination by chromium atoms.
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Complex magnetic structure in Tm3Cu4Si4
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Magnetic structure of Tm3Cu4Si4 has been investigated by means of neutron diffraction. The 
intermetallic crystallizes in the orthorhombic structure of the Gd3Cu4Ge4-type. It orders 
antiferromagnetically at the Néel temperature of 3.4 K, and shows a number of magnetic 
structure changes at lower temperatures. Magnetic moments are localized on the thulium atoms 
which occupy the 2d and 4e Wyckoff positions. The magnetic unit cell at 1.7 K is of size 
4a,2b,2c where a, b and c correspond to lattice constants of the crystal unit cell. The Tm 
magnetic moments of 6.2 μB are parallel either to the c- (2d site) or b-axis (4e site). The 
antiferromagnetic order in 2d site corresponds to a propagation vector k=[0,1/2,0] while the one 
in 4e site to k=[1/4,0,1/2]. With increasing temperature the antiferromagnetic ordering in 4e site 
undergoes at 2.4 K an order-order transition to an incommensurate magnetic structure 
described by k=[kx,0,ky] and disappears completely at 2.8 K. With further increase of 
temperature similar transition to an incommensurate magnetic structure (k=[0,ky,0]) appears at 
3.0 K in the 4e sublattice.
  
The above mentioned results are compared with those found for isostructural Tm3Cu4X4 (X = 
Ge, Sn) [1].
  

[1] S. Baran, D. Kaczorowski, A. Szytula, A. Gil, A. Hoser, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 (2013) 
066012.
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Tsai-type Quasicrystal approximants are periodic crystals that have the same local structure as 
the corresponding Tsai-Type quasicrysals. These compounds are made of the common Tsai-
type icosahedral cluster. The Tsai-type cluster contains a rare-earth icosahedron shell. 
Recently, the existence of a long-range magnetic order was reported in Cd6Tb and Au-SM-R
(SM=Si,Ge,Sn) approximants[1-3]. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the magnetic 
properties of other Tsai-type compounds that are also composed of the same Tsai-type 
clusters. In the present work, we have studied the phase constitution and magnetic properties in 
the Au-Al-Gd systems[4].

Polycrystalline alloys of nominal compositions of Au-Al-Gd were prepared by arc-melting high-
purity(>99.9wt%) Au, Al, Gd. The alloys were annealed under an Ar atmosphere. The phase 
purity of the samples was examined by powder X-ray diffraction using CuKα radiation. The 
temperature and field dependence of the magnetization were measured using a SQUID or VSM 
magnetometer. The specific heat was measured using MPMS.

Powder X-ray diffraction studies have shown that a single phase is obtained in an 
extraordinarily wide Au/Al range with 14 at% Gd. Also, the lattice parameter is found to increase 
with increasing the Au/Al ratio. Magnetic measurements have exhibited a salient composition-
driven spin-glass to ferromagnetic transition in the approximant crystal for the first time. An 
interesting feature for Au-Al-Gd is that the paramagnetic Curie temperature,θp, is clearly 
dependent on the Au/Al ratio. θp increases significantly from a large negative value to a large 
positive value as the Au content increases. The behavior of θp is explained based on the RKKY 
oscillation. Detailed results of the magnetic properties will be reported in the presentation.

1. R.Tamura, et al., Phys. Rev B 82.22 (2010)
2. T.Hiroto, et al., J.Phys. Condens. Matt. 25.42 (2013)
3. T.Hiroto, et al., J.Phys. Condens. Matt. 26.21 (2014)
4. A.Ishikawa, et al., Phys. Rev B 93 024416 (2016)
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A novel ternary intermetallic  compound Ce4Pt9Al13 was synthesized by arc-melting under 
argon from pure elemental components and then annealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule at 
700 °C for 30 days. Its crystal structure was established via single-crystal X-ray diffraction with a 
Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer (MoKa radiation ). Ce4Pt9Al13 crystallizes in the orthorhombic 
structure (space group Pmmn, unit cell parameters: a = 4.1826(1) Å, b = 11.4424(3) Å, c =
19.8475(5) Å). Powder X-ray diffraction data (STOE STADI P diffractometer, Cu Kα1 radiation) 
of Ce4Pt9Al13 are in a good agreement with the diffraction pattern calculated from X-ray single 
crystal data. The compound belongs to a new structure type and presents a site exchange 
variant of the Ho4Ir13Ge9 type [1]. Pt and Al atoms form a three-dimensional framework with Pt-
Al distances from 2.467 to 2.622 Å. Cerium atoms occupy large voids of the framework with 
distances to the nearest atoms of more than 3.19 Å.

The work was supported by the RFBR (research Grant No. 15-03-04434).

[1] O. Sologub, Yu.  Prots, P. Salamakha, et al., J. Alloys Comp. 202 (1993) 13-15.
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In the course of our systematic investigation of the Ce-Ru-Ga system four new ternary 
intermetallics were identified (Fig.). Crystal structures of ternary intermetallics obtained earlier in 
this system - Ce5Ru3Ga2, Ce9Ru4Ga5, Ce2Ru2Ga3, Ce4Ru3Ga3 - are characterized by the 
range of interatomic Ce-Ru distances (2.366-2.717 Å), which are considerably shorter than the 
sum of the covalent radii of cerium and ruthenium atoms (2.89 Å). The shortening of these 
distances was related to an intermediate valence state of some of the crystallographically 
independent cerium atoms, which was confirmed in XANES and magnetic susceptibility 
measurements [1, 2].

New compound Ce7Ru6Ga7 of the Pr7Co6Al7 structure type has a fixed composition and 
crystallizes in sp. gr. P4/mbm, a = 13.6285(5), с = 4.3524(2) Å. The main feature of the 
Ce7Ru6Ga7 is the presence of very short interatomic Ce-Ru distances of 2.510(6) Å.

Intermetallic Ce23Ru7Ga4 is a new representative of La23Ni7Mg4 structure type family with 
sp.gr. P63mc, a = 9.8850(1) Å, c = 22.2246(6) Å. In the structure of Ce23Ru7Ga4, one of nine 
crystallographically independent Ce atoms demonstrate very short interatomic Ce-Ru distances 
of 2.546(3) Å. Strong Ce–Ru bonding can be associated with fairly unstable 4f shell of cerium 
and thus intermediate valence behavior of the given compound.

Close to equiatomic composition compound CeRu0.9Ga1.1 of MgZn2 structure type crystallizes 
in sp.gr. P63/mmc, a = 5.4249(15), c = 8.675(3) Å with a very narrow region of homogeneity (< 
2 at. %). The CeRu0.9Ga1.1 structure is characterized by statistical distribution between Ru- and
Ga-atoms on two crystallographic sites - 2a and 6h. 

Crystal structure of a new intermetallic Ce6Ru0.48Ga2.52 is derived from the structure type of 
K2UF6; sp. gr. P-62m, a = 7.992(11), c = 4.335(8) Å. One of four atomic positions (1a) in the 
structure Ce6Ru0.48Ga2.52 has a mixed Ru/Ga occupation. The ruthenium content of this position 
varies from 42 to 79%.

The work was supported by the RFBR under research grant No. 15-03-04434a.

1. K. Shablinskaya, E. Murashova, A. Tursina, et. al. Intermetallics 23 (2012) 106-110.
2. E. Murashova, K. Shablinskaya, Zh. Kurenbaeva, et. al. Intermetallics 38 (2013) 23-29.
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of 2.546(3) Å. Strong Ce–Ru bonding can be associated with fairly unstable 4f shell of cerium 
and thus intermediate valence behavior of the given compound.

Close to equiatomic composition compound CeRu0.9Ga1.1 of MgZn2 structure type crystallizes 
in sp.gr. P63/mmc, a = 5.4249(15), c = 8.675(3) Å with a very narrow region of homogeneity (< 
2 at. %). The CeRu0.9Ga1.1 structure is characterized by statistical distribution between Ru- and

-atoms on two crystallographic sites - 2a and 6h. 

Crystal structure of a new intermetallic Ce6Ru0.48Ga2.52 is derived from the structure type of 
UF6; sp. gr. P-P-P 62m, a = 7.992(11), c = 4.335(8) Å. One of four atomic positions (1a) in the 

structure Ce6Ru0.48Ga2.52 has a mixed Ru/Ga occupation. The ruthenium content of this position 
varies from 42 to 79%.
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The effect of the use of different Co salts as precursors in the synthesis of Co and Co carbides 
nanoparticles (NPs) will be discussed. We adopted the polyol reduction protocol using different 
Co salts in tetraethylenglycol (TEG) as solvent and reducing agent to obtain different Co 
carbides.

With CoCl2×6H2O as precursor Co NPs with mean diameter around 300nm were obtained. 
Homogeneous Co2C NPs were obtained starting from Co(NO3)2×6H2O and, finally, high purity 
nanoparticles of Co3C were synthesized using Co acetylacetonate, namely Co(AcAc)3. 

All the phases were confirmed by X-ray diffraction analyses and Field Emission Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (FESEM).

Room and HT (up to 800K) magnetic properties were achieved by SQUID magnetometry 
confirming the ferromagnetic character of the three systems of NPs.  The different ferromagnetic 
transition temperatures as well as the decomposition temperatures of the two carbides were 
detected again by SQUID magnetometry and confirmed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC).
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The crystal structure of AlFe2B2 was already characterized by Jeitschko in 1969 and found to 
be isostructural to AlMn2B2, space group Cmmm.[1] In 2013, Tan et al. discovered a relatively 
large magnetocaloric effect of 4.1 J kg-1 K-1 for AlFe2B2.[2] It could be used as a room 
temperature magnetocaloric refrigerant, as its Curie Temperature (TC) ranges from 280 to 320 
K, depending on the synthesis. This compound is an outstanding member of the family of 
magnetocalorics, as it is composed of non-toxic, inexpensive and earth-abundant elements.

The crystallographic and magnetic properties of this 1-2-2 boride were further studied by 
different groups. Ade and Hillebrecht classified AlFe2B2 amongst other borides as a so called 
MAB-phase, a concept derived from the well investigated MAX-phases.[3] While Jeitschko 
predicted AlFe2B2 to be either ferromagnetic or strongly paramagnetic at room temperature[1],
ElMassalami et al. were the first to investigate the magnetic behavior of AlFe2B2 
experimentally.[4] By Mossbauer spectroscopy, they confirmed this boride to be ferromagnetic at 
room temperature, with a Curie-temperature TC of 320 K and an itinerant magnetism character. 
Chai et al. compared the magnetocaloric properties of AlFe2B2 by gradually exchanging iron
through the transition metals manganese and chromium.[5]

Our approach was to study different reaction routes to synthesize AlFe2B2 to compare the 
effectiveness. Another aim was to substitute iron gradually by cobalt and study the change in 
the magnetic properties. While the pure compound is easy to synthesize through flux or arc-
melting, the substituted species were more difficult to produce selectively. Therefore another 
synthesis had to be found; in our case we chose spark plasma sintering (SPS) of the elements 
under pressure in a graphene matrix. The obtained compounds were characterized by powder 
diffraction, EDX spectroscopy and magnetic measurements on a SQUID magnetometer. It could 
be observed, that there is a linear relationship between the percentage of cobalt and the 
decrease of TC. 
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Macroscopic quantities as electrical conductivity σ, thermopower S, Hall coefficient RH or 
thermal conductivity κ, are traditionally used to probe and classify materials as metals, 
semimetals or semiconductors. The aforementioned quantities are also essential to determine 
usefulness of materials for thermoelectric (TE) applications, which is commonly expressed via 
dimensionless figure of merit ZT=T S2σ/κ at a given temperature T. Ab initio electronic band 
structure calculations combined with the Boltzmann transport theory [1] are established to be a 
quite convenient way to study electron transport in materials. In practice, it is performed via 
highly accurate calculation of ground state properties (T=0) of electrons near Fermi surface. To 
mimic finite temperature effects, especially interesting in investigations of thermopower S(T) or 
electrical conductivity σ(T), ground state properties are modified through the Fermi–Dirac 
distribution function. The constant relaxation time approach is used as reference approximation 
in Boltzmann transport theory. We should also bear in mind that real TE materials habitually 
contain different types of imperfections (alloying, impurities, vacancy, antisite defects, etc.) that 
may strongly affect TE properties, in particular electron transport properties. Here, the Korringa–
Kohn–Rostoker (KKR) method based on Green function multiple scattering theory [2] was used 
to calculate electronic band structure and relevant kinetic parameters of electrons near the 
Fermi energy. Moreover, the coherent potential approximation (CPA) was employed to account
for chemical disorder effects on electronic structure.  
The aforementioned methodology has been recently applied to different TE materials and the 
following subjects are discussed here: (i) the effect of electronic band convergence and spin–
orbit interactions on TE properties in Mg2(Si-Ge-Sn) in function of carrier concentration and 
temperature [4,5]; (ii) the effect of electronic band alignment in selected disordered half-Heusler 
alloys on thermopower [6], the role of the “pudding-mold-like” shape of the highest valence band 
(strongly nonparabolic dispersion relations) in anisotropy of electron transport properties in p-
type SnSe [7].  
This work is supported by the Polish National Science Center (NCN), under the grant Maestro 
DEC-2011/02/A/ST3/00124.
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The lack of inversion symmetry (one of the key symmetries for Cooper pairing) like in the first 
non-centrosymmetric heavy fermion superconductor CePt3Si [1], crystallizing in the CePt3B-
type structure, is responsible for a number of novel physical properties. It has been shown [2] 
that the superconducting state in the Ge-substituted sample CePt3Si1-xGex is much more 
sensitive to pressure than in CePt3Si. In order to get insight into the elastic properties of these 
materials the present paper provides elastic moduli and hardness both at room temperature as 
well as thermal expansion in the range 4.2 to 670 K for both single and poly-crystalline CePt3Si 
and its prototype compound CePt3B.  The experimental data are backed by first-principles (ab-
initio) calculations.

The thermal expansion coefficient (measured from 4.2 K to room temperature with a 
capacitance dilatometer, and from room temperature to 670 K with a dynamic mechanical 
analyser) amounts to about 10×10-6 K-1 for CePt3Si and 8×10-6 K-1 for CePt3B in the temperature 
range of 200–650 K. These values are in good agreement with first-principles calculations.

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy was used to determine Young’s elastic modulus E and 
Poissons ratio ν via the eigenfrequencies of the sample and the knowledge of the sample’s 
mass and dimensions. Bulk and shear moduli were calculated from E and n. With Anderson’s 
equation the Debye temperature for CePt3B was estimated to ΘD = 280±10 K, for CePt3Si to 
ΘD = 290±10 K, the latter slightly higher than the value from a previous heat capacity study [1]. 
From first-principles calculations we derived the Debye temperature either from calculated 
elastic constants and Anderson’s equation, yielding ΘD = 259 K for CePt3B and ΘD = 273 K for 
CePt3Si, or from the calculated phonon density of states, yielding ΘD = 298 K for CePt3B
and ΘD = 317 K for CePt3Si, supporting that the Debye temperature of CePt3Si is slightly higher 
than the 
one of CePt3B.

  Load-independent Vickers Hardness (800±40 kp/mm2 for CePt3B and 610±30 kp/ mm2 for 
CePt3Si) reflects the bonding strength in both compounds.
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The direct conversion of waste heat to electricity is a large incentive to find viable thermoelectric 
(TE) materials [1]. A couple of discoveries of striking enhancement of figure of merit ZT of 30 to 
40 times were made for the RB66 system, which happens to be the first actual PGEC (phonon 
glass electron crystal) ever reported by Slack. This has created a renaissance of interest in this 
supposedly well-known system. First of all, an extremely metal-rich YB48 sample was 
discovered to exist [2]. The localization length of YB48 was estimated to be ξ = 2.14 Å, 
compared to ξ = 0.56 Å for YB62 [3], pointing to delocalization as a possible origin for ZT
enhancement of 30 times. Recently magnetic interactions have been proposed as a possible 
enhancement mechanism for thermoelectrics [4]. Furthermore, in a series of rare earth 
compounds, the samarium and ytterbium phases have sometimes yielded anomalous 
properties [5]. Mixed valency has previously been reported for SmB6 with recent claims that it is 
a topological insulator [6]. The properties of SmB66 were unknown so we grew high quality 
single crystals of SmB62 and investigated [7]. From magnetic measurements, it was indicated 
the Sm had mixed valency. Resistivity of SmB62 was much lower than Y and Er compounds 
which is understandable from the increase in hole carriers, but surprising the Seebeck 
coefficient had very little degradation, leading to a ZT 40 times larger than YB66. The 
enhancement origin is not fully clear, but the g coefficient of the electronic specific heat (the 
density of states at the Fermi level) of SmB62 is about an order of magnitude larger than in YB66
and YB48 and may play a role [7].
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In the quest of finding new materials for thermoelectric applications, the question of “how 
selecting promising materials?” is raised. Since low thermal conductivity (κ) is one of the 
components that can lead to good thermoelectric materials, ideal candidates would be materials 
fulfilling this specification. Many studies showed that low dimensional structures associated to 
disorder are conditions needed to obtain low lattice thermal conductivities (κL). It was then 
chosen to focus our research on finding new phases inside families that present low 
dimensional features. After the discovery of a thermoelectric figure of merit of 0.5 at 800 K for 
TlCr5Se8,1 a quasi-one-dimensional compound, we intensified the characterization of 
thermoelectric properties of pseudo-hollandite compounds. The new phase Ba0.5Cr5Se8

2 has 
been successfully synthesized and its crystal structure has been resolved. With CrSe6
structuring channels running along b axis, where the Ba lies, the pseudo-hollandite framework is 
maintained. A solid solution of BaxCr5Se8 has been synthesized with x comprised between x = 
0.5 and 0.55. Crystallographic study has been performed, thermoelectric properties were 
measured, κ were found below 1 W.m-1.K-1 from 300 to 873 K.
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The efficiency of a thermoelectric device is governed by the thermoelectric properties of both p- 
and n- type materials. How much electric power thermoelectric device supplies and how close 
its efficiency can be to the Carnot limit determine the power factor PF=α2/ρ and thermoelectric 
figure of merit Z = PF/λ= α2/ρλ (Seebeck coefficient α, the thermal conductivity λ, and electrical 
resistivity ρ). Further the maximum efficiency of the coupled p- and n-device is only achieved 
when there is a good thermoelectric compatibility (defined as s = (√(1+ZT)-1)/αT between both 
materials. 
Considering both the thermoelectric efficiency and thermoelectric compatibility a large number 
of n-type thermoelectric manganites with general formula Ca1-xRexMn1-yTmyO3 were studied. 
The maximum power factor PF ~ 400 μWm-1K-2 at 1000 K was obtained for Mn3+/Mn4+~ 0.02 
and 260 μWm-1K-2 for Mn3+/Mn4+~ 0.12, respectively. The analysis of the thermal conductivity, 
based on experimental data, measured in unprecedentedly large temperature region 3.5-1000 
K, revealed that: (i) acoustic phonons are scattered by spin fluctuations due to a strong spin–
phonon interaction and local distortions of MnO6 octahedra and (ii) an important part of the 
thermal conductivity at high temperatures is associated with optical phonons. The minimum 
phonon thermal conductivity of~1.5 W m-1K-1 for CaMnO3 like perovskite was estimated and, as 
a consequence, some moderate decrease of thermal conductivity at high temperatures can be 
anticipated by nanostructuring. This can theoretically lead to the increase of ZT at 1000 K from 
~ 0.16 (our best samples) up to ~ 0.19 (considering that the charge carrier transport remains 
unaffected). Interesting advantage of CaMnO3 based thermoelectric is the robustness of the 
thermoelectric compatibility factor. The thermoelectric compatibility between low doped (α1000 K
= -260 μVK-1) or high doped (α1000 K= -115 μVK-1) manganites vary only by ~25% providing thus 
a nice opportunity to tune the thermoelectric properties without perceptible impact on its 
effective compatibility with suitable p-type thermoelectric counterpart.

The work was performed with the financial support of Czech Science Foundation project No. 
GA13 -17538S.
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Intermetallic compounds combining uranium and a noble metal are known to exhibit a number 
of interesting properties such as superconductivity in presence of (i) antiferromagnetic (UPt3,
UPd2Al3), (ii) or ferromagnetic ordering (URhGe) and (iii) anomalous magnetism (URu2Si2), but 
also more classical heavy fermion or Kondo behaviors [1]. Up to now the ternary U–Pt–Si 
system was not studied in the whole concentration range, but the existence of seven 
compounds was reported in the literature. Except U6Pt30Si19 [2] for which no data are available, 
the other phases show a wide range of electronic behaviors: U3Pt23Si11 is a dense Kondo 
compound [3], UPtSi2 [4] is a hard ferromagnet, UPtSi [5], UPt2Si2 [6], U3Pt5Si [2] show 
complex magnetic transitions and U2PtSi3 [7] is a spin-glass system. The objective of the 
present work is to investigate the phase relations within U–Pt–Si by the assessment of the 
isothermal section at 1173 K and to measure the physical properties of the ternary phases.

In parallel, the U-Pt binary system has been re-examined in details, yielding the characterization 
of a new phase, U3Pt4, which was subsequently added to the bounding axis.

The experimental phase equilibria of the U-Pt-Si phase diagram at 1173 K have been 
constructed from the combined results of the semi-quantitative and powder XRD analyses of 
samples covering the whole concentration range which were heat-treated for three weeks, then 
water-quenched. The interaction of U, Pt and Si leads to the formation of at least fifteen new 
ternary phases, in addition to the seven ones already reported. The crystal structures of the new
compounds were derived by Rietveld analyses.

This richness of the ternary phase diagram hampers the preparation of single-phase samples 
required to investigate the physical properties. However, three intermetallics were prepared with 
a satisfying purity for magnetic, electrical and specific heat characterizations, revealing that: (i) 
UPtSi3 (SmNiGe3-type) is a paramagnet dominated by moderate electron correlations 
(g>100mJmol-1K-2) and (ii) U3Pt12Si4 (Gd3Ru4Al12-type) exhibits a rather high effective moment 
(µeff=3.2µB) for an U intermetallic. In addition, the already reported ferromagnet (Tc=89K) 
UPtSi2 [4], was further characterized. It shows moderate electron correlations (g=36mJmol-1K-2)
but a huge RRR ratio about 40.
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This presentation will emphasize on the structural, electronic and transport properties of some 
selected phases, including the new binary U3Pt4. Also, a sketch of the U-Pt-Si phase relations 
will be discussed.
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Recently, Mn-based Mn-Ni-X (X = In, Sb, and Sn) metamagnetic shape memory alloys 
(MMSMAs) have become the focus of intense research due to the observation of magnetic-
field-induced martensitic transformation (MT) [1-2]. In these alloys a metamagnetic phase
transformation from a low magnetization martensitic phase to a high magnetization austenite 
phase results in a large magnetization difference across the transformation, ΔM. Associated 
with this behaviour, some interesting properties such as large magnetocaloric effect, giant 
magnetoresistance and magnetic field induced strain (MFIS) effects have been reported [3], 
which make these alloys excellent candidates for multifunctional applications. As in the case of 
the Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys, the martensitic structure, magnetic order and 
magnetic moment per formula unit, are extremely sensitive to the composition of the alloys, and 
key parameters to develop these effects.

To elucidate the influence of the composition on the martensitic transformation and the increase 
of ΔM at the transformation, a series of Mn49Ni42-xFexSn9 (x = 0, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) alloys has 
been studied by magnetic measurements. In these alloys, the addition of Fe instead of Ni 
produces a variation in the electronic concentration that promotes both a change of the 
structural parameters and the magnetic order which, in turn, influences ΔM. For these alloys, 
the ΔM across the MT presents a large change with the composition (from 2 emu/g for x = 0 to 
35 emu/g for x=4 at applied magnetic field of 0.7 T). Moreover, the martensitic transformation 
temperature is reduced from room temperature to 70 K when the Fe content increases up to 6 
at.%. All these mean that the strength of magnetic interactions, responsible for Tc, ΔM and the 
stability of the martensitic phase, changes with concentration in these alloys.

Furthermore, the spontaneous strain accompanying the MT has been investigated, showing that 
the Fe content compounds develop the MFIS effect. We observe a considerable influence of the 
Fe doping on the average magnetostriction under fields up to 12 T, reaching a maximum 
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deformation of 0.3% at 210 K for a 4% Fe content alloy. We also study the magnetostriction in 
the cubic and martensitic phases at different constant temperatures. It lies in the range of 50-
200 ppm. These results are discussed in terms of the mechanism of MFIS in these alloys.
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Domestic refrigeration and air-conditioning contributes to about 30 % of the electricity bill of an 
US household, in upcoming economies in subtropical areas this share is growing fast. The 
majority of cooling devices nowadays utilizes the vapor refrigeration cycle which works as 
follows; first the gas is compressed in a compressor, the heat produced in the compression 
stage is released to the environment and the gas condenses to form a liquid. In a throttling 
stage the pressure of the liquid is lowered and the fluid cools down forming a mixture of liquid 
and gas. Evaporation from the cold fluid takes up the heat from the substance that needs to be 
cooled and the gas is fed back to the compressor.

This refrigeration cycle can be made energy-efficient when certain gases are utilized. However, 
these gases are extremely strong greenhouse gases. Currently refrigerant gases are the fastest 
growing source of greenhouse gas emissions. If left unchanged, it is expected that in 2050 
refrigerant gases represent 9-19 % of global greenhouse gas emission.

A similar but more energy-efficient refrigeration cycle as described above, can be achieved with 
magnetic materials that show a large magnetocaloric effect. These materials heat up when a 
magnetic field is applied. After this heat is transferred to the environment, they cool down on 
removing the magnetic field and can take up heat from the substance that needs to be cooled. 
The processes as described are highly reversible and therefore very energy-efficient, which can 
lead to a much lower utilities bill. Additionally, these magnetic materials are solids that can 
easily be recycled and do not contribute to the atmospheric greenhouse effect. Thus, this solid-
state technology has the potential to strongly reduce the environmental impact of cooling 
technology.

With the advent of giant magnetocaloric effects (MCE) that occur in conjunction with magneto-
elastic or magneto-structural phase transition of first order(FOT), room temperature applications 
became feasible. In this context the MnFe(P,X) system is of particular interest as it contains 
earth abundant ingredients that are not toxic. This material family derives from the Fe2P
compound, a prototypical example known since a long time to exhibit a sharp but weak FOT at 
210 K (-63°C).
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In this hexagonal system, the Fe atoms occupy two in equivalent atomic positions referred as 3f
(in a tetrahedral environment of non-metallic atoms) and 3g (pyramidal). One intriguing aspect 
is the disappearance of the magnetic moments of iron atoms on the 3f sites when crossing TC,
whereas there is only a limited decrease on the 3g site. This observation has led to a 
cooperative description of the FOT linking the loss of long range magnetic order at TC with the 
loss of local moments on 3f. This mechanism has recently been shown to be at the origin of the 
G-MCE observed in MnFe(P,Si)[1].

The disappearance of the magnetic moments has been ascribed to a conversion from non-
bonding 3f d electrons into a distribution with a pronounced hybridization with the surrounding 
Si/P atoms. Therefore, one can expect to adjust the properties of these compounds by 
substitutions on the non-metallic site. This solution has been used to optimize the properties of 
MnFe(P,Si) materials: [2].

1. Nguyen H. Dung.,  et al. Mixed Magnetism for Refrigeration and Energy Conversion.
Advanced Energy Materials 1 (6), 2011 pp. 1215-1219.

2. Guillou F., et al., Taming the First-Order Transition in Giant Magnetocaloric Materials.
Advanced Materials 26 (17), 2014 pp. 2671–2675..
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The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) related to magnetic and magnetostructural phase transition in 
NiMn1-xCrxGe systems is discussed on basis of the results of X-ray and neutron diffraction as 
well as calorimetric and magnetic measurements. These systems are interesting because their 
crystal structure and magnetic properties depend strongly on stoichiometry and thermal 
treatment of samples. The NiMn1-xCrxGe compounds with x ≤ 0.25 have orthorhombic crystal 
structure for the slow-cooled samples while the quenched samples are characterized by 
hexagonal structure at room temperature. NiMnGe is an antiferromagnet (AFM) below TN = 346 
K showing modulated magnetic structure. The AFM ordering is stable up to x = 0.11 and the 
phase transition from AFM to PM at TN is of the second order. For the samples with x equal to 
0.18 and 0.25 as well as quenched samples the FM ordering is observed and transition from FM 
to PM state is connected with the change of crystal structure from orthorhombic to hexagonal 
one. In order to calculate MCE a number of magnetization curves have been taken at 
temperatures close to the crystal and magnetic phase transitions. The magnetic entropy 
changes (ΔS) were calculated using the Maxwell relation from the magnetization isotherms 
measured at different temperatures.

The values of the MCE strongly depend on the character of phase transition. For the second 
order transition at TN the MCE equals 6.5 J/kgK at H = 6 T for x = 0.04 or 8 J/kgK at 6 T for x = 
0.11 while for the first order transition MCE equals 55 J/kgK for x = 0.18 and 18 J/kgK for x = 
0.25 at H = 9 T. For the quenched sample with x = 0.11 a large MCE of 25 J/kgK at H = 9 T, 
related to the first order transition at 265 K, is detected.

The magnetic, X-ray and neutron diffraction data indicate that for samples with x = 0.18 and 
0.25 a magnetic-structural first order transition exists. In such a case the total field-induced 
magnetic entropy change ΔST is a sum of the conventional second-order magnetic entropy 
change (ΔSM) and the entropy difference of two different crystallographic polymorphs (ΔSSt), 
i.e. ΔST = ΔSM + ΔSSt. In the investigated system, ΔST is equal to pure magnetic contribution 
ΔSM for the lower concentration of Cr (as magnetic and structural transitions are separated in 
temperature) or to a sum of both contributions (ΔSM + ΔSSt) for higher Cr concentration (as 
magnetic and structural transitions coincide at the same temperature).

The obtained results indicate that ΔSSt is proportional to ΔV/V.
Similar large differences in MCE are observed in other isostructural compounds.
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The discovery of the giant magnetocaloric effect in Gd5Si2Ge2 has attracted a strong interest in 
the study of other R5(SiGe)4-type (R= rare earth) compounds in order to understand the 
relationship between their structural and magnetic properties. The extraordinary sensitivity of 
the electronic and crystal structures to external parameters such as the application of 
hydrostatic pressure have led to a systematic investigation over the last years [1] in order to 
comprehend the microscopic processes taking place in the 5:4 materials. Experimental 
observations of a Griffiths-like phase (GP) in the paramagnetic (PM) phase at a characteristic 
temperature TG above the long-range order temperature (either TC or TN) were reported later in 
these compounds. The appearance of this regime has pointed to arise from the strong interplay 
between structure and magnetism present in these materials. According to a recent work, this 
behavior has been found to be restricted to 5:4 compounds which present the monoclinic 
Gd5Si2Ge2-type (M) or the orthorhombic Sm5Ge4-type (O(II)) of crystal structure at room 
temperature [2]. The short-range magnetic correlations observed in the M-PM and O(II)-PM 
phases, an essential ingredient for the existence of Griffiths-like singularities, indicated that the 
system retains memory of the O(I) phase (pure state) signaled by an anomaly at TG [2, 3].

In this work we report on a detailed study of the pressure effect on the Griffiths-like phase in 
several compounds of the R5(Si1-xGex)4 ( R = Tb, Gd and Dy) system stable in the M - PM and 
O (II) – PM phases at room temperature. The selected compounds for this study are 
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representative of O(II)-AFM (R = Gd), O(I)-FM (R = Tb) and O(I)- FM (R = Dy) ground states, 
respectively presenting GP in both AFM and FM states. For all the analyzed cases, low field - dc 
susceptibility measurements show that the GP persists at pressures up to 10 kbar. The value of 
TG, associated with the onset of short-range ferromagnetic correlations, increases linearly with 
pressure. However, large differences in the rate of change dTG/dP have been observed among 
them: The rate of the Tb - based compound is an order of magnitude greater than that of the 
Dy-based compound [4]. Such a different pressure dependence of the Griffiths phase in these 
compounds could arise from the particular character of the clusters and the competition 
between the different structural and magnetic phases.

  

1.- Magén C. et al., Advances in Solid State Physics (Springer, Berlin, 2007), vol. 46, pp.241-
253.
2.- Pereira A. M. et al, Phys. Rev. B. 82, 172406 (2010).
3.- Magén et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 167201 (2006).
4.- Marcano N. et al, Phys. Rev. B. 88, 214429 (2013).
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We present results of ab-initio calculations for (Fe(1-x)Mnx)2P(1-y)Asy and (Fe(1-x)Mnx)2P(1-y)Siy
series, where we investigate the effect of doping on magnetic properties of these materials. 
Such compounds, which belong to the Fe2P class of magnetocaloric materials are now 
extensively studied, due to their potential applications in magnetic cooling. In the hexagonal 
Fe2P-type structure, transition metals occupy two inequivalent Wyckoff positions: 3f and 3g. We 
have shown that the preference of occupation of one site by the particular transition metal leads 
to different dependence of magnetic properties with respect to the total doping effect in the 
series containing silicon, whereas in the series containing arsenic both structural model give 
similar properties.
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In recent years some ferromagnets became focus of research due to their interesting phase 
diagrams. In general, in these phase diagrams, the second order transition into ferromagnetism 
is suppressed by tuning parameter (hydrostatic pressure, chemical doping, etc.) until the 
tricritical point (TCP) is reached [1]. At TCP character of ferromagnetic transition changes into 
the first order and is quickly suppressed to 0 K by tuning parameter. Also at TCP a 
metamagnetic transition appears. Metamagnetic transition is characterized by critical endpoint 
(CEP) in T,H space, where its character changes from crossover to the first order transition. 
CEP is further suppressed until quantum critical point (QCP) is reached. This behavior or similar 
one was found in compounds like ZrZn2 or uranium compounds like URhAl, UGe2 or UCoAl.

Ground state of UCoAl is paramagnet with metamagnetic transition at low magnetic fields [2]. 
By applying hydrostatic pressure the CEP is tuned to QCP [3]. Phase diagram of UCoAl only 
contains metamagnetic part of general phase diagram as described above.

Another weakly ferromagnetic compound is UCoGa. It exhibits ferromagnetic transition at Tc =
49 K [4]. It also undergoes transition at 20 K, which is connected to start of development of 
coercive field and remnant magnetization [4]. Previous hydrostatic pressure experiments, done 
up to 1.2 GPa, indicate that ferromagnetic transition is suppressed, but TCP is not reached [5].

We have grown single crystals of UCoGa and UCoAl with substituted 1% of Ru on Co position, 
which have ferromagnetic ground state. For both compounds we focus on TCP and 
disappearance of ferromagnetism. We investigated H,p,T magnetic phase diagrams of both 
compounds by magnetic, el. resistivity, Hall effect and thermal expansion measurements.

  

1. M. Brando, D.B., F. M. Grosche, T. R. Kirkpatrick, Metallic Quantum 
Ferromagnets. http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.02898, 2015.
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high-field and low-temperature properties of non-ferromagnetic compounds. Physica B+C, 
1986. 142(3): p. 283-293.
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It is known that the auto-ionisation process affect is the responsible of the lack of luminescence 
of Ce3+ when doped in sesquioxydes [1, 2]. Our purpose is to study the effect of the particle size 
on the Ce3+- luminescence in Y2O3. In this work we report an exceptional blue emission signal 
in yttrium oxide doped with cerium (Y2O3: Ce3+) nanophosphors prepared by sol gel method 
(figure1).XRD experimental pattrens results showed that the prepared sample presents a grain 
size around 10 nm. The blue emission is assigned to the 5d–4f radiative recombination of Ce3+,
which does not occur in bulk materials due to auto-ionisation processes. Roman","serif"; mso-
ascii-theme-font:major-bidi;mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman"; mso-fareast-theme-
font:minor-fareast;mso-hansi-theme-font:major-bidi; mso-bidi-theme-font:major-bidi;mso-ansi-
language:EN-US;mso-fareast-language: FR;mso-bidi-language:AR-SA\'>exceptional blue 
emission signal in yttrium oxide doped with cerium (Y2O3: Ce3+) nanophosphors prepared by sol 
gel method (figure1).Both, quantum confinement inside the nanoparticles and changes in the 
crystal field for small sizes can be used to explain the change in behavior of this material. To 
explain deeply the emission of this material an Ab-initio simulations at the atomic scale is 
performed by first principles calculations using VASP code and compared the results obtained 
by calculation with experimental data. It is found that it exist two criteria governing the quality of 
nanomaterials doped rare earth emission are: i) the size of the host material band gap, and the 
energy difference between the VBM of the host and the Ce 4f level, ii) The level of localization 
of the lowest d character excited state needed to determine if it is a host CB state or a Ce 5d 
character state (figure1). l in yttrium oxide doped with cerium (Y2O3: Ce3+) nanophosphors 
prepared by sol gel method (figure1).
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Figure1: Emission of Y2O3 doped cerium (in left Experimental data and right ab initio 
calculations result).
[1] G. Blasse, Proceedings of SCINT95, Delft University Press, 1995, p114.
[2] M. Raukas, S.A. Basun, W. van Shaik, W.M. Yen, U. Happek, Appl. Phys. Lett 69 (1996) 
3300.
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We studied the electronic structure of Ce3M4Sn13 within local density approximation  scheme 
(LDA+U), where M is the d-electron metal: Co, Ru, or Rh. A comparison of the electronic 
structure calculations and the XPS data gives evidence for strong Coulomb correlation (U) of 
Ce3M4Sn13 among metal M d-electron states. It seems possible that the electronic structure of 
Ce3M4Sn13 and La3M4Sn13-type materials can be strongly influenced by the partially filled d
orbitals, which have only a small direct overlap, but still have itinerant character and provide 
strong d-electron correlations. Within the system of Ce3M4Sn13, Ce3Rh4Sn13 has generated 
much interest due to positive magnetoresistivity (MR) effect, which has been recently 
suggested as a result of possible strong correlations originating from d electrons [1]. We argue 
that the positive magnetoresistivity in Ce3Rh4Sn13 and in La-doped Ce3Rh4Sn13 and 
Ce3Ru4Sn13 alloys can be interpreted as an effect of strong d-electron 
correlations.   La3M4Sn13 are characterized as BCS superconductors. Here, we also present a 
comprehensive thermodynamic and highpressure electrical resistivity study on these La-based 
filled cage compounds. We show evidence of nanoscale inhomogeneity [2] as a bulk property of 
La3Rh4Sn13 and La3Ru4Sn13 in the sense that the samples exhibit electronic disorder over 
length scales similar to the coherence length which cannot be removed by any standard 
annealing procedure. Such a substantial nanoscale electronic inhomogeneity is characteristic of 
the bulk Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x high-Tc materials or some Ce-based superconducting heavy 
fermions.

1]  A. Ślebarski, J. Goraus, P. Witas, L. Kalinowski, M. Fijałkowski, Phys. Rev. B 91, 035101 
(2015).
2]  A. Ślebarski, M. Fijałkowski, M. M. Maśka, M. Mierzejewski, B. D. White, M. B. Maple Phys. 
Rev. B 89, 125111 (2014).
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Many current and future applications for magnetic materials involve complex magnetic systems 
containing magnetic and “non-magnetic” elements. In those systems, the “non-magnetic” atoms, 
typically 5d transition metals, acquire a sizeable magnetic moment via hybridization effects and, 
therefore, are involved in the magnetic interactions. This magnetic polarization and the strong 
spin-orbit coupling of the 5d “non-magnetic” atoms are at the origin of large magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy, of the enhancement of the magneto-optic response and unusual magnetotransport 
properties.

XMCD has become nowadays a well-established tool to study magnetic properties of various 
materials with element- and orbital- specificity. Moreover, use of so-called sum rules allows 
accurate quantitative determination of the spin and orbital magnetic moments of atoms in both 
amplitude and direction. Combination of XMCD with X-ray diffraction techniques offers a 
possibility to add also the site selectivity, e.g. to study the interlayer coupling and the extension 
of the magnetic polarization in a “non-magnetic” layer in multilayers.

In this talk, we review the applications of XMCD to a large variety magnetic systems containing 
5d transition elements covering metallic multilayers and alloys, ferrimagnetic double perovskites 
as well as molecular magnets.
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The hexagonal Gd3Ru4Al12 structure-type (P63/mmc space-group) [1] is an ordered derivative 
of the EuMg5.2 type which is adopted by several A3T4Al12 (A = rare earth or uranium, T = 
transition metal) aluminides. The phase forms for T = Ru and Os with most of the rare earths 
and U but for T = Fe and Co with U only [2]. Specific T/Al substitutions mainly occurring at the Al 
6h site yield some stoechiometry deviation in most of the cases.

In this structural type, the f-elements carrying magnetic moments are forming a heavily distorted 
Kagome network favorable to the occurrence of geometrical magnetic frustrations. 
Nevertheless, a wide variety of electronic behaviors are reported. The RE3Ru4Al12 series 
evolves from paramagnetism (La, Ce [3]) to ferromagnetism (Pr, Nd [3]) to antiferromagnetism 
(Tb [4], Dy [5]). U3T4Al12 (T = Fe [6], Co [7]) are dominated by spin glass features, while 
U3Ru4Al12 orders antiferromagnetically below TN = 9.5 K [8]. A single crystal investigation of the 
latter revealed strongly anisotropic physical properties: the easy magnetization direction was 
found to be along the a-axis while the electrical resistivity measurements showed the opening of 
a gap in the Fermi surface below TN in this compound. Neutron diffraction confirmed an original 
orientation of the magnetic moments lying in the Kagome-like (a,b) plane, while interatomic U-U
distances rather suggested an out-of-plane orientation.

In order to further understand the magnetic properties in this structure type, we tried to 
synthesize new compounds and have recently successfully extended it to the RE3Co4+xAl12-x
family (RE = Gd to Er) [9]. Single crystal X-ray diffraction performed on each member of the 
family revealed a systematic Co substitution for Al on the 6h site, but also on the Al 2b site in 
the case of RE = Gd. All these aluminides exhibit a reversible ferromagnetic ordering with Curie 
temperatures ranging from 6 K (Er) to 40 K (Gd [10]) and interesting low temperature 
magnetocaloric properties.

This contribution will briefly review the whole f-element based Gd3Ru4Al12 isostructural series 
before developing in details the structural and magnetic characterizations of the novel 
RE3Co4+xAl12-x members. A discussion over the relative influence of the transition metal or f-
element will be attempted.
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The discovery of the icosahedral quasicrystals [1] has shed light on the existences of closely-
related crystals called “approximants”, which are also made of icosahedral clusters. 
Approximants containing rare-earth (R) icosahedra are of particular interest in view of their 
magnetic properties since they provide unique localized spin systems, i.e., periodic 
arrangement of R spin icosahedra. As a result of extensive investigations on a number of binary 
and ternary compounds, various magnetic orders including antiferromagnetic, ferromagnetic 
and spin-glass transitions have been observed in this class of materials and the origin of such 
different behaviours has now become a great issue. Moreover, very recently, a composition-
driven spin glass to ferromagnetic transition has been observed in Au-Al-Gd [2], which indicates 
that the magnetic order is governed by the oscillating nature of the RKKY interaction in these
approximants. As such, this finding will give us a hint on how to tune the magnetic order of the 
title compounds. In this talk, we will give an overview of the magnetic transition phenomena in 
the approximants composed of R spin icosahedra and discuss the behaviours of spin 
icosahedra embedded in a bcc lattice, in terms of the RKKY interaction, local anisotropy and 
frustration. Recent results will be also presented.

  
[1] D. Shechtman, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 1951 (1984).
[2] A. Ishikawa et al., Phys. Rev. B 93, 024416 (2016).
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Cerium based ternary compounds CexTyMz (T = transition metal and M = metal of the 3rd to 5th

main group of the periodic chart) are of interest for a variety of physical properties such as 
largely enhanced thermopower and heavy electron mass. These properties depend on the 
degree of hybridization of the 4f state of the Ce atom with conduction electrons of T and M 
atoms. For example, the hybridization in Ce3Pt3Bi4 and CeRu4Sn6 or Ce4Pt12Sn25 with 
complex structures gives rise to a large thermopower, which is one of the requisites for 
thermoelectric application. For a proper interpretation and understanding of physical properties 
of such compounds, the knowledge of their crystal structure is of high importance. In search of 
thermoelectric Ce-based compounds, we have prepared various samples in the ternary phase 
diagrams of Ce-Pt-Al and Ce-Pt-Sn, for both of which hitherto still no ternary phase diagram 
exists, although the crystal structures of several compounds have been elucidated. The crystal 
structures of two novel ternary compounds, Ce3Pt4Sn6 and Ce1-xPt6Al13+2x (x = 0.207), have 
been derived by direct methods from X-ray single crystal data. Whereas Ce1-xPt6Al13+2x is of a 
new structure type (a = 1.42224(2) nm, c = 0.87367(1) nm, space group ), Ce3Pt4Sn6 was 
found to crystallize in two different crystal modifications, (i) a monoclinic variant (a = 0.93682(2) 
nm, b = 0.46145(1) nm, c = 1.40434(3) nm, ß = 99.635(1)°, space group P21/m), which is 
isotypic with the Y3Pt4Ge6-type and (ii) an orthorhombic modification (a = 0.46059(1) nm, b =
0.93530(1) nm, c = 2.7639(4) nm, space group Pnma), which crystallizes with the ordered 
Pr3Pt4Ge6-type. For the monoclinic arrangement m-Ce3Pt4Sn6 an intrinsically defect growth 
pattern was found – it grows in two related motifs (opposite directions of pentagonal units) in the 
ratio of 90 % to 10 % ensuring a stoichiometric composition. TEM observation directly revealed 
intrinsic building defects detected by single crystal X-ray diffraction for m-Ce3Pt4Sn6. Diffuse 
streaks in electron diffraction and inhomogeneous contrasts in a high resolution TEM image 
indicate the existence of a random stacking sequence between the two related motifs.
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Temperature evolution of the Mn electronic and local structure in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 by x-ray 
emission and absorption spectroscopy.
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Complementary x-emission (XES) and x-ray absorption (XAS) measurements of 
Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 as a function of temperature have been performed to investigate the electronic 
and local structure changes of the Mn atom. Specifically, variations of the Kα and Kβ emission 
lines positions and shapes depend on the oxidation and the spin state of the Mn sites as well as 
the degree of d covalency/itinerancy [1]. Half-doped Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 is particularly 
representative since the three macroscopic phases, i.e. charge ordered insulator, ferromagnetic 
conductor and paramagnetic insulator; appear at different temperatures [2]. Above T = 230 K is 
a paramagnetic insulator, in the range 170 K ≤ T ≤ 230 K is a magnetoresistive ferromagnetic 
metal and below T = 170 K is an antiferromagnet with CO. Our XES study, including both the 
Mn Kα and Kβ emission lines, has shown that only modest changes are observed with 
temperature accompanying the passage to the metallic-ferromagnetic phase, which are 
reversed when entering the charge-ordered one. In terms of the electronic and magnetic state, 
this finding indicates that the Mn spin and oxidation state are not significantly changed by the 
different magnetic and electrical behaviour of Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3. The largest differences have
been observed between Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 and the single valent compounds (NdMnO3, CaMnO3,
SrMnO3), the electronic and spin state of Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 being intermediate but closer to the 
Mn3+ compound. The high resolution XAS data do not show large changes with temperature 
either. The main changes take place at the pre-edge region. While the single valent compounds 
exhibit a monotonic evolution with decreasing temperature, in Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 the structures in 
the difference signal show a change of sign coincident with the magnetic and electrical 
transitions. These thermal effects can be related to thermal variations in the Mn d covalency. 
Moreover, the high-resolution XANES spectrum of Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 strongly disagrees with the 
1:1 linear superposition of NdMnO3 and SrMnO3 spectra at any temperature but it is nicely 
reproduced by the 1:1 linear superposition of the Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 spectrum shifted by ±ΔE=0.3 
eV correspondent to a charge segregation δ< 0.2 e-. This result confirms that the charge 
segregation of the charge ordered phase is very small and the two different Mn sites are in 
intermediate valence states Mn+3.5±δ/2. These XAS and XES results indicate that the charge and 
spin state of the Mn atom in the half-doped Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 hardly changes among the three
macroscopic phases supporting the strong competition between the ferromagnetic conductor 
and the charge ordered insulator behaviours in the manganites.

[1] P. Glatzel and U. Bergmann, Coordination Chemistry Reviews 249, 65 (2005).
[2] H. Kuwahara, Y. Tomioka, A. Asamitsu, Y. Moritomo, Y. Tokura, Science 270, 961 (1995).
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Five-coordinate oxo compounds with formula [MOX4]- and open-shell electron configuration (d1)
are known for all Group 6 metals.[1] This kind of model compounds have attracted a great deal 
of attention over the years mainly because of two reasons: 1) they have played a key role in the 
proper understanding of the chemical bond between the oxo ligand and the metal center,[2] and 
2) because of their relevance to various Mo-containing enzymatic systems operating as 
oxotransferases and hydroxylases.[3] In any case, the X ligands under consideration have 
always been typical (σ+π)-donors, such as halogens or thiolates, which should have a distinct 
effect on the precise ordering of the molecular orbitals. The properties of homologous 
compounds with the MO3+ unit being located in a coordination framework of s-only ligands are 
virtually unknown.[4]
Here we report on the synthesis and characterization of open-shell, five-coordinate [MOR4]-
oxo-derivatives for the heavier Group 6 metals (M = Mo, W), with R being the bulky 
perfluorophenyl group C6F5, which acts mainly as a σ-donor ligand. The metal centers in the 
[NBu4][MO(C6F5)4] salts are located in regular square-pyramidal coordination environments as 
established by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Thus, the paramagnetic (d1) MO3+ units are 
placed within an organic framework of near tetragonal symmetry defined by the four basal C-
donor atoms. The C6F5 groups are hard ligands of mainly σ-donor character. This fact greatly 
simplifies the detailed description of the electronic structure of the [MOX4]− unit, which we 
consider best portrayed as containing a M≡O triple bond.

  
Crystals of the [NBu4][MO(C6F5)4] salts of the heavier Group 6 metals Mo and W are 
isomorphic and isostructural with those of the lighter metal, Cr.[5] In all cases, the crystal lattice 
is formed by alternating layers of cations and anions. The square-pyramidal [MO(C6F5)4]-
anions show weak intermolecular contacts between meta- and para-C atoms of neighboring and 
roughly parallel perfluorophenyl rings (interplanar angle ~10°), as shown in Figure 1 for M = W. 
We consider these weak π-π interactions as the most likely path to explain the interactions 
between the individual magnetic centers that become noticeable at very low temperatures. The 
magnetic properties of these open-shell derivatives have been studied by a combination of 
spectroscopic (EPR), calorimetric and magnetochemical techniques. At higher temperatures, a 
simple paramagnetic behavior is observed both in solution and in the solid state, corresponding 
to separate single-spin (d1) magnetic entities.
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Magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMAs) present a promising future as smart materials 
because of their ability to undergo large strains (>10%), and other accompanying effects, under 
a moderate external magnetic field. Among these compounds, metamagnetic shape memory 
alloys (MMSMAs) [1] show additionally the possibility of a magnetic field induced martensitic 
transformation, due to the large magnetization drop in the martensite. Such phenomenon is the 
origin of large inverse magnetocaloric and magnetoresistance effects, making these materials 
appropriate for applications in bulk and microsystems. Their micro- or nanoscale functionality, 
as in the case of thin films [2], is especially interesting in view of the excellent energy density of 
the MMSMAs that enhance their performance in reduced dimensions, both because the high 
area/volume ratio of the films and the rapid actuation under temperature changes.  

In this work, we report the behavior of Ni-Mn-Sn-Co MMSMA films, sputter-deposited from two 
different targets: Ni46.1Mn38.9Sn10.1Co4.9 and Ni44.8Mn37.7Sn10.8Co6.7. 1 µm-thick films were 
prepared onto Si/SiO2 and single-crystalline MgO (001) substrates heated at 500 ºC. The 
compositions of the films exhibit a systematic increase of Ni and decrease of Mn as the Ar 
pressure increases. The martensitic transformation of the films takes place near room 
temperature and the transformation interval narrowes as the Ni content increases. The 
magnetization drop at the transformation reaches up to 42% while the electric resistivity 
changes by 64%, making these films suitable for microsystem applications. Thickness 
dependence of these properties is discussed.

[1] R. Kainuma, Y. Imano, W. Ito, Y. Sutou, H. Morito, S. Okamoto, O. Kitakami, K. Oikawa, A. 
Fujita, T. Kanomata and K. Ishida, Nature 439, 957 (2006)
[2] R. Niemann, L. Schultz and S. Fähler, J. Appl. Phys. 111, 093909 (2012)
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Spectroscopy and magnetic imaging at the nanoscale for the study of magnetic minerals 
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X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is the preferential absorption of X-rays by a magnetic 
sample for left and right circular polarized light. XMCD is produced at the resonance absorption 
energies of the different atoms, and therefore provides element-specific magnetic information. 
Since its discovery in 1987 by Schütz, XMCD has been pivotal in the understanding of magnetic 
materials and it is nowadays routinely used in both basic and applied research in magnetism. X-
rays with variable polarization at a wide range of energies are readily produced in nearly 50 
synchrotron radiation facilities around the word, offering varied sample environments 
(temperatures, pressure, magnetic fields, etc.) and XMCD-related techniques.

One of the most exciting of those techniques is X-ray Photo-Emission Electron Microscopy 
(XPEEM). Using XMCD as a contrasts mechanism, in combination with a spatial resolution 
down to 30 nm, element-specific spatially resolved magnetization maps can be obtained. 
Moreover, recent developments in dedicated instruments, allow performing experiments at low 
temperatures (40 to 600 K), under applied magnetic fields (up to about 100 mT) and with 
electrical contacts, as well as time resolved experiments (in the nanosecond range) to study 
magnetization dynamics.

In this talk I will present the capabilities of those two techniques in the study of the fundamental 
properties of natural magnetic rocks and magntic materials, and how a deep understanding of 
their nanostructure can shed light onto their macroscopic magnetic properties.

Fig. Capabilities of XPEEM: Chemical map and related spectra where the distribution of Co and 
Ba on a sample is observed (left). Magnetization map on a Fe film, with two magnetic domains 
(right).
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Orthorhombic YbFe2Al10-type CeT2Al10 (T=Fe, Ru, Os) compounds have attracted attention for 
their Kondo semiconducting behavior and for their novel antiferromagnetic ordering at transition 
temperature TN ~ 27.3 K in CeRu2Al10 and TN ~ 28.7 K in CeOs2Al10 [1-3]. The TN abruptly 
disappears at critical pressure PC ~ 4 GPa in CeRu2Al10 and PC~2.5 GPa in CeOs2Al10, which 
suggests a structural deformation at PC [3, 4]. In order to investigate the characteristic 
properties of YbFe2Al10-type compounds from structural point of view, we performed 
synchrotron X-ray diffractions of CeT2Al10 (T=Fe, Ru, Os) and RRu2Al10 (R=La, Yb, Lu) under 
pressure up to 10 GPa with diamond anvil pressure cells. The lattice parameters of all 
compounds monotonically decrease with increasing pressure; structural change or modification 
does not occur even at PC. Pressure dependences of the lattice parameters of all compounds 
reveal that crystal structure along the b-axis is the hardest. We evaluated bulk moduli (B0) of the 
compounds by performing fitting using the Birch equation of state [5]. The evaluated B0s from 
88 GPa (for CeFe2Al10) to 120 GPa (for CeOs2Al10) are not contradict to the B0s of other 
compounds. B0 of RT2Al10 is sensitive to transition metal but insensitive to rare earth. This is 
because transition metals are much harder than rare earths and aluminum. We evaluated the 
volume dependence of TN and that of valence in Ce as for Ce(Ru1-xFex)2Al10 (0≤x≤1) and 
CeRu2Al10 under pressure in order to compare an effect of chemical pressure and that of 
physical pressure. The differences of chemical pressure and physical pressure are mainly the 
following three. The first difference is the maximum of TN. The second one is the rate of 
changing valence against volume. The third one is the disappearing volume of TN. The first one 
and second one are attributed to the difference of d electrons; There are 3d and 4d electrons in 
Ce(Ru1-xFex)2Al10 but only 4d electrons in CeRu2Al10. The third one is attributed to the 
anisotropic shrinkage of crystal structure. Our results suggest that shrinkage along a-axis and c-
axis significantly influenced physical properties of CeRu2Al10 and support that the c-f
hybridization is anisotropic and the anisotropy of the c-f hybridization effect plays an important 
role to the unusual properties of CeRu2Al10. 

[1] Y. Muro, et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 78, 083707 (2009).
[2] A. M. Strydom, Physica B 404, 2981 (2009).
[3] T. Nishioka, et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 78, 123705 (2009).
[4] K. Umeo, et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 80, 064709 (2011).
[5] F. Birch, Phys. Rev., 71, 809 (1947).
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The magnetic properties of multilayer films of CoPt alloyed nanoparticles, produced by 
sequential deposition of Co and Pt on alumina have been studied recently [1]. It was found that 
the CoPt clusters show perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) below a freezing temperature 
T f, soft ferromagnetic ordering below that temperature, and hard ferromagnetic ordering below a 
crossover temperature T1. These temperatures depend weakly on the Pt capping layer 
thickness and quite strongly on the magnitude and direction of an external magnetic applied 
field.

The question assessed in this contribution is whether interlayer interaction plays any role in the 
establishment of the ordered phase below T f and the crossover below T1, as was considered in 
[1]. To this end a single layer granular film was deposited on an alumina buffer predeposited on 
Si. The nominal Co thickness was tCo=0.7 nm, and the Pt thickness tPt=1.5 nm. A protective 
alumina layer was deposited on top of the layer.

We observed by SQUID magnetometry that such a single layer also presents the three phases, 
para-, soft ferro- and strong ferromagnetic, as temperature is lowered from room temperature, 
with transition temperatures T f ≈ 300 K and T1 ≈ 200 K, and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 
(PMA). PMA is also shown by means of Anomalous Hall Effect measurements performed at 
varying temperature. The comparison with SQUID results reveals a core-shell structure in the 
CoPt nanoparticles. Moreover, element specific hysteresis curves obtained from x-ray magnetic 
circular dichroism measurements at the Co and Pt L3 edges show the polarization of Pt 
magnetic moments by those of Co at the nanoparticles’ shell.In short, we unambiguously show 
that the three phases appearing in the CoPt multilayers are caused by intralayer interactions. 
RKKY and Dzyaloshinski-Moriya type interactions are proposed to be involved in this intralayer 
magnetic order with PMA.

[1] A. Figueroa, J. Bartolomé, L.M. García, F. Bartolomé, O. Bunau, J. Stankiewicz, L. Ruiz, 
J.M. González-Calbet, F. Petroff, C. Deranlot, S. Pascarelli, P. Bencok, N.B. Brookes, F. 
Wilhelm, A. Smekhova and A. Rogalev. Phys. Rev. B 90, 174421 (2014)
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Binary transition metal nitrides are of considerable interest due to their valuable mechanical, 
electrical and magnetic properties. Doping of these compounds yields solid solutions with a 
possibility to tune the desired quality.  In contrast, multinary nitrides with ordered atomic 
arrangements are far less explored. The rich structural chemistry of such compounds is 
hallmarked by unique structure types and displays unusual coordination environments as well 
as oxidation states of the transition elements, offering a platform for designing new magnetic 
topologies. Here we report on the extension of the nitridomanganate family to the manganese 
rich part of the corresponding phase diagrams. A condensation of the nitridomanganate building 
blocks leads to structures of increased dimensionality, including chains (Ba4Mn3N6), layers 
(Ca12Mn19N23, Ca133Mn216N260) and 3D frameworks ((AE6N1-δ)Mn20N20+x, AE = Sr, Ba)). In 
total, ten new phases have been obtained and their electronic and magnetic properties have 
been characterized. These compounds display a plethora of interesting phenomena, such as 
large spin-orbit coupling, magnetic frustration, metal-insulator transition and a formation of Mn–
Mn bonds. The latter feature links transition metal rich nitridometalates with intermetallic 
compounds.
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Phase relations and crystal structures have been evaluated for the first time within the sections 
LaNi2Si2-LaZn2Si2 and CeNi2Si2-CeZn2Si2 at 800°C using electron microprobe analysis and X-
ray powder and single crystal structure analyses. Physical properties  including specific heat, 
electrical resistivity and magnetic susceptibility have been elucidated in the range from 400 mK 
to 300 K.

Although the systems La-Zn-Si and Ce-Zn-Si at 800°C do not reveal stoichiometric compounds 
such as “LaZn2Si2” or “CeZn2Si2”, solid solutions {La,Ce}(Ni1-xZnx)2Si2 exist: substitution of Ni 
by Zn in CeNi2Si2 at 800°C supports the ThCr2Si2-type only up to Ce(Ni0.82Zn0.18)2Si2, where a 
transition to an atom site occupation variant with CaBe2Ge2-type is observed extending up to a 
composition Ce(Ni0.45Zn0.55)2Si2 and maintaining the stoichiometry Ce(Ni,Zn)2Si2. At higher Zn 
contents the ThCr2Si2-type reappears at temperatures below 800°C in form of 
CeZn2(Si0.7Zn0.3)2 where Zn-atoms are found to enter the Si-site. Interestingly the CaBe2Ge2-
type also exists in the Ce-Ni-Si system as a high temperature phase CeNi2+xSi2-x (x=0.33, 
T>800 °C). X-ray single crystal structure analysis revealed inverse site occupation of 
metal/silicon in respect to the Zn-substituted CaBe2Ge2-type Ce(Ni,Zn)2Si2. 

It should be noted that Zn atoms in Ni/Zn substitution {La,Ce}(Ni1-xZnx)2Si2 enlarge the volume 
and concomitantly introduce a higher electron/atom ratio. Both facts provide the basis for a 
gradual change from intermediate valent Ce in CeNi2Si2 with a characteristic Kondo-lattice 
temperature T*~600 K towards a localised magnetic behaviour of Ce in CeZn2(Si0.7Zn0.3)2 with 
a ground state close to trivalent Ce (μeff =2.34μB). Intermediate compositions such as 
Ce(Ni0.61Zn0.39)2Si2 exhibit a Kondo-type ground state.  

Low temperature specific heat of La(Ni0.56Zn0.44)2Si2 suggests a spin fluctuation scenario with 
an enhanced value of the Sommerfeld constant. A minimum of the electrical resistivity, together 
with a logarithmic temperature dependence infers the presence of the Kondo effect, presumably
due to uncompensated nickel at the ppm level. This magnetic condition might be also the 
reason for the spin fluctuations observed from the heat capacity data.
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New unique paradigm for studying a charge density wave quantum critical point: 
chemically tuned LuPt2In
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In modern solid state physics one of the most appealing tasks is to explore novel electronic 
states, which frequently replace well-known ordered states close to quantum critical points 
(QCPs). We recently studied the two compounds LuPt2In and LuPd2In and discovered that they 
present an exceptional opportunity for studying a structural QCP. Furthermore, we found strong 
evidence that the QCP is simultaneously of charge density wave (CDW) type. This gives our 
findings a high impact, since QCPs have been intensively studied in magnetic systems, while 
structural CDW QCPs are rather scarce.

We synthesised both compounds to study their structural, electronic and thermodynamic 
properties. We found that at high temperatures the compounds crystallise in the well-known 
cubic Heusler structure. While LuPd2In retains this structure down to lowest temperatures, in 
LuPt2In susceptibility χ(T), resistivity ρ(T) and temperature dependent powder X-ray and 
neutron diffraction evidence a CDW type phase transition at TCDW ≈ 490 K to a yet 
undetermined low T structure. However, tentative single crystal X-ray and Rietveld refinements 
suggest a slightly distorted 2x2x2 cubic superstructure. The temperature dependence of all 
CDW anomalies, i.e. χ(TCDW), ρ(TCDW), IX-ray(TCDW) and Ineutron(TCDW), indicate a 2nd order type 
transition. Substituting Pd for Pt in Lu(Pt1-xPdx)2In results in a continuous decrease of TCDW,
indicating a structural CDW QCP at xcrit. ≈ 0.55.

Most interestingly, we observed bulk superconductivity in the whole alloy series, with a 
pronounced maximum of the SC transition temperature at xcrit.. Furthermore, we found that the 
phonon contribution to the specific heat at low T presents a clear maximum at xcrit., too. In the 
high T region of the phase diagram (see Figure), we observed low-energy excitations in the 
neutron spectra of pure LuPt2In only closed to TCDW. Both results suggest critical phonon 
softening at the CDW phase transition. Ab initio calculations show a smooth electronic density 
of states at εF, but nevertheless they clearly indicate a softing of a phonon branch. Our results 
provide new insight into structural CDW QCPs.
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Broad magnetocaloric effect induced by mechanical grinding of the ternary GdMAl (M =
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In recent years the research and development efforts in the area of magnetic refrigeration have 
been concentrated in developing material with specially engineered magnetocaloric properties. 
In this sense, the amorphous materials are candidates to exhibit broad magnetic transitions and 
in addition they present interesting properties for magnetic refrigeration, as higher electrical 
resistivity, smaller eddy current heating, large specific surface, etc… 

In this framework, we have started to investigate the magnetocaloric properties of mechanically 
milled GdMAl (M = Fe, Co, Ni) compounds. Preliminary results on GdNiAl have been recently 
published [1]. These ternary compounds GdMAl were found to crystallize in the hexagonal 
ZrNiAl-type structure (GdNiAl) or in the more densely packed hexagonal Laves phase MgZn2-
type structure (GdFeAl and GdCoAl). The three intermetallics are ferromagnetic with Curie 
temperatures ranging from TC = 57 K in GdNiAl up to TC = 260 K in GdFeAl. 

The aim of this work is to present an overview of the magnetocaloric properties of the milled 
GdMAl family including a detailed characterization of their electrical, thermal and magnetic 
properties, which are governed by the disorder effects induced by the mechanical treatment.

  

[1] B. Chevalier, J.-L. Bobet, J. Sánchez Marcos, J Rodríguez Fernández and J. C. Gómez Sal, 
Applied Physics A 80, 601-606 (2005)
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Manganites oxides (A1-xBxMnO3) are known with the magnetoresistive properties arising from 
the magnetoresistance phenomenon that appears around their Curie temperature (Tc), where A 
is a rare earth element and B is a divalent or monovalent ion. Manganites also have been 
explored for magnetocaloric effect (MCE) applications and they are found as good candidates 
for this purpose. But, the problem is that the MCE is an associated effect to Tc that is depending 
on B & A ratios and ionic mismatch, leading to a change in the MCE working temperature 
range. Therefore, in this study we try to enhance the MCE of manganites at the same 
temperature range (without changing Tc) by making use of the inhomogeneous 
manganite/element system, which consists of a non reacted manganite and element materials. 
This keeps the intrinsic properties of the manganite material without any change in Tc due to the 
interaction lack which in turn preserves the MCE working temperature range. In this way, we 
can control the MCE without changing its working temperature range.

In this work we investigate the MCE of La0.7Ba0.3MnO3/Ni, (Ni is in nanowire and particles 
element shape). The MCE of the parent compound La0.7Ba0.3MnO3 has been enhanced with Ni 
doping, where, the relative cooling power (RCP) of the parent compound changes from 41 J/kg 
to 53 and 128 J/kg for Ni element particles and in nanowire shape, respectively, at 2T applied 
magnetic field. Moreover, we can observe that Ni nanowire doped composite shows a RCP 
greater that of Ni particles element doped composite as seen from in Fig. 1
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Gd metal is the reference material for magneto-caloric (MC) and serves not only for bench-
marking the new compounds exhibiting so-called giant MC effects, but also was extensively 
used up to now to design and develop many cooling machines. In spite of rather modest 
refrigeration performances due to for a part to the 2nd order ferro-paramagnetic transition at 
TC~294 K however sharing of the highest theoretical magnetic moment at saturation of 7 µB, 
and because of the lack of magnetocrystalline anisotropy (S type ion, no orbital contribution 
L=0). MC performances such as the variations of both magnetic entropy at TC up to ΔSm~5 
J/kg.K and adiabatic temperature up to ΔTad.~5.5 K [0-2 T fields] were recorded for the best 
and pure Gd samples. However, Gd metal remains a rather attractive MC material for 
applications, since the development of highly performant compounds from lab to industrial scale 
production still suffers of different type difficulties we will not develop here. Therefore, if the cost 
of Gd metal can appear as a break, this must be discussed in terms of complex material 
processing, remaining rather simple for Gd. Tb the next RE element displays also interesting 
MC features since a saturation magnetic moment of 9 µB, but its Curie temperature TC~230 K 
is much lower.

To extend the cooling range down from RT, it was proposed to prepare series Gd-Tb 
composites were prepared with interesting MC performances, and a large enough temperature 
span for application. Typically, Gd and Gd-Tb pieces inserted in the MC system are thin 
rectangular sheets of thickness less than 0.5 mm for the most efficient and fast heat transfers 
during magnetization cycles. Sizing the MC element was made by either spark-erosion (with 
surface roughness), or cold rolling (high density of stresses and texture) even cold 
rolled+annealed. It results that the samples exhibit different level of MCE performances, namely 
the ΔTad appears sensitive to the applied mechanical. It is significantly reduced
For all three types of samples, the cell parameters of Gd1-xTbx were determined by XRD and 
parallel the micro-hardness coefficient was measured by micro-indentation at room temperature 
(~18°C). If the trace of TC vs x is almost linear in the range 0< x< 0.25, correlated anomalies 
(which strength depends of the type of sample, i.e. as-cast, cold-rolled, annealed) appear in the 
cell parameters and micro-hardness behaviors, namely for x comprised between 0.05 and 0.11.
Back to the MC signals, we consider for the Gd1-xTbx system that mechanic-magnetic effects 
can impact the contribution of fundamental characteristics, owing to quite marked differences in 
the: S and L components, exchange forces and CEF coefficients, magnetostriction 
contributions.
So, the high density of stresses and (or) a marked texture as generated by the techniques used 
to elaborate and size the MC elements can directly impact the final MC performances.
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The Gd-containing intermetallic compounds and alloys are considered as good candidates for 
application for magnetic refrigerations [1].The aim of this work is to study the effect of the 
amorphization on magnetic properties and magnetocaloric effect of (Gd1-xTbx)75Co25 and (Gd1-

xTbx)12Co7 alloys with high rare-earth content. The samples were prepared by a melt-spinning 
technique. The isothermal magnetic entropy change, ∆Sm, was calculated from the temperature 
dependences of the magnetization measured in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe by using the 
thermodynamic Maxwell relation.

The Gd3Co compound is an antiferromagnet with the Néel temperature TN ≈ 131 K and with 
zero magnetic moment on Co atoms [2]. The Tb3Co compound is found to exhibit at low 
temperatures the incommensurate magnetic structure with a strong ferromagnetic component 
along the c-axis of the orthorhombic crystal lattice [3]. Crystalline (Gd1-xTbx)12Co7 compounds 
were reported to be ferromagnets below their Curie temperatures [4]. The amorphization of 
Gd3Co is observed to modify its magnetic state to the ferromagnetic-like behavior and leads to 
the appearance of a magnetic moment on Co atoms of about 1.6 µB aligned in opposite 
direction in respect to Gd magnetic moments. A reduced value of the saturation magnetic 
moment per Gd ion has been observed after amorphization in Gd12Co7 as well, which can be 
considered as an indication on the presence of a small magnetic moment (~ 0.4 µB) on Co 
atoms. The Tb for Gd substitution in (Gd1-xTbx)12Co7 is suggested to result in changes of 
the magnetic state from asperimagnetic at 0 < x < 1 to asperomagnetic at x = 1. Both the melt-
spun Gd75Co25 and Gd12Co7 alloys show the increased values of the magnetic orderinig 
temperature in comparison with the crystalline compounds. The difference in magnetic ordering 
temperatures for the melt-spun and crystalline (Gd1-xTbx)75Co25 samples is found to disappear 
at a small substitution (x = 0.1) of Tb for Gd, while the distinction between Curie temperatures 
for the melt-spun and crystalline (Gd1-xTbx)12Co7 samples decreases with increasing Tb 
content.

The table-like magnetocaloric effect with the -∆Sm values about of 8.6±0.6 J kg-1 K-1 was found 
for the amorphous (Gd1-xTbx)75Co25 and (Gd1-xTbx)12Co7 series in the wide temperature range 
between 70 K and 180 K (shown in Fig.1). The amorphidized Tb-rich alloys are observed to 
exhibit remarkably improved magnetocaloric properties in low magnetic fields in comparison 
with crystalline compounds of the same composition.
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Soft magnetics iron-rich alloys fabricated namely using rapid quenching such as melt-spinning 
(MS) can be received as amorphous ferromagnetic alloys registered as Finemet® or Metglas® 
alloys. These types of alloys can be structured using other techniques called Severe Plastic 
Deformation modes, e.g. High Pressure Torsion (HPT). Typically the magnetic ordering 
temperature of a representative compound Fe76.1Cu1.0Nb3.0Si13.8B6.1 is far above room 
temperature, indeed depending on the multicomponent formula, but also on specificities of the 
synthesis method and further heat treatment.

We have studied melt spun ribbons of formula related to the above mentioned one for the 
fundamental magnetic characteristics in the initial state as well for the behavior of the materials 
upon heat treatment. This type of amorphous material as fast quenched it known to exhibit very 
soft magnetic properties and to present excellent mechanical properties and environmental 
tenue. Besides, we have focused on the magnetocaloric properties of this type of amorphous 
transition metal based alloys, a question that was checked for by a few groups, only.

First, it was shown that specific annealing procedures applied no more than ~150 K above the 
Curie temperature can provoke a successive two-steps recrystallization process thus modifying 
markedly the shape of magnetization versus temperature. Again hydrogenation treatments 
(gas/solid as well as electrochemical) can lead revealing as well the nucleation of Fe3Si DO3-
type based nanoparticles embedded in an amorphous matrix. This help to better understand the 
nanoscale features of the microstructure.

Measurements of the variation DSm of the magnetic entropy apart the Curie temperature via the 
indirect magnetization method reveals rather high magnetocaloric performances, with e.g. 
DSm(max) close to 4.0 J/kg.K upon a field change of 0-4 T. If the magnetic entropy variation 
signal appears interestingly extended versus the temperature, however estimate of the 
adiabatic temperature variation DTad. leads to rather modest values.

Finally, a magnetic interaction process leading to better understand the principle of magnetic 
entropy variation is proposed, aiming to suggest routes and formula allowing develop the MCE 
phenomenon close to room temperature.
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The MnRu1-xRhxAs system belongs to well-known family of MM’X (M, M’ – 3d, 4d transition 
metal, X = As, P) intermetallic compounds [1,2,3]. This series of compounds is very interesting 
due to rich magnetic behaviors since their magnetic ordering is strongly modified by 
temperature and composition. For small Rh content MnRu1-xRhxAs exhibits only one 
ferromagnetic-paramagnetic (F – P) phase transition. For Rh-rich content there are two 
magnetic phase transitions: antiferromagnetic (AF1) – “Ferrimagnetic” (AF +F) in low 
temperatures and (AF+F)-–F in higher temperature range. The intermediate compositions are 
characterized by antiferromagnetic order in low temperatures and by paramagnetic state in high 
temperatures.

The aim of this work is to analyze the magnetocaloric effect from Maxwell relation and mean 
field theory in ferromagnetic compounds with formula close to MnRuAs (x~0). 

For these purpose detailed M(H) isothermal magnetization measurements  were performed for 
samples with x = 0, x = 0.1 and x = 0.2.  Furthermore, the same three compositions were 
chosen to estimate theoretical magnetic entropy change from mean field approach [4] and 
compared for results with x=0.9 [5]. It may be concluded that experimental and theoretical 
results of magnetic entropy change in the vicinity of TC remains in quite good agreement.

Finally, the results of the electronic band structure calculations (full potential, KKR-CPA) will be 
presented focusing on analysis of ordering modifications by Rh substitution in these 
compounds. Magnetic interactions will be also discussed in view of these calculations.
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Eco-friendly and energy saving promising new materials and methods research is a field of 
scientific and technological interest as an alternative to conventional vapour-cycle refrigeration. 
Magnetic shape memory alloys are prospective materials for the development of: a) working 
materials for magnetic refrigeration as well as b) magnetically driven sensors and actuators [1]. 
Magnetic refrigeration is based on the magnetocaloric effect. This effect provokes the heating or 
the cooling of magnetic samples whereas an alternating magnetic field is applied. Materials with 
the larger magnetocaloric effect are needed to improve the energy efficiency of the refrigeration 
systems [2].

In this work, we produce several alloys of the Ni rich Ni-Mn-Sn (Ga free samples) by modifying 
Mn/Sn ratio. Samples were produced in ribbon shape by melt spinning. It has been analysed
the influence of Sn content on characteristic temperatures, structure and thermomagnetic 
response. It is known that production conditions influence the sample microstructure and their 
functional properties. Furthermore, martensite transformation temperature is lower if compared 
with bulk alloys [3].
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The magnetocaloric effect is defined as the adiabatic temperature change ∆Tad or the 
isothermal entropy change ∆Siso due to the application of the magnetic field H at constant 
pressure. This effect is maximum at magnetic phase transition when the system passes from 
ordered ferromagnetic phase to a disordered paramagnetic phase. The intermetallic compound 
MnBi is a rare-earth free magnetic material showing a first order magneto-structural transition at 
T = 628 K from a low temperature ferromagnetic phase α to a high temperature paramagnetic 
phase β, accompanied by a large magnetocaloric effect [1,2]. 

The magneto-structural transition shows a high thermal hysteresis (ΔT ≈ 20 K) [2]. In this study 
we investigate the magnetocaloric properties of MnBi as a function of grain size. The elemental 
starting materials (powders of Mn and Bi) were compacted in pellets and annealed at 580 K for 
1 hour, reaching 90 % weight fraction of α-MnBi phase. Thermal hysteresis was evaluated by 
performing DSC measurements at different temperature rates in order to take into account the 
presence of a thermal contact resistance R, depending on the area and the quality of the 
contact. We found that reducing grain size (by milling the samples in a planetary ball mill) is not 
effective to reduce thermal hysteresis, differently from what was previously shown for other 
magnetocaloric materials [3]. Indeed, the magneto-structural transition of MnBi exhibits a linear 
dependence on the logarithm of the temperature rate. This suggests that thermal activation 
effects are active [4]. As a result, we estimate the activation volume of the magneto-structural 
transition for MnBi samples with different grain size.
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Recently number of studies on magnetocaloric materials exhibiting large magnetocaloric effect 
(MCE), performed due to their possible application in magnetic cooling devices, has been 
reported [1]. Prominent advantages of magnetocaloric materials over the currently used vapor 
compression-expansion technique results from its high efficiency and environmental 
compatibility.
Compounds studied in this work belong to the large MM’X family of materials, M and M’-
3d/4d/5d transition metal and X - p-block element. The MM’X group of compounds shows large 
entropy changes in a wide temperature range near room temperature [2, 3]. Our studies are 
focused on compounds from the MnFe(As,P,Si) system exhibiting giant MCE, which show the 
adiabatic temperature change of about 4 K at the reasonable field of 1.7 T. With the use of 
photoelectron spectroscopy we studied the electronic structure which was confronted with the 
magnetic and structural properties of the compounds.
The x-ray diffraction studies showed single phase structure of the Fe2P type with a small 
amount of MnO in samples with higher content of As.
The electronic structure studies were realized with the use of X-Ray Photoelectron 
Spectrometer (XPS, PHI 5700 Physical Electronics spectrometer). Monochromatic Al Kα
radiation was used for collecting high resolution spectra of Fe2p, O1s, Mn2p, Si2p, As3d, P2p 
and valance band. The analysis was focused on determination of chemical states of sample 
components. The samples which were fractured in ultra-high vacuum and showed the spectra 
which can be interpreted as metallic state for Fe and party oxidized in Mn. Analysis 
of exchange splitting of the Fe3s and Mn3s core level lines has been performed in relation to 
the magnetic properties of the samples.
Further structural characterization was realized with the use of Time of Flight Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS, ION OTF TOF.SIMS5 spectrometer). In this part of our studies 
we focused on microstructure of the compounds investigating the distribution of the [Mn, Fe, P, 
Si, As]+, - ions and their complexes with oxygen. The grain size, and effects observed at the 
grain edges have been related to the degree of Mn oxidation determined from XPS.
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Materials which exhibit giant magnetocaloric effect (MCE) will be the basis of the future devices 
for  room-temperature magnetic refrigeration. The compounds of the (Mn,Fe)2(P,As) type have 
recently shown very promising properties. Tegus et al. [1] discovered the giant MCEs in 
MnFeP1-xAsx compounds chracterised by a first-order phase transition and found that 
magnetic properties show a strong dependence on P/As ratio. 
In order to better understand the phenomena related to the exciting MCE it is necessary to
study the origin of the peculiar properties including the electronic structure. In our studies we 
concentrated on experimental electronic structure determined by high resolution photoelectron 
spectroscopy. The system of bulk compounds Mn1.1Fe0.9P1-xAsx with 0.4<x<0.55 was 
studied. The x-ray diffraction studies showed single phase structure of the Fe2P type with a 
small amount of MnO. Magnetic properties and adiabatic temperature changes were 
determined . The valence band structure was studied with the use of X-Ray Photoelectron 
Spectrometer (XPS, PHI 5700 Physical Electronics spectrometer, Monochromatic Al Kα
radiation) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. We focused on the influence of P/As ratio 
on the details of the structure of valence band and their changes with temperature. The 
changes of valence band structure were found when temperature was varied through  the Curie 
transition.   
Moreover, the structure of valence band was compared to the calculations performed with the 
use of ab-initio SPR-KKR-CPA method. The calculated density of states showed a good 
agreement with the experimental photoelectron intensity.
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We have performed topological analysis of the intermetallics containing two-shell nanoclusters. 
The structures, which include Mackay clusters are considered in more detail. Using the TTN 
collection of the ToposPro program package 22 topological types of intermetallics, where 
Mackay cluster plays the role of primary nanocluster or local configuration, are found [1]. For the 
analysis of these structures, we have applied a universal method based on the strict algorithm 
of searching for the multi-shell onion-like primary nanoclusters that assemble the intermetallic 
structures [2]. Using this method, we have found eight topological types (62 structures) of 
intermetallics, which can be completely constructed from the two types of clusters: Mackay 
cluster and icosahedron. All of these intermetallic compounds can be described as an assembly 
of Mackay clusters with cavities filled with icosahedra [3]. Noteworthy that in 60% cases the 
authors of the original structural investigations missed the Mackay cluster. The statistical data 
on the chemical composition of the nanoclusters are presented; the ways of local binding of 
nanoclusters and the topology of the corresponding underlying nets are determined and 
classified. To describe the connection of clusters we have used the descriptors proposed in [4]. 
We have revealed a number of correlations between topological parameters and chemical 
composition of the intermetallics. Additionally the intermetallics based on Bergman-type or other 
two-shell nanoclusters were analyzed. The results of our analysis are included to the set of the 
ToposPro topological collections.

This study was supported by the Russian Government (Grant 14.B25.31.0005).
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A  facile and rapid localized electrochemical reduction of copper and gold colloid particles is 
proposed using scanning elecctrochemical microscope (SECM) technique.in this purpose, thin 
film of composite silica glass containing copper or gold salt were perpared by the sol-gel 
method via dip coating technique. Acid-catalyzed tetraethylorthosilane (TEOS) solution charged 
with KAuCl4 or Cu(NO3)2 were used as precursors

This one-pot experiment can be performed in mild conditions. The localized generation of 
copper and gold metallic structure on the silica film has been performed by electroreduction of 
methyl viologen (for copper salt) or p-benzoquinone (for gold salt) on a ultrmicroelectrode 
(UME) which generate reducing species which in turn diffuse tpoward the silica matrix and 
reduce the metal ions.

The diameter of the working electrode and the electrolysis period were taken into account to 
study the size of the generate dotted micro patterns. The composition of the modified silica films 
were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electrone microscope (SEM), optical 
microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS).

The diameter of the working electrode and the electrolysis period were taken into account to 
study the size of the generate dotted micro patterns. The composition of the modified silica films 
were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electrone microscope (SEM), optical 
microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS).
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The binary europium aluminide EuAl was synthesized from a mixture of the elements by arc 
melting and subsequent annealing at 570 °C in a closed tantalum container. According to 
results of a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and in-situ high-temperature synchrotron X-
ray diffraction (ESRF, beamline ID22) the title compound decomposes peritectically at 630 °C. 
The crystal structure of EuAl (space group Pmmn, a = 5.806 Å, b = 9.652 Å, c = 10.088 Å) [1] 
represents an unique atomic arrangement because other members of the RAl series (R - rare 
earth) crystallize either in CeAl (space group Cmcm) or in DyAl structure type (space group 
Pbcm) for La-Pr and Pr-Lu aluminides, respectively (for Pr both modifications exist) [2]. The 
significant deviation from the Vegard’s rule of the unit cell volume normalized per formula unit 
clearly indicates a presence of Eu2+ in the reported compound. In the crystal structure of EuAl 
aluminium atoms are condensed into trigonal bipyramides (d(Al–Al) = 2.64–2.75 Å), which are 
interconnected (d(Al–Al) = 2.78 Å) into infinite chains along [100]. The chains are separated by 
europium species. The shortest Al–Al distances between different chains is 4.48 Å. The shortest 
Eu-Eu contacts are ~3.51 Å.
Transport and magnetic measurements at ambient conditions show that EuAl is a metallic 
system that undergoes magnetic ordering at about 70 K. The transition is accompanied by a 
strong drop (after a slight upturn) in the resistivity caused by the suppression of strong magnetic 
fluctuations. The effective local magnetic moment at high temperatures from a Curie-Weiss fit to 
the susceptibility yields a value of 8.15 μB per Eu (in average, since individual assignment of the 
moments is not possible from this measurements), demonstrating that all Eu sites are in a 
divalent state at ambient conditions. As can be concluded from the low temperature synchrotron 
diffraction (beamline ID22 at ESRF), the effects observed in the physical properties curves 
coincide with the anisotopic changes of the lattice parameters starting at the same temperature 
region.
Density functional calculations performed for EuAl yield a stepwise transition for a divalent to a 
trivalent state for the three different Eu sites, caused by their rather different local environment. 
The transition pressures are predicted between about 4 and 8 GPa. Due to the strong influence 
of quantum fluctuations a renormalization of the transition pressures or even just a single 
transition caused by strong coupling of the transition to the valence electrons and the lattice is 
expected.
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Morphological and magnetic properties of sputtered Co80.5Pd19.5 film with thickness of 57 nm 
deposited on Al, Co, Cr and Ni under-layers and glass substrates were investigated. XRD result 
confirmed that deposited film was mainly consisted of Co-Pd (FCC) in (111) directions on FCC-
AlO (200), FCC-CoO (111), BCC-Cr (210), (200) and FCC-NiO (200) under-layers. AFM result 
showed that surface roughness of sputtered Co80.5Pd19.5 film was strongly depended on the 
roughness of under-layer material. The maximum roughness with the highest grain size and 
minimum roughness with the lowest grain size were observed on the films deposited on Al and 
Co under-layers, respectively. VSM indicated that the films on Co under-layer showed the 
highest saturation magnetization whereas the film on Ni under-layer exhibited the highest 
coercive field in both perpendicular and parallel measurements. The results suggested that the 
magnetic properties of sputtered Co80.5Pd19.5 were strongly depended on surface morphology 
and roughness by virtue of grain size and distribution of magnetic granules and under-layer 
metal.metal.
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The structural, morphological and magnetic of sputtered Co81.1Pd18.9 films deposited on Al, Co, 
Cr, and Ni under-layers and polyimide substrate were studied. The XRD result confirmed that 
prepared Co81.1Pd18.9 film on different under-layers showed Co-Pd (FCC) phase in (111) 
direction. AFM result displayed that the Co81.1Pd18.9 film on Co under-layer showed small grain 
size with the narrowest size distribution and minimum surface roughness of about 0.99 nm 
whereas the film deposited on Ni under-layer showed a moderate grain size with the broad size 
distribution and the film on Al under-layer showed the highest surface roughness of about 1.94 
nm. VSM result indicated that prepared Co81.1Pd18.9 film on different under-layer showed a soft 
ferromagnetic phase. For parallel measurement, the film on polyimide substrate exhibited the
highest coercive field and the highest saturation magnetization and lowest coercive field were 
observed on the film deposited on Co under-layer. For perpendicular measurement, the film 
deposited on Al, Co, Cr and Ni under-layer showed a higher coercive file than that of parallel 
measurement. All results implied that the magnetic properties of the Co81.1Pd18.9 films were 
strongly affected by under-layer and substrate materials.
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The aim of the presented study was the investigation of the effect of the mechanical grinding on 
the morphology and magnetic properties of Ho(Ni0.8Co0.2)3 intermetallic compound. The high 
energy ball – milling (HEBM) method was chosen, which exhibits a significant potential for both: 
the improvement of the magnetic properties and the cost effective fabrication of Ho – Ni – Co 
nanopowders. The results showed, that the HEBM preparation parameters (vial used, filler, 
pulverization time) were crucial for the final structure, size, shape and magnetic behavior of the 
produced nanoflakes.

The preparation procedure includes several steps. First, polycrystalline bulk compound obtained 
via arc melting was crushed and pre-milled with a standard agate mortar. Next, such a mixture 
was grinded for maximum of 80 h with the frequency of 30 Hz using Mixer Mill 400 (Retsch). 
The wet milling has been performed in dimethylformamide (DMF) using the Eppendorf vials and 
2 mm wide ZrO2 balls with 10:1 balls to powder weight ratio. After each stage of milling the 
morphology of the grinded material was investigated using: dynamic light scattering DLS 
(Zetasizer Nano ZS Malvern Instruments), scanning electron microscopy SEM (Jeol JSM 6480) 
and X-ray diffraction XRD (Empyrean PANalytical). Additionally, after the last stage (80h) the 
transmission electron microscopy TEM (Jeol JEM 3010 UHR) and the atomic force miscroscopy 
AFM (Omicron VT AFM/STM) were used. The magnetic properties has been determined by 
SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS), at the temperature range of 1.9K to 400K and 
magnetic field up to 7T.

The results showed, that the application of the HEBM method into Ho(Ni0.8Co0.2)3 bulk material
leads to the formation of non-homogeneous, polycrystalline nanoflakes with grinding time 
depending sizes. The study of morphology at the final stage (t = 80h) shows that nanoflakes 
exhibits a flower-like shape as shown in Fig.1, while the nanoflake is composed of small 
crystallites with non-regular shapes. The average thickness of such flower is in the range of 95 
nm to 132 nm. The average diameter of individual crystallites decreases along the milling time 
up to 7  ±  2 nm for t = 80 h. Moreover, the increase in milling duration results in the emergence
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of the relatively small coercivity (HC), remanence (Mr) and a variation of the saturation 
magnetization (MS). The change of both magnetic parameters across milling is closely 
associated with the continuous grains size refinement and subsequent changes of the 
interactions between finer nanoflakes or/and nanocrystallites. The XPS studies performed at the 
last stage of pulverization can lead to the conclusion, that the as – milled flakes are covered by 
impurities and may show oxides – rich shell.

  

Fig.1 AFM topography of single Ho(Ni0.8Co0.2)3 nanoflower – like flake with 
inhomogeneousdistribution of crystallites.
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A new cerium palladium aluminide, CePd2Al8, was synthesized by direct reaction of the 
elements and its crystal structure was determined from single crystal X-ray diffraction data: 
sp.gr. C2/m, Z=2, a=11.463(12) Å, b=4.415(4) Å, c=9.126(11) Å, β=123.12(7)˚, Pearson symbol 
mS22. The final refinement with anisotropic displacement parameters for all the atoms resulted 
in R(F2)=0.0358 for 900 independent reflections with I>2σ(I) and 36 refined parameters.

Ce atom in 2a site is coordinated by 14 Al atoms with a geometry derived from a 
cubooctahedron. Interatomic Ce-Al distances of 3.164-3.480 Å are comparable with the sum of 
atomic radii of Ce and Al (3.26 Å). The next-nearest neighbors are six Pd atoms with Ce-Pd 
separation of 3.684-3.806 Å. In the structure, the Ce atoms lie in the ab-plane so that the 
shortest Ce-Ce contacts within the plane are 4.415 and 6.142 Å whereas those between the 
planes are 7.99 and 9.126 Å. Along the b-direction, the Ce-centered polyhedra pack by face-
sharing yielding the Ce-Ce contact of 4.415 Å. Along the a-direction, these polyhedra are edge-
sharing yielding the Ce-Ce contact of 6.142 Å. Thus the Ce polyhedra slabs parallel to (ab) are 
formed (see Fig.a).

Coordination polyhedron of palladium atom (4i) can be described as a severely distorted cube 
of eight Al atoms with Pd-Al contacts of 2.488-2.727 Å. Each Pd polyhedron is edge sharing 
with five other Pd polyhedra forming a corrugated slab parallel to (201) plane (Fig.b). Ce 
polyhedra slabs and Pd polyhedra slabs mutually interpenetrate to form a three-dimentional 
network through quadrilaterals composed of four Al atoms (Fig. c). Al-Al contacts range from 
2.488 to 2.900 Å.
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The transformation within the solid state of TlCu5Se3 into a metastable form of TlCu4Se3 by 
oxidative copper leaching in concentrated ammonia solution has been studied in situ by 
conventional X-ray powder diffraction. The parent phase is tetragonal and the daughter phase is 
orthorhombic [1, 2], although with very similar cell parameters. The ease with which the reaction 
occurs illustrates a comparatively high diffusion coefficient typical of copper sulphides and 
selenides coupled with strong topotaxy. The diffraction patterns of the phases remain sharp 
during the process.

The structures are very similar (Fig. 1), and the transformation is essentially an effect of a 
symmetry breaking accompanied by the removal of 50% of the copper atoms of an 8-fold site 
[3]. The transformation was followed from consecutive scans in a real-time mode with the 
sample powder resting in a 0.5 mm capillary with ammonia added, leading eventually to a 
complete transformation of the amount probed. The oxidation is effectuated by the access of 
oxygen from the air while the accompanying released copper enters the liquid phase where it is 
forming ammine complexes in solution.

In a similar process, the transformation of monoclinic TlCu3Se3 into tetragonal TlCu2Se2 was 
investigated recently, using synchrotron radiation [4]. There too, 50% of the copper atoms within 
a selenium bisdisphenoid were removed and the transformation was followed in situ. 

[1] R. Berger, L. Eriksson, A. Meerschaut, J. Solid State Chem. 87 (1990) 283- 288.
[2] R. Berger, L.-E. Tergenius, L. Norén, L. Eriksson, J. Alloys Comp. 224 (1995) 171-176
[3] L. Norén, R. Berger, J. Alloys Comp. 288 (1999) 110-116.
[4] J. Ångström, M. Sahlberg, R. Berger, J. Alloys Comp. 637 (2015) 321-325.

Fig. 1. The structures of tetragonal TlCu5Se3 (a) and orthorhombic TlCu4Se3 (b) as projections 
along the c-axis. The essential differences between the two structures are accentuated by 
structural elements in an added (red) ring. The bisdisphenoid in (a) is transformed into two 
connected tetrahedra in (b). Large circles, Se; medium circles, Tl; small circles, Cu. 
Unfilled/filled symbols denote the z-value, 0 and ½, respectively.
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A series of novel isostructural ternary compounds RTi6Sn4 (R = La-Nd, Sm) and RTi6Pb4 (R =
Y, Gd-Er) were synthesized from bulk metals by arc-melting under purified argon. Their crystal 
structures were refined from X-ray powder diffraction data collected on a STOE Stadi P 
diffractometer (Cu Kα1 radiation). All of the phases crystallize in the rhombohedral structure 
type ZrFe6Ge4 (R-3m, hR33).
The ternary stannides continue a series of isostructural compounds with rare-earth metals 
(previously the compounds RTi6Sn4 with R = Y, Gd-Tm, Lu were studied [1-3]), while the 
RTi6Pb4 phases are the first known ternary compounds in R–Ti–Pb systems and the first 
representatives of the structure type ZrFe6Ge4 among ternary plumbides of rare-earth metals 
with transition elements. The unit-cell parameters of the novel compounds are given in the 
tables.

Table 1. Unit-cell parameters of the novel RTi6Sn4 compounds.

Compound LaTi6Sn4 CeTi6Sn4 PrTi6Sn4 NdTi6Sn4 SmTi6Sn4

a [Å] 5.7980(4) 5.810(10) 5.8055(8) 5.7988(4) 5.7880(2)
c [Å] 22.908(15) 22.971(4) 22.952(3) 22.910(16) 22.8351(8)
V [Å3] 666.92(7) 671.5(2) 669.9(16) 667.17(8) 662.49(4)

Table 2. Unit-cell parameters of the novel RTi6Pb4 compounds.
Compound YTi6Pb4 GdTi6Pb4 TbTi6Pb4 DyTi6Pb4 HoTi6Pb4 ErTi6Pb4

a [Å] 5.8382(9) 5.8472(7) 5.8425(9) 5.8392(9) 5.8367(9) 5.8341(8)
c [Å] 22.999(8) 23.069(7) 23.001(8) 22.995(8) 22.978(9) 22.910(8)
V [Å3] 678.9(2) 683.0(2) 680.0(2) 679.0(2) 677.9(2) 675.3(2)

     The crystal structure of these ternary compounds can be described as a stacking of layers 
formed by the coordination polyhedra of the Sn (Pb) atoms along the [001] crystallographic 
direction (the atoms of the p-element occupy two positions 6c). Layers of slightly distorted 
anticubooctahedra [R3Ti6Sn3] ([R3Ti6Pb3]) are separated by layers of truncated hexagonal 
bipyramids [RTi9]; in the latter the polyhedra are turned in opposite directions along [001]. The 
titanium atoms form kagome nets perpendicular to the crystallographic direction [001].

[1] M. Eul, T. Langer, R. Pöttgen, Ternary stannides RETi6Sn4 (RE = Y, Gd-Tm, Lu) with 
rhombohedral LiFe6Ge4 type structure, Intermetallics 20 (2012) 98-103.
[2] J. Ma, Y. Zhan, J. She, Z. Yang, J. Liang, The phase relationships in the Gd–Ti–Sn ternary 
system at 473 K and the new compound GdSn4Ti6, J. Alloys Compd. 489 (2010) 384-388.
[3] Yu.V. Fartushna, A.V. Kotko, M.V. Bulanova, Contribution to the investigation of the Ti–Dy–
Sn system, Chem. Met. Alloys 2 (2009) 83-88.
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Over a period of some years we studied the hydrogen interaction with intermetallic compounds 
(IMC\'s) Laves phase structure C 14 general formula (Ti,Zr)-Mn-V with stoichiometric and non-
stoichiometric compositions by means of the calorimetric method using differential calorimeter 
Tian – Calvet type [1-3]. We obtained simultaneously two dependences ΔH-C and P-C (P – 
equilibrium hydrogen pressure, C –H/IMC, ΔH – the enthalpy of hydrogen reaction with IMC) at 
different temperatures. The analysis of ΔH-C isotherms revealed that in these systems 
depending on reaction temperature one or two hydride phases could be formed. Besides we 
noticed that if the values of ΔH decrease with increasing C in the Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.1V0.1 – Н2
system then in the Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.3V0.5 – Н2, Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.5V0.8 – H2 and Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.3V0.7 – Н2 
systems the enthalpy values of the reaction of hydrogen interaction with IMCs increase with 
increasing C. We assumed that observable difference in the behavior of the AB2 – H2 systems 
is caused a different faceting of the tetrahedral interstices which hydrogen atoms occupy as it 
was demonstrated convincingly [4] that in the sub-stoichiometric compounds AB2 type with 
Laves phase structure there is a rearrangement of A and B atoms among the crystallographic 
positions and the atoms of the A component partly occupy the positions of the B atoms.

The purpose of the present work is the study of hydrogen interaction with IMC by means of the 
calorimetric method and to verify whether the correlation of the calorimetric results with the 
peculiarities of the structure of the metallic matrix exists.

Two IMCs with Laves phase structure C 14 non-stoichiometric composition Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.2V0.1
and Ti0.9Zr0.1Mn1.3V0.5 were synthesized. The positions of Zr and V atoms in the metal 
sublattice of these intermetallic compounds were determined by means of X-ray powder 
diffraction and neutron powder diffraction analysis. The study of hydrogen interaction with IMC 
carried out by means of calorimetric method over wide temperature range from 63 to 150°C. 
Correlation between the obtained structural data and the results of the calorimetric 
measurements was revealed.
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The pinning effects at the interface of magnetic phases with different magnetic anisotropy give 
rise to interesting magnetic phenomena. Among them a key attention is presently paid to 
exchange-bias and exchange-spring phenomena, due to both theoretical and practical 
challenges. Soft and hard magnetic phases may be either directly interfaced (leading in 
particular morpho-geometrical conditions to exchange spring magnetic structures) or separated 
via conductive thin layers (in order to form spin valve structures). A great deal of interest is 
presently paid to Fe-Pt intermetallic structures which might present either a soft magnetic (SM) 
character as cubic (disordered A1or ordered L12) phase or a hard magnetic (HM) character as 
tetragonal L10 phase, the switching between the two configurations being induced by 
appropriate thermal treatments. The effects of a separation Cu layer (30 or 50 nm thick) on the 
magnetic coupling between a HM (60 nm thick) Fe-Mn-Pt layer and a SM (8 nm thick) Fe layer 
are reported. The component layers of the structures have been grown on Si(100) substrates by 
RF/DC magnetron sputtering in Ar atmosphere (less than 6*10-3 torr) starting from a base 
vacuum in the range of 10-9 torr. The Fe-Mn-Pt layer (33 at % Pt and 1 to 5 at % Mn) was firstly 
deposited and annealed in high vacuum conditions at 570 0C for 90 min in order to form the HM 
L10 phase. The finally obtained multilayer structures have been analyzed via X ray 
diffractometry and reflectometry (with respect to morpho-structural and geometrical aspects), 
Scanning Electron and Energy dispersive X ray spectroscopy (to observe the surface 
morphology and the elemental composition), Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy (in 
order to determine the constituent Fe based phases, interfacial diffusion and local magnetic 
configurations) and SQUID magnetometry (in order to find the overall magnetic behavior). It has 
been proven the presence of both tetragonal and ordered cubic phases in the HM film as well 
as the strong coupling of the SM layer to the hard magnetic one, the overall system behaving 
like an exchange spring system with the magnetic coupling and energy product sensibly 
controlled by the Cu spacer layer. Micromagnetic simulations on similar multilayer structures 
have been performed by using the free software package OOMMF (Object Oriented 
Micromagnetic Framework) by NIST.
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The new ternary compound U8Mn3Ge7 has been synthesized starting from high-purity elements 
(> 99.9 wt%). Pure elements were melted in a water-cooled copper crucible using a high 
frequency induction furnace (CELES) under pure argon atmosphere. The purity and chemical 
composition of the sample has been checked by microprobe analysis (Cameca SX 100).

Very small single crystals (≈20×20×15mm3) of U8Mn3Ge7 were extracted from the as-cast 
ingots. Its crystal structure was characterized at room temperature with a Bruker-CCD-appex II 
diffractometer (Mo Ka, l = 0.71073 Å) which allows the study of such very small crystal.

U8Mn3Ge7 is orthorhombic (Pnma) with a = 17.654 Å, b = 5.707 Å, c = 14.243 Å.

The complex crystal structure will be described and discussed on the poster.

On the poster, we would also focus on the magnetic properties of this material from magnetic 
measurements and neutron powder diffraction data.

Very small single crystals (≈20×20×15mm3)3)3 of U8Mn3Ge7 were extracted from the as-cast 
ingots. Its crystal structure was characterized at room temperature with a Bruker-CCD-appex II 
diffractometer (Mo Ka, l = 0.71073 Å) which allows the study of such very small crystal.

Mn3Ge7 is orthorhombic (Pnma) with a = 17.654 Å, b = 5.707 Å, c = 14.243 Å.

The complex crystal structure will be described and discussed on the poster.

On the poster, we would also focus on the magnetic properties of this material from magnetic 
measurements and neutron powder diffraction data.
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A ternary compound “Sc3Cu8Al7” with unknown crystal structure was found during the 
investigation of the phase equilibria in the ternary system Sc–Cu–Al at 600°C [1, 2]. Here we 
report the crystal structure of this compound. An alloy of nominal composition Sc16.7Cu44.4Al38.9
was synthesized from the metals (≥99.99 wt.%) by arc melting under argon, and annealed 
under vacuum at 600ºC for 1800 h. An X-ray powder diffraction pattern was collected at room 
temperature on a diffractometer STOE Stadi P (Cu Kα1-radiation). The crystal structure was
solved by direct methods, using the WinCSD program package [3], and refined by the Rietveld 
method, using the FullProf Suite program package [4].
The structure of the title compound, of refined composition Sc6Cu24.1(2)Al11.9(2), belongs to the 
cubic body-centered space group Im-3 (Pearson symbol cI176-8, a = 13.5337(5) Å, RB =
0.0599). Atomic coordinates, isotropic displacement parameters and site occupancies are listed 
in the table.

Atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters for the compound Sc6Cu24.1Al11.9
(cI176-8, Im-3, a = 13.5337(5) Å, Z = 4)

Site Wyckoff 
position x y z Biso, Å2

Sc 24g 0 0.1889(3) 0.3063(3) 0.18(6)
M1 48h 0.1116(2) 0.33823(19) 0.1972(3) 2.95(11)
M2 24g 0 0.2437(4) 0.0923(4) 3.02(15)
M3 16f 0.1640(3) 0.1640(3) 0.1640(3) 2.2(2)
M4 12d 0.3994(5) 0 0 4.1(2)
Cu1 24g 0 0.4007(2) 0.3460(2) 0.27(6)
Cu2 16f 0.0684(3) 0.0684(3) 0.0684(3) 4.0
Al 12e 0.1912(7) 0 1/2 0.80(17)

M1 = 0.667(9)Cu + 0.333(9)Al; M2 = 0.531(12)Cu + 0.469(12)Al; 
M3 = 0.700(15)Cu + 0.300(15)Al; M4 = 0.69(2)Cu + 0.31(2)Al; Occ.(Cu2) = 0.5

0.0599). Atomic coordinates, isotropic displacement parameters and site occupancies are listed 
in the table.

Atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters for the compound Sc6Cu24.1Al11.9
(cI176-8, Im-3, a = 13.5337(5) Å, Z = 4)

Site Wyckoff 
position x y z Biso, Å2

Sc 24g 0 0.1889(3) 0.3063(3) 0.18(6)
M1M1M 48h 0.1116(2) 0.33823(19) 0.1972(3) 2.95(11)
M2M2M 24g 0 0.2437(4) 0.0923(4) 3.02(15)
M3M3M 16f16f16 0.1640(3) 0.1640(3) 0.1640(3) 2.2(2)
M4M4M 12d 0.3994(5) 0 0 4.1(2)
Cu1 24g 0 0.4007(2) 0.3460(2) 0.27(6)
Cu2 16f16f16 0.0684(3) 0.0684(3) 0.0684(3) 4.0
Al 12e 0.1912(7) 0 1/2 0.80(17)

1 = 0.667(9)Cu + 0.333(9)Al; M2 = 0.531(12)Cu + 0.469(12)Al; M2 = 0.531(12)Cu + 0.469(12)Al; M
3 = 0.700(15)Cu + 0.300(15)Al; M4 = 0.69(2)Cu + 0.31(2)Al; Occ.(Cu2) = 0.5M4 = 0.69(2)Cu + 0.31(2)Al; Occ.(Cu2) = 0.5M
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The structure of Sc6Cu24.1Al11.9 can be described as a packing of 16-vertex coordination 
polyhedra of the Sc atoms, which form icosahedral clusters with large voids around the origin 
and centre of the body-centred cell. These voids are filled by Cu4 tetrahedra formed by Cu 
atoms from the disordered site Cu2. The crystal structure is closely related to the structure type 
Ce6Au27.6Sn6.8 [5]. Both structures, Sc6Cu24.1Al11.9 and Ce6Au27.6Sn6.8, derive from the binary 
structure type Ru3Be17 (1/1 quasicrystal approximant) [6] by filling the icosahedral clusters 
formed by the coordination polyhedra of the large atoms by Cu4 and Sn4 tetrahedra, 
respectively.

[1] E.I. Gladyshevskii, Z.M. Shpyrka, M.B. Konyk, Coll. Abstr. 6 Symp. Cryst. Chem. Inorg. 
Coord. Compd., Lviv, 1992, p. 170.
[2] N.Z. Nakonechna, Z.M. Shpyrka, M.B. Konyk, Gladyshevskii E.I., Coll. Abstr. 6 Int. Conf. 
Cryst. Chem. Intermet. Compd., Lviv, 1995, p. 40.
[3] L. Akselrud, Yu. Grin, J. Appl. Crystallogr. 47 (2014) 803-805.
[4] J. Rodriguez-Carvajal, Commission on Powder Diffraction (IUCr), Newsletter 26 (2001) 12-
19.
[5] S. Kenzari, V. Demange, P. Boulet, M.C. Weerd, J. Ledieu, J.M. Dubois, V. Fournée, J. 
Phys.: Condens. Matter 20 (2008) 095218.
[6] D.E. Sands, Q.C. Johnson, O.H. Krikorian, K.L. Kromholtz, Acta Crystallogr. 15 (1962) 1191-
1195.
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Quaternary derivatives of the structure type BaHg11
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The quaternary compound Ce3TaAg6Al26 was reported in [1]. Its crystal structure was assigned 
to the type BaHg11 (space group Pm-3m) and the cell parameter (a = 8.677 Å) was determined. 
According to [2] the structure type Y3TaNi6+xAl26 has been observed near the stoichiometry 
3:1:6:26 in several metallic systems. 23 and 16 isotypic quaternary compounds have been 
reported in the {Ca,Sr,Eu,Yb}–T–Au–Al and {Y,Gd,Tb,Dy}–T–Ni–Al (where T is a transition 
metal) systems, respectively. In the Ce–Ag–Al system the ternary compound CeAg3.1Al7.9 has 
been reported with BaHg11-type structure (a = 8.653 Å).

The structure type Y3TaNi6+xAl26 (Z = 1) is a quaternary variant of the type BaHg11 (Z = 3) with 
one additional site (Wyckoff position 1b of space group Pm-3m) at the centre of the unit cell, 
which is partly occupied by Ni atoms, and a split site 12j, which is occupied by a statistical 
mixture of Al and Ni atoms in the approximate ratio 1:1.
We synthesized 11 samples of nominal compositions R8.3Ta2.8Ag16.7Al72.2 (R = Y, Ce, Pr, Nd, 
Sm, and Gd) and Ce8.3T2.8Ag16.7Al72.2 (T = V, Nb, Cr, Mo, and W) by arc-melting under an 
argon atmosphere; the ingots were annealed at 600ºC for one month. The main phase (>70 
wt.%) in each alloy, with the exception of Ce8.3W2.8Ag16.7Al72.2, was a new quaternary 
intermetallide. The crystal structures of the quaternary compounds were determined from 
powder X-ray diffraction data (diffractometer STOE Stadi P, Cu Kα1 radiation) and the profile 
and structure parameters were refined by the Rietveld method. The chemical formulae of the 
new compounds can be described as R3T(Ag,Al)20Al12 (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, and Sm, T = V, Nb, Ta, 
Cr, and Mo) and R3TAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 (R = Y and Gd, T = Ta).

It was found that the novel compounds represent two new structure types: Ce3Ta(Ag,Al)20Al12
(refined composition Ce3TaAg7.97Al24.03, сP36, Pm-3m, a = 8.6675(2) Å) and 
Gd3TaAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 (Gd3TaAg8.89Al23.25, сP49-12.86, Pm-3m, a = 8.6158(5) Å), which are 
quaternary variants of the structure type BaHg11. The Ce3Ta(Ag,Al)20Al12 structure is a partly 
ordered substitution derivative, whereas the Gd3TaAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 structure is a substitution, 
deformation and filled-in derivative of the parent structure (table).

Distribution of the atoms on different Wyckoff positions of space group Pm-3m
and site occupations in BaHg11 and closely related structure types

Wyckoff Structure type

The structure type Y3TaNi6+xAl26 (Z = 1) is a quaternary variant of the type BaHg11 (Z = 3) with 
one additional site (Wyckoff position 1b of space group Pm-3m) at the centre of the unit cell, 
which is partly occupied by Ni atoms, and a split site 12jpartly occupied by Ni atoms, and a split site 12jpartly occupied by Ni atoms, and a split site 12 , which is occupied by a statistical 
mixture of Al and Ni atoms in the approximate ratio 1:1.
We synthesized 11 samples of nominal compositions R8.3Ta2.8Ag16.7Al72.2 (R = Y, Ce, Pr, Nd, 
Sm, and Gd) and Ce8.3T2.8T2.8T Ag16.7Al72.2 (T = V, Nb, Cr, Mo, and W) by arc-melting under an 
argon atmosphere; the ingots were annealed at 600ºC for one month. The main phase (>70 
wt.%) in each alloy, with the exception of Ce8.3W2.8Ag16.7Al72.2, was a new quaternary 
intermetallide. The crystal structures of the quaternary compounds were determined from 
powder X-ray diffraction data (diffractometer STOE Stadi P, Cu KαKαK 1 radiation) and the profile 
and structure parameters were refined by the Rietveld method. The chemical formulae of the 
new compounds can be described as R3T(Ag,Al)T(Ag,Al)T 20Al12 (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, and Sm, T = V, Nb, Ta, 
Cr, and Mo) and R3TAgTAgT x(Ag,Al)20Al12 (R = Y and Gd, T = Ta).

It was found that the novel compounds represent two new structure types: Ce3Ta(Ag,Al)20Al12
(refined composition Ce3TaAg7.97Al24.03, сP36, Pm-3m, a = 8.6675(2) Å) and 

3TaAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 (Gd3TaAg8.89Al23.25, сP49P49P -12.86, Pm-3m, a = 8.6158(5) Å), which are 
quaternary variants of the structure type BaHg11. The Ce3Ta(Ag,Al)20Al12 structure is a partly 
ordered substitution derivative, whereas the Gd3TaAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 structure is a substitution, 
deformation and filled-in derivative of the parent structure (table).

Distribution of the atoms on different Wyckoff positions of space group Pm-3m
and site occupations in BaHg11 and closely related structure types

Wyckoff Structure type
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position BaHg11 Ce3Ta(Ag,Al)20Al12 Gd3TaAgx(Ag,Al)20Al12 Y3TaNi6+xAl26

3c Ba Ce Gd Y
1a Hg1 Ta Ta Ta

12j Hg2 0.527(3) Al1 + 
0.473(3) Ag1 

0.492(2) Al1 0.487 Al1
0.508(2) Ag1 0.513 Ni1

12i Hg3 Al2 Al2 Al2

8g Hg4 0.713(4) Al3 +
0.287(4)Ag3

0.653(2) Al3 +
0.347(2) Ag3 Al3

1b - - 0.142(3) Ag2 0.145 Ni2

[1] S.E. Latturner, D. Bilc, S.D. Mahanti, M.G. Kanatzidis, Inorg. Chem. 48 (2009) 1346-1355.
[2] P. Villars, K. Cenzual (Eds.), Pearson’s Crystal Data – Crystal Structure Database for 
Inorganic Compounds, Release 2014/15, ASM International, Materials Park (OH), 2014.
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New ternary intermetallic compound Sm3RuSn6 have been synthetized by arc melting under 
argon from the pure elements. The structure was established for the isothermal section at 620 
°C by the X-ray powder diffraction and EMPA methods. The crystal structure for new ternary 
phase were assigned to known structure type based on XPD Rietveld refinements – Y3CoSn6,
space group – Cmcm (№60). The unit cell parameters are a=4.4139(3) Ǻ, b=16.6102(8) Ǻ, 
c=13.2827(7) Ǻ, V=1332.1(4) Ǻ3. The structure is similar with the investigated earlier compound 
of same compositon with cerium – Ce3RuSn6 and characterized by two independent 
crystallographic position of samarium – 8f and 4c. Interatomic contacts between the rare earth 
and transition metals are not shortened: d(Sm1-Ru1) = 3.3418(3) Å, d(Sm2-Ru1) = 3.6233(4) Å.
crystallographic position of samarium – 8f and 4c. Interatomic contacts between the rare earth 
and transition metals are not shortened: d(Sm1-Ru1) = 3.3418(3) Å, d(Sm2-Ru1) = 3.6233(4) Å.
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Competing interactions in ErxPr(1−x)Co2
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Among the rare-earth (R) - transition metal (T) intermetallics, the Co Laves phases are 
particularly interesting because of the magnetism of the 3d band in these systems is strongly 
influenced by the R sublattice magnetization.  If the R bears a magnetic moment, the f-d
exchange results in a ferro- (light R) or ferrimagnetic (heavy R) coupling between the Co and 
the R magnetization sublattices. High magnetic fields force ferrimagnetic RCo2 to gradually 
change the antiparallel alignment between the R and the Co moments towards a ferromagnetic 
phase. In particular, for ErCo2a transition at 52 T has been reported, which was identified as 
Itinerant Electron Metamagnetism (IIEM) [1]. On the other hand, in ferromagnetic systems (as 
PrCo2) no field induced transition has been detected. The local interactions can be modified by 
substituting Er by Pr, changing the internal exchange fields to give rise to spin flipping 
transitions. In this work we have systematically measured the low-temperature high-field 
magnetization of ErxPr(1-x)Co2 at 4, 10, and 40 K at the Dresden High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory. Er substitution by Pr sets the condition for the system to undergo a field induced 
phase transition, ranging between 22 T (x=0.1) and 50 T (x=0.9). A clear jump in magnetization 
is observed in every diluted system. The modification on the internal exchange fields with 
increasing x plays the major role in modifying the critical field.

The magnetization of the ErxPr(1-x)Co2 series at low field is very well described by an 
antiferromagnetic disposition of the Er and Pr ions (μEr ≈ 7μB > μPr ≈ 3μB). At high field may be 
described by an ferromagnetic disposition of the Er and Pr ions and a small Co component (μEr
≈ 7μB >μPr ≈3μB >μCo ≈0.5μB) 

[1] J. J. M. Franse et al. Handbook of magnetic materials, Elsevier 7, 307 (1993)
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Sigma (s) phase in Fe100-xVx alloy system exists in a wide range of composition (~34 £ x £ 
~65) which allows flexible tailoring of its physical properties. For example, the Curie 
temperature, TC, can be raised above 300K [1]. In this contribution results on TC and on the 
Debye temperature, qD, obtained with the Mӧssbauer spectroscopy on an s-Fe65.9V34.1 alloy 
will be presented. Mӧssbauer spectra were recorded in a temperature range of 80-330K, and 
they were evaluated to give spectral parameters appropriate for determining TC and qD. The 
former was determined from a temperature dependence of the average hf. field – see Fig. 1- 
yielding the value of 312K, while qD-value was derived either from a temperature dependence 
of the center shift or from a spectral area yielding 403 K and 374K, respectively. In both cases 
the Debye model was used. The energetics of the lattice vibrations was figured out viz. 
temperature-induced changes in the kinetic and potential energies of the vibrations were 
evaluated giving evidence on the harmonic character of these vibrations.

Fig. 1 Examples of the spectra with 5 components and related hyperfine field distribution 
curves.

[1] J. Cieslak, B.F.O. Costa, S.M. Dubiel et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater., 321 (2009) 2160

of the center shift or from a spectral area yielding 403 K and 374K, respectively. In both cases 
the Debye model was used. The energetics of the lattice vibrations was figured out viz. 
temperature-induced changes in the kinetic and potential energies of the vibrations were 
evaluated giving evidence on the harmonic character of these vibrations.

Fig. 1 Examples of the spectra with 5 components and related hyperfine field distribution 
curves.

[1] J. Cieslak, B.F.O. Costa, S.M. Dubiel et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater., 321 (2009) 2160
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The compound EuPd2.67Ga8.33 was synthesized by reacting of the elemental components in a 
welded tantalum container at 1100 °C and subsequent annealing at 600 °C for 40 days. The 
crystal structure was determined by using single-crystal X-ray diffraction technique (space group 
R-3m, Pearson symbol hR108, a = 12.0207(6) Å, c = 14.685(1) Å, V = 1837.6(3) Å3, Z = 9) and 
refined to RF = 0.048 for 45 refined parameters and 667 unique reflections. The structure 
EuPd2.67Ga8.33 is new structure type which is a deformed derivative of the structure type 
BaHg11. The projection of the crystal structure along [001] and the coordination polyhedra of 
atoms are shown in the Figure. The following shortest interatomic distances occur in the crystal 
structure of EuPd2.67Ga8.33: d(Eu-Ga) = 3.20-3.44 Å, d(Pd-Ga) = 3.02-3.42 Å, d(Ga-Ga) = 2.67-
2.85 Å. In the paramagnetic region the electronic configuration 4f7 (oxidation state of +2) was
obtained for europium (μeff =7.90 μB) from the measurement of magnetic susceptibility.  

EuPd2.67Ga8.33 is new structure type which is a deformed derivative of the structure type 
BaHg11. The projection of the crystal structure along [001] and the coordination polyhedra of 
atoms are shown in the Figure. The following shortest interatomic distances occur in the crystal 
structure of EuPd2.67Ga8.33: d(Eu-Ga) = 3.20-3.44 Å, d(Pd-Ga) = 3.02-3.42 Å, d(Ga-Ga) = 2.67-
2.85 Å. In the paramagnetic region the electronic configuration 4f7 

Ga) = 3.02
7 

Ga) = 3.02
4f7 4f (oxidation state of +2) was

obtained for europium (μeff =7.90 μB) from the measurement of magnetic susceptibility.  
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Ca13Ir6Ga8 was synthesized by reaction the elemental components in a welded tantalum 
container at 1200 °C and subsequent annealing at 400 °C for 30 days. The crystal structure was 
determined by using single-crystal X-ray diffraction technique (Rigaku AFC 7 diffractometer, 
Mercury CCD detector, MoKa radiation; space group C2/c, Pearson symbol mC108, a =
15.197(1) Å, b = 8.761(1) Å, c = 19.584(2) Å, β = 104.41o, V = 2525.4(8) Å3, Z = 4) and refined 
to RF = 0.033 for 128 refined parameters and 3123 unique reflections.

The structure Ca13Ir6Ga8 is the first representative of a new structure type. Atomic arrangement 
in the crystal structure and configuration of the 3D polyanion are shown in the Figure (left and
right panel, respectively). Coordination numbers of atoms are 13-17 for Ca, 10 for Ir, and 9 to 12 
for Ga. The shortest interatomic distances observed in the crystal structure of Ca13Ir6Ga8 are 
d(Ca-Ir) = 3.00-3.35 Å, d(Ca-Ga) = 3.01-3.31 Å, d(Ir-Ga) = 2.45-2.60 Å, d(Ca-Ca) = 3.38-3.90 Å.

right panel, respectively). Coordination numbers of atoms are 13 17 for Ca, 10 for Ir, and 9 to 12 
for Ga. The shortest interatomic distances observed in the crystal structure of Ca13Ir6Ga8 are 
(Ca-Ir) = 3.00-3.35 Å, d(Ca-Ga) = 3.01-3.31 Å, d(Ir-Ga) = 2.45-2.60 Å, d(Ca-Ca) = 3.38-3.90 Å.
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Barandiarán  Jose Manuel  ThCO 12 
Barandiarán  José Manuel  FrCO 6 
Baranov  Nikolai  PS2   25 
Baranov  Nikolai  PS2   26 
Baranov  Nikolai  PS2   31 
Baranov  Nikolai  PS4   5 
Barbashova  Anna  PS2   2 
Barberá  Joaquín  PS2   30 
Barrera Patiño  Claudia Patricia  PS2   16 
Bartolomé  Elena  MoAO 3 
Bartolomé  Elena  PS3   1 
Bartolomé  Fernando  FrAO 8 
Bartolomé  Fernando  PS2   37 
Bartolomé  Fernando  PS3   1 
Bartolomé  Fernando  TuAO 12 
Bartolomé  Fernando   PS4   36 

Baker Alexander A. TuCO 1
Balas Francisco PS2   33
Balin Katarzyna PS4   10
Balin Katarzyna   PS4   11
Baran Stanislaw FrAO 1
Baran Stanislaw PS3   37
Barandiarán Jose Manuel ThCO 12
Barandiarán José Manuel FrCO 6
Baranov Nikolai PS2   25
Baranov Nikolai PS2   26
Baranov Nikolai PS2   31
Baranov Nikolai PS4   5
Barbashova Anna PS2   2
Barberá Joaquín PS2   30
Barrera Patiño Claudia Patricia PS2   16
Bartolomé Elena MoAO 3
Bartolomé Elena PS3   1
Bartolomé Fernando FrAO 8
Bartolomé Fernando PS2   37
Bartolomé Fernando PS3   1
Bartolomé Fernando TuAO 12
Bartolomé Fernando   PS4   36
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Bartolomé  Juan  FrAO 8 
Bartolomé  Juan  MoAO 3 
Bartolomé  Juan  PS2   37 
Bartolomé  Juan  PS3   1 
Bartolomé  Juan  PS4   36 
Bartolomé  Juan  TuAO 12 
Barzowska  Justyna  MoAO 7 
Ba ak  Ali Sadi  PS2   13 
Ba ak  Ali Sadi  PS2   14 
Basaran  Ali  MoAP 1 
Bassat  Jean Marc   TuAO 11 
Basso  Vittorio  PS4   9 
Batlle  Xavier  MoAP 1 
Bauer  Ernst  FrAO 10 
Bauer  Ernst  ThCK 2 
Bauer  Ernst  TuAO 2 
Bauer  Ernst  WeAO 4 
Bavrina  Olga  PS2   5 
Baya  Miguel  FrCO 5 
Beatrice  Cinzia  WeCK 1 
Becher  Carsten  PS1   9 
Belan  Bohdana  PS4   35 
Belenov  Sergey  TuAO 10 
Belgacem  Besma  FrAO 4 
Belik  Alexei  PS1   21 
Belik  Alexei  PS3   11 
Belik  Alexei  PS3   12 
Belik  Alexei  PS3   13 
Belik  Alexei  PS3   15 
Belik  Alexei  PS3   19 
Belo  J. H.   FrAO 2 
Ben Abdallah Kolsi  Rihab  PS3   27 
Ben Hassen  Rached  FrAO 4 
Benea  Diana  TuAO 7 
Benniston  Andrew C.  MoAO 3 
Berche  Alexandre  ThCO 11 
BERCHEL  Mathieu  MoAO 4 
Berent  Katarzyna  MoEO 3 
Berger  Clement  PS4   18 
Berger  Rolf  PS4   22 
Berkowski  Marek  PS2   34 
Berkowski  Marek  PS3   26 
Bertel  Ramon   PS4   34 

Belan Bohdana PS4   35
Belenov Sergey TuAO 10
Belgacem Besma FrAO 4
Belik Alexei PS1   21
Belik Alexei PS3   11
Belik Alexei PS3   12
Belik Alexei PS3   13
Belik Alexei PS3   15
Belik Alexei PS3   19
Belo J. H.   FrAO 2
Ben Abdallah Kolsi Rihab PS3   27
Ben Hassen Rached FrAO 4
Benea Diana TuAO 7
Benniston Andrew C. MoAO 3
Berche Alexandre ThCO 11
BERCHEL Mathieu MoAO 4
Berent Katarzyna MoEO 3
Berger Clement PS4   18
Berger Rolf PS4   22
Berkowski Marek PS2   34
Berkowski Marek PS3   26
Bertel Ramon   PS4   34
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Berthebaud  David  MoEO 1 
Berthebaud  David  PS2   22 
Berthebaud  David  ThAO 12 
Bitam  Adel   PS3   30 
Blasco  Javier  MoAO 8 
Blasco  Javier  PS1   7 
Blasco  Javier   FrCO 4 
Blasco  Javier   TuCO 6 
Blatov  Vladislav  PS4   12 
Bobet  Jean Louis  MoCO 5 
Bobet  Jean Louis  ThCO 2 
Bobet  J L  TuAI 1 
Bobev  Svilen  WeCO 1 
Bobnar  Matej  FrAO 9 
Boeije  Maurits  FrAP 1 
Bogani  Lapo  WeAO 2 
Bogoslavskaja  Elena  PS3   32 
Boller  Herbert  PS3   35 
Bombardi  Alessandro  MoAO 2 
Bondar   I.S.   PS1   4 
Bonilla  C. Marcela  PS4   36 
Borrmann  Horst  FrAO 9 
Bosacka  Monika  PS2   36 
Böttger  Roman  MoEO 5 
Boukerika  Allaoua  FrCO 2 
Boukortt  Abdelkader  PS1   13 
Boukortt  Abdelkader   PS1   14 
BOUKORTT  Abdlekader  PS1   18 
Boulet  Pascal  MoCO 4 
Bozzo  Bernard  MoAK 1 
Bozzo  Bernat  TuCO 6 
Branco Lopes  Elsa  TuAO 1 
Brando  Manuel  FrCO 9 
Brant  William  PS4   22 
Brik  Mikhail G.  MoAO 7 
Brisset  Nicolas  ThCO 11 
Brown  Artur  PS2   4 
Broz  Pavel  TuAO 2 
Bruck  Ekkes  FrAP 1 
Buceta  Alicia  PS2   32 
Buceta  Alicia  ThCO 8 
Bujoli Doeuff  Martine  ThAO 6 
Bund  Andreas  PS2   1 

Borrmann Horst FrAO 9
Bosacka Monika PS2   36
Böttger Roman MoEO 5
Boukerika Allaoua FrCO 2
Boukortt Abdelkader PS1   13
Boukortt Abdelkader   PS1   14
BOUKORTT Abdlekader PS1   18
Boulet Pascal MoCO 4
Bozzo Bernard MoAK 1
Bozzo Bernat TuCO 6
Branco Lopes Elsa TuAO 1
Brando Manuel FrCO 9
Brant William PS4   22
Brik Mikhail G. MoAO 7
Brisset Nicolas ThCO 11
Brown Artur PS2   4
Broz Pavel TuAO 2
Bruck Ekkes FrAP 1
Buceta Alicia PS2   32
Buceta Alicia ThCO 8
Bujoli Doeuff Martine ThAO 6
Bund Andreas PS2   1
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Buniatyan  Vahe  ThAO 5 
Burghard  Marko   WeAO 2 
Burriel  Ramón  ThAO 9 
BURRIEL  Ramón  WeCO 3 
Bykova  Liudmila  PS3   21 
Caballero Flores  Rafael  TuAO 5 
CAIGNAERT  Vincent  MoAO 4 
Calderón Cómbita  Jorge Arturo  MoAO 9 
Calderón Cómbita  Jorge Arturo  PS2   15 
Calvo Dahlborg  Monique  PS1   28 
Camón  Agustín   ThAO 1 
Canepa  Fabio Michele   PS3   41 
Cardoso Gil  Raul  FrCO 9 
Cario  Laurent  ThAO 6 
Carlos  Pobes  ThAO 1 
Caron  Luana  FrAP 1 
Castán Guerrero  Celia  PS2   37 
Cazacu  Maria  MoAO 5 
Cazacu  Maria  WeAO 3 
Cervetti  Christian  WeAO 2 
Chaaba  Ichrak  ThAO 10 
Chaboy  Jesús  PS2   33 
Chajec  Wieslaw  PS4   7 
Chajewski  Grzegorz  ThCO 11 
Chambreland  Sylvain  PS1   28 
Chapon   Laurent   MoAO 2 
Cheikhrouhou  Abdelwaheb  ThAO 10 
Cheikhrouhou Koubaa  Wissem  ThAO 10 
Che kowska  Gra yna  PS4   18 
Cheong  Sang Wook  MoAO 2 
Chernenko  V.A.   TuAO 4 
Chernenko  Volodymyr  FrCO 6 
Chernenko  Volodymyr  ThCO 12 
Chernyshov  Dmitry  PS3   24 
Chevalier  Bernard  PS4   1 
Chevalier  Bernard  ThCO 1 
Chevalier  Bernard  ThCO 2 
Chikvaidze  Georgii  PS2   41 
Chiyoda  Ayaka  PS3   14 
Choi  Young Jin  PS2   10 
Chotard  Jean Noel  ThCO 11 
CHOWDHURY  SANJIB  PS2   9 
CHUSOVA  Tamara   PS2   18 

Chaboy Jesús PS2   33
Chajec Wieslaw PS4   7
Chajewski Grzegorz ThCO 11
Chambreland Sylvain PS1   28
Chapon   Laurent   MoAO 2
Cheikhrouhou Abdelwaheb ThAO 10
Cheikhrouhou Koubaa Wissem ThAO 10
Che kowska Gra yna PS4   18
Cheong Sang Wook MoAO 2
Chernenko V.A.   TuAO 4
Chernenko Volodymyr FrCO 6
Chernenko Volodymyr ThCO 12
Chernyshov Dmitry PS3   24
Chevalier Bernard PS4   1
Chevalier Bernard ThCO 1
Chevalier Bernard ThCO 2
Chikvaidze Georgii PS2   41
Chiyoda Ayaka PS3   14
Choi Young Jin PS2   10
Chotard Jean Noel ThCO 11
CHOWDHURY SANJIB PS2   9
CHUSOVA Tamara   PS2   18
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Cibin  Giannantonio  TuCO 1 
Cieslak  Jakub  PS1   32 
Cieslak  Jakub   MoEO 3 
Climent Pascual  Esteban  PS3   29 
Collins McIntyre  Liam J.  TuCO 1 
Cored  Jorge  PS2   30 
Cornia  Andrea  WeAO 2 
Cornide Arce  Juan  PS1   28 
Coutinho  Joana T.   TuAK 1 
Crisan  Alina   PS4   27 
Crisan  Ovidiu  PS4   27 
Curcio  Carmen  PS4   9 
da Cunha Rocha  Adriana  ThCO 6 
Dahlborg  Ulf  PS1   28 
Damay  Françoise  PS3   37 
Daniel  Fruchart  PS4   4 
DANIEL  FRUCHART  PS4   6 
DANIEL  FRUCHART  TuAK 2 
Daniel  Fruchart  TuAO 9 
Dashtoyan  Harutyun  ThAO 5 
Dashtoyan  Hovhannes  ThAO 5 
De Andrés  Alicia  PS3   29 
de Groot  Frank   WeAK 1 
de la Venta  Jose  MoAP 1 
de Rango  Patricia  ThAO 10 
de Rango  Patricia  WeCO 2 
de Rango  Patricia   TuAK 2 
de Rango  Patricia   TuAO 9 
De Weerd  Marie Cécile  MoCO 4 
Delgado  Salome   ThCK 1 
Deltell  A.  PS4   8 
Deluque Toro  Crispulo  PS1   10 
Deluque Toro  Crispulo  PS1   8 
Deluque Toro  Crispulo  PS4   34 
Demchenko  Pavlo  PS3   3 
Demchenko  Pavlo  PS4   25 
Deranlot  Cyrile  FrAO 8 
Dhar  Sudesh K.  ThCO 3 
Dianoux  Alexy  PS4   28 
Dianoux  Alexy  ThAO 8 
Didukh  Leonid  PS3   17 
Dindune  Antonija   PS2   41 
Divis  Martin  MoAO 11 

De Andrés Alicia PS3   29
de Groot Frank   WeAK 1
de la Venta Jose MoAP 1
de Rango Patricia ThAO 10
de Rango Patricia WeCO 2
de Rango Patricia   TuAK 2
de Rango Patricia   TuAO 9
De Weerd Marie Cécile MoCO 4
Delgado Salome   ThCK 1
Deltell A. PS4   8
Deluque Toro Crispulo PS1   10
Deluque Toro Crispulo PS1   8
Deluque Toro Crispulo PS4   34
Demchenko Pavlo PS3   3
Demchenko Pavlo PS4   25
Deranlot Cyrile FrAO 8
Dhar Sudesh K. ThCO 3
Dianoux Alexy PS4   28
Dianoux Alexy ThAO 8
Didukh Leonid PS3   17
Dindune Antonija   PS2   41
Divis Martin MoAO 11
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Dobrinovitch  Isabel T.  PS3   2 
Dobrynin  Alexey N.  MoAK 1 
Doert  Thomas  PS1   11 
Doert  Thomas  PS3   6 
Dolbin  A.B.   PS1   4 
Dolezal  Petr  MoAO 11 
Dorovatovskii  Pavel  PS1   17 
Dos santos García  Antonio Juan  WeCO 3 
Dost  Anna  PS2   5 
Dovhopyaty  Yuriy  PS3   17 
Dra ar estmír  ThAO 13 
Dressel  Martin  WeAO 2 
Dubiel  Stanislaw M.  PS4   37 
Dubiel  Stanislaw M.  TuAO 6 
Duda  Henryk  PS2   27 
Duda  Henryk  PS2   35 
Duda  Henryk  PS2   36 
Duda  Henryk  PS3   26 
Dudnikov  Viacheslav  PS1   17 
Dudnikov  Vyacheslav  PS1   6 
Dunaev  S.  PS3   39 
Dunaev  Sergey  PS1   33 
Duraj  Ryszard  WeCO 2 
Dussan Cuenca  Anderson  MoAO 9 
Dussan Cuenca  Anderson  PS2   16 
Dussan Cuenca  Anderson   PS2   15 
Dussan Cuenca  Anderson   PS2   17 
Dyakonov  Vladimir  FrAO 1 
Dynowska  El bieta  MoEO 5 
Dzhumanov  Safarali  PS3   20 
E.S.  Syrkin  PS1   4 
Effenberger  Herta  PS3   35 
Ekmekçi  Mete Kaan  PS2   13 
Ekmekçi  Mete Kaan  PS2   14 
El Kébir  HLIL  PS4   6 
El Ashram  Tarek  PS2   38 
Elduque  Ana Isabel  PS2   30 
El Said  Ayman  PS2   38 
Emilia  Morallon  PS2   19 
Emilia  Morallon  PS2   20 
Emilia  Morallon  PS2   21 
Erdem  Murat  PS2   13 
Erdem  Murat  PS2   14 

Dunaev Sergey PS1   33
Duraj Ryszard WeCO 2
Dussan Cuenca Anderson MoAO 9
Dussan Cuenca Anderson PS2   16
Dussan Cuenca Anderson   PS2   15
Dussan Cuenca Anderson   PS2   17
Dyakonov Vladimir FrAO 1
Dynowska El bieta MoEO 5
Dzhumanov Safarali PS3   20
E.S. Syrkin PS1   4
Effenberger Herta PS3   35
Ekmekçi Mete Kaan PS2   13
Ekmekçi Mete Kaan PS2   14
El Kébir HLIL PS4   6
El Ashram Tarek PS2   38
Elduque Ana Isabel PS2   30
El Said Ayman PS2   38
Emilia Morallon PS2   19
Emilia Morallon PS2   20
Emilia Morallon PS2   21
Erdem Murat PS2   13
Erdem Murat PS2   14
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Eremenko  V.V.  PS1   4 
Eremin  Evgeniy  PS1   6 
Escoda  M.L.  PS4   8 
Faber  Carina   MoAO 6 
Failamani  Fainan  FrAO 10 
Falvello  Larry R.  PS3   2 
Faßbender  Jürgen  MoEO 5 
Fecher  Gerhard H.  FrCO 9 
Felner  Israel  MoEK 2 
Feodosyev  S.B.   PS1   4 
Fernández Díaz  María T.  PS3   29 
Fernández Guillermet  Armando  PS4   34 
Fernández Martínez  Francisco  PS3   29 
Fernández Martínez  Francisco  WeCO 3 
Fiebig  Manfred  PS1   9 
Figueroa  Adriana I.  TuCO 1 
Figueroa  Adriana Isabel  FrAO 8 
Fija kowski  Marcin  FrCO 3 
Filanovich  Anton  MoEK 1 
Filipek  El bieta  PS2   35 
Filipek  El bieta  PS2   36 
Filipov  Volodymyr  PS2   24 
Filoti  George  MoEO 4 
Filoti  George  PS4   27 
Filoti  George  ThCO 9 
Fionkina  Yulia  PS1   22 
Fiorillo  Fausto  WeCK 1 
Fiorito  Sergio  PS3   41 
Fitch  Andy  PS3   24 
Flacau  Roxana  ThCO 2 
Flores Zúñiga  H.  TuAO 4 
Flura  Aurélien   TuAO 11 
Forcén Vázquez  Elena  PS3   2 
Fornal  Piotr  WeCO 2 
Fournée  Vincent  MoCO 4 
Fruchart  Daniel  PS2   5 
Fruchart  Daniel  PS4   7 
Fruchart  Daniel  ThAO 10 
Fruchart  Daniel  WeCO 2 
Fu  Zhongheng  ThCO 5 
Funik  Anton  TuCO 4 
Gallardo  Piedraescrita  PS2   32 
Gallardo  Piedraescrita  ThCO 8 

Filipov Volodymyr PS2   24
Filoti George MoEO 4
Filoti George PS4   27
Filoti George ThCO 9
Fionkina Yulia PS1   22
Fiorillo Fausto WeCK 1
Fiorito Sergio PS3   41
Fitch Andy PS3   24
Flacau Roxana ThCO 2
Flores Zúñiga H. TuAO 4
Flura Aurélien   TuAO 11
Forcén Vázquez Elena PS3   2
Fornal Piotr WeCO 2
Fournée Vincent MoCO 4
Fruchart Daniel PS2   5
Fruchart Daniel PS4   7
Fruchart Daniel ThAO 10
Fruchart Daniel WeCO 2
Fu Zhongheng ThCO 5
Funik Anton TuCO 4
Gallardo Piedraescrita PS2   32
Gallardo Piedraescrita ThCO 8
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García  Joaquín  FrCO 4 
García  Joaquín  PS1   7 
García  Luis M.  PS4   36 
García  Luis Miguel  FrAO 8 
García  Luis Miguel   PS2   37 
García Monforte  M. Ängeles  FrCO 5 
García Muñoz  José Luis  MoAK 1 
García Muñoz  José Luis  PS1   7 
García Muñoz   José Luis   TuCO 6 
Gascoin  Franck  MoEO 1 
Gascoin  Franck  ThAO 12 
Gataullin  Eduard   FrCO 8 
Gaudin  E.  TuAI 1 
Gaudin  Etienne  MoCO 5 
Gaudin  Etienne  ThCO 1 
Gaudin  Etienne  ThCO 2 
Gaudry  Émilie  MoCO 4 
Gautier  Romain  ThAO 6 
Gautron  Eric  ThAO 6 
Gaviko  Vasilii  PS4   5 
G dziorowski   Bart omiej  PS2   4 
Geibel  Christoph  FrCO 9 
Geibel  Christoph  PS3   10 
Ghanem  Mohamed A.  TuAO 13 
Gharbi  Tijani  PS4   13 
Giester  G.  PS3   39 
Giester  Gerald  FrAO 6 
Giester  Gerald  TuAO 2 
Giester  Gerald   FrAO 10 
Giménez  Raquel  PS2   30 
Gladyshevskii  Roman  PS3   3 
Gladyshevskii  Roman  PS4   25 
Gladyshevskii  Roman  PS4   29 
Gladyshevskii  Roman  PS4   30 
Gladyshevskii  Roman  PS4   35 
Glatzel  Pieter  FrCO 4 
Glazkova  Iana  PS1   21 
Glazkova  Iana  PS3   11 
Glazkova  Iana  PS3   12 
Glazkova  Iana  PS3   13 
Glazkova  Iana  PS3   15 
Glazkova  Iana  PS3   19 
Glowacki  Michal  PS2   34 

Geibel Christoph FrCO 9
Geibel Christoph PS3   10
Ghanem Mohamed A. TuAO 13
Gharbi Tijani PS4   13
Giester G. PS3   39
Giester Gerald FrAO 6
Giester Gerald TuAO 2
Giester Gerald   FrAO 10
Giménez Raquel PS2   30
Gladyshevskii Roman PS3   3
Gladyshevskii Roman PS4   25
Gladyshevskii Roman PS4   29
Gladyshevskii Roman PS4   30
Gladyshevskii Roman PS4   35
Glatzel Pieter FrCO 4
Glazkova Iana PS1   21
Glazkova Iana PS3   11
Glazkova Iana PS3   12
Glazkova Iana PS3   13
Glazkova Iana PS3   15
Glazkova Iana PS3   19
Glowacki Michal PS2   34
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Godart  Claude  TuAO 1 
Gómez Herrero  Julio   ThCK 1 
Gómez Navarro  Cristina   ThCK 1 
Gonzalez Hernández  Rafael Julián  MoAO 9 
González Calbet  José M.  PS3   29 
González Jiménez  Irma N.   PS3   29 
González Villegas  Álvaro  TuAO 5 
Goodall  Russell  PS1   28 
Goraus  Jerzy  FrAO 3 
Goraus  Jerzy  FrCO 3 
Goraus  Jerzy  PS4   11 
Gospodarev  I.A.  PS1   4 
Gottschall  Tino  ThAO 9 
Grabis  Janis  PS2   41 
Grenier  Jean Claude   TuAO 11 
Gribanov  A.  PS3   39 
Gribanov  Alexander  PS1   22 
Gribanov  Alexander  PS1   33 
Gribanov  Alexander  PS3   34 
Gribanov  Alexander  PS4   33 
Gribanov  Alexander  WeAO 4 
Gribanova  Vera  PS4   33 
Grin  Juri  PS4   38 
Grin  Juri  PS4   39 
Grin  Yuri  FrAO 9 
Grin  Yuri  MoCO 4 
Grin  Yuri  PS4   14 
Gro   Tadeusz  PS2   27 
Gro   Tadeusz  PS2   29 
Gro   Tadeusz  PS2   35 
Gro   Tadeusz  PS2   36 
Gro   Tadeusz  PS3   26 
Gruner  Thomas  FrCO 9 
Gruner  Thomas  PS3   10 
Grytsiv  Andrij  FrAO 10 
Grytsiv  Andrij  TuAO 2 
Gschneidner  K. A.  FrAO 2 
Gschneidner, Jr.  Karl  PS1   30 
Gubkin  Andrey  PS2   25 
Gubkin  Andrey  PS2   26 
Guerbous  Lakhdar  FrCO 2 
Guglieri  Clara  PS2   33 
Guillou  Francois  FrAP 1 

Gribanova Vera PS4   33
Grin Juri PS4   38
Grin Juri PS4   39
Grin Yuri FrAO 9
Grin Yuri MoCO 4
Grin Yuri PS4   14
Gro   Tadeusz PS2   27
Gro   Tadeusz PS2   29
Gro   Tadeusz PS2   35
Gro   Tadeusz PS2   36
Gro   Tadeusz PS3   26
Gruner Thomas FrCO 9
Gruner Thomas PS3   10
Grytsiv Andrij FrAO 10
Grytsiv Andrij TuAO 2
Gschneidner K. A. FrAO 2
Gschneidner, Jr. Karl PS1   30
Gubkin Andrey PS2   25
Gubkin Andrey PS2   26
Guerbous Lakhdar FrCO 2
Guglieri Clara PS2   33
Guillou Francois FrAP 1
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Guterman  Vladimir   TuAO 10 
Guttfleisch  Oliver  ThAO 9 
Guzman  Roger  MoAO 1 
Guzmán  Roger  MoAO 6 
Guzmán  Roger  MoAO 8 
Guzmán  Roger  PS1   9 
Habib  RACHED  PS4   23 
Hadda  KRARCHA  PS3   33 
Haj Khlifa  Sonia  PS4   7 
Haj Khlifa  Sonia  ThAO 10 
Haj Khlifa   Sonia  TuAK 2 
Haj Khlifa   Sonia  WeCO 2 
Haque  S. A.   PS2   32 
Haskel  Daniel  MoAK 2 
Hawe ek  ukasz  FrAO 3 
Hawe ek  ukasz  PS4   10 
Hawe ek  ukasz  PS4   11 
Hayashi  Junichi  FrCK 1 
HAYN  ROLAND  PS3   16 
Hébert  Sylvie  MoEO 1 
Hébert  Sylvie  ThAO 12 
Hejtmánek  Ji í  ThAO 13 
Henry Mauricio  Mauricio Mateus   PS2   17 
HERLEM  Guillaume  PS4   13 
Hermosa  Cristina   ThCK 1 
Hernando  B.  PS4   8 
Hernando  Blanca  PS4   3 
Hernando  Blanca  TuAO 5 
Hernando  María  PS3   29 
Herrero Albillos  Julia  FrAK 1 
Herrero Albillos  Julia  FrAO 2 
Herrero Albillos  Julia  PS2   37 
Herrero Albillos  Julia  PS3   1 
Herrero Albillos  Julia  PS4   36 
Herrero Martín  Javier  MoAK 1 
Herrero Martín   Javier   TuCO 6 
Herrmannsdörfer  Thomas   PS3   6 
Hesjedal  Thorsten  TuCO 1 
Heying  Birgit  ThCO 2 
Hierro Rodríguez  Aurelio  PS2   37 
Hijazi  Ahmed  PS4   20 
Hijazi  Ahmed.  PS4   19 
Hillebrecht  Harald  PS1   29 

Hejtmánek Ji í ThAO 13
Henry Mauricio Mauricio Mateus   PS2   17
HERLEM Guillaume PS4   13
Hermosa Cristina   ThCK 1
Hernando B. PS4   8
Hernando Blanca PS4   3
Hernando Blanca TuAO 5
Hernando María PS3   29
Herrero Albillos Julia FrAK 1
Herrero Albillos Julia FrAO 2
Herrero Albillos Julia PS2   37
Herrero Albillos Julia PS3   1
Herrero Albillos Julia PS4   36
Herrero Martín Javier MoAK 1
Herrero Martín   Javier   TuCO 6
Herrmannsdörfer Thomas   PS3   6
Hesjedal Thorsten TuCO 1
Heying Birgit ThCO 2
Hierro Rodríguez Aurelio PS2   37
Hijazi Ahmed PS4   20
Hijazi Ahmed. PS4   19
Hillebrecht Harald PS1   29
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Hillebrecht  Harald  PS3   42 
Hiraga  Kenji  MoCO 3 
Hirata  Yasuyuki  ThAO 2 
Hiroto  Takanobu  PS3   38 
Hirt  Sarah  PS3   42 
Hlil  El Kebir  PS4   7 
Höhn  Peter  FrAO 9 
Holý  Václav  TuCO 3 
Honolka  Jan  TuCO 3 
Horyn  Andriy  PS4   32 
Hoser  Andreas  FrAO 1 
Hreb  Vasyl  PS3   24 
Huesges  Zita  FrCO 9 
Hujii  Takenori  PS3   38 
Iacob  Nicusor  ThCO 9 
Ibrahim  Peter  PS2   25 
Iguarbe  Verónica  PS2   30 
imene  benkaddour  PS3   31 
Imene  Rdja  PS2   21 
Isaeva  Anna  PS1   11 
Ishikawa  Asuka  PS3   38 
Isnard  Olivier  ThCO 3 
Isnard  Olivier  TuAO 7 
Ivanenko  Alexander  PS3   21 
Ivanov  Svetlozar  PS2   1 
Ivanov  Vsevolod Yu   MoAK 1 
Ivanshin  Vladimir   FrCO 8 
JAFFRES  Paul Alain  MoAO 4 
Jang  Dongjin  FrCO 9 
Jannot  Yves  ThAO 8 
JANUSZ  TOBOLA  TuAK 2 
Jazia  Zeroual  PS2   8 
Jazia  Zeroual  PS3   5 
Jiang  Tengfei  ThAO 6 
Jiménez Cavero  Pilar  ThAO 4 
Jiménez Cavero  Pilar  ThCO 10 
Jobic  Stéphane  ThAO 6 
Jung  Uoo Chang   PS2   40 
K.A.   Minakova   PS1   4 
Kaczorowski  Dariusz  MoCO 2 
Kaczorowski  Dariusz  PS1   22 
Kaczorowski  Dariusz  PS3   37 
Kaczorowski  Dariusz  PS4   21 

Isnard Olivier ThCO 3
Isnard Olivier TuAO 7
Ivanenko Alexander PS3   21
Ivanov Svetlozar PS2   1
Ivanov Vsevolod Yu   MoAK 1
Ivanshin Vladimir   FrCO 8
JAFFRES Paul Alain MoAO 4
Jang Dongjin FrCO 9
Jannot Yves ThAO 8
JANUSZ TOBOLA TuAK 2
Jazia Zeroual PS2   8
Jazia Zeroual PS3   5
Jiang Tengfei ThAO 6
Jiménez Cavero Pilar ThAO 4
Jiménez Cavero Pilar ThCO 10
Jobic Stéphane ThAO 6
Jung Uoo Chang   PS2   40
K.A.   Minakova   PS1   4
Kaczorowski Dariusz MoCO 2
Kaczorowski Dariusz PS1   22
Kaczorowski Dariusz PS3   37
Kaczorowski Dariusz PS4   21
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Kaczorowski  Dariusz   PS1   34 
Kadok  Joris  MoCO 4 
Kaga  Kiyomori  PS3   8 
Kalinowski  Lech   FrCO 3 
Kalkan Burat  Ayfer  PS3   25 
Kalmykov  Konstantin  PS4   33 
Kalthoum  Klaa  PS2   11 
Kalthoum  Klaa  PS2   8 
Kalthoum  Klaa  PS3   23 
Kalthoum  Klaa  PS3   5 
Kandory  Ahmed  PS4   13 
Kaprzyk  Stanis aw  ThAK 2 
Kawamura  Yukihiro  FrCK 1 
Kayser  Paula  MoAK 2 
Kazak  Natalia  PS1   3 
Kazak  Natalia  PS1   6 
Kazak  Natalya  PS1   17 
KAZAMA  TAKUTO  PS1   26 
Kazantsev  Vadim  PS2   31 
Kechouane  Mohamed  FrCO 2 
Kern  Klaus   WeAO 2 
Khadidja  Yamani  PS2   19 
Khamitcaeva  Emma  PS4   21 
Kharkova  Lyudmila  PS3   3 
Khiari   Saidi   PS3   30 
Khomchanka  Uladzimir  PS1   5 
Khomskii  Daniel  WeAO 1 
Khudayberdiev  Zafar  PS3   20 
Kim  Jun Ho   PS2   40 
Kim  Kyu Sik  PS2   40 
Klymentiy  Nastasia  PS4   29 
Klymentiy  Nastasia  PS4   30 
Klyukin  Konstantin  PS2   5 
Kneidinger  Friedrich  FrAO 10 
Kneidinger  Friedrich  WeAO 4 
Knyazev  Yurii  PS1   3 
Knyazev  Yuriy  PS1   6 
Kobayashi  Shota  PS1   2 
Koçan  Halit  PS3   25 
Komanický  Vladimír  TuCO 3 
Kordan  Vasyl  PS2   6 
Kowalczyk  Micha   PS4   11 
Koza  Michael M.  FrCO 9 

Khadidja Yamani PS2   19
Khamitcaeva Emma PS4   21
Kharkova Lyudmila PS3   3
Khiari   Saidi   PS3   30
Khomchanka Uladzimir PS1   5
Khomskii Daniel WeAO 1
Khudayberdiev Zafar PS3   20
Kim Jun Ho   PS2   40
Kim Kyu Sik PS2   40
Klymentiy Nastasia PS4   29
Klymentiy Nastasia PS4   30
Klyukin Konstantin PS2   5
Kneidinger Friedrich FrAO 10
Kneidinger Friedrich WeAO 4
Knyazev Yurii PS1   3
Knyazev Yuriy PS1   6
Kobayashi Shota PS1   2
Koçan Halit PS3   25
Komanický Vladimír TuCO 3
Kordan Vasyl PS2   6
Kowalczyk Micha   PS4   11
Koza Michael M. FrCO 9
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Kramar  Oleksandr  PS3   17 
Kravtsov  Victor   PS3   4 
Kubacki  Jerzy  PS4   10 
Kubacki  Jerzy  PS4   11 
Kulkarni  Ruta  ThCO 3 
Kummer  Kurt  TuCO 1 
Kuncser  Andrei  MoEO 4 
Kuncser  Andrei  PS4   27 
Kuncser  Andrei  ThCO 9 
Kuncser  Victor  MoEO 4 
Kuncser  Victor  ThCO 9 
Kuncser  Victor   PS4   27 
Kupferling  Michaela  PS4   9 
Kurenbaeva  Zhanafiya  PS3   34 
Kurenbaeva  Zhanafiya  PS3   40 
Kuriganova  Alexandra  PS2   1 
Kurinjimala  Robin  WeAO 4 
Kuroiwa  Yoshihiro  PS3   7 
Kusz  Joachim  PS3   26 
Kutorasi ski  Kamil   ThAK 2 
Kuzhel  Bohdan  PS4   35 
Kuzmin  Alexei  PS2   41 
Lafuerza  Sara  FrCO 4 
Laguna  Mariano  PS2   32 
Laguna  Mariano  ThCO 8 
Laguna Marco  M. Ángeles  MoAK 2 
Laguna Marco  M. Ángeles  PS2   33 
Landinez Tellez  David  PS1   10 
Landinez Tellez  David  PS1   8 
Langenberg  Eric  MoAO 1 
Langenberg  Eric  MoAO 6 
Langenberg  Eric  MoAO 8 
Langenberg  Eric  PS1   9 
Lazarescu     Ana   PS3   4 
Lázpita  Patricia  ThCO 12 
Leca  Aurel  MoEO 4 
Leca  Aurel  ThCO 9 
Ledieu  Julian  MoCO 4 
Lee  Nara  MoAO 2 
Lefèvre  Robin  ThAO 12 
Legut  Dominik  ThCK 2 
Legut  Dominik   ThCO 5 
Lekina  Yulia  PS3   11 

Kuzmin Alexei PS2   41
Lafuerza Sara FrCO 4
Laguna Mariano PS2   32
Laguna Mariano ThCO 8
Laguna Marco M. Ángeles MoAK 2
Laguna Marco M. Ángeles PS2   33
Landinez Tellez David PS1   10
Landinez Tellez David PS1   8
Langenberg Eric MoAO 1
Langenberg Eric MoAO 6
Langenberg Eric MoAO 8
Langenberg Eric PS1   9
Lazarescu     Ana   PS3   4
Lázpita Patricia ThCO 12
Leca Aurel MoEO 4
Leca Aurel ThCO 9
Ledieu Julian MoCO 4
Lee Nara MoAO 2
Lefèvre Robin ThAO 12
Legut Dominik ThCK 2
Legut Dominik   ThCO 5
Lekina Yulia PS3   11
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Lekina  Yulia  PS3   13 
Lekina  Yulia  PS3   19 
Lenoir  Bertrand  TuAO 1 
Leong  Zhaoyuan  PS1   28 
Leontuev  Igor  PS2   2 
Leontyeva  Daria  PS2   3 
Levchenko  Ganna  PS2   24 
Levinský  Petr  ThAO 13 
Li  Xueyan  ThAO 6 
Liu  Jing  PS1   30 
Llorca  N.  PS4   8 
Lobo Checa  Jorge  MoCO 1 
Long  Jeffrey  MoAI 1 
López Ospina  Sandra Marcela  PS2   15 
Loulou  Nouha  PS3   28 
Lourdes  Fábrega  ThAO 1 
Lucas  Irene  ThCO 10 
Lucas  Irene   ThAO 4 
Luis  Fernando  FrCO 5 
Luis  Fernando  WeAO 2 
Luque  Rafael  PS2   33 
Luquin  Asuncion  PS2   32 
Luquin  Asuncion  ThCO 8 
Lushnikov  Stepan  PS4   26 
Luzón  Javier   MoAO 3 
Ma  Chong Geng  MoAO 7 
MABROUK  MANEL  PS3   16 
MAEDA  MINORU  PS1   1 
Maeda  Minoru  PS1   2 
MAEDA  MINORU  PS1   26 
Magén  C.   FrAO 2 
Magén  César  MoAO 1 
Magén  César  MoAO 6 
Magén  César  MoAO 8 
Magén  César  PS1   9 
Magén  César  ThCO 10 
Magén  César   ThAO 4 
Mahon  Tadhg  ThCO 1 
Mahon  Tadhg  ThCO 2 
Maier  Stefan  MoEO 1 
Maillet  Denis  ThAO 8 
Maiorov  Michail  PS2   41 
Maiti  Soumyadipta  MoEO 6 

Luquin Asuncion PS2   32
Luquin Asuncion ThCO 8
Lushnikov Stepan PS4   26
Luzón Javier   MoAO 3
Ma Chong Geng MoAO 7
MABROUK MANEL PS3   16
MAEDA MINORU PS1   1
Maeda Minoru PS1   2
MAEDA MINORU PS1   26
Magén C.   FrAO 2
Magén César MoAO 1
Magén César MoAO 6
Magén César MoAO 8
Magén César PS1   9
Magén César ThCO 10
Magén César   ThAO 4
Mahon Tadhg ThCO 1
Mahon Tadhg ThCO 2
Maier Stefan MoEO 1
Maillet Denis ThAO 8
Maiorov Michail PS2   41
Maiti Soumyadipta MoEO 6
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Malaman  Bernard  PS4   28 
Malaman  Bernard  ThAO 8 
Malik  Zahida  FrAO 10 
Malika  Labidi  PS2   11 
Malika  Labidi  PS2   8 
Malika  labidi  PS3   23 
Malima  labidi  PS3   5 
Manfrinetti  Pietro  ThCO 3 
Manuel  Pascal  MoAO 2 
Manyako  Mykola  PS4   35 
Mao  Ho Kwang  ThCO 5 
Marcano  N.  FrAO 2 
Marciszko  Marianna  MoEO 3 
Martin  Christine  ThAO 13 
Martín  Antonio  FrCO 5 
Martín  José Ignacio   PS2   37 
Martino  Luca  PS4   9 
Martirosyan  Norayr  ThAO 5 
Marushina  Elena  PS1   33 
Marushina  Elena  PS3   34 
Marynowska  Agata  MoEO 5 
Marzec  Monika  FrAO 1 
Matar  Samir F.  MoCO 5 
Maurel  Laura  MoAO 1 
Maurel  Laura  MoAO 6 
Maurel  Laura  MoAO 8 
Maurel  Laura  PS1   9 
Maw Oo  Zaw Ye  MoAO 10 
Mayoral  Isabel  PS3   2 
Mazet  Thomas  ThAO 8 
Melnic  Silvia  MoAO 3 
Melnic     Elena  PS3   4 
Melnychenko  Natalia  PS4   32 
Menjón  Babil  FrCO 5 
Merchan  Francisco  PS2   32 
Mergen  Ayhan  PS2   14 
Mesa Rodriguez  Fredy Giovanni  MoAO 9 
Meskine  Said  PS1   13 
MESKINE  Said  PS1   18 
Meskine  Said   PS1   14 
Messner  Ivan  WeAO 4 
Miao  Xuefei  FrAP 1 
Michor  Herwig  FrAO 10 

Marzec Monika FrAO 1
Matar Samir F. MoCO 5
Maurel Laura MoAO 1
Maurel Laura MoAO 6
Maurel Laura MoAO 8
Maurel Laura PS1   9
Maw Oo Zaw Ye MoAO 10
Mayoral Isabel PS3   2
Mazet Thomas ThAO 8
Melnic Silvia MoAO 3
Melnic     Elena PS3   4
Melnychenko Natalia PS4   32
Menjón Babil FrCO 5
Merchan Francisco PS2   32
Mergen Ayhan PS2   14
Mesa Rodriguez Fredy Giovanni MoAO 9
Meskine Said PS1   13
MESKINE Said PS1   18
Meskine Said   PS1   14
Messner Ivan WeAO 4
Miao Xuefei FrAP 1
Michor Herwig FrAO 10
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Michor  Herwig  WeAO 4 
Milewska  Anna  PS2   4 
Min  Ye Aung  MoAO 10 
Mironova Ulmane  Nina  PS2   41 
Mísek  Martin  FrCO 1 
Mohamed  Abd El Moez A.  TuAO 5 
Mohamed  Balli  PS4   4 
Mohamed Ahmed  Ahmed  PS4   3 
Mohamed Issam  Ferrahi  PS2   20 
Mohammed  AMERI  PS4   23 
Molenda  Janina  PS2   4 
Monnier  Judith  TuAO 1 
Montemor  Maria de Fátima  TuAO 1 
Morellón  Luis  ThCO 10 
Morellón  Luis   ThAO 4 
Moreno  Miriam   ThCK 1 
Moreno Armenta  Maria Guadalupe   PS1   16 
Moreno Armenta  Maria Guadalupe   PS1   20 
Mori  Takao  ThAO 11 
Moriyoshi  Chikako  PS3   7 
Morjan  Ion  MoEO 4 
Morozkin  Alex V.   ThCO 3 
Morozova  Yu.  PS3   39 
Mozharivskyj  Yurij  PS3   42 
Muangkhong  Rung  PS3   22 
Mudryk  Ya.  FrAO 2 
Mudryk  Yaroslav  PS1   30 
Mugarza  Aitor  MoCO 1 
Mugarza  Aitor  PS3   1 
Mukhin  Alexander A.   MoAK 1 
Müller  Herbert  ThCK 2 
Muñoz  M. Carmen  TuCO 2 
MURAI  RYOTA  PS1   1 
Murashova  E.  PS3   39 
Murashova  Elena  PS3   34 
Murashova  Elena  PS3   40 
Murashova  Elena  PS4   33 
Myagkov  Victor  PS3   21 
Naïli  Houcine  PS3   27 
Naïli  Houcine   PS3   28 
Nasri  Nabil  FrAO 4 
Natalia  Tabachkova  TuAO 10 
Nataliya  Medvedeva  TuAO 9 

Morozkin Alex V.   ThCO 3
Morozova Yu. PS3   39
Mozharivskyj Yurij PS3   42
Muangkhong Rung PS3   22
Mudryk Ya. FrAO 2
Mudryk Yaroslav PS1   30
Mugarza Aitor MoCO 1
Mugarza Aitor PS3   1
Mukhin Alexander A.   MoAK 1
Müller Herbert ThCK 2
Muñoz M. Carmen TuCO 2
MURAI RYOTA PS1   1
Murashova E. PS3   39
Murashova Elena PS3   34
Murashova Elena PS3   40
Murashova Elena PS4   33
Myagkov Victor PS3   21
Naïli Houcine PS3   27
Naïli Houcine   PS3   28
Nasri Nabil FrAO 4
Natalia Tabachkova TuAO 10
Nataliya Medvedeva TuAO 9
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Nataliya  Skryabina  PS4   4 
Nataliya  SKRYABINA  PS4   6 
Nataliya  Skryabina  TuAO 9 
Nazarenko  Ilya  PS1   3 
Nedelko   Natalia   PS3   4 
Nedjar  Arezki  FrCO 2 
Nesterenko  Sergey  PS1   25 
Nesterenko  Sergey  PS1   34 
Nesterenko  Sergey  PS1   35 
Nesterenko  Sergey  PS3   40 
Nevzorova  Nika  TuCO 4 
Nicollet  Clément ,  TuAO 11 
Nishioka  Takashi  FrCK 1 
Noel  Henri  ThCO 11 
Noël  Henri  FrAO 4 
Nogovitsyna   Tatyana  MoEK 1 
Nour elhouda  Bendjeloul  PS2   20 
Oboz  Monika  PS3   26 
Obradors  Xavier  ThAP 1 
Oharu  Daichi  PS1   2 
Ohgushi  Kenya  ThAO 2 
Ohta  Eijiro  PS3   9 
Olivetti  Elena S.  PS4   9 
Ono  Shinsuke  PS3   14 
Ono  Takumi  PS1   2 
Opherden  Lars  PS3   6 
Opletal  Petr  FrCO 1 
Orlov  Yury  PS1   17 
Ormeci  Alim  FrAO 9 
Ortega  J. Enrique  MoCO 1 
Othmani  Safa  ThAO 10 
OVALI  Didem  ThCO 4 
Ovanesyan  Nikolay  PS3   19 
Ovchinnikov  Alexander  FrAO 9 
Ovchinnikov  Sergei  PS1   3 
Ovchinnikov  Sergei  PS1   6 
Ovchinnikov  Sergey  PS1   17 
Ovchinnikov  Sergey  PS3   21 
ÖVEÇO LU  M. Lütfi  ThCO 4 
Özçe meci  brahim  PS3   25 
OZKAL  BURAK  MoEO 2 
Pacze na  Agnieszka  PS2   36 
Padilla Pantoja  Jessica  MoAK 1 

Ohta Eijiro PS3   9
Olivetti Elena S. PS4   9
Ono Shinsuke PS3   14
Ono Takumi PS1   2
Opherden Lars PS3   6
Opletal Petr FrCO 1
Orlov Yury PS1   17
Ormeci Alim FrAO 9
Ortega J. Enrique MoCO 1
Othmani Safa ThAO 10
OVALI Didem ThCO 4
Ovanesyan Nikolay PS3   19
Ovchinnikov Alexander FrAO 9
Ovchinnikov Sergei PS1   3
Ovchinnikov Sergei PS1   6
Ovchinnikov Sergey PS1   17
Ovchinnikov Sergey PS3   21
ÖVEÇO LU M. Lütfi ThCO 4
Özçe meci  brahim PS3   25
OZKAL BURAK MoEO 2
Pacze na Agnieszka PS2   36
Padilla Pantoja Jessica MoAK 1
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Padilla Pantoja  Jessica  TuCO 6 
Paixão  José António  PS1   5 
PALACIOS  Elías  WeCO 3 
Palade  Petru   ThCO 9 
Panighel  Mirco  PS3   1 
Pardo  José A.  MoAO 6 
Pardo  José A.  MoAO 8 
Pardo  José A.  PS1   9 
Pardo  José Ángel  MoAO 1 
Park  In Wook   PS2   40 
Parra  Maria  TuAO 12 
Parras  Marina  PS3   29 
Pärs  Martii  PS2   41 
Paschinger  Werner  FrAO 6 
Pasturel  Mathieu  FrAO 4 
Pasturel  Mathieu  ThCO 11 
Pavlosiuk  Orest  MoCO 2 
Pavlyuk  Volodymyr  PS2   6 
Pawlikowska  Marta  PS2   29 
Pecharsky  V. K.  FrAO 2 
Pecharsky  Vitalij  PS1   30 
PEKGÖZLÜ  LHAN  PS2   23 
PEKGÖZLÜ  lhan  PS2   28 
Pekinchak  Olha  PS3   24 
Pelloquin  Denis  MoEO 1 
Pelloquin  Denis  ThAO 12 
Pereira  A.  FrAO 2 
Pereira  Laura C. J.  TuAK 1 
Pereira Carneiro da Cunha Rachel  ThCO 6 
Pereira Goncalves  António  TuAO 1 
Pérez  Olivier  MoAO 4 
Pérez  Olivier  MoEO 1 
Pérez  Olivier  ThAO 12 
PETER  FORNAL  TuAK 2 
Petroff  Frédéric  FrAO 8 
Piantek  Marten  PS3   1 
Pi tkowska  Magdalena  PS2   27 
Pi tkowska  Magdalena  PS2   29 
Pietruczyk  Aleksiej  MoEO 5 
Pikul  Adam  ThCO 11 
Pini  Maria Gloria  WeAO 2 
Piquer  Cristina  PS2   33 
Piquero Zulaica  Ignacio  MoCO 1 

PEKGÖZLÜ  LHAN PS2   23
PEKGÖZLÜ  lhan PS2   28
Pekinchak Olha PS3   24
Pelloquin Denis MoEO 1
Pelloquin Denis ThAO 12
Pereira A. FrAO 2
Pereira Laura C. J. TuAK 1
Pereira Carneiro da Cunha Rachel ThCO 6
Pereira Goncalves António TuAO 1
Pérez Olivier MoAO 4
Pérez Olivier MoEO 1
Pérez Olivier ThAO 12
PETER FORNAL TuAK 2
Petroff Frédéric FrAO 8
Piantek Marten PS3   1
Pi tkowska Magdalena PS2   27
Pi tkowska Magdalena PS2   29
Pietruczyk Aleksiej MoEO 5
Pikul Adam ThCO 11
Pini Maria Gloria WeAO 2
Piquer Cristina PS2   33
Piquero Zulaica Ignacio MoCO 1
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Piz  Mateusz  PS2   35 
Platunov  Michael  PS1   17 
Platunov  Michael  PS1   3 
Platunov  Mikhail  PS1   6 
Platunov  Mikhail  PS3   21 
Platzek  Jan  PS1   29 
PODBEREZSKAYA  Nina   PS2   18 
Pomjakushin  Vladimir Y.  MoAK 1 
Ponchaiya  Pairin   PS4   15 
Pop  Viorel  TuAO 7 
Pöttgen  Rainer  ThCO 2 
Povzner  Aleksandr  MoEK 1 
Povzner   Aleksandr  PS1   19 
Powell  Annie K.   WeAI 1 
Presniakov  Igor  PS1   21 
Presniakov  Igor  PS3   11 
Presniakov  Igor  PS3   12 
Presniakov  Igor  PS3   13 
Presniakov  Igor  PS3   15 
Presniakov  Igor  PS3   19 
Prokleska  Jan  FrCO 1 
Prokleska  Jan  MoAO 11 
Prokoplyuk  Oksana  PS2   6 
Prots  Yurii  FrAO 9 
Prots  Yurii  PS3   24 
Prots  Yurii  PS4   14 
Prots  Yurii  PS4   38 
Prots  Yurii  PS4   39 
Provino  Alessia  ThCO 3 
Prusik  Krystian  PS4   18 
Prybyli ska  Hanka  PS2   34 
Przewoznik  Janusz  TuAO 6 
Puchegger  Stephan  ThCK 2 
Pukas  Svitlana  PS4   29 
Pukas  Svitlana  PS4   30 
Quiroz Gaitán  Heiddy Paola  PS2   15 
Quiroz Gaitán  Heiddy Paola  PS2   16 
Raab  Benedikt  WeAO 4 
RACHED  DJAMEL  PS4   24 
RACHED  HABIB  PS4   24 
Rachid  Bensalem  PS2   11 
Rachid  Bensalem  PS2   8 
Rachid  Bensalem  PS3   23 

Prokleska Jan MoAO 11
Prokoplyuk Oksana PS2   6
Prots Yurii FrAO 9
Prots Yurii PS3   24
Prots Yurii PS4   14
Prots Yurii PS4   38
Prots Yurii PS4   39
Provino Alessia ThCO 3
Prusik Krystian PS4   18
Prybyli ska Hanka PS2   34
Przewoznik Janusz TuAO 6
Puchegger Stephan ThCK 2
Pukas Svitlana PS4   29
Pukas Svitlana PS4   30
Quiroz Gaitán Heiddy Paola PS2   15
Quiroz Gaitán Heiddy Paola PS2   16
Raab Benedikt WeAO 4
RACHED DJAMEL PS4   24
RACHED HABIB PS4   24
Rachid Bensalem PS2   11
Rachid Bensalem PS2   8
Rachid Bensalem PS3   23
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Rachid  Bensalem  PS3   5 
Radaelli  Paolo  MoAO 2 
Rado  Cyril  ThAO 8 
Ramirez  Juan Gabriel  MoAP 1 
Ramos de Debiaggi  Susana  PS4   34 
Rattanasakulthong  Watcharee  PS3   22 
Rattanasakulthong  Watcharee  PS4   15 
Rattanasakulthong  Watcharee  PS4   16 
Rauschenbach  Stephan   WeAO 2 
Reissner  Michael  PS1   32 
Rejali  Rasa  PS1   30 
Rekik  Walid  PS3   28 
Repollés  Ana  WeAO 2 
Ressouche  Eric  MoAK 1 
Rettori  Angelo  WeAO 2 
Rey González  Rafael Ramón  PS2   16 
Rezki  MABSOUT  PS4   23 
Riani  Paola   PS3   41 
Ribeiro da Silva  Manoel  ThCO 6 
Rillo  Conrado  FrCO 5 
Ritter  Clemens  PS1   7 
Rivadulla  Francisco  ThCO 10 
Rivadulla  Francisco   ThAO 4 
Rivas Murias  Beatriz  ThCO 10 
Rivas Murías  Beatriz  ThAO 4 
Roa Rojas  Jairo  PS1   10 
Roa Rojas  Jairo  PS1   8 
Robisch  Nikolas  WeAO 4 
Roca  A.  PS4   8 
Rodewald  Ute Ch.   ThCO 2 
Rodríguez Aseguinolaza  Iván  FrCO 6 
Rodriguez Fernandez  Jesus  PS4   1 
Rodríguez  Fernández  J.  FrAO 2 
Rodriguez Martinez  Jairo Arbey  PS1   16 
Rodriguez Martinez  Jairo Arbey  PS1   20 
Rodríguez Velamazán  José Alberto  PS1   7 
Rodríguez Velamazán  José Alberto  TuCO 6 
Rogalev  Andrei  FrAI 1 
Rogalev  Andrei  FrAO 8 
Rogalev  Andrei  PS1   6 
Rogalev  Andrei  TuAO 12 
Rogl  Gerda  ThCK 2 
Rogl  Gerda  TuAO 2 

Rivadulla Francisco ThCO 10
Rivadulla Francisco   ThAO 4
Rivas Murias Beatriz ThCO 10
Rivas Murías Beatriz ThAO 4
Roa Rojas Jairo PS1   10
Roa Rojas Jairo PS1   8
Robisch Nikolas WeAO 4
Roca A. PS4   8
Rodewald Ute Ch.   ThCO 2
Rodríguez Aseguinolaza Iván FrCO 6
Rodriguez Fernandez Jesus PS4   1
Rodríguez  Fernández J. FrAO 2
Rodriguez Martinez Jairo Arbey PS1   16
Rodriguez Martinez Jairo Arbey PS1   20
Rodríguez Velamazán José Alberto PS1   7
Rodríguez Velamazán José Alberto TuCO 6
Rogalev Andrei FrAI 1
Rogalev Andrei FrAO 8
Rogalev Andrei PS1   6
Rogalev Andrei TuAO 12
Rogl Gerda ThCK 2
Rogl Gerda TuAO 2
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Rogl  P.  PS3   39 
Rogl  Peter  FrAO 10 
Rogl  Peter  ThCK 2 
Rogl  Peter  TuAO 2 
Rogl  Peter  WeAO 4 
Rogl  Peter Franz  FrAO 6 
Romaka  Lyubov  PS4   32 
Romaka  Vitaliy  PS4   32 
Roslova  Maria  PS3   6 
Rosner  Helge  PS4   14 
Rougier  Aline   TuAO 11 
Rubín  Javier  FrAO 8 
Rubín  Javier  TuAO 12 
Ruck  Michael  PS3   6 
RUEFF  Jean Michel  MoAO 4 
Ruiz de Larramendi  Idoia  ThAO 5 
Russo  Umberto  ThCO 3 
Ryan  Dominic  PS1   30 
RYSZARD  ZACH   TuAK 2 
Saerbeck  Thomas  MoAP 1 
Sáez de Cámara  Xabier   ThCO 12 
SÁEZ PUCHE  Regino  WeCO 3 
Safina  Alina   PS1   33 
Sahlberg  Martin  PS4   22 
Saïd  Salem  PS3   27 
Saiga  Yuta  FrAO 6 
Salah  Mabrook A.  TuAO 13 
Salamakha  Leonid  FrAO 10 
Salazar  D.  TuAO 4 
saliha  karfaf  PS3   33 
Salima  Labidi  PS2   11 
Salima  labidi  PS2   8 
Salima  Labidi  PS3   23 
Salima  Labidi  PS3   5 
Sanchez Marcos  Jorge  PS4   1 
Sánchez Peláez  Ana E.  PS3   29 
Sanganan  Nittaya  PS4   16 
Sasmaz  Merivan  ThCO 12 
Sato  Hirohiko  PS2   39 
Sato  Hirohiko  PS3   14 
Sato  Hirohiko  PS3   8 
Sato  Hirohiko  PS3   9 
Satoh  Norifusa  TuCO 5 

SÁEZ PUCHE Regino WeCO 3
Safina Alina   PS1   33
Sahlberg Martin PS4   22
Saïd Salem PS3   27
Saiga Yuta FrAO 6
Salah Mabrook A. TuAO 13
Salamakha Leonid FrAO 10
Salazar D. TuAO 4
saliha karfaf PS3   33
Salima Labidi PS2   11
Salima labidi PS2   8
Salima Labidi PS3   23
Salima Labidi PS3   5
Sanchez Marcos Jorge PS4   1
Sánchez Peláez Ana E. PS3   29
Sanganan Nittaya PS4   16
Sasmaz Merivan ThCO 12
Sato Hirohiko PS2   39
Sato Hirohiko PS3   14
Sato Hirohiko PS3   8
Sato Hirohiko PS3   9
Satoh Norifusa TuCO 5
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Saurina  J.  PS4   8 
Sawicki  Bogdan  PS2   27 
Sawicki  Bogdan  PS2   29 
Sawicki  Bogdan  PS2   35 
Sawicki  Bogdan  PS2   36 
Scarisoreanu  Monica  MoEO 4 
Schiller  Frederik  MoCO 1 
Schinteie  Gabriel   PS4   27 
Schinteie  Gabriel   ThCO 9 
Schirone  Stefano  MoCO 1 
Schmidt  Marcus   PS4   14 
Schnelle  Walter  FrAO 9 
Schnelle  Walter  PS4   14 
Schnelle  Walter  PS4   38 
Schuller  Ivan   MoAP 1 
Sechovsky  Vladimir  MoAO 11 
Sechovský  Vladimír  FrCO 1 
Sechovský  Vladimír  TuCO 3 
Sedmidubský  David  ThAO 13 
Sedona  Francesco  PS3   1 
Seki  Takeshi  MoEO 5 
Sekine  Chihiro  FrCK 1 
Selezneva  Nadezda  PS2   25 
Selezneva  Nadezda  PS2   26 
Selezneva  Nadezda  PS2   31 
SELTE  AYDIN  MoEO 2 
Semenistaya  Tatyana  PS3   32 
Semuso  Nataliya  PS4   29 
Senchuk  Oleksandr  PS4   25 
Sera  Masafumi  FrCK 1 
Sereni  Julian  WeAO 4 
Serrano  José Luis  PS2   30 
Servant  Florence  ThAO 8 
Sesalan  B. ebnem  PS3   25 
Sesé  Javier  PS2   37 
Sesé  Javier  ThAO 1 
Shablinskaya  Ksenia  PS3   40 
Shaihutdinov  Kirill  PS1   17 
Shelyapina  Marina  PS2   5 
Shelyapina  Marina  TuAK 1 
Sherokalova  Elizaveta  PS2   26 
Sherokalova  Elizaveta  PS2   31 
Shin  Jung Yeol  PS2   10 

Sekine Chihiro FrCK 1
Selezneva Nadezda PS2   25
Selezneva Nadezda PS2   26
Selezneva Nadezda PS2   31
SELTE AYDIN MoEO 2
Semenistaya Tatyana PS3   32
Semuso Nataliya PS4   29
Senchuk Oleksandr PS4   25
Sera Masafumi FrCK 1
Sereni Julian WeAO 4
Serrano José Luis PS2   30
Servant Florence ThAO 8
Sesalan B. ebnem PS3   25
Sesé Javier PS2   37
Sesé Javier ThAO 1
Shablinskaya Ksenia PS3   40
Shaihutdinov Kirill PS1   17
Shelyapina Marina PS2   5
Shelyapina Marina TuAK 1
Sherokalova Elizaveta PS2   26
Sherokalova Elizaveta PS2   31
Shin Jung Yeol PS2   10
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Shishkin  Denis  PS4   5 
Shitsevalova  Natalya  PS2   24 
Shmatko  Valentina  TuCO 4 
Shova  Sergiu  MoAO 3 
Shova  Sergiu  MoAO 5 
Shova  Sergiu  WeAO 3 
Shtepa  Denis  PS3   40 
Sichelschmidt  Jörg  FrAO 9 
Sichevych  Olha  PS4   38 
Sichevych  Olha  PS4   39 
Siham  AMARI  PS4   23 
Sildos  Ilmo   PS2   41 
Silva de Oliveira  Carlos Augusto  ThCO 6 
Sirenko  V.A.  PS1   4 
Sirhan  Khan  WeAO 4 
Skokov  Konstantin P.  ThAO 9 
Skorenkyy  Yuriy  PS3   17 
Skoursky  Yuri  PS4   36 
Skumryev  Vassil   MoAK 1 
lawska Waniewska   Anna   PS3   4 
lebarski  Andrzej  FrCO 3 
Smirnova  Nina  PS2   1 
Smirnova  Nina  PS2   2 
Smirnova  Nina  PS2   3 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS1   21 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS3   11 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS3   12 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS3   13 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS3   15 
Sobolev  Alexey  PS3   19 
Sofronov   Svetlana  PS1   3 
Sokolov  Alexey  PS3   21 
Sokolov  Dmitry  FrCO 8 
Solovyev  Leonid  PS1   17 
Somenkov  Victor  PS1   27 
Souto Maior Tavares  Sérgio  ThCO 6 
Spaldin  Nicola A.  MoAO 6 
Springholz  Gunther  TuCO 3 
Stanciu  Anda  PS4   27 
Stanek  Jan  WeCO 2 
Stankiewicz  Jolanta  FrAO 8 
Stankiewicz  Jolanta  PS1   7 
Steurer  Walter  MoEO 6 

Smirnova Nina PS2   1
Smirnova Nina PS2   2
Smirnova Nina PS2   3
Sobolev Alexey PS1   21
Sobolev Alexey PS3   11
Sobolev Alexey PS3   12
Sobolev Alexey PS3   13
Sobolev Alexey PS3   15
Sobolev Alexey PS3   19
Sofronov   Svetlana PS1   3
Sokolov Alexey PS3   21
Sokolov Dmitry FrCO 8
Solovyev Leonid PS1   17
Somenkov Victor PS1   27
Souto Maior Tavares Sérgio ThCO 6
Spaldin Nicola A. MoAO 6
Springholz Gunther TuCO 3
Stanciu Anda PS4   27
Stanek Jan WeCO 2
Stankiewicz Jolanta FrAO 8
Stankiewicz Jolanta PS1   7
Steurer Walter MoEO 6
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Stockert  Oliver  FrCO 9 
Streltsov  Sergey  WeAO 1 
Strichovanec  P.   ThAO 1 
Strydom  Andre  PS1   25 
Strydom  Andre M.  PS1   35 
Subbotin  Vladislav  PS3   3 
Subías  Gloria  FrCO 4 
Subías  Gloria  PS1   7 
Suchocki  Andrzej  PS2   34 
Suchocki  Andrzej   MoAO 7 
Suñol  Joan Josep  PS4   8 
Suñol  Joan Josep  TuAO 5 
Sykora  Rudolf  ThCK 2 
Szade  Jacek  PS4   10 
Szade  Jacek  PS4   11 
Szczodrowski  Karol  MoAO 7 
Szymanski  Dawid  PS4   7 
Szytula  Andrzej  FrAO 1 
Szytula  Andrzej  PS3   37 
Taha  Ziyad   PS4   19 
Taibeche  Mohamed  FrCO 2 
Takabatake  Toshiro  FrAO 6 
Takabatake  Toshiro  TuAP 1 
Takamoto  Wataru  PS3   9 
Takanashi  Koki  MoEO 5 
Takano  Yoshiki  PS1   1 
Takano  Yoshiki  PS1   2 
Takano  Yoshiki  PS1   26 
Takase  Koichi  PS1   2 
Takase  Kouichi  PS1   1 
Takase  Kouichi  PS1   26 
Takase  Kouichi  PS3   7 
Takeda  Keiki  FrCK 1 
Takeuchi  Tsunehiro  PS3   38 
Takita  Shota  PS1   2 
Tambasov  Igor  PS3   21 
Tambasova  Ekaterina  PS3   21 
Tamura  Ryuji  FrAO 5 
Tamura  Ryuji  PS3   38 
Tanaka  Yudai  PS2   39 
Tanida  Hiroshi  FrCK 1 
Taran  Anatoliy  PS2   24 
Tarasenko  Róbert  TuCO 3 

Takabatake Toshiro FrAO 6
Takabatake Toshiro TuAP 1
Takamoto Wataru PS3   9
Takanashi Koki MoEO 5
Takano Yoshiki PS1   1
Takano Yoshiki PS1   2
Takano Yoshiki PS1   26
Takase Koichi PS1   2
Takase Kouichi PS1   1
Takase Kouichi PS1   26
Takase Kouichi PS3   7
Takeda Keiki FrCK 1
Takeuchi Tsunehiro PS3   38
Takita Shota PS1   2
Tambasov Igor PS3   21
Tambasova Ekaterina PS3   21
Tamura Ryuji FrAO 5
Tamura Ryuji PS3   38
Tanaka Yudai PS2   39
Tanida Hiroshi FrCK 1
Taran Anatoliy PS2   24
Tarasenko Róbert TuCO 3
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Tavassoli  Ali  TuAO 2 
Temerov  Vladislav  PS1   6 
Tencé  Sophie  MoCO 5 
Tencé  Sophie  ThCO 1 
Tencé  Sophie  ThCO 2 
Terenti  Natalia   PS3   4 
Thang Nguyen  Van  FrAP 1 
Tkac  Vladimir  MoAO 11 
Tká   Vladimír  TuCO 3 
Tkachov  Grigory  ThAO 3 
Tobola  Janusz  MoEO 3 
Tobola  Janusz  PS1   32 
Tobola  Janusz  PS2   4 
Tobola  Janusz  PS4   7 
Tobola  Janusz  ThAK 2 
Tobola  Janusz  WeCO 2 
Tokaychuk  Yaroslav  PS4   25 
Tokaychuk  Yaroslav  PS4   29 
Tokiwa  Kazuyasu  PS3   38 
Tomás  Milagros  PS3   2 
Tomasi  Corrado  WeCO 3 
Tomaszewicz  El bieta  PS2   27 
Tomaszewicz  El bieta  PS2   29 
Tomaszewicz  El bieta  PS3   26 
Torres Pardo  Almudena  PS3   29 
Tougait  Olivier  FrAO 4 
Tougait  Olivier  ThCO 11 
Trassin  Morgan  PS1   9 
Trassin  Morgan  ThAI 1 
Troyano  Javier   ThCK 1 
Tuncer  Sevgican  PS3   25 
Tursina  Anna  PS1   25 
Tursina  Anna  PS1   34 
Tursina  Anna  PS1   35 
Tursina  Anna  PS4   21 
Ueda  Yutaka  ThAO 2 
Urbanowicz  Piotr  PS2   29 
Urbanowicz  Piotr  PS2   36 
Urbanowicz  Piotr  PS3   26 
Urcelay Olabarria  Irene  MoAK 1 
Valbuena  Miguel A  MoCO 1 
Valdés Bango  Fernando  PS2   37 
Valenta  Jaroslav  MoAO 11 

Tomaszewicz El bieta PS2   27
Tomaszewicz El bieta PS2   29
Tomaszewicz El bieta PS3   26
Torres Pardo Almudena PS3   29
Tougait Olivier FrAO 4
Tougait Olivier ThCO 11
Trassin Morgan PS1   9
Trassin Morgan ThAI 1
Troyano Javier   ThCK 1
Tuncer Sevgican PS3   25
Tursina Anna PS1   25
Tursina Anna PS1   34
Tursina Anna PS1   35
Tursina Anna PS4   21
Ueda Yutaka ThAO 2
Urbanowicz Piotr PS2   29
Urbanowicz Piotr PS2   36
Urbanowicz Piotr PS3   26
Urcelay Olabarria Irene MoAK 1
Valbuena Miguel A MoCO 1
Valdés Bango Fernando PS2   37
Valenta Jaroslav MoAO 11
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Valiska  Michal  MoAO 11 
Valiska  Michal  TuCO 3 
Valmianski  Ilya   MoAP 1 
van der Laan  Gerrit  TuCO 1 
Van Dijk  Niels  FrAP 1 
Vandunts  Tigran  ThAO 5 
Vaney  Jean Baptiste  ThAO 13 
Vaney  Jean Baptiste  TuAO 1 
Varela  Áurea  PS3   29 
Vasilyeva  Inga  WeCO 4 
Vasseur  Guillaume  MoCO 1 
Vasylechko  Leonid  PS3   24 
Vecchini  Carlo  MoAO 2 
Vega  Victor  PS4   3 
Vélez  María   PS2   37 
Veligzhanin  Alexey  PS1   17 
Veprek  Stan  ThCO 5 
Verbetsky  Victor  PS1   27 
Verbetsky  Victor  PS4   26 
Veremchuk  Igor  PS3   6 
Vereshchagin  Sergei  PS1   17 
Vernière  Anne   PS4   28 
Vibhu  Vaibhav   TuAO 11 
Vila Fungueiriño  Jose Manuel  ThAO 4 
Villa  Silvia   PS3   41 
Vlad  Angelica  MoAO 5 
Vlad  Angelica  WeAO 3 
Vladimir  LAD'YANOV  PS4   6 
Vlaic  Codruta  PS2   1 
Volegov  Aleksei  PS4   5 
Volkov  Arkadij  PS1   19 
Volkov  Sergei  PS3   3 
Volochaev  Mikhail  PS3   21 
Volochaev  Mikhail  PS3   21 
Voronovych  Daniil  PS2   24 
Wang  Siming  MoAP 1 
Watanabe  Tadataka  PS1   1 
Watanabe  Tadataka  PS1   2 
Watanabe  Tadataka  PS1   26 
Wiendlocha  Bart omiej  ThAK 2 
Wilhelm  Fabrice  FrAI 1 
Wilhelm  Fabrice  FrAO 8 
Wilhelm  Fabrice  PS1   6 

Vernière Anne   PS4   28
Vibhu Vaibhav   TuAO 11
Vila Fungueiriño Jose Manuel ThAO 4
Villa Silvia   PS3   41
Vlad Angelica MoAO 5
Vlad Angelica WeAO 3
Vladimir LAD'YANOV PS4   6
Vlaic Codruta PS2   1
Volegov Aleksei PS4   5
Volkov Arkadij PS1   19
Volkov Sergei PS3   3
Volochaev Mikhail PS3   21
Volochaev Mikhail PS3   21
Voronovych Daniil PS2   24
Wang Siming MoAP 1
Watanabe Tadataka PS1   1
Watanabe Tadataka PS1   2
Watanabe Tadataka PS1   26
Wiendlocha Bart omiej ThAK 2
Wilhelm Fabrice FrAI 1
Wilhelm Fabrice FrAO 8
Wilhelm Fabrice PS1   6
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Wilhelm  Fabrice  TuAO 12 
Wi niewski  Piotr  MoCO 2 
Witas  Piotr  FrCO 3 
W odarczyk  Patryk  FrAO 3 
W odarczyk  Patryk  PS4   10 
W odarczyk  Patryk  PS4   11 
Wojtyniak  Marcin  PS4   18 
Wo o   Agnieszka  PS2   34 
Wosnitza  Joachim  PS3   6 
Xia  Zhiguo   MoAO 7 
Yalovega  Galina  PS2   2 
Yalovega  Galina  PS3   32 
Yalovega  Galina  TuCO 4 
Yamada  Hayato  PS1   2 
Yamauchi  Touru  ThAO 2 
Yanko  Oleg  PS3   3 
Yaropolov  Yuryi  PS1   27 
Yasuhara  Akira  MoCO 3 
Yasyulevich  Ivan  PS1   19 
Yavkin  Boris  FrCO 8 
Yi  Wei  PS3   11 
Yi  Wei  PS3   15 
Yibole  Hargen  FrAP 1 
Yuan  Fang  PS3   42 
Yubuta  Kunio  FrAO 6 
Yubuta  Kunio  MoCO 3 
Yves  Watier  PS4   14 
Zach  Ryszard  PS4   7 
Zach  Ryszard  WeCO 2 
Zackiewicz  Przemys aw  PS4   10 
Zackiewicz  Przemys aw  PS4   11 
Zaltariov  Mirela Fernanda  MoAO 5 
Zaltariov  Mirela Fernanda  WeAO 3 
Zambrano Rojas  Samuel  PS1   10 
Zamora  Félix   ThCK 1 
Zehetbauer  Michael  ThCK 2 
Zehetbauer  Michael  TuAO 2 
ZELENINA  Liudmila   PS2   18 
Zelinska  Oksana  PS2   6 
Zergoug  Toufik  FrCO 2 
Zeugner  Alexander  PS1   11 
Zhang  Lian  FrAP 1 
Zhang  Ruifeng  ThCO 5 

Yi Wei PS3   15
Yibole Hargen FrAP 1
Yuan Fang PS3   42
Yubuta Kunio FrAO 6
Yubuta Kunio MoCO 3
Yves Watier PS4   14
Zach Ryszard PS4   7
Zach Ryszard WeCO 2
Zackiewicz Przemys aw PS4   10
Zackiewicz Przemys aw PS4   11
Zaltariov Mirela Fernanda MoAO 5
Zaltariov Mirela Fernanda WeAO 3
Zambrano Rojas Samuel PS1   10
Zamora Félix   ThCK 1
Zehetbauer Michael ThCK 2
Zehetbauer Michael TuAO 2
ZELENINA Liudmila   PS2   18
Zelinska Oksana PS2   6
Zergoug Toufik FrCO 2
Zeugner Alexander PS1   11
Zhang Lian FrAP 1
Zhang Ruifeng ThCO 5
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Zhang  Xiong   ThCO 5 
Zhigalov  Victor  PS3   21 
Zhigalov  Victor  PS3   21 
Zhydachevskii  Yaroslav  PS2   34 
Zubavichus  Yan  PS1   17 
Zukrowski  Jan  PS4   37 
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